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Foreword
The Third International Conference on Advances in Databases, Knowledge, and Data
Applications (DBKDA 2011) held on January 23-27, 2011 in St. Maarten, The Netherlands Antilles,
continued a series of international events covering a large spectrum of topics related to advances in
fundamentals on databases, evolution of relation between databases and other domains, data base
technologies and content processing, as well as specifics in applications domains databases.
Advances in different technologies and domains related to databases triggered substantial
improvements for content processing, information indexing, and data, process and knowledge mining.
The push came from Web services, artificial intelligence, and agent technologies, as well as from the
generalization of the XML adoption.
High-speed communications and computations, large storage capacities, and load-balancing for
distributed databases access allow new approaches for content processing with incomplete patterns,
advanced ranking algorithms and advanced indexing methods.
Evolution on e-business, ehealth and telemedicine, bioinformatics, finance and marketing,
geographical positioning systems put pressure on database communities to push the ‘de facto’ methods
to support new requirements in terms of scalability, privacy, performance, indexing, and heterogeneity
of both content and technology.
We take this opportunity to thank all the members of the DBKDA 2011 Technical Program
Committee as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a broad and high-quality conference
program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all the authors
who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to the DBKDA 2011. We truly believe that,
thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consists of top quality contributions.
This event could also not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the DBKDA 2011 organizing committee
for their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional meeting a success.
We hope that DBKDA 2011 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and
results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in database research.
We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very open.
The beautiful places of St. Maarten surely provided a pleasant environment during the conference and
we hope you had a chance to visit the surroundings.
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Trusted Data in IBM’s Master Data Management
Przemyslaw Pawluk, Jarek Gryz
York University
Toronto ON, Canada
Center for Advanced Studies
IBM, Toronto, ON Canada
Email: {pawluk, jarek}@cse.yorku.ca

Abstract—A good business data model has little value if it
lacks accurate, up-to-date customer data. This paper describes
how data quality measures are processed and maintained in IBM
InfoSphere MDM Server and IBM InfoSphere Information Server.
It also introduces a notion of trust, which extends the concept of
data quality and allows businesses to consider additional factors,
that can influence the decision making process. The solutions
presented here utilize existing tools provided by IBM in an
innovative way and provide new data structures and algorithms
for calculating scores for persistent and transient quality and
trust factors.
Keywords-Master Data Management; Data Integration; Data
Quality; Data Trust

I. I NTRODUCTION
Many organizations have come to the realization that they do
not have an accurate view of their business-critical information
such as customers, vendors, accounts, or products. As new
enterprise systems are added, silos are created resulting in
overlap and inconsistency of information. This varied collection of systems can be the result of systems introduced
through mergers and acquisitions (M&A), purchase of packaged applications for enterprise resource planning (ERP) or
customer relationship management (CRM), different variant
and versions of the same application used for different lines
of business or home grown applications. Data in these systems
typically differs both in structure and in content. Some data
might be incorrect, some of it might just be old, and some
other parts of it might show different aspects of the same entity
(for example, a home vs. a work address for a customer).
Master Data Management (MDM) is an approach that decouples master information from the applications that created
it and pulls it together to provide a single, unified view
across business processes, transactional and analytical systems.
Master data is not about all of the data of an organization. It
is the data that deals with the core facts about the key entities
of a business: customers, accounts, locations and products.
Master data is high value data that is commonly shared across
an enterprise – within or across the lines of business. MDM
applications, such as IBM’s InfoSphere Master Data Management Server, contain functionality to maintain master data by
addressing key data issues such as governance, quality and
consistency. They maintain and leverage relationships between
master data entities and manage the complete lifecycle of the
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data and support multiple implementation approaches.
The quality of master data requires special attention. Different aspects or dimensions of quality need to be considered
and maintained in all processes of the enterprise. Trust scores,
introduced in this paper, can provide important information to
the decision makers. Our approach to the quality of data is
slightly different than described so far in the literature [1]–
[3]. Our goal is to provide the user with the information about
data quality and trust. Trust in this case is the aggregated value
of multiple factors, and is intended to cover quality and nonquality aspects of master data. We are not making the attempts
to build fixes nor enforce any quality policy. The information
provided by us is intend to identify weaknesses of data quality.
The data quality enforcement should be then improved based
on this information.
This paper focuses on the creation of measures, or trust
factors, that serve to determine the trustworthiness of data
being managed by MDM applications, specifically those being
introduced in IBM’s InfoSphere MDM Server. This new
notion involves creating trust scores for these trust factors that
enhance the notion of data quality and the more broad qualityunrelated features such as lineage, security, stewardship etc.
All these have one goal – to support businesses in the decision
making process, or data stewardship by providing information
about different aspects of data.
This work is organized as follows. Section III presents the
underpinning principles of Master Data Management (MDM),
related concepts as well as the tools we used to prepare the
trust scoring prototype. In Section IV we introduce a sample
business scenario through which we explain the main ideas
in the paper. Section V provides a short overview of data
quality and introduces the notion of trust. Section VI presents
structures and methods used to acquire, store and process trust
factors.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
Data Quality has been explored by several researchers in
recent years and its importance has been discussed many times
in the literature [1]–[14] usually in context of the single data
source. However, some researches have been also done in the
context of integrated data [15]–[20]. Most of them present
strictly theoretical approach to the topic and provides solutions
that are hard to apply or expensive. Moreover, all of them
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includes only quality factors into the considerations excluding
several extremely important non-quality factors such as data
lineage or security. Different approaches to data quality and
chosen definitions are presented more detailed in Section V.
In this work we would like to extend the notion of data
quality and introduce new notion called data trust which
covers both quality and non-quality factors. We propose a set
of tools that can be used to process this information.
III. MDM AND I NFORMATION S ERVER
Master data management is a relatively fast growing software market. Many customers acknowledge they have data
quality and data governance problems and look to large
software vendors like IBM for solutions to these problems.
Crucial parts of these MDM solutions are data quality and data
trust mechanisms [21]–[23]. In this section, we are presenting
the MDM environment and the comprehensive approach to the
trust and quality that utilizes tools provided by IBM.
A. Definitions
Master Data Management (MDM) provides the technology
and processes to manage Master Data in an organization.
Master Data is the data an organization stores about key
elements or business entities that define its operation. ”An
MDM solution enables an enterprise to govern, create, maintain, use, and analyze consistent, complete, contextual, and
accurate master data information for all stakeholders, such
as line of business systems, data warehouses, and trading
partners.” [21] Master data is high value information that an
organization uses repeatedly across many business processes
and lines of businesses. For these to operate efficiently, this
master data must be accurate and consistent to ensure good
decisions. Unfortunately in many organizations, master data is
fragmented across many applications, with many inconsistent
copies and no plan to improve the situation.
Traditional approaches to master data include the use of
existing enterprise applications, data warehouses and even
middleware. Some organizations approach the master data
issue by leveraging dominant and seemingly domain-centric
applications, such as a customer relationship management
(CRM) application for the customer domain or an enterprise
resource planning (ERP) application for the product domain.
However, CRM and ERP, among other enterprise applications,
have been designed and implemented to automate specific
business processes such as customer on-boarding, procureto-pay and order-to-cash, not to manage data across these
processes. The result is that a specific data domain, such
as customer or product, may actually reside within multiple
processes, and therefore multiple applications.
In general, master data management (MDM) solutions
should offer the following:
• Consolidate data locked within the native systems and
applications
• Manage common data and common data processes independently with functionality for use in business processes
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•
•

Trigger business processes that originate from data
change
Provide a single understanding of the domain-customer,
product, account, location — for the enterprise

Depending on MDM tool those requirements are realized
in a different way. Some products decouple data linked to
source systems so they can dynamically create a virtual view
of the domain, while others include the additional ability to
physically store master data and persist and propagate this
information. Some products are not designed for a specific
usage style, while others provide a single usage of this master
data. Even more mature products provide all of the usage
types required in today’s complex business-collaborative, operational and analytic-as out-of-the-box functionality. These
mature products also provide intelligent data management
by recognizing changes in the information and triggering
additional processes as necessary. Finally, MDM products vary
in their domain coverage, ranging from specializing in a single
domain such as customer or product to spanning multiple and
integrated domains. Those that span multiple domains help to
harness not only the value of the domain, but also the value
between domains, also known as relationships. Relationships
may include customers to their locations, to their accounts
or to products they have purchased. This combination of
multiple domains, multiple usage styles and the full set of
capabilities between creating a virtual view and performance
in a transactional environment is known as multiform master
data management.
Some of the most common key business drivers for MDM
are:
•

•

•

•
•

Revenue Enhancement - More intelligent cross-sell and
up-sell via complete understanding of customer (profile,
accounts and interactions) to leverage bundling opportunities;
Consistent Customer Treatment - Blending channels to
deliver common customer interactions/experiences across
all touch points;
Operational Savings and Efficiencies - ”Once & done”
enterprise-wide services for key customer processes such
as account changes (name, address);
Privacy & Regulatory Compliance - Central location for
consistent rules of visibility & entitlements;
M&A Infrastructure - Shortening M&A customer, desktop, and billing integration time frames;

Achieving a high level of data quality is key prerequisite
for many of the MDM objectives. Without high quality data
the best analytics and business intelligence applications are
still going to deliver unreliable input to important business
decisions. Another key aspect of the management of the master
data is achieving a high level of trustworthiness in the data.
It is a key factor for customers to have reliable information
about the data. Information about the quality, the origin, the
timeliness and many other factors influencing the business
decisions based on the provided data.
The introduction of data governance in the organization is a
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vital prerequisite to come to more trusted information. Moving
to master data management can be the cornerstone of a data
governance program. It is important however, to note that at
the same time, moving to MDM cannot be successful without
data governance.
Data governance is defined as ”the orchestration of people,
process and technology to enable an organization to leverage information as an enterprise asset” [24]. It manages,
safeguards, improves and protects organizational information. The effectiveness of data governance can influence the
quality, availability and integrity of data by enabling crossorganizational collaboration and structured policy-making.
B. MDM Tools
IBM InfoSphere MDM Server is an application that was
built on open standards and the Java Enterprise Edition (JEE)
platform. It is a real-time transactional application with a
service-oriented architecture that has been built to be scalable
from both volume and performance perspectives. Shipping
with a persistent relational store, it provides a set of predefined
entities supporting the storage of master data applicable to
each of the product’s predefined domains.
This product also includes the MDM Workbench – an
integrated set of Eclipse plug-ins to IBM Rational Software
Architect/Developer that support the creation of new MDM
entities and accompanying services, and a variety of extensions
to MDM entities. This tooling reduces the time and breadth of
skills required for solution development tailored to the business and allows for flexibility to changing business requirements with its model-driven approach to solution development.
We also use the new module of the IBM Information Server
Suite, IBM InfoSphere Information Analyzer that profiles and
analyzes data so that the system can deliver trusted information
to users. The Information Analyzer (IA) will be used to scan
or sample data in data sources to assess the quality. It enables
us to discover the structure of the quality and to give some
guidelines how it can be improved. We are also using the
complementary tools which are: IBM InfoSphere QualityStage,
which allows us to define rules to standardize and match freeform data elements which is essential for effective probabilistic
matching of potentially duplicate records, and IBM WebSphere
AuditStage, which enables us to apply professional quality
control methods to manage the accuracy, consistency, completeness, and integrity of information stored in databases. We
also use statistics provided by IBM InfoSphere DataStage to
compute chosen quality and trust factors.
This set of tools enables us to create the comprehensive
approach to the data quality and data trust management. This
approach not only resolves some problems during the data
acquisition but also allows us to control the level of data trust
and to give up-to-date information about the trustworthiness to
the user. This comprehensive approach is novel. Moreover our
solution does not require any specialized hardware or operating
system and is able to cooperate with many commercial data
base solution like DB2, Oracle and others.
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1) IBM InfoSphere MDM Server: The InfoSphere Master
Data Management Server has a new feature allowing users to
define and add quality and trust factors to the data of their
enterprise. This new data structure enables the user to store
data required to compute scorings for trust and quality of data.
Provided wizards allow the user to modify the data model in
a simple way.
2) IBM Information Server: IBM Information Server addresses the requirements of cooperative effort of experts and
data analysts with an integrated software platform that provides the full spectrum of tools and technologies required
to address data quality issues [25]. It supplies users and
experts with the tooling that allows the detailed analysis of
data through profiling (IBM InfoSphere Information Analyzer
and IBM InfoSphere AuditStage), cleansing (QualityStage)
and data movement and transformation (DataStage). In this
paper we concentrate on data profiling and analysis. Our work
is focused mostly on IBM InfoSphere Information Analyzer
(IA), IBM InfoSphere AuditStage (AS), and partially on
QualityStage (QS).
IA, as an important tool of data quality assessment (DQA)
process, aids the exposing technical and business issues. The
technical issues detection is a simpler part of the process based
on technical standards and covers following problems:
• Different or inconsistent standards in structure, format, or
values
• Missing data, default values
• Spelling errors
• Data in wrong fields
• Buried information in free-form fields
Business quality issues are more subjective and are associated
with business processes such as generating accurate reports.
They require the involvement of the experts. IA helps the
expert in systematic analysis and reporting of results, thereby
allowing him to focus on the real problem of data quality
issues. This is done through the following tasks:
Column Analysis – can be performed on all the columns
of one or more tables, or selectively on certain columns and
allows to run an analysis on the full volume of data, or on a
subset using a sampling technique. As a result of this process
reference tables can be generated. It enables later use of this
information to determine the trustworthiness of data and as an
input for data quality improvement process.
Key Analysis – IA offers two type of analysis Primary
Key Analysis (PKA) and Foreign Key Analysis (FKA). PKA
identifies primary keys, if not defined, and validate already
defined keys. It is an important analysis in terms of duplicates
detection and uniqueness verification. The second task (FKA)
is defined to determine undefined, and validate defined, relationships between tables. The foreign key analysis job builds a
complete set of all the column pairs between the primary key
columns and the remaining selected columns in the selected
tables. The primary key column of one table is paired with
all of the columns of the other tables. Next, the system
performs a compatibility test on each column pair to determine
whether those columns are compatible with each other. If the
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column pair is compatible, the columns are flagged and then
evaluated further. Columns are considered compatible when
format, length, scale, and precision matches. After reviewing
the results of the job, user can test for referential integrity and
determine if a foreign key candidate should be selected as a
foreign key.
Cross-Table Analysis – called also cross-domain analysis,
is used to determine whether columns contain overlapping
or redundant data. It compares the data values between two
columns to locate overlapping data. This type of analysis is a
multiple step process which contains following steps:
•
•
•

Selection of two or more columns
Run a cross-domain analysis job – a list of all of the
possible column pairs in data is generated.
Compatibility test on each column pair to determine
whether those columns are compatible (the same test is
performed in FKA).

After the compatibility test, cross-domain analysis displays the
results from the compatibility test for the user to review and
optionally mark a column redundant.
a) QualityStage: IBM InfoSphere QualityStage (QS)
complements IA by investigating free-form text fields such
as names, addresses, and descriptions. QS allows user to
define rules for standardizing free-form text domains which
is essential for effective probabilistic matching of potentially
duplicate master data records. QS provides user with a set
of functionalities containing functions such as free-form text
investigation, standardization, address verification and record
linkage and matching as well as survivorship that allows best
data across different sources to be merged.
b) AuditStage: IBM WebSphere AuditSatge (AS) enables user to apply professional quality control methods
to manage different subjective quality factors of information stored in databases such as accuracy, consistency or
completeness. By employing technology that integrates Total
Quality Management (TQM) principles with data modeling
and relational database concepts, AS diagnoses data quality
problems and facilitates data quality improvement effort. It
allows performing assessment of the completeness, validity
of critical data elements and business rule compliance. User
can evaluate the quality of data in terms of specific business
rules involving multiple data fields within or across records
(or rows) that are logically related. In most cases, the type
of business rules needed for business rule analysis will not
be documented or even explicitly known before the evaluation
begins. Therefore, business rules applicable to data will need
to be developed, or at least refined, for this analysis [25].
Sources of that knowledge are:
•
•
•

knowledgeable people (subject matter experts),
system documentation, and
occasionally metadata repositories.

AuditStage is very useful tool for assessment of the factor
called consistency allowing cross-table rules validation.
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IV. W ORKING E XAMPLE
Consider a typical scenario in an insurance industry. Insurance companies store information about entities including
Customer, which can be a person or an organization and
Contracts (variety of insurance policies i.e. home, life or car
insurance). The company has to keep some information about
employees.
MDM Server supports businesses providing predefined data
models, containing many of the essential entities for storing
this information. One can add additional attributes to entities in
this predefined model using the MDM Workbench to generate
so called data extensions.
Once the data domain has been defined, the next step is to
impose constraints through rule generation. Those rules may
belong to one from the following groups:
• Formatting rules – describing different formatting issues
like length, allowed characters etc.
• Integrity constraints – rules describing i.e multiplicity of
relations
• Business rules – any other rule i.e. dependencies among
different fields and values
Table I shows a few possible rules identified for our example. In practice the number of rules generated and stored can
be enormous, from 800 rules when assigning a claim, up to
1800 rules applied when underwriting the insurance policy1 .
V. T RUST N OTION
Trust is an extension of data quality. Data quality is not the
only factor influencing the trustworthiness of data and these
two concepts are not necessarily correlated. Low-quality data
may be considered to have high trust and vice versa. The value
of trust strongly depends on the user requirements and usage
context. In this section, we discus data quality and introduce
the notion of trust.
A. Data Quality
The concept and importance of DQ has been discussed
many times in the literature [1]–[14] usually in context of
the single data source. However, some research has been also
done in the context of integrated data [15]–[20] emphasizing
the importance of data quality assurance in this context. In [1]
there are three examples of organizational processes where DQ
aspects are extremely important.
• Customer matching – it is a common issue in organizations where more than one system with overlapping
databases exists. In such case issues with synchronization
appear resulting in inconsistent and duplicate information.
• Corporate house-holding – is a problem of identifying
members of household (or related group). This contextdependent issue is widely described in [26].
• Organization fusion – is the issue of integration legacy
software in case of organizations or units merge.
Many different definitions of DQ can be found in literature.
Some of them concentrate on intrinsic values such as accuracy
1 Based

in internal IBM materials provided by ILOG team
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TABLE I
RULES IDENTIFIED IN THE SAMPLE DOMAIN
No
F.1
F.2
I.1
I.2

B.1

B.2
B.3

Name

Description
Format
Surname length
The length of surname should be at least 2 signs and at most 30
signs
Name length
The length of name should be at least 2 signs and at most 30 signs
Integrity Constraints
Policy date and birth date of policy holder
The birth date of the policy holder must be earlier than policy start
date
Claim date
Claim may be done only during the coverage period. Claim date
must be later than policy start date and earlier than policy end date
Business Rules
Currency
Data should be verified at least once in five years (60 months).
The value of currency factor is equal to 1 −
Policy Holder min age
Replaced contract id

months(currentd ate−lastv erif iedd t)
60

The minimal age of policy holder is 18
Replaces_contract contains NULL or id of other contract
which has been replaced

[8] and completeness [27] and not consider data in a context.
Others try to compute values based on some usage context
[11]. Instead of single definition, DQ is often split into
dimensions or factors – metrics which are more formally
defined and can be used measure and compare quality of data
sets. But even then the same feature may be called differently
by two researchers. This problem has been noticed by Wang
and Strong [13] and Foley and Helfert [7].
Naumann [19] attempts to provide operational definition of
DQ as ”an aggregated value of multiple IQ-criteria” (Information Quality Criteria). IQ-criteria are there classified into four
sets:
• Content-related – intrinsic criteria, concerning the retrieved data,
• Technical – criteria measuring aspects determined by
software and hardware of the source, the network and
the user,
• Intellectual – subjective aspects of data that shall be
projected to the data in the source,
• Instantiation-related – criteria concerned on the presentation of the data.
We will follow the Naumann’s approach by defining data
quality as a aggregated value of multiple DQ-factors. Later we
will extend this definition introducing the notion of trust.
B. Trust Definition
Following Naumann’s definition of data quality, we define
trust (data trust, DT) as the aggregated value of multiple DTfactors. This definition provides flexibility when defining trust
for a specific industry and user requirements. The trust factor
(DT-factor) may be a DQ-factor, as defined earlier in this
section, or non-quality (NQ) factor. Here we will concentrate
on NQ factors.
1) Data Lineage: Data lineage captures the ratings of data
or data sources based on the origin and/or history of processing
the data has been through. For example, some sources may be
considered as more accurate than others. Information on how
much data has been exposed to factors that may have caused
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errors or inconsistencies (poorly secured systems, systems
with poor error handling and checking) is important when
considering how to calculate scores giving a measure of trust
in the data.
a) Origination: is a factor that captures the scoring of the
source of the data. Setting such rating requires the expertise
and is strongly context/usage dependent. It may be used in
situations where the information about origin is one of the
key factors in decision making process.
b) Traceability: is an extension to the origination factor.
It assesses the ability to trace the history of data. It gives us
the information how much we know (or may know) about the
previous places of storage and transformation done over the
data element.
c) Stewardship Status: is the scoring capturing the stewardship assigned to the data. It assess if the data is managed
manually or in some automatic, more or less limited, way by
the system.
2) Data Security: This group of factors covers the security
aspects of the systems storing data elements (now and in the
past). The values of those factors can be assigned by the expert
as well as using some tool that is able to run a security audit
task over the system.
a) Authentication: is a scoring telling us how strong
authentication mechanisms of the system are. It encloses, but
is not necessarily limited to, permissions, password strength,
password update policy etc.
b) Authorization: captures the strength of policies regulating the granting of access to the data and tasks in the
system.
c) Roles Policy: concerns the aspects of roles management in the system i.e. using primary (root) roles and
secondary roles that are limited.
d) Auditing Policy: captures the scores assessing the
strength of auditing policies i.e. tracking dates and users
initiating tasks. This kind of information may be crucial in
the organizations operating on sensitive or confidential data.
3) Trust of Data Sources: The following factors capturing
different aspects of data source trust [1]:
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a) Believability: describes how true, real and credible a
data source is.
b) Reputation: describes how trustable is the source. It
is based on the experts’ knowledge and is subjective.
c) Objectivity: defines the impartiality of source in data
provisioning.
d) Reliability: is a factor describing whether a source
provides data conveying the right information.
These definitions are not operational. Moreover they are
qualitative and require transformation into quantitative measures to be applicable in our framework.
DT-factors on the row (entity) level are boolean values
capturing the rules’ satisfaction. On higher levels (table or
query) they are expressed as a percentage of tuples satisfying
the rule.
VI. T RUST P ROCESSING
Trust and quality processing described below is one of the
most novel aspects of our work. An important advantage of our
approach is the use of existing set of tools, slightly modified
or extended to serve in new context. We extend those tools by
creating data structures to store and process metadata describing data quality and trust. We have implemented mechanisms
for assessing some of the quality and trust factors.

1) Transient factors: MDM Server provide user with the
ability of creating behavioral extensions. A behavior extension
allows a client to plug in new business rules or functionality
to work in conjunction with existing services or functionality
within MDM Server. The following rule implements the rule
B.1 from the Table I. It assigns the value of attribute acrcy
according to this the rule B.1.
if years(current_date (last_verified_dt of the Person))
is more than 5
then
set crncy to 0
else
set crncy to
1-(months(current_date (last_verified_dt of the Person))/60)
The extension is executed when triggering event occurs, i.e.
we can define the extension triggered by a select event done
over Person. Before user receives Person, the system calls
our extension and calculates transient trust factors accordingly,
based on values stored in database. Priority enable us to define
the order of calls.
MDM allows us to define different triggers for behavioral
extensions:
•

A. Trust Data Structures
MDM provides a mechanism that enables an extension of
the existing data with trust/quality factors. These extensions
may be defined as persistent object and stored in the database
or be transient objects calculated at run time.
MDM allows adding necessary classes and fields to the
existing data model. We have used persistent fields as well
as transient fields. Defined objects contain fields representing
trust factors like age and volatility. Values of those
fields are taken from database or calculated during the transaction’s execution for the persistent and transient objects respectively. The acquisition process and the calculation methods are
described in the following subsections.
Persistent objects are stored in the database. There are two
possible solutions:
•
•

Extension and extended object stored in the same table –
the table is then extended by addition of new attributes.
Extension is stored in a separate table – there is foreign
key relation defined between the table storing extended
data and table storing the extension.

In both cases while requesting the entity, there will be added
information about the extension to the response.
B. Acquisition and Processing of Trust
In section IV, we have identified a set of rules that define
quality requirements. Now, we will explain how these rules
may be used to provide the information about quality of data.
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•
•

•

Action – Specifies component level transaction name.
e.g. ’getPerson’ or ’updateStudent; each transaction is
associated with a particular Module within MDM Server
Transaction – Applies extension to a specific transaction
at the controller level
Action category – Specifies at the component level what
category of transactions are to be impacted by the extension e.g. Add, Update, View, All
Transaction category – Determines whether the extension
will apply to a category of transactions e.g. inquiry,
persistence or all at the controller level

The first two call an extension triggered by a specific action
on chosen entity (i.e. updatePerson) on component or
controller level respectively. Action and transaction category,
on other hand allows the user to define the extension triggered
by specific class of action or transaction, that is, to add or
update done over any entity. In addition, extensions may be
called before or after the action or transaction initiated by user.
2) Persistent factors: Values of scores for persistent factors
are stored in the database. Data structures required to store
this information has been defined as a data extension in the
MDM Server. The acquisition of persistent factors can be offline or on-line process. We use IA and AS to acquire trust
scores. Those tools are used to acquire scorings in off-line
mode. MDM Server allows us to modify persistent factors
in the on-line mode. In such case we have to define the
behavioral extension that is triggered by update or insert event.
Figure 1 depicts dependencies among functions in Information
Analyzer. Basically it defines order in which chosen functions
may be called.
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transformations of data and transitions from source to target
data source, produces statistics, as a side effect. This information about merged records or unmatched records, gives us
very important input for trust computation. This information,
processed by MDM’s behavioral extensions provides user with
the information about consistency among data sources and
can also points to underlying problems with data, such as
inconsistent data coming from two systems caused by i.e.
incorrect matching.
C. Trust processing

Fig. 1.

•
•
•

•

•

IBM WebSphere Information Analyzer function dependencies

Baseline Analysis requires at least column analysis to be
performed before it can be run.
Column Analysis must be run before a single column
Primary Key Analysis can be performed.
A multi-column Primary Key Analysis can be performed
independently of any of the other analyses. It invokes
Column Analysis automatically under the covers if a
Column Analysis has not been performed on the selected
columns.
A Foreign Key Analysis (single or multi-column) can
only be performed after a Primary Key Analysis (single
or multi-column) is performed.
Cross Domain Analysis requires Column Analysis to have
been run.

Column analysis job evaluates data characteristics by analyzing a frequency distribution of the data values in each
column. It is performed to evaluate the characteristics such
as: minimum, maximum and average field length, precision,
data types, cardinality, nullability and empty values. This task
gives the structural view of data and returns inferences (best
choices that system could make) in terms of field’s length, data
class, and uniqueness of values or constants that may indicate
unused columns.
While IA is a tool to measure basic aspects of data quality
(formatting, data types, precision, etc.), AuditStage (AS) can
be used to implement more complex rules i.e. business rules.
Results of the execution of such predefined rules are stored in
the database and used to determine the overall quality of data.
IA as well as AS, are both run as a scheduled batch jobs.
The frequency of such operation depends on user requirements
and domain. It is obvious that long time interval between two
executions can jeopardize the reliability of results, however,
it is expensive operation. One needs to make a tradeoff to
minimize costs and maximize the reliability of the results.
Another rich source of information about DQ are results
stored by DataStage. This tool, used in general to perform
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The trust alone is just yet another piece of data given to
the user. The really important question is What can be done
with this information? Let’s consider now some cases showing
usage of the trust in the system.
We have shown that the trust score can be incorporated
in our meta-data and linked with each field in the database
if desired. This information can be then returned to the
user. Even though this information is very detailed, it is not
practically useful in all cases. Without algorithms to propagate
trust in the query processing, we can only annotate a tuple and
return it to the user. However, we can build some statistics over
this information that can be used later.
One of the problems that are currently unsolved is propagation of trust scores in the query processing. We are currently
working on methods allowing us to estimate the trust of the
result of the SQL operator based on the estimated trust of
entry set. We are using estimates in this context because it is
significantly less expensive than reaching out each time for
the data.
There are many interesting problems in this domain. One of
them is the impact of the trust of the key attributes on the trust
of the result. This issue originates from the observation made
by Motro and Rakov [28] that the measure can be considered
accurate only if the key of the tuple is accurate. For example,
when we consider the group by operation, there is significant
influence of the group by keys on the trust to the aggregation
result. It is intuitive especially in the context of accuracy
dimension: simply if the group by key is highly inaccurate,
then division into groups cannot be trusted. That leads to low
level of trustworthiness of the aggregation result, even if the
accuracy of the measure itself is high. Similar problems arise
for join operation. However, in this case the accuracy of the
keys of the join has to be propagated through the whole tuple,
because inaccurate value of one of join components implies
that the derived tuple should not be in the result set.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
Measuring data quality and data trust is one of the key
aspects of supporting businesses in decision making process
or data stewardship. Master Data Management in other hand
supports sharing data within and across lines of business.
In such case trustworthiness of the shared data is extremely
important. Our investigation has resulted in consistent method
of gathering and processing quality and trust factors.
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In this work we have presented the IBM InfoSphere MDM
Server and elements of IBM Information Server such as
DataStage, QualityStage, AuditStage and Information Analyzer, and their ability to handle data quality and data trust. We
have also presented the new notion of data trust. The process
of gathering and computing data quality and trust factors has
been described and explained using example.
At this point we would like to point to some aspects of
MDM and DQ that have been mentioned in this work, but have
not been covered in detailed. These aspects play important
role in quality and trust computation. An extremely important
feature in terms of defining business rules or any other rule
and reusing them across cooperating systems is common rule
repository and common rule engine. Those two elements can
allow users to reuse defined rules and minimize probability
of inconsistencies across systems. Such approach will also
minimize costs because it eliminates a need to redefine rules
in each system. Another aspect of trust and data governance
not covered by this paper is temporal aspect of trust. In many
cases trust strictly depends on time and a value i.e. address can
be considered trustworthy only within a given time interval.
This paper does not cover those aspects of quality and trust
computation but we would like to point that there is ongoing
work in IBM to solve this problem.
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Abstract—The relational schemas of 407 open-source projects
storing their data in MySQL or PostgreSQL databases are investigated by querying the standard information schema, looking
for various issues. These SQL queries are released as the Salix
free software. As it is fully relational and relies on standards,
it may be installed in any compliant database to help improve
schemas. The overall quality of the surveyed schemas is poor: a
majority of projects have at least one table without any primary
key or unique constraint to identify a tuple; data security features
such as referential integrity or transactional back-ends are hardly
used; projects that advertise supporting both databases often
have missing tables or attributes. PostgreSQL projects have a
better quality compared to MySQL projects, and it is even
better for projects with PostgreSQL-only support. However, the
difference between both databases is mostly due to MySQLspecific issues. An overall predictor of bad database quality is
that a project chooses MySQL or PHP, while good design is found
with PostgreSQL and Java. The few declared constraints allow to
detect latent bugs, that are worth fixing: more declarations would
certainly help unveil more bugs. Our survey also suggests some
features of MySQL and PostgreSQL as particularly error-prone.
This first survey on the quality of relational schemas in opensource software provides a unique insight in the data engineering
practice of these projects.
Keywords—open-source software; database quality survey; automatic schema analysis; relational model; SQL.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the beginning of the computer age, software was freely
available, and money was derived from hardware only. Then in
the 70s it was unbundled and sold separately. Stallman initiated
the free software movement, which is now quite large [1], to
implement his principle of sharing software, Such free software is distributed under a variety of licenses. The common
ground is that it must be available as source code to allow its
study, change and improvement, as opposed to compiled or
obfuscated, hence the expression open source. This induces
many technical, economical, legal, and philosophical issues.
Open-source software (OSS) is a subject of academic studies
in psychology, sociology, economics, or software engineering,
including quantitative surveys. Developers’ motivation [2],
organization [3] and profiles [4] are investigated; Quantitative
studies exist about code quality in OSS [5][6][7][8] and its
dual, static analysis to uncover bugs [9][10]. Database surveys
are available about market shares, or server exposure security
issues [11]. This study is the first survey on the quality of
relational database schemas in OSS. It provides a unique
insight in the data engineering practice of these projects.
Copyright (c) IARIA, 2011
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Codd’s relational model [12] is an extension of the set
theory to relations (tables) with attributes (columns) in which
tuple elements are stored (rows). Elements are identified by
keys, which can be used by tuples to reference one another between relations. The relational model is sound, as all questions
(in the model) have corresponding practical answers and vice
versa: the tuple relational calculus describes questions, and
the mathematically equivalent relational algebra provides their
answers. It is efficiently implemented by many commercial
and open-source software such as Oracle, DB2 or SQLite.
The Structured Query Language (SQL) is available with most
relational database systems, although the detailed syntax often
differs. The standardization effort also includes the information
schema [13], which provides meta data about the schemas of
databases through relations.
The underlying assumption of our study is that applications
store precious transactional user data, thus should be kept
consistent, non redundant, and easy to understand. We think
that database features such as key declarations, referential
integrity and transaction support help achieve these goals. In
order to evaluate the use of database features in open-source
software, and to detect possible design or implementation
errors, we have developed a tool to analyze automatically
the database structure of an application by querying its
information schema and generating a report, and we have
applied it to 407 open-source projects. Following MacCabe’s
metric to measure program complexities [14], several metrics
address data models [15][16] or database schemata either in
the relational [17][18] or object relational [19] models. These
metrics rely on information not necessarily available from the
database concrete schemas. We have rather followed the dual
and pragmatic approach [20], which is not to try to do an
absolute and definite measure of the schema, but rather to
uncover issues based on static analyses. Thus the measure is
relative to the analyses performed and results change when
more are added.
Section II presents the methodology used in this study.
We describe our tool, our grading strategy and the statistical
validation used on the assertions derived from our analyses.
Section III lists the projects by category and technology, and
discusses similarities and differences depending on whether
they run on MySQL or PostgreSQL. Section IV describes the
results of our survey. The overall quality of projects is quite
poor, as very few database schemas do not raise error-rated
advices. Section V gives our conclusive thoughts.
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II. M ETHODOLOGY
Our Salix automatic analyzer is based on the information
schema. We discuss the queries, then describe the available
advices, before presenting the statistical validation used.
A. Information schema queries
Our analyses are performed automatically by SQL queries
on the databases meta data using the standard information
schema. This relational schema stores information about the
databases structure, including catalogs, schemas, tables, attributes, types, constraints, roles, permissions. . . The set of
SQL queries used for this study are released as the Salix free
software. It is based on pg-advisor [21], a PostgreSQLspecific proof of concept prototype developed in 2004. Some
checks are inspired by [22][23][24] or similar to [25] others.
Our tool creates a specific table for every advice by querying
the information schema, and then aggregates the results in
summary tables. It is fully relational in its conception: there
is no programming other than SQL queries. The development
of Salix uncovered multiple issues with both implementations
of the information schema.

The 4 version advices focus on database-specific checks,
such as capabilities and transaction support, as well as homogeneous choices of back-end engines in a project. This
category could also check the actual version of a database
used looking for known bugs or obsolescence. Only MySQLspecific version advices are currently implemented.
Finally, the 5 system advices, some of which PostgreSQLspecific, check for weak passwords, and key and index issues.
These advices aim at helping the schema developer to
improve its relational design. We also use them in our survey
to grade projects with a mark from 0 to 10, by removing
points each time an advice is raised, taking more points if the
severity is high. The grading process is normalized using the
number of possible occurrences, so that larger projects do not
receive lower marks just because of the likelihood of having
more issues for their size. Also, points are not removed twice
for the same issue: for instance, if a project does not have a
single foreign key, the same issue will not be raised again on
every tables. Advices not relevant to our open-source database
schema survey, e.g., weak password checks, were deactivated.
C. Survey statistical validation

B. Advice classification and project grading
The 47 issues derived by our SQL queries on the standard
information schema are named advices, as the user is free
to ignore them. Although the performed checks are basic and
syntactic, we think that they reflect the quality of the schemas.
Each advice has a category (19 design, 13 style, 6 consistency,
4 version, 5 system), a severity (7 errors, 21 warnings, 14
notices, 5 informations), and a level (1 raised per database,
10 per schema, 27 per relation, 7 per attribute, 2 per role).
The severity classification is arbitrary and must be evaluated
critically by the recipient: most of them should be dealt with,
but in some cases they may be justifiable. Moreover, detected
errors do not imply that the application is not functional.
The 19 design advices focus on detecting design errors.
Obviously, semantic error, say an attribute is in the wrong
relation, cannot be guessed without understanding the application and thus are out of reach of our automatic analysis.
We rather focus on primary and foreign key declarations, or
warn if they are missing. The rate of non-null attributes is also
checked, with the underlying assumption from our experience
that most data are mandatory in a relation. We also check
the number of attributes so as to detect a possible insufficient
conception effort.
The 13 style advices focus on relation and attribute names.
Whether a name is significant in the context cannot be
checked, so we simply look at their length. Short names are
discouraged as they would rather be used as aliases in queries,
with the exception of id and pk. We also check that the
same name does not represent differently typed data, to avoid
confusing the user.
The 6 consistency advices checks for type and schema
consistency in a project, such as type mismatches between
a foreign key and the referenced key. As databases may also
implements some of these checks, it is possible that some cases
cannot arise.
Copyright (c) IARIA, 2011
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The data collected suggest the influence of some parameters
on others. These results deal with general facts about the
projects (say foreign keys are more often used with PostgreSQL) or about their grading (say MySQL projects get
lower marks). In order to determine significant influences,
we applied Pearson’s chi-square tests to compute probabilistic
degrees of certainty. Each checked assertion is labeled with an
expression indicating the degree of certainty of the influence
of one parameter on another:
very sure The probability is 1% or less to get a result as or
more remote from the average. Thus we conclude that there
is an influence, with a very high degree of certainty.
rather sure The probability of getting such a result is
between 1% and 5% (the usual statistical threshold). Thus
there is an influence, with a high degree of certainty.
marginally sure The probability is between 5% and 25%:
Such a result may have been obtained even if there is no
influence. The statement must be taken with a pinch of salt.
not sure The probability is over 25%, or there is not enough
available data to compute it. The test cannot asserts that there
is a significant influence.
The rational for choosing Pearson’s chi-square test is that it
does not make any assumption about the distribution of values.
However, it is crude, and possibly interesting and somehow
true results may not be validated. Moreover, the test requires
a minimal population, which is not easily reached on our
small data set especially when criteria are crossed. Finally, it
needs to define distinct populations: for grades or sizes, these
populations are cut at the median value in order to perform
the test on balanced partitions.
We also computed a correlation matrix to look for possible
inter-parameter influence. The result suggested that the parameters are pretty independent beyond the obvious links (say the
use of a non-transactional back-end is correlated with isolated
tables), and did no help uncover significant new facts.
10
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Category
CMS
System
Blog
Market
Project
Forum
Accounting

Total
70
36
24
21
20
19
16

%
17.2
8.8
5.9
5.2
4.9
4.7
3.9

My
61
17
20
20
11
17
9

%
20.2
5.6
6.6
6.6
3.6
5.6
3.0

Pg
1
1
0
0
3
0
6

%
3.7
3.7
0.0
0.0
11.1
0.0
22.2

both
8
18
4
1
6
2
1

%
10.3
23.1
5.1
1.3
7.7
2.6
1.3

tabs
39.2
28.1
28.2
55.0
29.7
23.1
93.1

atts
6.6
11.9
7.1
7.6
7.2
8.3
8.4

TABLE I
M AIN C ATEGORIES OF P ROJECTS , WITH COUNTS , DATABASE SUPPORT AND SIZES

Technology
PHP
C
Java
Perl

Total
311
34
18
18

%
76.4
8.4
4.4
4.4

My
262
9
7
9

%
86.8
3.0
2.3
3.0

Pg
7
5
5
4

%
25.9
18.5
18.5
14.8

both
42
20
6
5

%
53.8
25.6
7.7
6.4

tabs
32.2
22.4
57.3
50.5

atts
7.3
11.7
9.4
7.1

TABLE II
M AIN T ECHNOLOGIES OF P ROJECTS , WITH COUNTS , DATABASE SUPPORT AND SIZES

III. P ROJECTS
We discuss the projects considered in this study, grouped
by categories, technologies, sizes and release dates. We first
present how projects were selected, and then an overview.
A. Project selection
We have downloaded 407 open-source projects starting in
the first semester of 2008, adding to our comparison about
every project that uses either MySQL or PostgreSQL that we
could find and install with reasonable time and effort. The
database schemas included in this study are derived from a
dump of the database after installation, or from the creation
statements when found in the sources. These projects were
discovered from various sources: lists and comparisons of
software on Wikipedia and other sites; package dependencies
from Linux distributions requiring databases; security advisories mentioning SQL; searches on SourceForge.
Some projects were fixed manually because of various
issues, such as: the handling of double-dash comments by
MySQL, attribute names (e.g., out) rejected by MySQL, bad
foreign key declarations or other incompatibilities detected
when the projects were forced to use the InnoDB back-end
instead of MyISAM, or even some PostgreSQL table definitions including a MySQL specific syntax that were clearly
never tested. A particular pitfall of PostgreSQL is that by
default syntax errors in statements from an SQL script are
ignored and the interpreter simply jumps to the next statement.
When installing a project, the flow of warnings often hides
these errors. Turning off this feature requires modifying the
script, as no command option disables it. More than a dozen
PostgreSQL projects contained this kind of issues, which
resulted in missing tables or ignored constraint declarations.
B. Overview of projects
We have studied the relational schemas of 407 (see [26]
for the full list) open-source projects based on databases: 380
of these run with MySQL, 105 with PostgreSQL, including
78 on both. A project supporting PostgreSQL is very likely
Copyright (c) IARIA, 2011
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to support also MySQL (74%), although the reverse is not
true (only 20%) (very sure), outlining the relative popularity
of these tools. Only 27 projects are PostgreSQL specific.
Although there is no deliberate bias in the selection process
described in the previous section, where we aimed at completeness, some implicit bias remains nevertheless: for instance, as
we can speak mostly English and French, we found mostly
international projects advertised in these tongues; Table I
shows main project categories, from the personal mundane
(game, homepage) to the professional serious (health-care,
accounting, system). Table II shows the same for project technologies. Projects in rare categories or using rare technologies
do not appear in these cut-off tables. The result is heavily
slanted towards PHP web applications (76%), which seems
to reflect the current trend of open-source programming as
far as the number of projects is concerned, without indication
of popularity or quality. The ratio of PHP projects increases
from PostgreSQL only support (25%) to both database support
(53%) (rather sure) to MySQL only support (86%) (very sure):
PHP users tend to choose specifically MySQL.
The survey covers 16104 tables (MySQL 11303, PostgreSQL 4801) containing 139092 attributes (MySQL 93960,
PostgreSQL 45132). The project sizes in tables average at
33.2, median 17 (from 1 to 607 tables), with 2 to 10979
attributes. MySQL projects average at 30 tables, median 16
(from 1 to 466), with 247 attributes (from 2 to 9725), while
PostgreSQL projects average 46 tables, median 20 (from 1
to 607), with 430 attributes (from 6 to 10979 attributes). The
largest MySQL project is OSCARMCMASTER, and the largest
PostgreSQL project is ADEMPIERE. Detailed table counts raise
from projects with MySQL only support (average 28.3, median 16), to both databases (average 34.5, median 18) or
PostgreSQL only (average 81.1, median 31). MySQL-only
projects are smaller than other projects (marginally sure):
more ambitious projects seem to use feature-full but maybe
less easy to administrate PostgreSQL. However obvious this
assertion would seem, the statistical validation is weak because
of the small number of projects with PostgreSQL. MySQL
projects that use the InnoDB back-end are much larger that
11
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Advice

Lvl.

Cat.

Sev.

Schema without any FK
Tables without PK nor Unique
FK type mismatch
Backend engine inconsistency
FK length mismatch
Integer PK but no other key
Homonymous heterogeneous attributes
Unsafe backend engine used in schema
Isolated Tables
Tables without PK but with Unique
Unique nullable attributes
Nullable attribute rate over 80%
Redundant indexes
Attribute name length too short
Large PK referenced by a FK
Composite Foreign Key
Table name length too short
FK not referencing a PK
Redundant FK
Non-integer Primary Key
Attribute count per table over 20
MySQL is used
Tables with Composite PK
Attribute name length quite short
Attribute named after its table
Table without index
Nullable attribute rate in 50-80%
Table name length quite short
Table with a single attribute
Mixed attribute name styles
Mixed table name styles
Attribute name length short
Unsafe backend engine used on table
Nullable attribute rate in 20-50%
Table name length short

sch.
table
table
sch.
table
table
att.
sch.
table
table
att.
sch.
table
att.
table
table
table
table
table
table
table
base
table
att.
att.
table
sch.
table
table
table
sch.
att.
table
sch.
table

design
design
consist.
version
consist.
design
style
version
design
design
design
design
system
style
design
design
style
design
system
design
design
version
design
style
style
system
design
style
design
style
style
style
version
design
style

error
error
error
error
error
warn
warn
warn
warn
warn
warn
warn
warn
warn
warn
warn
warn
warn
warn
note
note
note
note
note
note
note
note
note
note
note
note
info
info
info
info

Proj
339
218
2
26
3
345
242
338
25
98
58
24
0
22
9
5
9
1
1
214
188
380
164
159
100
0
62
56
59
89
31
267
338
107
99

MySQL
%
Adv
89
339
57 1272
0
17
6
26
0
5
90 6119
63 1998
88
338
6
857
25
341
15
226
6
24
0
0
5
65
2
99
1
19
2
10
0
12
0
1
56 1950
49
535
100
380
43 1583
41
609
26 1473
0
0
16
62
14
81
15
360
23
752
8
100
70 2240
88 8746
28
107
26
197

%
89
11
0
6
0
54
2
88
7
3
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
17
4
100
14
0
1
0
16
0
3
6
26
2
77
28
1

Proj
58
67
10
0
1
89
66
0
35
15
22
21
22
15
15
8
6
7
2
66
54
0
54
42
35
53
24
24
22
1
3
69
0
39
32

PostgreSQL
%
Adv
55
58
63
917
9
153
0
0
0
3
84 2062
62
477
0
0
33 1120
14
40
20
166
20
21
20
192
14
46
14
178
7
26
5
15
6
23
1
6
62 1565
51
356
0
0
51
636
40
198
33 4767
50
660
22
24
22
47
20
48
0
37
2
4
65
618
0
0
37
39
30
70

%
55
19
3
0
0
42
1
0
23
0
0
20
3
0
3
0
0
0
0
32
7
0
13
0
10
13
22
0
0
0
3
1
0
37
1

TABLE III
L IST OF RAISED ADVICES AND DETAILED COUNTS ABOUT THE 407 PROJECTS

their MyISAM counterpart (very sure) and are comparable
to projects based on PostgreSQL, with 58 tables on average.
The number of attributes per table is comparable although
smaller for MySQL (average 8.3 – median 7.0) with respect
to PostgreSQL (average 9.4 – median 7.0).
The per-category tables (tabs) and attributes-per-table (atts)
counts shows that accounting, health-care and market projects
are more ambitious than other categories (marginally sure).
The per-technology analysis counts suggests that Perl, Python
and Java projects are larger than those based on other technologies (rather sure).
These projects are mostly recent, taking their status at
an arbitrary common reference date chosen as March 31,
2009: 257 (63%) were updated in the last year, including
141 (34%) in the last six months, and the others are either
obsolete or very stable. The rate of recent projects raises from
MySQL-only projects (57%) to projects with both support
(79%) (very sure) or with PostgreSQL support at (81%) (very
sure). However there is no significant difference on the recent
maintenance figure between projects that are PostgreSQL-only
and projects with both databases support. Projects that include
PostgreSQL support were updated more recently that those
Copyright (c) IARIA, 2011
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based on MySQL only.
IV. S URVEY RESULTS
We now analyze the open-source projects of our survey
by commenting actual results on MySQL and PostgreSQL,
before comparing them. Table III summarizes the advices
raised for MySQL and PostgreSQL applications. The first four
columns give the advice title, level, category and severity. Then
four columns for each database list the results. The first two
columns hold the number of projects (i.e. schema) tagged and
the overall rate. The last two columns give the actual number
of advices and rate, which varies depending on the level. A
per-project aggregate is also available online [26].
A. Primary keys
A majority of MySQL projects (218 – 57%) have at
least one table without neither a primary key nor a unique
constraint, and this is even worse with PostgreSQL projects
(67 – 63%). The certainty of the observation (marginally sure)
on MySQL-only vs PostgreSQL-only is low because of the
small number of projects using the later. As 11% of all MySQL
tables and 19% of all PostgreSQL tables do not have any
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key, the view of relations as sets is hindered as tuples are not
identified, and data may be replicated without noticing.
A further analysis gives some more insight. For MySQL,
42% of tables without key do have some KEY option for
indexes, but without the UNIQUE or PRIMARY keyword that
makes it a key. Having KEY not always declaring a key
was clearly a bad design choice. A little 2% of tables
without key have an auto increment attribute, which suggest
uniqueness in practice, but is not enforced. Also, the missing
key declaration often seems to be composite. Some tables
without key declarations are intended as one tuple only, say
to check for the version of the schema or configuration of
the application. Similarly, 28% of PostgreSQL tables without
key have an index declared. Moreover, 19% have a SERIAL
(auto incremented) attribute: Many designers seem to assume
wrongly that SERIAL implies a key. A comment found in
the SQLGREY project source suggests that some keys are not
declared because of MySQL key size limits.
A simple integer primary key is provided on 60% of
tables, with a significantly decreasing rate from MySQL-only
(65%) to both database support (59%) (very sure) down to
PostgreSQL-only support (39%) (very sure). If these primary
keys were non-semantic numbers to identify tuples, one would
expect at least one other key declared on each table to identify
the underlying semantic key. However it is not the case: most
(84%) of these tables do not have any other key. When a
non simple primary key is available, it is either based on
another type or a composite key. The composite keys are
hardly referenced, but as the foreign keys are rarely declared
one cannot be sure, as shown in the next section.
B. Referential integrity
Foreign keys are important for ensuring the data consistency
in a relational database. They are supported by PostgreSQL,
and by MySQL but with some back-end engines only. In
particular, the default MyISAM back-end does not support
foreign keys, and this feature was deemed noxious in previous
documentations: Version 3.23 includes a Reasons NOT to Use
Foreign Keys constraints Section arguing that they are only
useful to display diagrams, hard to implement and terrible for
performance. Foreign key constraints are introduced with the
InnoDB engine starting with MySQL 3.23.44 in January 2001.
Although the constraints are ignored by the default MyISAM
engine, the syntax is parsed, and triggers the creation of
indexes. Version 5.1 documentation has a Foreign Keys Section
praising the feature, as it offers benefits, although it slows
down the application. Caveats describe the inconsistencies that
may result from not using transactions and referential integrity.
From a pedagogical perspective, this is a progress.
Foreign key constraints have long been a missing or avoided
feature in MySQL and this seems to have retained momentum
in many projects, as it is not supported by the default engine:
few MySQL projects (41 – 10% of all projects, 60% of those
with InnoDB) use foreign key constraints. The foreign key
usage rate is significantly higher (22%) when considering
projects supporting both databases (marginally sure).
Among MySQL projects, 312 (82%) use only the default
MyISAM back-end engine, thus do not have any foreign key
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checks enabled. In the remainder, 42 (11%) use only InnoDB,
and 26 (6%) use a combination of both. More projects (20 –
25%) rely on InnoDB among those supporting both MySQL
and PostgreSQL (rather sure). A third of InnoDB projects (26
– 38%) are not consistent in their engine choice: 35% of tables
use MyISAM among the 68 InnoDB projects. A legitimate
reason for using MyISAM tables in an InnoDB project is that
FULLTEXT indexes are only available with the former engine.
However, this only applies to 11 tables in 6 projects, all other
1403 MyISAM tables in InnoDB projects are not justified by
this argument. A project may decide to store transient data in
an unsafe engine (e.g., memory) for performance reason and
possibly without any risk of losing data, but this optimization
is beyond our tool and is reported as an error. This case
is rare, as it represents only 13 tables in 6 projects. About
26% of tables use MyISAM as a default implicit choice in
InnoDB projects, similar to 26% when considering all MySQL
projects. Some engine inconsistencies seems due to forgotten
declarations falling back to the default MyISAM engine.
We have forced the InnoDB back-end engine for all MySQL
projects: 22 additional projects declare 92 new foreign key
constraints previously ignored. These new foreign keys are
very partial, targeting only some tables. They allow to uncover
about two dozen issues, either because the foreign key declaration were failing (say from type errors detected by MySQL) or
thanks to analyses from our tool. Additional checks based on
foreign keys cannot be raised on schemas that do not declare
any of them. Thus isolated tables warnings must be compared
to the number of projects that do use referential constraints: 25
– 60% of these seem to have forgotten at least some foreign
keys, and it is actually the case by checking some of these
projects manually.
The foreign key usage is better with PostgreSQL projects,
although it is still a minority (47 projects – 44%). This rate
is close to the foreign key usage of MySQL projects when
considering InnoDB projects only. It gives a better opportunity
for additional advices to be checked. The foreign key usage
rate raises significantly to 78% when considering PostgreSQLonly projects vs dual support projects (very sure).
On the very few projects with partial foreign key declarations, several of these declaration reveal latent bugs, including
type mismatch, typically CHAR targeting a VARCHAR or viceversa, or different integers, and type length mismatch, usually
non matching VARCHAR sizes. There are 22 such bugs found
out of the small 1387 declared MySQL attribute constraints,
and 156 among the 3861 PostgreSQL constraints. There are
also 130 important warnings related to foreign keys raised
for MySQL, and 227 for PostgreSQL. If this ratio of errors
is projected on a the number of tables involved, hundreds
additional latent bugs could be detected if the developers were
to declare the referential constraints.
C. Miscellaneous issues
More issues were found about style, attribute constraints
and by comparing projects with dual database support.
There is 10679 noticeable style issues raised from our
analyses (5088 for MySQL, 5591 for PostgreSQL), relating
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TABLE IV
Q UALITY PER DECILE

Size
small
medium
large

nb
134
132
114

MySQL projects
avg σ
min
4.6 ± 1.3
0.5
4.3 ± 1.2
0.0
4.4 ± 1.3
0.0

med
4.5
4.4
4.5

max
9.1
8.7
8.2

Size
small
medium
large

nb
37
27
41

PostgreSQL projects
avg σ
min
5.1 ± 1.9
0.0
5.7 ± 1.6
2.0
5.4 ± 2.0
0.0

med
5.2
5.3
5.7

max
9.4
9.3
9.1

TABLE V
Q UALITY PER SIZE

Category
project
system
blog
forum
cms
market

nb
17
35
24
19
69
21

MySQL projects
avg σ
min
4.5 ± 1.1
1.4
4.4 ± 1.4
0.0
4.5 ± 0.9
2.5
4.3 ± 0.9
2.4
4.3 ± 0.9
0.5
4.0 ± 1.4
1.9

med
4.8
4.7
4.5
4.4
4.3
4.3

max
6.2
7.0
7.2
5.7
6.3
8.2

PostgreSQL projects
nb
avg σ
min
7 6.1 ± 2.3
2.0
9 6.4 ± 1.3
4.1
7 5.4 ± 1.7
2.0
9 5.8 ± 1.5
4.4
19 4.9 ± 1.7
2.0
8 4.9 ± 1.6
3.0

Category
accounting
cms
irc
project
system
mail

med
6.5
6.2
5.7
5.3
5.0
4.8

max
9.1
8.1
7.4
9.3
9.0
7.5

TABLE VI
Q UALITY PER PROJECT MAIN CATEGORIES

Techno.
java
c
perl
php

nb
13
29
14
304

MySQL projects
avg σ
min
4.7 ± 2.4
0.0
4.7 ± 1.5
2.0
4.1 ± 2.1
0.5
4.4 ± 1.1
0.0

med
5.2
4.7
4.6
4.4

max
7.8
8.4
8.7
8.4

Techno.
java
perl
php
c

nb
11
9
49
25

PostgreSQL projects
avg σ
min
6.0 ± 2.6
0.0
5.8 ± 1.8
2.0
5.2 ± 1.7
0.0
5.0 ± 1.7
2.0

med
6.5
6.1
5.4
5.1

max
9.3
8.1
8.2
9.0

TABLE VII
Q UALITY PER PROJECT MAIN TECHNOLOGIES

Date
recent
older

nb
125
255

MySQL projects
avg σ
min
4.4 ± 1.2
1.3
4.4 ± 1.3
0.0

med
4.4
4.4

max
8.4
9.1

Date
recent
older

nb
52
53

PostgreSQL projects
avg σ
min med
5.3 ± 1.6
0.0
5.3
5.5 ± 2.0
0.0
5.7

max
9.3
9.4

TABLE VIII
Q UALITY PER PROJECT RELEASE DATE

to table or attribute names, including a number of one-letter
attribute names or two-letters table names. The id attribute
name is used in the SLASH project with up to 6 different types,
mixing various integers and fixed or variable length text types.
In PHPETITION, a date attribute has types DATE, DATETIME or
VARCHAR. 80% of MySQL projects and 79% of PostgreSQL
have such style issues.
Many projects does not bother with NOT NULL attribute
declarations: 86 MySQL projects (22%) and 45 PostgreSQL
projects (42%) have over half of their attributes null-able. This
does not reflect the overall use of constraints: for MySQL, the
average number of key-related constraints per table is 1.06
(from KANNEL 0.00 to OPENMRS 3.54), while for PostgreSQL
it is 1.20 (from ANDROMEDA 0.00 to ADEMPIERE 4.25). Project
ANDROMEDA is astonishing: there is not a single constraint
declared (no primary key, no foreign key, no unique, no not
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null) on the 180 tables, although there are a number of nonunique indexes and of sequences.
It is interesting to compare the schemas of the 78 projects
available with both databases. This dual support must not
be taken at face value: PostgreSQL support is often an
afterthought and is not necessarily functional, including project
such as ELGG, TAGADASH, QUICKTEAM or TIKIWIKI where some
PostgreSQL table declarations use an incompatible MySQL
syntax; 27 (34%) projects have missing tables or attributes
between the MySQL and PostgreSQL versions: 190 tables and
173 individual attributes are missing or misspelled one side or
another. Among the missing tables, 73 look like some kind
of sequence, and thus might be possibly legitimate, although
why the auto increment feature was not satisfactory is unclear.
At the minimum, the functionalities are not the same between
MySQL and PostgreSQL versions for those projects.
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D. Overall quality
We have computed a synthetic project quality evaluation
ranging from 10 (good) to 0 (bad) by removing points based
on advice severity (error, warning, notice), level (schema,
table, attribute) and project size. The MySQL projects quality
average is 4.4 ± 1.3 (from 9.1 GENOVAWEB to 0.0 OSCARMC MASTER ), significantly lower than PostgreSQL 5.4 ± 1.8 (from
9.4 COMICS to 0.0 NURPAWIKI) (very sure). This does not
come as a surprise: most MySQL projects choose the default
data-unsafe MyISAM engine, hence incur a penalty. Also, the
multiplicity of MySQL back-ends allows the user to mix them
unintentionally, what is not possible with PostgreSQL. When
all MySQL-specific advices are removed, the quality measure
is about the same for both databases. However, as PostgreSQL
schemas provide more information about referential integrity
constraints, they are also penalized as more advices can be
raised based on the provided additional information.
Table IV shows the projects per quality decile. The PostgreSQL project quality is more spread than MySQL projects
(marginally sure). Table V compares the quality of projects
according to size, where small is up to 9 tables, medium up to
29, and large otherwise. The quality is quite evenly distributed
among sizes, which suggests that our effort to devise a sizeneutral grading succeeded. Table VI compares quality based on
the project categories. The number of projects in each category
is too small to draw deep conclusions. Table VII addresses the
technology used in the project: Java leads while PHP is near
bottom. PHP projects take less care of their relational design
(very sure). Finally, Table VIII shows that quality evaluation
is basically the same for recent and older projects.
V. C ONCLUSION
This is the first survey on the quality of relational schemas
in open-source software. The overall quality results are worse
than envisioned at the beginning of the study. Although
we did not expect a lot of perfect projects, having so few
key declarations and referential integrity constraints came
as a surprise. We must acknowledge that our assumption
that data are precious, and that the database should help
preserve its consistency by enforcing integrity constraints and
implementing transactions, is not shared by most open-source
projects, especially when based on MySQL and PHP. This is
illustrated by bug report 15441 about missing keys on tables
in MEDIAWIKI: it had no visible effect after two years.
The first author contributed both to the best PostgreSQL
project (COMICS), and to one of the worst MySQL project
(SLXBBL), which is Salix executed on its own schema! This
deserves an explanation: COMICS is a small database used
for teaching SQL. The normalized schema emphasizes clarity
and cleanliness with a pedagogic goal in mind. Even so, the
two raised warnings deserve to be fixed, although one would
require an additional attribute. SLXBBL tables generate a lot of
errors, because they are views materialized for performance
issues. Also, they rely on MyISAM because some SQL create
table statements must be compatible with both MySQL and
PostgreSQL to ease the tool portability. Nevertheless, the
comparison of schemas allowed to find one bug: an attribute
had a different name, possibly because of a bad copy-paste.
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We have released our Salix tool as a free software. As it is
fully relational and relies on standards, it may be installed in
any compliant database to help improve schemas.
Acknowledgement – Thanks to Pierre Jouvelot.
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Abstract—People receive information on PDA, mobile phone or
mp3 player. If such information was correct, current, useful
and usable, users would be able to use it immediately from any
mobile device with no requirement of a personal computer to
assess, clean and integrate data. The present research proposes
the utilization of a data cleansing framework for the
improvement of data quality in mobile devices.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, people utilize huge amount of data coming
from a range of mobile devices under different data storage
and data formats in order to make business. It is very well
known that companies having useful information have better
possibilities to exploited it, and make better informed
decisions. Companies establishing better strategies are able
to become leaders and business competitive. For instance,
employees are more productive by keeping in touch through
text messages to customers or colleagues while they are
attending a meeting out of the office.
However, since information come from a number of data
sources, such data sources are structured, unstructured or
semi structured and the process of information integration is
not a trivial task, due to semantic and syntactic
heterogeneities degrading data quality as a consequence.
Typical causes of poor data quality are data entry errors,
wrong or unspecific metadata, lack of enforcement or not
defined appropriately integrity constraints [1], [2].
People are used to edit information from the songs they
legally downloaded from the internet, or type personal
information as business contacts within mobile phones o
personal digital assistants (PDA) in order to make phone
calls, send text messages or emails to arrange a meeting for
business. For instance, in the case of an mp3 player,
hundreds or thousands of songs can be stored (on IDv3 tags)
under different genres, albums, singers, etc. The
management of information becomes chaotic, tiring and
annoying. Unfortunately, having duplicated or obsolete
personal details stored in an agenda is not unusual and could
be the cause of losing business opportunities. The problem
increases after a software upgrade or data migration to other
mobile phone.
There are a number of software tools for the edition of
audio files tags, or for the management of contacts in mobile
phones or electronic organizers namely Personal Information
Management (PIM). However, such tools are not very
practical when there are hundreds of rows to manage. Users
have to select by hand all the records they want to update.
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Furthermore, if there are 200 songs of the same genre, but
this field has been captured in 20 different forms, the genres
are semantically equal but syntactically different, for
instance, ROCK, rock, RoCK, etc. The readability and
usability of the mp3 player is affected.
Data quality patterns and data matching have been
developed recently for the detection and correction of data
errors within the process of data cleansing [6], [7]. Data
cleansing has being widely used on data warehousing [3],
[4], [5], but not on data stored in mobile devices such as
mobile phones, electronic organizers o audio players.
The following section is aimed to explain the problem of
poor data quality during integration process within mobile
devices. The third section provides the bases of context of
Data Quality, data cleansing and data quality patterns. The
fourth section presents a Data Cleansing Framework for
mobile devices. The fifth section concludes with the main
findings and implications for future research.
II.

POOR DATA QUALITY WITHIN MOBILE DEVICES

A.

Poor data quality on mp3 files
In this section, we analyze the problem of data cleansing
in mp3 files. It is common to have a large list of mp3 files in
a directory with several files wrong documented, repeated or
incomplete.
 Problem description
“I upgraded my mp3 player to the current version, and I am
enjoying the new features. However, my album folders are
not sorted properly (even though they appear as intended in
the mp3 organizer on my PC).
Some songs are not with the album they are part of. Other
albums are not where they should be chronologically,
numerically, or alphabetically.”
An ID3 tag is a data container within an MP3 audio file
stored in a prescribed format. This data commonly contains
the Artist name, Song title, Year and Genre of the current
audio file. However, even if the music titles were rightly
spelled and correct, if they were longer than 17 characters,
users are unable to identify which track will be played
because display restrictions of some mp3 players that only
16 characters would be displayed.
Large repositories of information are frequently
incomplete, redundant or corrupted. The same problem is
arising within small data sets. For instance, is common to
have a music folder in our computer containing same song
several times. In addition, is usual to have non descriptive or
invalid filenames.
Trying to resolve this problem “by hand” is time
consuming as presented in the following section.
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 Typical solution
MP3 organizers allow users a number of features such as
localize songs performed by a main artist under one name,
preferably with the correct spelling within one folder. Make
sure album titles are the same and correctly-spelled
throughout the album. Add the album artwork to the album if
you wish. Find out the original albums of songs in "Greatest
Hits" to avoid having two pointless albums. Put any
soundtracks in the genre "Soundtrack" for easy access. Edit
and check spelling other genre classifications (Rock, Pop,
Indie). Organize music by time. Find duplicate songs. Select
a song and get info. Type in the correct artist name and the
already mentioned info, Edit multiple songs by the same
artist, by clicking the first song, then hold down CTRL and
click the others by that artist, right-click one of them and
select get info. The mp3 organizer program will ask for
confirmation to edit multiple songs information. The music
organizer programs might offer a full range of features.
However, if they are all manual, they are not practical
approaches in the case of hundreds or thousands of contacts
or music files.
B.
Poor data quality within Smart phones or Personal
Digital Assistants
 Problem Description
In the late 90`s the PDA offered users the possibility to
become mobile professionals enable to better manage
information through a personal organizer on the go. Years
later smart phones appear and the contacts information were
migrated from one platform to other, as the software were
not compatible, one contact with three phone numbers
(home, job, mobile) on the PDA became three entries under
the same contact name with one phone number each. Some
entries were not identified containing the phone number
only. Other problem was regarding ciphering, due to
incompatibility between Pocket PC o Smartphone and
mobile phones because management software does not
support ciphering, making data corrupted or even lost.
 Typical Solution
Users spent hours trying to find which phone number
belong to which person and if it was office number or mobile
phone number. Therefore users definitely delete extra
entries. Most people just delete the entries and keep only the
most known contact numbers missing business opportunities.
The migration process requires software installed on the
personal computer. If the contact information was barely
captured, the migration would perform with no prove.
However, if the contact lists contains for instance „+‟ for
international phone calls, such character would not be
reflected in the new contact list and changes have to be
performed by hand again.
There are open software that provides mobile
synchronization and push email solutions to mobile phones.
It includes a mobile server that pushes email to mobile
phones from a number of mail servers. It enables users to
synchronize contacts, calendar, tasks and notes. Offering a
portal that lets anyone get email on their mobile phone and
that syncs PIM data to their devices. Users are required to
provide personal details such as email user and password and
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their phone number. The main issue here is data security and
user information confidentiality.
III.

THE CONTEXT OF DATA QUALITY

The subjective nature of the term Data Quality (DQ) has
allowed the existence of general definitions such as “fitness
for use” in [18], which implies that quality depends on
customer requirements.
The definition established by Redman [11], suggests that
data quality can be obtained by comparing two data sources.
“A datum or collection of data X is of higher or (better)
quality than a datum or collection of data Y if X meets
customer needs better than Y”.
Recently, data quality has been defined as “the capability
of data to be used effectively economically and rapidly to
inform and evaluate decisions” [15]. Such definition
considers data quality not as the end but the means for
making informed decisions.
Data quality is characterized by quality criteria or
dimensions such as accuracy, completeness, consistency, and
timeliness in several approaches such as [1], [5], [16], [17],
[18] mainly because classification facilitates the
characterization and definition of an overall quality.
In the case of mobile applications, there is not massive
information like in data warehouse environments but
sufficiently relevant for making business. For instance, a
mobile application developed to collect census data is
detailed in [9].
The quality properties considered in this research are
accuracy, amount of data, Format appropriateness, format
precision,
representation
consistency,
uniqueness,
completeness, usability, usefulness, which will be explained
in detail as follows:
Accuracy has been considered in [16] as the “measure of
the degree of agreement between a data value and the source
agreed to be correct”.
The quality property amount of data refers to the extent
to which the volume of data is appropriate for the task at
hand.
Format appropriateness refers to the capability of a data
format to be more appropriate than other because it is better
suited to users‟ needs [11].
The Format precision refers to the set of symbolic
representations are sufficiently precise to distinguish among
elements in the domain that must be distinguished by the
users, there are values correctly represented, values not
represented (missing) and values that do not correspond with
real world. The data cleansing process should support several
character sets in order to be suitable for different languages.
Representation consistency refers to whether physical
instances of data are in accord with their format; the
constraints are posed in terms of membership in the set of a
symbolic representation [11], or in terms of conformance to a
format standard.
The Uniqueness property is the extent where an entity
from the real world is represented once.
Usability is the extent to which data are used for the task
at a hand with acceptable effort.
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The Usefulness property refers to the degree where using
data provides benefit on the performance on the job, in other
words the extent to which the user believes data would be
useful for the task at a hand. The data cleansing process shall
be effective enough to produce clean data and useful.
In order to correct, standardize and consequently, to
improve data quality, data cleansing has emerged to define
and determine error types, search and identify error
instances, and correct the errors.
A. Data cleansing
“Data cleansing is applied especially when several
databases are merged. Records referring to the same entity
are represented in different formats in different data sets or
are represented erroneously. Thus, duplicated records will
appear in the merged database. This problem is known as
merge/purge problem.” [3].
According to [14] the most common methods utilized for
error detection are: statistical methods through standard
deviation, quartile ranges, regression analysis, etc. [13], [12];
clustering is a data mining method to classify data in groups
to identify discrepancies; pattern recognition based methods
to identify records that do not fit into a certain specific
pattern and association rules to find dependencies between
values in a record [3].
Data cleansing is commonly performed in offline time,
which is unacceptable for operational systems. Therefore,
cleansing is often regarded as a pre-processing step for
Knowledge Discovery in Databases and Data Mining
systems during the Extraction Transformation and Load
(ETL) process. However, it is still a very time consuming
task, “The process of data cleansing is computationally
expensive on very large data sets and thus it was almost
impossible to do with old technology” [3]. The main
objective within the present research is to use the data quality
pattern recognition and record matching as useful data
cleansing tools within mobile devices. The main advantage is
the feasibility of using data cleansing in small quantity of
data contained in mobile devices.
Previous works and approaches related to the subject of
this paper try to resolve and propose methods for the issues
of data cleansing, data quality, and resolution of data
inconsistencies. Some of them are presented as follows:
Loshin [2], approached the problem of Data Quality.
Their objectives were to develop an automated procedure to
assess the quality of civil infrastructure monitoring data and
to explore how effectively the data can be cleansed using the
assessments results. Loshin proposed seven different
cleansing techniques. (1) the do nothing technique leaves the
data set as is, (2) the correction technique applies a constant
additive or multiplicative factor to the data, (3) the replace
technique replaces the original value with a new value; the
new value might be an average over the attribute values or a
value generated by a prediction algorithm, (4) the
split/combine technique splits a single record into two
records or combines two records into a single record, (5) the
insertion technique duplicates data from one part of the data
set and inserts the duplicate data into a part where data are
missing, (6) the remove technique removes data from the
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data set, and (7) Meta-data techniques add new information
to the data set, in the form of confidence intervals, weights,
or flags.
Maletic and Marcus [3] confront the problem of data
cleansing and automatically identifying potential errors in
data sets. They presented three phases in the process of data
cleansing: (1) define and determine error types, (2) search
and identify error instances, and (3) correct the uncovered
errors.
In addition, Hernandez and Stolfo [4] addressed the
problem of merging multiple databases of information about
common entities (the Merge/Purge Problem). They
developed a system for accomplishing this data cleansing
task.
The next section presents the use of pattern recognition to
identify records that do not fit into certain specific problem
and correct them by data standardization as part of the data
cleansing process.
B. Detection of Data Quality Patterns
The detection of data quality patterns aims to the
improvement of data quality by ensuring data consistency.
Once the data pattern is detected, the metadata is updated
with the right definition of data format. For instance, the
integrity constraint is updated or defined according to the
data pattern. Therefore, the integrity constraint is forced into
the data and data become consistent.
Data quality issues are most sever when information is
scattered across isolated and heterogeneous data stores. To
turn information into insight and to leverage its significant
value, data quality needs to be addressed by applying data
cleansing consistently, using consistent cleansing rules
throughout the enterprise, not only in the database layer but
also in the application and process layers as mentioned by
Sautter and Mathews [7].
The Pattern analysis is aimed to understand which
formats are valid for a particular field by examining the
distribution of character types found within the column. If
we analyze the patterns over several thousand records we can
start to uncover the data quality rules for this field as the
patterns that occur with the most frequency are typically the
valid rule and the ones which occur least frequently are often
in error.
The main advantages of data cleansing patterns are the
increment of data quality, the reusability of the rules in order
to update data that are not under the specified pattern and
therefore inaccurate, besides of lower costs of data
maintenance [7].
C. Record Matching
Deterministic matching systems use a combination of
algorithms and business rules to determine when two or
more records match. Algorithms catch simple common
errors such as typos, phonetic variations and transpositions.
Either the records match the requirements of the business
rule or they do not match. However, deterministic systems
lack scalability. When the amount of records increases,
deterministic matching requires expensive customization and
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business rule revision, impacting performance and cost as a
consequence.
IV.

FRAMEWORK

OF
MOBILE DEVICES

DATA CLEANSING

WITHIN

In the case of mobile applications, the information most
frequently used is concerned with personal information such
as contact details, audio data, e-mails, notes, tasks to do, etc.
There is not massive information like in data warehouse
environments but sufficiently relevant for making business.
This section details a Framework proposed and
implemented for Data Cleansing within mobile devices. The
main objective of this Framework is to cover the main issues
of data quality under a very pragmatic focus. Fig. 1 shows
the most relevant steps.
Definition
of error
types

Data
Profiling

Correction
of errors

Documentation

Modify data entry procedures
Figure 1. Data Cleansing Framework.

A. Define and determine error types
Regarding the quality properties within mobile devices,
we present the most frequent problems of accuracy,
completeness, usability, usefulness. The definition of such
quality properties has been pointed in section III. Therefore,
the corresponding error types are mentioned as follows:
a) Accuracy: Within the context of data stored in
mobile devices, inaccurate data would be a misspelled
contact name, which in fact may incur in a business failed, or
a misspelled name song.
b) Amount of data: In the case of mobile devices, the
possibility to detect and correct wrong data by hand becomes
impractical at the range of hundreds.
c) Format appropriateness: In the case of IDv3 tag
would be better to homogenize format by detecting and
forcing pattern specified by users.
d) The Format precision there are values correctly
represented, values not represented (missing) and values that
do not correspond with real world. The data cleansing
process should support several character sets in order to be
suitable for different languages.
e) Representation consistency: In the case of contact
details there must exist data integrity constraints that force
the corresponding format or data pattern in order to avoid
data errors. For instance, in the case of songs, the author
name should be an aggregation of first name, last name, etc.
f) The Uniqueness property: Frequently after and
upgrade or migration of contacts we find our data duplicated
because of different formats between one mobile device and
the new one. A similar situation is in the case of downloaded
mp3 songs, because there are different versions of IDv3tags.
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g) Usability: Nowadays is usable a software that allows
to edit details of a business contact or the details of a mp3
song, but when the manipulation of data is in terms of
hundreds, the software becomes unusable at all.
h) Usefulness: Wrong data would not be useful for the
task at a hand.
B. Data profiling
This process required analysis and clustering phases for
parsing and searching in order to identify data quality
patterns and error instances in the source files and then
isolation of these data elements in target files.
 Analysis
Given a data set of a number of mp3 files the prototype gets
the ID3 tag from the end of each mp3 file and returns
whether there was an ID3 tag on the file, throws
unsupportedEncodingException if system cannot handle
ASCII or throws IOException if an error occurs reading the
file.
 Clustering
The prototype examines file by file and extracts all
metadata of each file such as title, artist, year, album,
comment and filename then save these values into a text file.
The process of extracting metadata of mp3 files in IDv3
tags format was achieved by adjusting the JID3 library
proposed in [7]. During this phase the prototype groups the
mp3 files by artist name in a number of .txt files and
explores which are the fields that have null values to mark
them as candidates for data consolidation.
 Data Quality Patterns
Regarding the analysis and detection of data patterns,
there has been a considerable work for a number of data
repositories such as Excel, Access, Oracle and SQL Server
[8],[19] but not for IDv3 tags. Therefore, we have
implemented a data quality pattern analyzer in order to
obtain the greatest percentage of occurrences for each
column of the mp3 files metadata.
The development of a data quality pattern was through
the mapping of standard ASCII character set to letters that
indicate their character format. For example, the lowercase
letters have been mapped to „L‟ meaning lowercase standard
alphabetical character. Uppercase letters have been mapped
to ‟U‟. Numbers were mapped to „N‟ meaning number.
The simplest form for performing the mappings is to
convert the ASCII number of a character to the
corresponding mapping character as many of the characters
are not visible on a standard editor.
The conversion function converts each character to the
new mapping. After obtaining the format pattern for each
item, the data quality pattern counts different patterns
occurrences in order to identify which pattern is the most
frequent utilized and define it as the pattern to be forced by
the integrity constraint.
In the case of the IDv3 tags, some of the data quality
patterns are shown in Table 1. For instance, the song title
will be force to follow the U*WU*WU* pattern because the
45% of the song names are capitalized.
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The patterns for each field of the IDv3 tag are stored in a
metadata file, in order to avoid the analysis of data patterns
each time more mp3 files are loaded to the mobile device.
TABLE 1 DATA PATTERNS DETECTED FOR IDV3 TAG
Title_ Sample

Pattern

%

amor de voceador

L*WL*WL*

11

Amor de voceador

UL*WL*WL*

13

AMOR DE VOCEADOR

U*WU*WU*

45

Amor_de_Voceador

UL*SL*SUL*

9

AMOR_DE_VOCEADOR

U*SU*SU*

10

Amor-de-Voceador

UL*DL*DUL*

12

Once the patterns are established for each field of the tag
the next step is the correction of errors by the data matching,
data consolidation, and data standardization.
C. Correction of errors
The process of correction of data errors required
sophisticated data algorithms and secondary data sources.
The prototype explores all metadata within each txt file
and measures strings distance to detect redundancy and
ensure consistency or to detect duplicated records and ensure
uniqueness.
 Data Standardization
In order to ensure data consistency, the prototype applies
conversion routines to transform data into its preferred (and
consistent) format.
For instance, the audio file can be renamed accordingly to
the user pattern detected. For instance, Artist – Title
(comment), Title (comment), Artist – Title (comment), Title
(comment), etc.
 Data Matching:
Data matching is the process of searching and matching
records within and across the parsed, corrected and
standardized data based on predefined business rules to
eliminate duplications [10].
The present work applies the JaroWinklerDistance class
[6] in order to identify duplicated songs when there are a
relatively strong proximity between their corresponding song
titles and album names.
For each artist text file a comparison of each record is
done by measuring the distance between titles and albums of
all songs if there is similitude of 80% between them or more,
we assume that these records are the same entity of the real
world.
An example of a simple comparison is shown in the
following code:
for(int z=x+1;z<canciones.length;z++){
if(!canciones[x].getTitulo().equals("null")
&&!canciones[z].getTitulo().equals("null")){
if(jaroWinkler.proximity(canciones[x].getTitulo(),
canciones[z].getTitulo())>0.8)


This is a process of consolidating or merging matched
records into one representation. However, in order to achieve
completeness and remove redundancy, a comparison
between the matching records is carried out in order to
preserve existing data values by replacing the corresponding
null values for the same field. Finally, the mp3 files are
renamed with the complete title of the song following the
pattern detected from the user, and with complete and
accurate information.
D. Documentation
The patterns identified from user regarding the IDv3tag
information are documented and stored in order to keep
standardization and to restrict and correct information
modifying future data entry procedures.
E. Modify data entry procedures to reduce future errors
Every time a new song or contact is captured within the
mobile device the patterns shall be maintain.
The documentation and the modification of data entry
procedures are part of our work in progress.
V.
TEST AND EXPERIMENTATION
Regarding the appropriateness of the proposed
framework, we have identified representative scenarios
according to the data quality properties assessed on specific
data sources to test whether the data profiling and the
correction of errors are within the expected ranges.
Table 2 shows some tests considering 10, 20, 45 and 77
mp3 files and the execution time the prototype takes
according with the number of mp3 files cleaned.
The elapsed time is mainly taken during the process of
reading the mp3 files and the process of writing the
information in text files.
The record matching and cleaning are not taking a long
time to process. However, more detailed and exhausted
testing of the framework needs to be carried out.
TABLE 2 MP3 FILES AND EXECUTION TIME
Amount of files
10
20
45
77

ms
4984.0
13750.0
21188.0
42078.0

Fig. 2 shows an example of original mp3 files contained
within a folder named “My Music”. There were a number of
data quality errors: (a) duplicated songs (Aclaraciones), (b)
different format representation for Artist name (FDO
DELGADILLO, FERNADO DELGADILLO, Fernando
Delgadillo, etc.), (c) inaccuracies for song titles (mía, día,
pirámide), and (d) incompleteness derived from missing
information in album name and artist name fields.

Data consolidation:
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Figure 2. Example of original mp3 data.

Fig. 3 shows the mp3 data after the data cleansing process.
The patterns detected for the song name, artist and title of
album have been forced to represent data consistently.
Duplicated mp3 files have been merged for completeness
and uniqueness.

deal with poor data quality properties, such as accuracy,
amount of data, format precision, representation consistency,
duplicated values, and usefulness of data and usability of
software.
We present a prototype with the implementation of the
method proposed by Maletic and Marcus [3] and the
removing technique explained by Loshin [2] applied to
mobile devices and enhanced to cope with poor data quality.
Data quality patterns and data matching algorithms have
been implemented and enhanced for the detection and
correction of data errors within the process of data cleansing
in mobile devices.
Data cleansing has being widely used on data
warehousing, but not on data stored in mobile devices such
as mobile phones, electronic organizers o audio players. The
prototype developed within the present research is able to
clean mp3 files only with id3tag v1 and v2.
Finally, we are designing a set of test for a full range of
mobile devices in order to prove portability and to the correct
function of the prototype.
As part of our future work, the cleansing algorithms
implemented should support a wider range of formats.
Supporting different character sets, a full implementation of
data cleansing for all id3tag and vCard versions.
In the case of completeness we require to establish which
data sources would be suitable for connection trough internet
for further information that could be merged for missing
information.
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Abstract—Database systems hold mission critical data in all
organizations. These data are often replicated for being processed
by different applications as well as for disaster recovery. In
order to help handle these replications, remote sets of data
must be compared to detect unwanted changes due to hardware,
system, software, application, communication or human errors.
We present an algorithm based on operations and functions
already available in relational database systems to reconcile
remote tables by identifying inserted, updated or deleted tuples
with a small amount of communication. A tree of checksums,
which covers the table contents, is computed on each side and
merged level by level to identify the differing keys. A prototype
implementation is available as a free software. Experiments show
our approach to be effective even for tables available on a local
network. This algorithm provides a communication efficient and
general solution for comparing remote database tables.
Keywords—remote set reconciliation; data replication.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Relational database systems must hold reliably mission
critical information in all organizations. These data are often
stored in multiple instances through synchronous or asynchronous replication tools or with bulk data transfers dedicated
to various transactional and decisional applications. These data
replications can help enhance load sharing, handle system
failures, application, software or hardware migrations, as well
as applicative transfers from one site to another.
As trust does not preclude control, it is desirable to compare the data between remote systems and identify inserted,
deleted or updated tuples, to detect errors or to resynchronize
data. This is known as the set reconciliation problem. Few
differences are expected between both data sets. Key issues
include big data volumes, site remoteness and low bandwidth.
Transferring the whole data for comparison is not a realistic
option under these assumptions.
This paper presents a generic algorithm to compare relational database tables, which may reside on remote and
heterogeneous DBMS such as open source PostgreSQL and
MySQL or proprietary Oracle and DB2. We assume that
the compared tables are composed of records identified by
a key, say the primary key of the relation. We do not make
other assumptions on the data sets, such as the availability
of attributes that may be used for grouping data, or restrict
the number, type, size or value of attributes involved in the
comparison either as the key or as the other columns. The
algorithm finds the key of inserted, updated or deleted tuples
with respect to a parametric subset of rows (part of the records
are investigated) and columns (the comparison is restricted
to some attributes). It relies on simple SQL constructs and
functions available on all systems. Summaries are extracted
Copyright (c) IARIA, 2011
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on each server and transferred to the client system where
the reconciliation is performed. A block parameter allows to
optimize the latency/bandwidth trade-off.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II details the
related work. Then, Section III presents the comparison algorithm and the SQL queries performed to build the necessary
checksum tree and compute the differences. The algorithm
is then analyzed in Section IV and discussed in Section V.
Section VI describes our implementation. Experiments are
reported in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII concludes our
presentation.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Suel and Nemon [1] analyze many comparison algorithms
for delta compression and remote synchronization. A first class
of problem addresses locally available data sets, and targets
identifying deltas. Chvatal et al. [2] described string to string
combinatorial research problems in 1972. Solutions are found
for many of these problems, but these approaches do not
apply to our problem as they deal with locally available data
sequences. A second class deal with data stored on remote
locations, and aims at identifying missing or differing parts
without actually transferring the data. The remote set comparison problem has been addressed with various techniques. A
key issue is whether the data are naturally ordered, such as a
string or a file composed of pages, or considered as a set of
distinct unrelated elements, i.e., unordered data, such as the
files in a file system or the tuples of a relation.
Metzner [3] introduced a binary hash tree reconciliation
to compare file contents. Our approach can be seen as an
extension to handle tuple keys that identify records as opposed to the intrinsic page numbering that come with a file,
and we use a parametric group size to select better tradeoff opportunities depending on multiple optimization factors
such as bandwidth, number of requests or disk I/Os. The
practical rsync algorithm [4][5] is well known to system
administrators. It is asymmetrical in nature. Blocks of data
already available on one side are identified and complementary
missing data are sent to the other side. Block shifts are
identified at the byte level thanks to a sliding checksum
computation. With respect to our problem, such approach
could result in easy identification of inserts, but very poor
network performances for updates and deletes.
Coding-theory based solutions [6][7][8] reduce the number
of communication rounds and the amount of transfers for
comparing remote data sets. The key idea is that as the
data are already available with very few differences, only
the error correcting part of a virtual transmission is sent
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and allows to reconstruct the differences. Such techniques
need significant mathematical computations on both sides that
are not readily available with the standard SQL functions of
relational database systems.
Descending recursive searches based on hashes over subsets
on both sides were proposed [9], which is similar to [10] discussed later. Bloom filters are also used to statistically reduce
the amount of data to communicate [11] in a synchronization,
however this structure results in more false positive especially
when the number of differences in the reconciliation is small.
The same paper also briefly alludes to a Merkle tree [12],
similar to Metzner and to our approach, for computing set
differences.
In all of the above remote set comparison techniques, the
differing elements are extracted either as inserts or deletes,
but updates are not detected as such: as there is no concept
of key to identify elements, updates cost two searches in
the complexity computations to be identified as an insert
and a delete. A few papers address our problem from the
same viewpoint of (1) having a key to identify elements, (2)
distinguishing updates from inserts and deletes and (3) being
able to perform the algorithm through simple SQL queries.
Maxia [13] presents several asymmetric algorithms to compare remote tables using checksums. One level of summary
table is used, leading to an overall communication complexity
in O(k(b + n/b)) where k, n, b are the number of differences,
the table size and a block size. The algorithm for inserts and
updates does not detect deletes and does not operate properly
in some limit cases, whereas the algorithm for deletes does not
work if other operations where performed. Ideally, a solution
should detect all kind of differences with a low communication
complexity. This will be our focus.
Schwartz [14][15] presents a top-down checksum approach
to detect and update out-of-sync replication nodes. The algorithm uses the DBA knowledge in order to group tuple
checksums according to attribute values, and thus may take
advantage of existing indexes, but providing such a beneficial
information is described as tricky by the author.
Vandiver [10] also presents a top-down N-round-X-rowshash reconciliation algorithm for remote databases. The checksum approach is similar to ours, with the difference that the
hash tree is not materialized, and by relying on an existing
integer primary key. The first round computes hashes for
records grouped in buckets based on the primary key value.
Each differing bucket hash is then investigated by subdividing
it, up to the N-th round where individual rows are considered.
The algorithm can take advantage of existing indexes in the
primary key, but it also requires some tuning. It performs best
when defects are highly correlated.
Finally, software products are also available to identify
differing rows, such as DBDiff [16] or DB Comparer [17]. Although these tools compare table contents, the actual algorithm
used and its bandwidth requirements are unclear. Snapshots
suggest a graphical user interface, which displays differing
data to help the user perform a manual reconciliation. Such
packages also focus on table structure comparisons, so as to
derive SQL ALTER commands necessary to shift from one
relational schema to another.

b

b

K − tuple key
V − tuple value
id − key checksum
val − tuple checksum
b − block size

Fig. 1. Initial table T , checksum table T0 and tree of summary tables Ti,i≥1

CREATE TEMP TABLE T0
AS SELECT
K AS key,
h(K) AS id,
h(K, V ) AS val
FROM T WHERE W ;

CREATE TEMP TABLE Ti
AS SELECT
id&mi AS id,
XOR(val) AS val
FROM Ti−1
GROUP BY id&mi ;

Fig. 2. Checksum table T0 with hash h

Fig. 3. Summary tables Ti,i≥1

III. R EMOTE C OMPARISON A LGORITHM
Let us now present the hierarchical algorithm for comparing
two remote database tables named T with K the primary key,
V the attributes to be compared, and W a condition to select
a subset of the rows to be analyzed.
The algorithm is fully symmetrical. It computes on both
sides a hierarchical tree of summaries shown in Figure 1. They
are then scanned from the root downwards to identify the differing tuple keys by investigating the differences concurrently.
The reconciliation is achieved by merging the summaries at
each level. It does not decide what to do with the differences,
but simply locates the offending keys and reports them. A
natural continuation may be to transfer the offending data so
as to re-synchronize the tables.
First, a checksum table T0 storing both tuple keys and
signatures is built as shown in Figure 2, using hash function h.
Second, aggregations in Figure 3 compute the summary tree
for all the tuples through a set of reduction masks mi,i≥1 .
The last table, Td , only holds one summary checksum for the
whole table. Third, remote selects in Figure 4 on the summary
tables allows to reconcile the tuples and thus to identify inserts,
updates and deletes by a merge algorithm that deals with key
and value checksums in Figure 6. It first compares the one
row of table Td . If they are different, it walks through the tree
to check for the source of the differences up to the checksum
// get checksums at level i
list getIds(c, i, what)
withkey = (i==0)? ”,key”: ””
return sql2list(c, ”
SELECT id, val $withkey
FROM Ti
WHERE id&mi+1 IN ($what)
ORDER BY id $withkey”)

// show a block
// of matching keys
showKeys(c, msg, l)
for v,i in l
for key in sql2list(c, ”
SELECT key FROM T0
WHERE id&mi = $v”)
print ”$msg $k”

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

Summary extraction query

Key extraction query
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// reconcile on connections c1 c2
merge(c1, c2)
list curr = (0), next, ldel, lins;
level=d;
while (level>= 0 and curr)
// get checksums at level
list lid1 = GetIds(c1, level, curr),
list lid2 = GetIds(c2, level, curr);
// merge both sorted lists
while (i1 or i2 or lid1 or lid2)
i1,v1,k1 = shift(lid1) if no i1;
i2,v2,k2 = shift(lid2) if no i2;
if (i1 and i2 and i1==i2)
// matching key checksum
if (v1!=v2)
// differing value checksum
if (level==0) print ”UPDATE $k1”
else append i1 to next
elsif (no i2 or i1<i2)
// single checksum in lid1
if (level==0) print ”INSERT $k1”
else append (i1,level) to lins
undef i1
elsif (no i1 or i1>i2)
// single checksum in lid2
if (level==0) print ”DELETE $k2”
else append (i2,level) to ldel
undef i2
level-curr = next
// whole block differences
showKeys(c1, ”INSERT”,lins)
showKeys(c2, ”DELETE”,ldel)
Fig. 6.

Reconciliation merge algorithm

table where the actual tuple keys are available. If a whole
checksum block is empty on one side, the corresponding keys
are extracted with a special query outlined in Figure 5.
The set of mask used in the aggregation is built as follows: Let n be the table size (number of rows in T ), h
a checksum function, possibly cryptographic. f the folding
factor logarithm (that is the block size for folding is b = 2f ).
Let ` = dln(n)/ ln(2)e be the closest power of 2 above
the table size, d = dln(n)/ ln(b)e be the tree depth, then
mi = 2` /bi − 1 = 2`−if − 1 (when 1 ≤ i ≤ d) is the grouping
mask for level i, with md = 0.
It is important that m1 should reduce the size of the first
table by the folding factor, otherwise some folding factor
values result in bad performances because the first folded
table T1 is not folded and takes as much time to compute as
checksum table T0 . This is pointed out in Figure 7-3 of [10].
The last folding may be less efficient, but it is negligeable as
the data volume involved is very small at the root of the tree.
IV. A NALYSIS
Let us analyze the above algorithm with respect to the disk
I/Os, computations and communications involved. We will use
the following additional notations: l the tuple length (size of
attributes), k the number of differences to be found, c the
number of bits of checksum function h.
The amount of computation and I/O performed by the
database depends on the optimizations implemented by the
Copyright (c) IARIA, 2011
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query processor and on the data size. The main cost is incurred
in building the initial summary table, all O(nl) data of the
initial data must be read, and O(nc) data must be written
for the checksum table. Moreover, heavy computations are
involved at this stage as two checksums are computed on the
data read, which may also involve various data conversions
depending on the actual data types. These checksums can be
maintained as additional columns with triggers so that they
would be available directly. Then, the first aggregation can
be performed with a merge sort in O(n ln(n)), or an hash
technique done on the fly in O(n), and the subsequent ones
are reduced by power of b leading to an overall b/(b − 1)
factor. The final requests for the merge phase just require to
scan some data, which may be helped by indexes to be created
possibly in n ln(n) operations. Thus, the overall computation
cost on each side is O(nl + n ln(n) · b/(b − 1)).
The number of requests of the client-server protocol depends whether there are differences: An initial request gets
the table size necessary to compute the tree depth and the
relevant masks; Then, one batch of queries can build the
checksum, summary tables, and return the initial root summary
checksum. If they match, the tables are equals, otherwise the
reconciliation must dig into the tree up to the leaves. Thus
there are up to O(ln(n)/ ln(b)) requests.
The amount of data communicated at each stage depends
on the selected block size and the number of differences to
be found. For small k, O(dln(n)/ ln(b)e ln(n))kcb data are
communicated: each differing id of size ln(n) is investigated
on the depth of the tree, and each found block to be merged
contains cb bits. As k grows, a steady state is reached when
all blocks at level 0 are scanned as they all contain at least
one difference: the communication is then O(cnb/(b − 1)).
This steady state comes around k = n/2f . Such a saturation
effect is encountered in the third set of experiments presented
in Section VII.
There is a latency/bandwidth trade-off implied by the choice
of the block folding factor: the higher b the higher the amount
of data to be transferred, but the lower the number of requests
as the depth is reduced.
V. D ISCUSSION
Our algorithm reduces the amount of data to be communicated through two key points: First, the attributes are
compacted together with a checksum, which will usually be
smaller than the data it summarizes. A checksum collision at
this level would result in differences not to be found. Second,
rows are aggregated together by building a summary tree, and
only some of the computed records will be needed for the
comparison. There again, a collision of the computed values
at any level of the summary tree could result in differences
not being found.
A key hypothesis is that few differences are expected:
otherwise the search process scans most of the table through
many requests, although an ordered scan of the initial table
would allow to identify the missing or differing items in a
single pass. If the hypothesis is not met, the implementation
may allow the user to stop the computation when the number
of differences encountered is above a given threshold.
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One checksum computation is performed on the key and
another on the key and value attributes. The first hash aims
at randomizing the key distribution so that aggregations group
tuples evenly, and so that the computations do not depend on
the key type and composition. It is also needed to differentiate
updates from inserts and deletes. A simple integer evenly
distributed key may be used instead if available. The second
hash of the key and value part identifies the items. The key
in the second checksum is necessary and is not redundant
with the previous hash: if not included, a simple exchange of
values between two tuples would not be detected if they are
aggregated in the same group.
As usual with checksum functions, their size (c bits) and
quality should be good enough to avoid collisions. A collision
on the key hash in the checksum table makes two tuples
identified as one, thus a difference detected on one would
be reported about the other as a false positive, but this is
easily filtered out by checking the tuple key also available
in the checksum table. A collision of the value hash of two
tuples in the checksum table does not have an impact on the
search because tuples are also identified by their key hash. A
collision of both the value hash for the same key hash on the
checksum table would result in a difference not to be reported,
thus leading to a false negative. A collision of the value hash in
the summary tables for the same level and group would result
in differences within these tables to be ignored. Cryptographic
hash functions with c ≥ 128 make such collisions improbable.
The tree of aggregations computes a common checksum by
combining tuple chunks. This operation should treat individual checksum bits equally. Exclusive-or (XOR) is the usual
operator of choice if available. If not, the SUM aggregation
can be considered, provided it applies to the checksum result
type. Note that the central limit theorem is not an issue for
the SUM aggregation: the more deterministic bit values are
confined to upper bits of the sum, possibly removed by modulo
arithmetic, while the lower bits only are significant in the hash
combinations, and those stay as random as the inputs. The
group criterion should also be compatible with the checksum
result and allow to define tuple chunks. In order to compute
directly the group of a tuple at any level, its computation must
only depend on the level and not on the groups computed at
the preceding levels. This property is achieved by a binary
mask or a modulo operations on the power of an integer.
The algorithm is fully symmetrical. Inserts and deletes are
only parted on the convention that the first table serves as the
reference in the comparison, but the structure of the algorithm
is the same on both sides. The algorithm handles missing
intermediate keys with two special lists, lins and ldel. This
case arises if a whole chunk of tuples is removed or added.
As noted by Maxia [13], it is possible to maintain the
checksum directly in the initial table or in another by mean of
trigger procedures, so that they would not need to be computed
over and over. It could also be integrated in the database as a
new kind of hash index dedicated to remote table comparison.
It must be noted that the checksum and each summary tables
are built and then queried once: thus computing an index to
help access some data is not beneficial as its building cost
would not be amortized.
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VI. I MPLEMENTATIONS
We know of three implementations of our algorithm. We
developed a proof of concept free software prototype [18]
targeting both PostgreSQL and MySQL, including actually
synchronizing tables between both systems. Vandiver [10]
developed a version in Java in order to compare his algorithm
with ours in his PhD thesis, but the corresponding code is not
available. Finally, Nacos [19] built a C-coded trigger-based
tool using one big summary table, while the reconciliation
algorithm is also in Java.
When considering an implementation of our algorithm,
several key functionalities are needed: the ability to replace
NULL values, a checksum function, a grouping criteria and a
relevant aggregate function.
First, as NULL values propagate through SQL functions,
they must be dealt with in order to keep meaningful checksums: SQL COALESCE function can be used to substitute
NULL values. Second, we use a shortened version of the
MD5 cryptographic hash function, which is available on both
systems as a checksum. However, in order to have results
comparable between PostgreSQL and MySQL, a lot of hopuspocus was necessary for casting, converting and truncating the
results reliably. We added cast functions to PostgreSQL and
developed special conversion functions for MySQL. As the
comparison may be CPU bound, especially on a local network,
we also provide a fast although not cryptographically secure
checksum function as extensions to both database systems.
Third, a criterion must be chosen to group the tuples in the tree
building phase, compatible with the data type holding the key
checksum. Our implementation store results as 8-byte integers,
and we restricts block sizes to power of 2, so that we can
use simple mask operations. Finally, a checksum combining
aggregate function must be provided. Our implementation uses
either SUM or XOR.
The table comparison can be restricted to perform partial
checks: The comparison to be performed is specified through
URL-formed command line arguments with reasonable defaults, and an option can select a subset of tuples with a WHERE
clause.
Another implementation issue is whether to use threads
to parallelize the queries on both sides, especially the initial
checksum table building which represent the largest computation cost. This can influence significantly the performance
up to a factor of two on a fast network. However, on a
slow network, most of the time is spent in communications
with a bandwidth shared by the two parallel connections, and
the impact on performance is small or null. Our perl script
SELECT COALESCE(T1.key, T2.key) AS key,
CASE WHEN T1.key IS NULL THEN ’DELETE’
WHEN T2.key IS NULL THEN ’INSERT’
ELSE ’UPDATE’
END AS operation
FROM T1 FULL JOIN T2 ON ((T1.key)=(T2.key))
WHERE T1.key IS NULL
-- DELETE
OR T2.key IS NULL
-- INSERT
OR (T1.val) <> (T2.val) -- UPDATE
Fig. 7. Local comparison of tables T1 and T2 (with NOT NULL attributes)
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implementation includes a threading option, but it does not
work with the PostgreSQL because of a bug in the standard
driver implementation.
VII. E XPERIMENTS
We report in the following about 5500 runs of our comparison algorithm performed with our implementation on
PostgreSQL databases using the fast checksum, on randomly
generated tables from 10 K top 1 M rows of 450-byte long
records, compared with varying block sizes, and in a bandwidth bound environment. Three Linux desktop computers
in an isolated network were used, two of them holding
the databases, the third performing the reconciliation. The
network bandwidth was controlled on every connection with
the tc traffic control command. The base case for a remote
comparison algorithm would be to transfer all tuples on the
other side, and then perform the comparison locally with an
external join as suggested in Figure 7.
The following measures must be taken with caution: they
are sensitive to many parameters such as hardware including hard disk, cpu and memory performance, system disk
cache management, database configuration and optimization,
algorithm implementation details such as threading, network
Copyright (c) IARIA, 2011
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latency, bandwidth, mtu and congestion status, as well as
various protocol overheads. To encompass all these, we used
overall elapsed times: it covers both computation and network,
the preeminence of which varies depending on the actual test
conditions.
Figures 8 and 9 show normalized data collected from a
1 Gb/s local area network. The horizontal axis is the log2
group size used for building the summary tree. The vertical
axis in the normalized time to perform the reconciliation in
µs per tuple for the first figure, and the number of bytes per
tuple (without overheads) transferred for the second. Different
table sizes are investigated to recover 3 differences. The two
small table sizes incur high latency and summary computation
overheads. For other larger sizes, the comparison requires a
somehow constant 14 µs/tuple. As there are few differences,
the main costs are in computing the checksum and summary
tables and in network latency, especially for small group sizes.
The drilling down is mostly negligible but for large group sizes
where big chunks of checksums are fetched. The base case of
transferring data alone is about 4.5 µs/tuple in this setting,
thanks to the high bandwidth.
In Figures 10 and 11, a 100 Kb/s network link is used to
reconcile 100 K tuple tables with different block parameters.
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comparison time in seconds

6

The drilling through the data structures requires few communications. When considering highly correlated faults, our
generic approach can be beaten because the key randomization
in groups becomes a liability.
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We have presented an algorithm dedicated to remote relational database table comparisons with a parametric block
size. Keys of inserted, deleted or updated tuples are identified quickly. This algorithm can be implemented on top of
reasonable instances of SQL: most of the checksum work
is performed through database requests, and the client tool
performs a reconciliation merge of partial checksums fetched
level by level. All experiments of our remote comparison
algorithm show better performances than the brute force download solution, but for the Gb/s local network. This shows that
our implementation provides a generic, elegant and portable
solution to remote comparison of database tables.
Acknowledgment – Thanks to Laurent Yeh for pointing out
relevant related work, and to Michael Nacos and Benjamin M.
Vandiver for local or remote discussions.
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The transfer of all data would require about 4000 seconds,
so the 2 seconds comparison time achieved is a 2000-fold
speedup. The number of differing tuples is made to vary
from 0 to 192, and the comparison time is displayed in
seconds. Block sizes from 8 = 23 to 126 = 27 perform best.
Larger block values are loaded by the requirement in network
bandwidth and as the number of differences increases. There
is a saturation when all checksums are fetched from T0 .
A 100 Kb/s bandwidth network is also used in Figures 12
and 13. The number of differences is scaled up for various
block sizes and 100 K tuples, and shown as a percentage
relative to the table size. The linear dependency of the algorithm in a network bound context shows up for small number
of differences, and for higher figures the saturation effect is
encountered when all checksum blocks are fetched. The turn
around for saturation is expected when all checksums are
fetched, that is at about size n/2f , i.e., 6%, 1.5%, 0.4% and
0.1% for the four block sizes presented. The base case in this
setting is about 1 hour to transfer the table, while 7 minutes
suffice to identify the differences based on checksums.
Vandiver [10] also performed experiments with his implementation of our algorithm, and compared them to his own:
The main costs comes from computing the checksum table.
Copyright (c) IARIA, 2011
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Abstract—Nowadays we have various kinds of data generated
at high speed in distributed environment. In many cases, it is
difficult or unallowed to gather all the distributed data into a
central place for processing. So we have to perform part of the
work at the location where data is generated. In this paper, we
present an approach for mining distributed data streams by
using combination of naïve Bayes and decision tree classifiers.
The method takes advantage of both distributed and stream
mining characteristics. Each local site uses ensemble classifiers
of decision tree to learn a concept of incoming stream and
transmits local pattern to a central site. The central site
combines the collected patterns to build a global pattern using
an attribute-weighted strategy in order to relax the attribute
independent constraint of naïve Bayes model. The experiment
shows that by using this approach we can get comparable
understanding of the global data while reducing transmission
load and computation complexity.
Keywords-data stream mining; distributed streams

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, one of the main research directions in data
mining field is data stream mining. Because it is common
that real world applications produce streaming data, such as
transactions in banking, stock market and e-commerce.
Among these learning tasks distributed environment is also a
common context due to the widely utilization of the Internet.
Data stream mining has some characteristics different from
traditional data mining. The data is generated at high speed,
arrived continuously and potentially infinite. So it challenges
the storage, computation and communication capabilities of
the computer systems.
By examining previous related work in data stream
mining, we found that the train of thought in many
contributions is to get inspiration from traditional mining and
extend the idea to fit the streaming context. Distributed
mining context is a loosely coupled environment. Each
element in the system can do some independent work
without affect other ones. We think this trait is proper to
combine separate classification methods and bring
advantages of both methods into play.
Naïve Bayes [7] and decision tree [10] are two of the
most widely used induction algorithms for classification
tasks. Decision tree is a common learning technique which
gives easy interpretation of data and performs well in many
learning fields. Naïve Bayes classifier has a simple
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assumption that attributes are independent of each other.
Although this assumption is often violated in real learning
tasks, naï
ve Bayes classifier can get comparable prediction
accuracy with other methods in many domains.
Since naïve Bayes classifier was introduced, there are
many researches on improving this method. Langley and
Sage [8] introduce an approach of using only a subset of the
attributes to make predictions and they show it can improve
accuracy in domains with redundant attributes. Elkan [3]
applies Boosting to naïve Bayes classifier which builds
several classifiers instead of only one. Many people have
worked on combining decision tree with naïve Bayes to get
better prediction results. Kohavi [6] builds decision tree
containing naïve Bayes classifiers in the leaves which is
called NBTree. He points out that this hybrid frequently outperforms both constituents in larger databases.
Ratanamahatana and Gunopulos [11] propose a method
selecting attributes that appear in the nodes of decision trees
and using only these attributes to do naïve Bayes learning.
Though their approach gets better results than C4.5 decision
tree and naï
ve Bayes classifier on many datasets, it needs
several scan of the training set.
Most of the improved methods are done under the
condition of traditional mining on static datasets. Due to the
characteristics of streaming data, it is necessary to use
different strategies to do the mining task. Domingos and
Hulten [2] describe a very fast decision tree (VFDT) learning
algorithm based on Hoeffding trees for streaming data. They
build a decision tree at the beginning and refine it
incrementally when new data is coming. Street and Kim [12]
propose an ensemble method called SEA to mining data
stream. This method uses many relatively small decision
trees instead of maintaining one large decision tree, so it can
refine the model more efficiently than incrementally
maintained single tree.
In distributed mining field, Parthasarathy et al. [9]
introduce a distributed stream processing architecture. In this
architecture, each distributed computing node learns a local
model and a central site uses these local models to generate a
final model. They point out that this method provides both
parallelism and scalability. Sun et al. [13] present a
hierarchical algorithm for summarizing several local patterns
into a global pattern which requires only a single pass over
the data.
In this paper, we extend the approach of combining
decision tree and naïve Bayes classifier to distributed data
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streams mining environment. We build an ensemble of C4.5
decision trees at each local site and compute statistical
summary of each data chunk. Then we select some attributes
that are the split attributes at top levels of the C4.5 decision
trees in the ensemble as key attributes. The local pattern is
made up of these key attributes and the statistical summary.
Each local site transmits its local pattern to the central site
and the central site builds a new naïve Bayes classifier based
on the local patterns to maintain the global pattern. By
transmitting local patterns rather than raw data from local
sites to central site, we can achieve a lower traffic cost in
distributed environment. Besides, building naïve Bayes from
statistical summary is more efficient than learning it from
raw data.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we describe our method for combining decision tree and
naïve Bayes in distributed streams mining task. Section 3
shows the experiment results and analysis. Section 4
discusses the conclusions of our method and points out some
future work.
II.

LOCAL SITE MINING PROCESS

Each local site continuously receives data, and the
received data is buffered for a special time interval to form a
data chunk. When a chunk is available for processing, we
will do three things on it as follows:
Firstly, a statistical information structure for this trunk,
called statistical summary, is constructed. For a discrete
attribute, we count the number of instances per attribute
value per class. For a numeric attribute, we calculate sum
and quadratic sum per attribute value per class. When
computing the distribution of attribute values in a trunk, the
number of instances per class in this trunk can also be gotten.
Here we use a matrix to store the statistical summary.
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Figure 1. Matrix to store statistical summary.

Secondly, a C4.5 decision tree is generated for the
current data chunk, and use the current data chunk as a test
set to validate the previous ensemble. During the process, we
test each classifier in the ensemble on the newly arrived data
chunk and also the newly constructed decision tree. Then we
use the average classification accuracy of these classifiers
and a threshold bound to decide whether the current tree is
appropriate to add to the ensemble. Only if the accuracy of
the current tree is higher than the average accuracy minus
threshold bound, it can be added to the ensemble. If the
ensemble is not full, we directly insert the new C4.5 decision
tree into the ensemble. Otherwise, according to the testing
result, the decision tree in the ensemble that gets the worst
result on the current data chunk will be replaced by the new
tree that is just constructed. Here, we take a simple replace
tactic to refine the ensemble classifiers. This is because that
the newest tree can represent the new changes of the data
stream better.
Thirdly, the key attributes in the ensemble are selected.
Given an integer k, the attributes locate on top k levels of all
trees in the ensemble are considered as key attributes, and
called as Top-k-level-attributes. Research like [11] has
proved that the attributes that are located closer to the root
are more important than others in a decision tree, and so we
just need to pick those attributes appear at the top k levels of
the decision trees. Take ensemble classifying into
consideration, an impact factor need to be set for each
attribute of each tree, which is inversely proportional to its
location in the tree. That is, the root of a tree has the
maximal impact factor value; the closer a node is located to
the root, the larger its attribute’s impact factor is. After key
attributes are selected, if an attribute of them appears on
several trees in the ensemble, we calculate the average value
of the impact factor in these trees as the value of impact
factor for this selected attribute. As far as an attribute impact
factor is concerned, it is directly related to the levels that this
attribute locates on all local decision trees. We can assign 2k
to the impact factor of the root attribute, 2k-1 to the impact
factor of the attribute locates at second level of the tree, and
so on. By doing this, the difference of impact factor between
two levels is relatively obvious. For those attributes are not
key attributes, their impact factor are assigned to 1.
In our design, the local pattern of a local site is made up
of the statistical summary and the Top-k-level-attributes.
Figure 2 gives description of mining a local pattern in the
local site.

In the matrix, each column represents a class value and
each row represents an attribute. Each cell of the matrix is
called a summary record. For a discrete attribute, e.g.
attribute a1 has d distinct values, the summary record s11 is
an array of length d with each cell stores number of instances
which have that specific value on a1 and take the class value
c1. For a numeric attribute, e.g. attribute a2, the summary
record s21 is a structure made up of the sum and quadratic
sum of attribute a2’s value of all the instances that take the
class value c1. Using matrix to store the statistical summary
is convenient and proper because we can compute the global
model by simply doing matrix addition of the statistical
summary from all the local sites.
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There are two types of attributes, discrete and numeric.
For a discrete attribute, the probability P(ak|Ci) can be
estimated by the proportion of instances that have the
Attribute ak to the number of instances in Class Ci. The
probability P(Ci) can be estimated by the proportion of
instances in Class Ci to the size of investigated data. For
numeric attribute, it is common to assume a normal
distribution model. Thus, the probability P(ak|Ci) and P(Ci)
can be determined from the distribution function of Attribute
ak and Class Ci, respectively. All the information we need to
calculate the probability is contained in the local statistical
summaries.
In order to relax the attribute independent assumption, we
introduce attribute weights, and adjust the numerator part of
the Bayes formula as follows:

D: the current data chunk in the data stream
E: an ensemble of C4.5 decision tree classifiers
T: a C4.5 decision tree classifier in the ensemble
Tc: the current learned C4.5 decision tree
Tw: the worst decision tree in the ensemble
repeat when there are more data chunks in the
stream
read one data chunk D
compute statistical summary of D and store it
in a matrix structure
construct a decision tree Tc based on D
use D to evaluate all decision trees in the
ensemble E and also the Tc
if Tc is appropriate to add to ensemble
if E is not full
insert Tc into E
else
find the worst tree Tw in E
replace Tw with Tc
end
end
for each tree T in E
select out top-k-level-attributes
end
calculate the impact factor of these attributes
transmit local pattern to central site
end

 P ( a1 | Ci )

GLOBAL MODEL CONSTRUCTION

 P(Ci | a1a 2...an ) 

w ( an )

P ( Ci ) 



x



By doing this, the key attributes take greater value of
impact factor, so they get smaller value of weight, which in
turn have greater probability result and will blow their
importance up in decision process. From another point of
view, attribute dependencies can be partly eliminated by
using attribute weights. Figure 3 describes the process of
global model construction at the central site.
repeat receive local patterns from local sites
sum the matrices of the local patterns up to
get statistical summaries of the whole data at
current chunk
construct naïve Bayes model based on all
the statistical summaries
transform the impact factor of all the
attributes to generate their weights in the
model
use this weighted Bayes model with to do
classification on global data
end

 

In the formula, Ci is for the value of class i and aj is for
attribute j. Since for a given data instance, the denominator is
the same regardless of its class value, we can just consider
only the numerator part of the formula. So our task is just to
determine the probability of each attribute for a class value
from local statistical summaries.
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Figure 3. Global model construction algorithm.
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When a local site finishes processing a data chunk, it will
transmit its own local pattern to the central site. As soon as
the central site receives the local patterns from all the local
sites for a data chunk, it will start generate the global pattern
on this time. In our design, these local patterns have the same
structure. Generating the global pattern is divided into two
steps. Firstly, we need to build a naïve Bayes model from the
statistical summary which is part of the local pattern.
Secondly, we use attribute weights to adapt naï
ve Bayes
model to improve classification performance.
We know that naïve Bayes classifier comes from the
Bayes’ rule of probability theory. It also has a core
assumption that attribute is independent of each other. So
based on these two conditions, we can describe naïve Bayes
model as:

P(a1 | Ci ) P(a 2 | Ci )...P(an | Ci ) P(Ci )

P ( a 2 | Ci )

Where w(ai) is the weight of Attribute ai. Note that the
range of the probability is between 0 and 1. So the less the
weight, the more impact the related attribute has. And we use
a simple mathematical function to transform the impact
factor of attribute to its weight:

Figure 2. Local site process algorithm.

III.

w( a1)

IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We did the experiment in a simulated distributed
environment and the sites are implemented as multiple
threads in the program. Though we chose three local sites
and one central site for keeping simplicity, our design can be
applied to more complicated example easily. We used
WEKA [5], the famous open source software for data mining,
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and two datasets from UCI repository [4] in the experiment.
We chose the datasets based on some criteria, e.g. containing
many attributes with both discrete and numeric, having large
number of instances. The datasets that we selected both
contain tens of thousands of instances.
The Adult dataset [6] has information for task of
determining whether a person makes over 50K a year. It
includes 14 attributes with 6 of numeric type and 8 of
discrete type.
The Forest CoverType dataset [1] has information for
predicting forest cover type from cartographic variables. It
includes 54 attributes and most of them are discrete. It has 7
distinct classes.
In the experiment, we first randomly repeated the data
and shuffled it to generate sufficient amount of data. Then
we split the dataset into three parts, each for a local site. We
continuously read the dataset at a different rate to simulate
the data stream. We tested the classification accuracy at the
central site. As a comparison, we centralized all the data at
the central site to do a single stream mining using ensemble
C4.5 decision tree classifiers only.
We did the experiment with some parameters. Each data
chunk is composed of 500 instances and the minimal interval
between the arrivals of two instances is set to 10
milliseconds. Take into account the number of attributes in
each dataset, we set the parameter k of top-k-level-attributes
to 2 with Adult dataset and 3 with CoverType dataset.
Figure 4 and 5 shows the accuracy result of our
experiment with Adult dataset and CoverType dataset
respectively. In these plots, we can see the accuracy of
distributed mining method is lower than the accuracy of
centralized mining method most of the time. Sometimes the

distributed result can outperform the centralized method. On
all accounts the difference between them is not much. So we
can say the performance of our approach is comparable with
the centralized method.
We also record the number of top-k-level-attributes that
selected from each data chunk. Figure 6 indicates that on
average only 7 out of 14 attributes for Adult dataset were
selected as key attributes. Figure 7 shows that on average 25
out of 54 attributes for CoverType dataset were selected as
key attributes. Concentrating on these key attributes
improves our global classification model.
V.

CONCLUSION

We have described a method of using C4.5 decision tree
and naïve Bayes classifiers in distributed stream mining.
This is to extend the combination of decision tree and Bayes
learning. It takes advantage of the characteristic of both
decision tree and naïve Bayes model. Decision tree is easily
interpreted and has hierarchical structure which can
distinguish some important attributes from others. By using
ensemble of decision trees, we can eliminate the tree pruning
work which will slow down the processing efficiency. And it
will not degrade the performance because the ensemble
method can combine several weak classifiers to get good
results. Naïve Bayes classifier can be trained efficiently
given the statistical summary. It is particularly suited when
the dimensionality of the dataset is high like in our
experiments. The experimental result shows that it is an
applicable approach for its simplicity and efficiency.

Figure 6. Key attributes selected from Adult dataset with 500 instances
per chunk.
Figure 4. Result of Adult dataset with 500 instances per chunk.

Figure 5. Result of CoverType dataset with 500 instances per chunk.
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Figure 7. Key attributes selected from CoverType dataset with 500
instances per chunk.
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The information technology develops and changes fast.
This work indicates that researching on some of the classical
mining tasks can give us inspirations and we can use them
for reference when the target or context changes.
In future research, we will focus on making our approach
more general to other datasets. That is, datasets with less
amount of data, less number of attributes, etc. Besides,
handling the drift of concept is another issue to think about.
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Abstract—The rapid development of genomics, proteomics,
metabolomics and structural genomics techniques have provided an unprecedented amount of data, enabling system-wide
biological research. Although information integration has been
well investigated in database theory research, biological data
present numerous challenges from the lack of standard formats
to data inconsistencies resulting from experimental data variations. Satisfying and practical solutions are still lacking and
current molecular biology databases serve primarily as simple
data repositories with limited query capabilities. They also
provide little to no integration with other databases. However,
the success of systems biology is contingent on the ability to
integrate and utilize a wide variety of types of data. It also
relies on computational techniques to automatically predict and
assign functional annotations of proteins as effective integration
of biological data should enable scientists to perform comparative analyses, modelling and inference of protein functions.
Therefore, there is a need for a paradigm shift toward systems
biology databases with flexible query systems that focus on
answering a diversity of questions from biologists without the
need to reconfigure the underlying database architectures.
Keywords-genomics; proteomics; systems biology; data warehousing; data integration

I. I NTRODUCTION
Life sciences techniques made significant improvements
over the past decades, resulting in huge amounts of data
collected over the years by the scientific community. In order
to facilitate the organization and the subsequent analyses
of this valuable data, databases have been developed very
early. Since then, the number of databases has dramatically
increased. The 2010 Molecular Biology Database Collection [1] includes well over a thousand databases, each
describing millions of biological records.
This unprecedented wealth of information originating
from genomic studies represents a tremendous potential in
all areas of biological science. The emerging information
integrated with existing knowledge bases could lead to an
explosive understanding of complex molecular interactions,
networks and pathways. Successful data integration is one of
the keys to successful bioinformatics research [2]: scientists
need an integrated view of these heterogeneous data sources
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with advanced data-mining, analysis and visualisation tools.
The continuing data growth will lead to an increasing need
for large-scale data management as biological discovery
depends, to a large extent, on the presence of clean, upto-date and well-organised datasets.
Unfortunately, the rapidly growing number of different molecular biology databases, created at various places
worldwide, serve primarily as data warehouses with simple
query interfaces designed for specific tasks. The databases
are not readily amenable to complex system-based research
that requires the integration of a large number of these
disparate databases. There is a need for a paradigm shift
toward systems biology databases with flexible query systems that focus on answering a diversity of questions from
biologists without the need to reconfigure the underlying
database architectures.
In this paper, we present an overview of the problem of
the integration of multiple biological databases from the
perspective of large-scale analysis of biological systems.
Section II overviews some technical aspects of data warehousing. Section III explains the specificities of biological
data and some of the challenges they raise when being
integrated, from data heterogeneity (Section III-A) to experimental variability (Section III-C). Section IV then describes
data warehousing requirements for effective systems biology
and reviews key features and limitations of several major
data warehousing frameworks.
II. DATA I NTEGRATION M ETHODS
Information integration has been well investigated in
database theory. Currently, three main approaches are generally considered when integrating data: the Extract, Transform and Load (ETL), the Local-As-View (LAV) and semantic integration methods.
A. Extract-Transform-Load method
An ETL-based warehouse is constructed by Extracting,
Transforming and Loading the data to integrate into a single
unified schema. The transformation step allows the data to
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be pre-processed before they are integrated in the warehouse,
which may be useful to address some of the problems
mentioned in Section III, in particular those related to data
inaccuracies and inconsistencies. However, ETL methods
generally lack flexibility because the warehouse schema is
tightly coupled the data sources. As a result, integrating
new databases requires considerable effort as the entire
warehouse and subsequent queries need to be redefined. The
warehouse schema may also have to be redesigned if one of
the data sources schema changes after an update.

Local-As-View (LAV) methods [3], [4] are designed to
address the flexibility issues of ETL methods. They are
based on functions — or wrappers — that provide an
abstraction layer and a simplified view of the integrated
data sources. They traditionally rely on dynamic logical
views, which are featured by most DBMSs. However, logical
views are usually constructed using natural joins to correlate
database keys and can therefore provide erroneous or misleading answers (see Section III-C for details). Dynamically
generating views that contains millions of records can also
be computationally expensive and/or inefficient.

As an illustration of the vast amounts of accessible data,
consider: (i) the RefSeq [13] database, containing 16
million sequences (152 billion base pairs) from over 10,000
species, (ii) the Joint Genome Institute (JGI) sequencing
projects [14], comprising 200 billion base pairs, (iii) the
Gene Ontology [15], containing 30,914 terms that describe
the biological function of nearly 500,000 gene products
(iv) the eggNOG (evolutionary genealogy of genes: Nonsupervised Orthologous Groups) database [16], describing 224,847 orthologous groups covering 2.5 million proteins (v) the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes
(KEGG) [17], containing 116,962 metabolic pathways comprising 16,291 compounds.
While these five distinct molecular biology databases
represent a small fraction of those available, they still contain
a wealth of data beneficial to system biology studies. But,
conducting searches or identifying correlations across just
these five databases ranges from extremely limited to nonexistent. Furthermore, the web-based interfaces are generally
designed with the expectation of presenting the user with
only a few results from a query. The display and manual
analysis of queries that generate hundreds or thousands of
results is not practical.

C. Semantic integration

B. Lack of unique standards

Unlike the ETL and LAV methods, semantic integration methods [5], [6] do not address issues related to the
underlying architecture of the DBMS of the warehouse,
but focus on the semantic integration of related entities or
concepts from heterogeneous data sources through the use
of ontologies, that is, formal descriptions of the concepts
and entities for a domain of interest and the relationships
that hold among them. Semantic integration is therefore
useful to handle heterogeneous data that lack standardization
(see Section III-B) as if often the case in biology. It is
however computationally expensive and often requires large
data centres to be effective [7].

Integrating data from multiple databases provides an
additional challenge because of the different data formats
and structures [18]. Those data are very disparate and
often stored in database management systems (DBMS) or
as simple plain text files in multiple data repositories,
which provide very limited compatibility or interoperability
between systems.
Describing a chemical structure clearly illustrates this
critical problem since there are more than 80 different
formats currently in use. There are also numerous ways to
name a chemical compound, which includes common names,
abbreviations and systematic nomenclatures [19] defined by
the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry
(IUPAC). IUPAC systematic nomenclatures are an evolving
process and tend to be cumbersome for relatively complex
molecules and difficult to generate even with software that
automate the process. Errors are common and there is a
relatively high failure rate in actually generating a name. An
alternative approach uses a linear character string to represent a 2D structure of the compound. SMILES (Simplified
Molecular Input Line Entry System) is the most popular
approach of generating a simple text-based representation
of a chemical structure [20]. However, numerous distinct
and correct SMILES strings can be generated from a single
chemical structure. InChl (International Chemical Identifier)
— “a new standard for molecular informatics” — is a recent
variation on SMILES strings [21]. While InChl generates a
unique character string for a given molecule, it is relatively
new and not as widely used as SMILES strings.

B. Local-As-View method

III. B IOLOGICAL DATA S PECIFICITIES AND
C HALLENGES
Biological data present a number of specificities and raise
many challenges when being integrated, in particular in the
context of large-scale analyses of biological systems as a
whole. As a result, satisfying and practical solutions derived
from the methods described above have proven to be elusive
for these complex data sources.
A. A wealth of heterogeneous data
The 2010 Molecular Biology Database Collection [1] contains 1,230 databases, requiring a database of databases to
integrate data and keep track of all the knowledge available
to biologists today [8]. Among these databases is the extent
of our knowledge related to genomics [9], proteomics [10],
metabolomics [11] and structural genomics [12].
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Another example is DBGET/LinkDB [22], which aims at
providing a unified database query mechanism. Yet, only a
handful databases are capable of handling DBGET/LinkDB
requests. Furthermore, using DBGET, it is currently not possible to query two databases and automatically integrate the
results: data from the integrated databases remains largely
independent and difficult to combine.
C. Data inconsistencies and inaccuracies
1) Experimental variations: Because of their experimental nature, biological data are also routinely sparse and/or
inaccurate. For example, consider the fungus Aspergillus
niger available from two major repositories for fungal
genomics: the JGI Genomes [23] database developed by
the U.S. Department of Energy and EnsemblFungi [24], a
fungal database maintained by the European Bioinformatics
Institute. GBrowse [25] is the primary means to visualize
genomes on JGI whereas EnsemblFungi is powered by
BioMart [26].
On
JGI
Genome,
consider
the
gene
fgenesh1_pg.C_scaffold_6000331 located on
Chromosome I:612-2,561, which codes for a
protein involved in fungal specific transcription. The
sequence of this gene was matched with sequences from
EnsemblFungi using BLASTN [27]. The best hit on
EnsemblFungi was a perfect match (E = 0, 100% sequence
identify). However, on EnsemblFungi, the gene is located
on
Chromosome III:3,638,575-3,640,524.
Similarly, gene e_gw1.12.166.1 at the locus
Chr.III:2,768-4,422 on JGI was identified
(E = 1.5 ∗ 10−88 ) at Chr.II:2,593,707-2,594,464
on EnsemblFungi. In addition, both repositories use nonstandardized mapping systems: coordinates are relative to
scaffolds in JGI whereas they are relative to chromosomes
in EnsemblFungi.
2) Data entry errors: Compounding the above inconsistencies are entry errors in the original data, such as
spelling mistakes and the inadvertent addition or deletion
of characters or spaces [28]. A number of experimental
errors associated with the data are also to be expected [29],
where estimates of annotation errors for gene products range
from 8% to 49%, depending on the method [30]. Similarly,
spelling and typographical errors have been measured to
occur at rates of 1.5 to 2.5% and 1 to 3.2%, respectively [31].
Thus, data errors present an inherent challenge in the development of molecular biology databases [32].
3) Approximate string matching and similarity functions:
3rd Millennium R showed that the number of incorrect
entries grows geometrically with the number of joins and
reaches nearly 50% by the fourth join, assuming a conservative error rate of 15% per join [2]. Solely relying
on database indexes to correlate database keys is generally
dangerous and blind data integration can provide erroneous or misleading answers. Similarity functions unique to
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molecular biology data are therefore required and numerous
similarity algorithms have been developed but these are
generally implemented as independent stand-alone programs
accessible through web-servers. Nearly 1,200 web links to
resources and software accessible to the scientific community have been documented [33]. This provides a variety
of valuable tools to improve the quality and flexibility of
biological database searches. For instance, BLAST [27] and
FASTA [34] are well-known and highly utilized sequence
homology approaches that search sequence databases using
substitution matrices and string matching heuristics. Alternatively, PSI-BLAST [35] uses a profile-sequence comparison
method, and HMMER applies hidden Markov models [36].
Similarly, programs such as Dali [37] and Structal [38] align
the 3D structures of proteins present in the Protein DataBank. The Expresso [39] program combines both sequence
and structure alignments to identify similar proteins.
Errors in the data are more likely to be accommodated
by the robustness of these similarity searches [40] and the
most reliable approach is to incorporate similarity algorithms
into the database structure to simulate indexes that are
normally based on binary search trees or hashes in most
DBMS. Similarity measures may also improve semantic
integration [41] when combined with ontologies.
Moreover, spelling mistakes may be detected using approximate string matching algorithms [31]. In particular,
Damerau [42] and Levenshtein [43] estimated that 80% of
human spelling mistakes could be automatically corrected
using at most one character insertion, deletion, substitution
or transposition.
4) Data provenance: To help address data quality issues,
tracking the provenance of the data is critical [44]. The
provenance typically consists of metadata associated with
the data and is helpful for scientists to evaluate their quality
and reliability. Its also allows them to examine the lineage of
a piece of information, which shows all the steps involved
in sourcing, moving and processing the data. Toward that
end, all datasets and their transformations must be recorded.
Goble [45] suggested that data provenance could be useful to address ownership and copyright issues as well as
to record experimental protocols followed to generate the
data, effectively ensuring the reproducibility of experimental
results. When data is redundantly available from multiple
sources, provenance may also be beneficial for automated
data curation and arbitration of data inconsistencies.
D. Non-textual data
Biological data are not always textual. This adds to the
difficulties of indexing data for effective data-mining. This
is most notably the case for high throughput microscopy
imaging and enzymatic activity experimental characterization. For example, microplate assays are widely used in
research and drug discovery to detect biological or chemical events of samples. Those events are typically detected
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by measuring the fluorescence intensity of samples from
each of the ninety-six wells that compose a plate and are
usually stored as greyscale pictures. SDS-PAGE (Sodium
Dodecyl Sulfate PolyAcrylamide Gel Electrophoresis) gels
are broadly used for protein separation and analysis. Gels
are usually stored as images and analysed using imaging
tools such as ImageJ [46] and to date, indexing and mining
those files is not possible using current databases.
E. Data versioning
Data versioning offers many benefits to end users. First, it
enables data recovery in case of an entry mistake or system
corruption. More importantly, it facilitates the analysis of
historical changes of data, which can be helpful to enhance
predictions and automatic data classification [47]. Barkstrom
presented a formal structure for keeping track of files,
source code, scripts, and related material for large-scale
Earth science data production [48]. However, biological
data present a number of unique challenges and effective
solutions for biological data versioning are still lacking.
One of the main issues in biological data versioning is the
variability of the data and the lack of well-defined protocol
to compare the numerous formats. Biological experiments
are conducted using some biological data as input and yield
results. These results may be used as data sources in other
experiments to yield further sets of results. This cycle of
experimentation continues, presumably until the required set
of results are achieved. Research questions and interests
may also vary over time, thereby altering the nature of the
data. This is often the case for emerging high throughput
technologies, where refinement of experimental protocols
can significantly change the types of data to be collected [2].
IV. DATA WAREHOUSING FOR S YSTEMS B IOLOGY
To date the National Center for Biotechnology Information lists over 2,500 whole-genome sequencing projects,
including 833 in progress. JGI lists nearly 1,500 wholegenome in addition to over 850 sequencing projects. Obtaining protein functional assignments is a necessary first
step to enable progress in research areas associated with
development, evolution and physiology. Solving the challenging problem of assigning a function to proteins requires
multiple approaches because sequence similarity techniques
may provide functional information for at most 50% of these
proteins [49], [50]. Addressing this complex biological issue
necessitates a Systems Biology [51], [52] approach to data
analysis that requires identifying relationships hidden within
multiple databases [53]. An important mechanism to achieve
this goal will require the development of next-generation
databases that enable sophisticated queries beyond simple
text-based searches.
A. Systems biology: a new scientific perspective
Biological systems are more than a set of independent
components working together. Although they are composed
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of a limited number of elements, these elements — proteins
in particular — usually have multiple functions and interact
very tightly to form complex pathways. Historically, scientists have focused their research on isolating those elements
to understand their individual functions and activities. The
knowledge of their function is indeed critical to comprehend
the intricate biological machinery of the whole system.
However, the success of the Human Genome Project has
ushered in a new scientific perspective, a system-wide view
of protein function and biological activity: while traditional
methods focus on the detailed analysis of isolated proteins
to understand its cellular function, systems biology applies
a holistic approach to understand the details of cell biology
and evolution as a whole. This relatively new concept in
biology, which is expected to yield more realistic models of
a complete biological system, requires the integration of data
from the individual subsystems. Biological models are usually constructed — and validated — using high-throughput
quantitative data including, but not limited to, genome
sequencing, gene expression, proteomics, metabolomics and
high-resolution microscopy imaging.
Effective integration of biological data should enable scientists to perform comparative analyses, modelling and inference of protein functions. The success of systems biology
is therefore contingent on the ability to integrate and utilize
a wide variety of types of data and computational techniques
to automatically predict and assign functional annotations of
proteins. Systems biology databases are expected to expand
upon the traditional sequence and structure approach because
the primary method to assign a function to a protein of
unknown function is to identify a relationship with a protein
of known function. Additional protein associations may also
be made through protein interaction networks, metabolic
pathways,protein expression patterns or any number of relationships envisioned by a biologist. The key to this approach
is moving the design focus from a fixed database structure
defining precomputed relationships between elements to a
fluid and flexible relational model that can be adapted to the
biologist questions [54] without re-designing the underlying
data structure.
B. Overview of Existing Frameworks and their Limitations
Over the past few years, a number of specialized data
warehouses have been developed to accommodate the specificities of biological data and to address specific needs. For
example, the e-Fungi database [55] integrates data from
36 fungal genomes and aims at facilitating the systematic
comparative study of those genomes. GeWare [56] is a laboratory information management system, featuring tools for
the integrated analysis of clinical data from large biomedical
research studies.
In this section, we briefly describe the main capabilities
and limitations of a few general data warehousing frameworks although it is beyond the scope of this paper to
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provide a formal and comprehensive benchmark.
1) BioMart Central Portal: BioMart Central Portal [26]
is a complete framework that provides tools to federate
a variety of biological databases. These include major
biomolecular sequence, pathway and annotation databases.
Moreover, the web server features a unified user-friendly
interface for mining data from various datasets. The web
server also supports programmatic access through a Perl
API as well as RESTful web services. Queries are defined
as a set of successive filters to be applied to data. Queries
are however limited to two datasets at once, hence limiting
the scaling capabilities of BioMart. It is also not possible
to edit or create new filters, restricting possible queries to
the otherwise comprehensive set of filters defined by the
developers of the framework.
2) BioXRT: The BioXRT framework [57] is designed to
allow biologists to publish their data on the Internet with
only minimal knowledge of database design and usage. It
provides a highly flexible and extensible database structure
as well as tools to import spreadsheets. However, flexibility
is achieved to the detriment of data types as all pieces of data
are defined as strings of characters. Consequently, queries
are constrained to string matching and BioXRT does not
support advanced data-mining tools for complex biological
questions.
3) InterMine: FlyMine [58] is a data warehouse built
upon InterMine that integrates and utilizes numerous biological data sources. It features parsers for integrating data
from numerous biological formats and facilities for adding
one’s own data. It provides a web access to integrated data
at a number of different levels, from simple browsing to
construction of complex queries and it includes a userfriendly web interface that can be easily customised for the
user’s needs. The provenance of the integrated datasets is
also tracked. However, InterMine does not provide tools for
classifying or clustering data and queries may not include
similarity functions to address annotation errors as discussed
in Section III-C.
4) Open Genome Resource (OGeR): Strepto-DB [59]
and SYSTOMONAS [60] are databases for the comparative
genome analysis of streptococci and pseudomonas respectively, and rely on the Open Genome Resource (OGeR)
to achieve data integration of external resources. OGeR is
an open source system for the storage, visualization and
analysis of prokaryotic genome data. Genome sequences and
annotations can be automatically downloaded from relevant
databases and features cross-references to external databases.
However, like other frameworks, OGeR does not provide
tools for clustering and statistical analysis, nor does it
provide advanced mining tools besides pairwise and multiple
sequence alignment tools.
5) PROFESS: The PROtein Function, Evolution, Structure and Sequence (PROFESS) database [61] integrates numerous biological databases and aims at giving an overview
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of biological systems by integrating protein annotations at
different levels: function, evolution, structure and sequence.
The primary means to query the database is the “PROFESSor”, a unified text field that mines data from any integrated
database. PROFESS also provides clustering and aggregation
tools for statistical analysis of large datasets and features
a user-friendly modular web interface. However, like other
systems, its query system is based on a predefined noncustomizable set of filters and does not yet support similarity
functions besides standard BLAST searches.
V. C ONCLUSION
Although biological data present a number of unique
specificities making them challenging to integrate, there
is a growing need for effective integration of biological
datasets to enable large scale and comparative analysis
of the numerous genomes being sequenced. To date, no
biological data warehouse meets all the requirements for
effective integration of system-wide data. BioXRT offers a
flexible and extensible database structure, BioMart provides
advanced data-mining tools although they may not be extended by users. PROFESS features a flexible and modular
user interface and tools for clustering and statistical analysis
of large datasets. InterMine also features a customizable user
interface and is helpful to track the provenance of data.
However, there now exists a variety of resources that
may be helpful in accommodating data inaccuracies, such as
approximate string matching or similarity-based algorithms
that may be implemented within database management systems for the next generation of biological data warehouses.
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Abstract—Nowadays, huge amounts of data are being collected
with spatial and temporal components from sources such as
metrological, satellite imagery etc. Efficient visualisation as
well as discovery of useful knowledge from these datasets is
therefore very challenging and becoming a massive economic
need. Data Mining has emerged as the technology to discover
hidden knowledge in very large amounts of data. Furthermore,
data mining techniques could be applied to decrease the large
size of raw data by retrieving its useful knowledge as
representatives. As a consequence, instead of dealing with a
large size of raw data, we can use these representatives to
visualise or to analyse without losing important information.
Recently, we proposed a new approach based on different
clustering techniques for data reduction to help analyse large
spatio-temporal data. This approach is based on the partition
of huge datasets due to the memory constraint. In this paper,
we evaluate the impact of various numbers of partitions on our
data reduction approach.
Keywords-spatio-temporal datasets; data reduction; data
partition; density-based clustering; shared nearest neighbours

I.
INTRODUCTION
Many natural phenomena present intrinsic spatial and
temporal characteristics. Besides traditional applications,
recent concerns about climate change, the threat of pandemic
diseases, and the monitoring of terrorist movements are some
of the newest reasons why the analysis of spatio-temporal
data has attracted increasing interest. With the recent
advances in hardware, high-resolution spatio-temporal
datasets are collected and stored to study important changes
over time, and patterns of specific events. However, these
datasets are often very large and grow at a rapid rate. So, it
becomes important to be able to analyse, discover new
patterns and trends, and display the results in an efficient and
effective way.
Spatio-temporal datasets are often very large and difficult
to analyse [1][2][3]. Fundamentally, visualisation techniques
are widely recognised to be powerful in analysing these
datasets [4], since they take advantage of human abilities to
perceive visual patterns and to interpret them [5]. However,
spatial visualisation techniques currently provided in the
existing geographical applications are not adequate for
decision-support systems when used alone. For instance, the
problems of how to visualise the spatio-temporal multi-
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dimensional datasets and how to define effective visual
interfaces for viewing and manipulating the geometrical
components of the spatial data [6] are the challenges. Hence,
alternative solutions have to be defined. Indeed, new
solutions should not only include a static graphical view of
the results produced during the data mining (DM) process,
but also the possibility to obtain dynamically and
interactively different spatial and temporal views as well as
interact in different ways with them. DM techniques have
been proven to be of significant value for analysing spatiotemporal datasets [7][8]. It is a user-centric, interactive
process, where DM experts and domain experts work closely
together to gain insight on a given problem. In particular,
spatio-temporal data mining is an emerging research area,
encompassing a set of exploratory, computational and
interactive approaches for analysing very large spatial and
spatio-temporal datasets. However, several open issues have
been identified ranging from the definition of techniques
capable of dealing with the huge amounts of spatio-temporal
datasets to the development of effective methods for
interpreting and presenting the final results.
Analysing a database of even a few gigabytes is an
arduous task for machine learning techniques and requires
advanced parallel hardware and algorithms. Huge datasets
create combinatorially explosive search spaces for DM
algorithms which may make the process of extracting useful
knowledge infeasible owing to space and time constraints.
An approach for dealing with the intractable problem of
learning from huge databases is to select a small subset of
data for mining [2]. It would be convenient if large databases
could be replaced by a small subset of representative patterns
so that the accuracy of estimates (e.g., of probability density,
dependencies, class boundaries) obtained from such a
reduced set should be comparable to that obtained using the
entire dataset. This approach can be viewed as similar to
sampling, a technique that is commonly used for selecting a
subset of data objects to be analysed. There are different
techniques for this approach such as the scaling by factor
[9][10], data compression [11], clustering [12], etc. Recently,
we proposed a reduction technique based on clustering [13]
for large size of spatio-temporal datasets. Clustering is used
on spatio-temporal data to take advantage of the fact that,
objects that are close together in space and/or in time can
usually be grouped together. As a consequence, instead of
dealing with a large size of raw data, we can use these cluster
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representatives to visualise or to analyse without losing
important information [13]. In this solution, multi-partition
approach has been applied to cope with huge size of input
datasets i.e., all draw dataset is divided in equal parts and
each time, only one partition can be processed. Basically, the
number of partitions depends on the runtime memory. We
normally optimise the number of partitions by maximise the
size of each partition in according to the size of memory.
Indeed, in order to exploit efficiently the capacity of
multithreading on the multi-core platforms, a larger number
of partitions in smaller sizes is required. However, the
changing of partition size could effect on final
representatives because of changing the position of nearest
neighbours. A best trade-off between the number of
partitions and final representatives should be determined. To
do so, in this paper, we study the impact of the number of
partitions on final representative results.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Section
II, we present background related to this subject. Section III
describes briefly our data reduction technique based on
clustering techniques. We discuss on the impact of the
number of partitions in Section IV and we evaluate then this
impact on real large spatio-temporal dataset in Section V.
Section VI is to deal with the conclusion and our future
work.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we present firstly the spatio-temporal data
mining system and then different clustering techniques
applied for reducing spatio-temporal datasets.
A. Spatio-temporal data mining
Spatio-temporal DM represents the junction of several
research areas including machine learning, information
theory, statistics, databases, and geographic visualisation. It
includes a set of exploratory, computational and interactive
approaches for analysing very large spatial and spatiotemporal datasets. Recently various projects have been
initiated in this area ranging from formal models [4][14] to
the study of the spatio-temporal data mining applications
[5][14]. In spatio-temporal data mining the two dimensions
“spatial” and “temporal” have added substantial complexity
to the traditional DM process. It is worth noting, while the
modelling of spatio-temporal data at different levels of
details presents many advantages for both the application and
the system. However it is still a challenging problem. Some
research has been conducted to integrate the automatic
zooming of spatial information and the development of
multi-representation spatio-temporal systems [15][16][17].
However, the huge size of datasets is an issue with these
approaches.
In [8][9], the authors proposed a strategy that is to be
incorporated in a system of exploratory spatio-temporal data
mining, to improve its performance on very large spatiotemporal datasets. This system provides a DM engine that
can integrate different DM algorithms and two
complementary 3-D visualisation tools. This approach
reduces their datasets by scaling them by a factor F; it simply
runs through the whole dataset taking one average value for
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the F3 points inside each cube of edge F. This reducing
technique has been found to be inefficient as a data reduction
method which may lose a lot of important information
contained in the raw data.
B. Data reduction by clustering
To the best of our knowledge, there is only our recently
work [12][13] which proposed a clustering-based data
reduction method in the context of analysing spatio-temporal
datasets. This method is based on clustering [1] to cope with
the huge size of spatio-temporal datasets in order to facilitate
the mining of these datasets. The main idea is to reduce the
size of that data by producing a smaller representation of the
dataset, as opposed to compressing the data and then
uncompressing it later for reuse. The reason is that we want
to reduce and transform the data so that it can be managed
and mined interactively. Clustering technique used in this
approach is K-Medoids [12] and density-based [18]. The
advantage of these techniques is simple in term of basic
algorithms used. In the first technique, its representatives
(medoids points) cannot however reflect adequately all
important features of the datasets because it is not sensitive
to the shape of the datasets (convex) as the second technique
does with its specific core points [20] used as
representatives. A brief presentation of this second technique
is in the following section.
III.

DENSITY-BASED DATA REDUCTION

As described in [8][9], our spatio-temporal data mining
framework consists of three steps: data preparation, data
mining and visualisation. The visualisation step contains
different visualisation tools that provide complementary
functionality to visualise and interpret mined results.
Normally, the raw spatial-temporal dataset is too large for
any algorithm to process; the goal of the data preparation
step is to reduce the size of that data by producing a smaller
representation of the dataset, so-called representatives,
without losing any relevant information, as opposed to
compressing the data and then uncompressing it later for
reuse. Furthermore, we aim to reduce and transform the data
so that it can be managed and mined interactively. It allows
the mining step to apply mining technique such as clustering,
association rules on the representatives (tightly grouped data
objects) to produce new knowledge and ready for evaluation
and interpretation.
We proposed a new data reduction method based on
clustering to help with the mining of the very large spatiotemporal dataset [13]. The use of cluster representatives
helps to filter (reduce) datasets without losing important/
interesting information because clustering techniques group
data objects based on the characteristics of the objects and
their relationships. It aims at maximising the similarity
within a group of objects and the dissimilarity between the
groups in order to identify interesting structures in the
underlying data. Concretely, we have implemented a
combination of a density-based clustering - a modification of
DBSCAN algorithm [18]; and a graph-based clustering - a
Shared Nearest Neighbor Similarity (SNN) algorithm [19],
in this approach. The advantage of this combination has been
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discussed in [13]. Briefly, this combination is not only
efficient with spatial datasets as it takes into account the
shape (convex) of the data points but also addresses the
problems of low similarity and differences in density. The
whole can be resumed as follow: (1) a pre-processing is
applied on raw datasets to filter NULL values. (2) SNN
similarity graph is built for all datasets. Similarity degree of
each data object is also computed in this step. The two
parameters Eps and Minpts are selected based on these
similarity degrees. Next, a DBSCAN-based algorithm is
carried out on the datasets to determine core objects, specific
core objects, density-reachable objects and densityconnected objects. The definition of these objects are defined
in [18][20]. Core objects or specific core objects are selected
as cluster representatives that form a new (meta-) dataset (3).
This dataset can then be analysed and produce useful
information (i.e., models, rules, etc.) by applying other DM
techniques (the mining step). It is important to note that data
objects that have a very high similarity between each other
can be grouped together in the same clusters. As a result of
this step, the new dataset is much smaller than the original
data without losing any important information from the data
that could have an adverse effect on the result obtained from
mining the data at a later stage. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show
respectively all data points before and after this densitybased clustering approach on around 25 million data points
of 4 dimensions X, Y, Z, QCLOUD for the time step 2 of the
Isabel hurricane datasets [21]. The representatives (Fig. 2)
could reflect the general shape of hurricane based on
(X,Y,Z,QCLOUD) comparing to their whole original points
(Fig.2). More results and discussion for other time-steps can
be found in [13].
Memory issue. The sizes of spatio-temporal datasets are
normally very large. For instance, Hurricane Isabel dataset
[21] is represented by a space of 500 × 500 × 100 with 25 ×
106 data points (data objects). Therefore, a dissimilarity
matrix (used to determine the distance between any two data
points in the dataset) of all data points would take 252 × 1012
× 6 bytes. It exceeds the memory capacity of commodity
computation machines. Normally, tree-based topologies such
as R-tree [22] have been applied to index data points in order
to tackle this memory issue. However, high frequency of
queries on a huge tree structure and of secondary memory
access would be a performance impact. By using SNN
algorithm in our approach, we only need to keep the
distances to k-nearest neighbour of each data point. For
instance, for Hurricane Isabel dataset presented above, we
would need 25 × 106× 6 × k bytes of memory for storing knearest information of all data points.
IV.

STUDYING THE IMPACT OF THE NUMBER OF
PARTITIONS ON REDUCTION RESULTS

In our approach, if the computational variables of the
whole space cannot be all loaded into main memory, a localglobal solution will be applied. In this solution, a whole
dataset is equally divided in un-joint partitions. The number
of partition depends on the memory size where one partition
can be processed at each time. Let D, Pi, M, SP be all raw
datasets, partition i, memory reserved for this computation
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and computational memory needed for each partition
respectively, this problem can be officially defined as:

Figure 1. All datasets for QCLOUD, timestep 2.

Figure 2. Data reduction by SNN-DBSCAN for QCLOUD, timestep 2.
n

D   Pi , i, j {1..n}, i  j : Pi  Pj  

(1)

M  Sp

(2)

i 1

For each partition Pi, we apply our algorithm described
above to determine core objects CPi, specific core objects
SCPi and clusters ClPi. As mentioned above, both core
objects and specific core objects can be used as
representatives. However, according to the experiments [13],
the ratio between the number of core objects and the number
of all raw data objects is relative high (~90%). Thus, only
specific core objects are considered local representatives and
clusters ClPi are called local clusters. After processing all
partitions, there are two methods to build the global clusters:
 merging local clusters together based on their core
objects and the distance  between core objects
located on the borders of difference partitions to
build global clusters and the global representatives
(union of all local representatives). This method is
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simple. However, the determination of  is an issue
because of the variety in density of different
partitions. Indeed, our reduction approach is based
on SNN degree [19], not on the distance.
 all local representatives will be joined together to
create a new dataset. A DBSCAN-based algorithm
will be carried out on this new dataset to create new
clusters called global clusters. The core objects are
global representatives. Our studying is focusing on
this method.
The global representatives of global clusters form a
reduction dataset. In both methods above, the number of
partition n is an important impact on the final reduction
results. When we increase n, the number of local
representatives is also increased and that affects to the global
results, especially the ones locate near the border of each
partition because most of them would not be representatives
at the global level. Basically, the smaller number n is
expected in according to the constraint of the running
memory and in the optimal case M  SPi (cf. (2)) i.e., only
one partition is loaded with its maximum size in according to
the computational memory reserved.
Meanwhile, today, running efficiently applications on
multi-core platforms is a challenge as the multi-core
hardware is widely used; the software has not been ready yet.
In the context of analysing huge size of spatio-temporal
datasets, the multi-core programming is a solution for
improving the processing time. To do so, these current
approaches should be designed in multicore-ready style i.e.,
it allows to exploit the maximum capacity of multithreading
on the target system. Concretely, in our approach,
multithreading can be applied in two different methods. In
the first one, multithreading is carried out on one partition Pi
loaded in the memory. In this case, important changes are
needed for the algorithm in according to multithreading
environment. In the second method, multi partitions can be
loaded in the memory. This case can efficiently benefit the
capacity of multithreading without changing the algorithm.
In this case:
M   S Pj , Pj  D, Count (S Pj )  m

(3)

However, increasing the number of partitions would lead
to a performance issue in term of final reduction results as
discussed above. So, we should determine the optimal m i.e.,
the value maximum of m that does not affect the final results.
On the other hand, a large number of partitions is also a
running time issue as most of processing time is reserved for
loading/unloading datasets from/to computational memory
instead of calculating.
V. EVALUATION
In this section, we study study the impact m (c.f. (3))
with real spatio-temporal datasets in the context of data
reducing by using DM techniques described in Section III.
The dataset is the Isabel hurricane data [21] produced by the
US National Centre for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). It
covers a period of 48 hours (time-steps). Each time-step
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contains several atmospheric variables. The grid resolution is
500×500×100. The total size of all files is more than 60GB
(~ 1.25 GB for each time-step). The experimentation details
and a discussion are given below.
The platform of our experimentation is a PC of 3.4 GHz
Dual Core CPU, 1GB RAM using Java 1.6 on Linux kernel
2.6. Datasets of each time-step include 13 non-spatio
attributes, so-called dimensions. In this evaluation,
QCLOUD is chosen for analysis; it is the weight of the cloud
water measured at each point of the grid. The range of
QCLOUD value is [0…0.00332]. The chosen time-step is 2
as the different time steps is similar in term of processing.
We also filter the NULL value and land value of testing
dataset. Totally, the testing dataset contains around 25
million data points of 4 dimensions X, Y, Z, QCLOUD for
each time step. After the reduction process, the number of
data objects is around 100000. Due to the memory
constraint, the number of partitions is varied from 40 to 180.
Figures from 3 to 7 show the clustering results for 40, 70,
100, 120 and 180 partitions respectively. In each figure, we
only show 9 biggest clusters with different colours1. Other
clusters are in the same colour: black-(9). Table 1 gives more
details on the number of clusters, the number of
representatives (specific core objects) for each case of
partition. By observing these figures, we recognise that:
 the three biggest clusters (blue-(0), red-(1) and
green-(2)) are similar in all cases i.e., they are not
strongly affected by the number of partitions. This
also means that if the size of a cluster is large
enough it then can preserve it shape against a
reasonable number of fragmentations. The optimal
relationship between the size of cluster and this
number is out of scope of this paper.
 small difference in the number of clusters and their
shapes among cases of 40, 70, 100 and 120
partitions . In the 40-partition case (Fig. 3), the 9th
cluster (grey (8)) is clearer than the rest. The reason
is that it gets a smaller fragment degree of raw data
than other cases.
 The three cases 70, 100 and 120-partition are
similar in terms of cluster shape and cluster
position.
 Size and shape of clusters from the 4th one (yellow(3)) of the 180-partition case is different compared
to other cases. This means that this number of
partitions affects on the final results.
Besides, as shown in the Table 1, the number of clusters
created by all cases is similar with the difference is less than
5% (varied from 82 clusters to 87 clusters). Indeed, the
number of representatives (specific core objects) is
decreasing when we increase the number of partitions.
Because there is an increasing of local representatives, that
are not global representatives, in each partition. However this
We use different colours rather than makers („+‟,‟*‟, „x‟...) to distinguish
different clusters because of the large number of plotting points (~ 100000).
We put however the number (0, 1, 2...) on each cluster to make it easier to
distinguish with other clusters in the case of black & white hardcopy.
1
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difference among these numbers is quite small (less than
1%).
Basing on these observations, we can vary the number of
partitions loaded in the computational memory at the same
time to exploit efficiently the multithreading capacity offered
by multi-core platforms. Concretely, as shown in this
experiment, we should start at 40-partition case with one
partition loaded due to the memory constraint; we can
obviously load from 2 to 4 partitions at the same time with a
minor effect on the final results.

Z

Y
X

Figure 6. 120-partition.

Z

Figure 3. 40-partition.

Y
X

Figure 7. 180-partition.

As a brief conclusion, these experiments above show that
we can process more partitions at the same time to benefit
the multi-core environment in order to increase the speed-up
of processing time.

Z

Y

TABLE I.

X

REPRESENTATIVES AND CLUSTERS OF DIFFERENT NUMBER OF
PARTITIONS

Figure 4. 70-partition.

Z

Y
X

Figure 5. 100-partition.
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Number of
partitions

Number of
representatives

Number of
clusters

40

103422

82

70

103139

84

100

102901

87

120

102708

86

180

102295

83

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we study the impact of the number of
partitions on final representative results in the context of
using clustering techniques for reducing the large size of
spatio-temporal datasets. As there is a limitation of main
memory, then the multi-partition approach has been applied.
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Basically, a minimum number of partitions is expected to
benefit the memory capacity as well as to preserve the final
results. Besides, in order to exploit efficiently multi-core
platforms, more partitions need to be processed at the same
time. Thus, an optimal number of partitions should be
determined. The experimental results for QCLOUD of the
Isabel hurricane in its space X,Y,Z for one time-step show
that we can increase the number of partition with a smaller
size loaded in the computational memory without effecting
the final results. In the case where we should tackle with
huge size of datasets, if the speedup is increasing from 3 to 4
times then it is an important gain in term of processing time.
A more extensive evaluation is on-going. In the future we
intend to analyse different combinations of dimensions over
more time steps to determine an optimal number of partitions
for all cases. Indeed, we also carry out tests with
multithreading techniques on multi-core platforms to
evaluate the speedup gain as well as to prove the robustness
of our approach of reducing spatio-temporal datasets.
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Abstract—This paper proposes a robust and blind digital
image watermarking which uses a correlation based algorithm
to embed a binary pseudo-random sequence into a grayscale
host image. This scheme applies a combination of Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT) and Contourlet Transform (CT). Due
to increasing the imperceptibility of embedded watermark, the
power of watermark is varying in different regions of host
image. The varying watermark power calculation is based on
fuzzy decision. Experimental results show that the proposed
method is robust against both geometric and non-geometric
attacks.
Keywords-Watermarking; DCT; Contourlet; Fuzzy.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Digital watermarking has been identified as a possible
solution for Copyright protection of digital media and has
become an area of increased research activity over the last
decade [1]. Commonly, a digital watermark is a code that
is embedded into a media. It plays the role of a digital
signature, providing the media with a sense of ownership
or authenticity. The primary benefit of watermarking is that
the content is not separable from the watermark [2]. In the
case of digital image this technique tries to embed invisible
information in digital image. As mentioned before, the digital watermark must be robust against media manipulations
[3].
Although most of works in the field of watermarking
focuses on using the multiresolution analysis proposed by
Wavelet Transform [4], [5], [6], [7], Contourlet Transform
began to gain some interests for its capability of capturing
directional information such as smooth contours, and directional edges [1], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12].
In this paper, we compute two level CT of host image
then we divide selected sub-bands into blocks and apply
DCT to each block. Next, we generate two pseudo-random
uncorrelated sequences for embedding 0 and 1 and alter the
CT−DCT coefficients by using a fuzzy system. We will
show that the proposed algorithm can resist against both
geometric and nongeometric attacks and increase the PSNR.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, a quick
view of CT and its advantages for watermarking will be
provided. The proposed algorithm will be introduced in
Section 3. Experimental results will be shown in Section
4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
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II. CONTOURLET TRANSFORM (CT)
The Discrete Contourlet Transform is a relatively new
transform which was proposed by Do et al. [13]. The main
feature of this transform is the potential to efficiently handle
2-D singularities, unlike wavelets which can deal with point
singularities exclusively. This difference is caused by two
main properties that the CT possess: 1) The directionality
property, as opposed to only 3 directions of wavelets. 2) The
anisotropy property, meaning that the bases functions appear
at various aspect ratios (depending on the scale), whereas
wavelets are separable functions and thus their aspect ratio
equals to 1. The main advantage of the CT over other
geometrically-driven representations, e.g., curvelets [14] and
bandelets [15], is its relatively simple and efficient waveletlike implementation using iterative filter banks. Due to its
structural resemblance with the wavelet transform (WT),
many image processing tasks applied on wavelets can be
seamlessly adapted to contourlets.

Figure 1: Contourlet Filter Bank

The CT is constructed by two filter-bank stages, a Laplacian Pyramid (LP) [16] followed by a Directional Filter
Bank (DFB) [17] as shown in Fig. II. The LP decomposes
the image into octave radial-like frequency bands to capture
the point discontinuities, while the DFB decomposes each
LP detail band into many directions (a power of 2) to link
these point discontinuities into linear structures Fig. 2. In
CT the HF subband is created by subtracting the G-filtered
LF subband from the original image [1]. In this case, if
we change the HF coefficients, the LF coefficients will be
affected likely. Because of the characteristic of LP, the CT is
evidently different from the WT. In the WT, the HF subband
is created by filtering the original image with high-pass filter.
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Therefore, the change of HF coefficients does not affect the
LF coefficients. Because the WT does not have the spreading
effect as the LP, the embedded watermark is susceptible
to the attacks such as low-pass filtering, quantization and
compression that destroy the HF coefficients of the image
seriously. In contrast, if the watermark is embedded into
the largest detail subbands of CT, it is likely to be spread
out into all subbands when we reconstruct the watermarked
image. Thus, the watermarking scheme in CT domain may
be robust to the widely spectral attacks resulting from both
LF image processing and HF image processing

Step 5 : To embed watermark into the produced blocks,
the middle frequency coefficients of each block
are selected and denoted as Y. This selection is
a tradeoff between robustness and imperceptibility
of watermark.
Step 6 : The optimum watermarking weight, α, is calculated for each block using a fuzzy system. The used
fuzzy system will be explained later.
Step 7 : The watermark bits are embedded into image as
follows:
Y 0 = Y +α·P N0 −α·P N1

if

W = 0 (1)

Y 0 = Y +α·P N1 −α·P N0

if

W = 1 (2)

Step 8 : By Applying inverse DCT (IDCT) to each block
after its mid-band coefficients have been modified,
the CT of watermarked image is generated.
Step 9 : Finally the watermarked image can be produced
by using inverse CT ( ICT) .
The embedding process is depicted in Fig. 3.
Figure 2: Frequency partitioning with four real wedge-shaped frequency
bands.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this paper, a 1225 bits pseudo-random sequence is
used as watermark. In this algorithm sub-bands 2 and 3 in
second level are selected (Fig. 2), because human eyes are
less sensitive to noise in oblique orientation [18] and these
subbands are the most oblique [13].

Figure 3: Watermark embedding process.

A. Watermark embeding
Step 1 : Two level contourlet is applied to image and
image is divided into nine sub-bands.
Step 2 : Sub-bands 2 and 3 of second level are selected
for watermark insertion.
Step 3 : Selected sub-bands are divided into N ×N blocks
and the DCT of each block is computed. These
blocks are denoted as blocki , i = 1, 2, ...M and
M ≤ Nw , which Nw is the number of watermark
bits. If dimensions of watermark logo are denoted
as Lw and Hw then Nw = Lw × Hw . Table I,
is shown that the combination of CT and DCT
can increase the quality of watermarked image.
Table II, is shown that the combination of CT
and DCT can increase the robustness of algorithm
against both geometric and non-geometric attacks
by comparing NC values.
Step 4 : If each element of watermark is denoted as
Wj , j = 1, 2, ..., Nw ,Two uncorrelated pseudorandom sequences with zero mean are generated,
one of them is used for embedding Wj = 0 and
the other one for Wj = 1, which denoted as P N0
and P N1 respectively.
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B. Watermark extraction
step 1 : Two level contourlet is applied to watermarked
image and watermarked image is divided into nine
sub-bands.
step 2 : Selected sub-bands are divided into N ×N blocks.
step 3 : Two pseudo-random sequences P N0 and P N1
are regenerated by using same seeds as embedding
stage.
step 4 : For each block in the selected sub-band, correlations between mid-band coefficients with P N0
and P N1 are calculated. If the correlation with the
P N0 is higher than the correlation with P N1 , the
watermark bit will be considered as 0, otherwise it
will be considered as 1.
step 5 : After watermark extraction, similarity between
the original and extracted watermarks is computed.
The extraction process is depicted in Fig. 4.
C. Fuzzy system
The used fuzzy system is a two-input and one-output
system. The system tries to balance watermark power and
brings us both robustness and invisibility. This fuzzy system
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The surface of fuzzy system is shown in Fig. 5.
D. An example
Explanation of embedding and extracting of a watermark
bit into the host image is the goal of this example. As shown
in Fig. 6 a grayscale, 512 × 512 of cat image is selected as
host image. In this example, the procedure of inserting a ”0”
as a watermark bit into the host image will be presented.
Figure 4: Watermark extraction process.

is based on a simple rule: In watermarking, large coefficients
can be changed more than small ones. Two inputs of
fuzzy system are named as ”AVERAGE” and ”DISTANCE”.
AVERAGE is the average of each block Y (watermark
embeding:step5).
AV ERAGEi = average(Yi ), i = 1...NW

(3)

NW is the number of watermark bits.To calculate the
DISTANCE two correlation must be calculated. Correlation
between P N0 and Yi which named DIF F0 and correlation
between P N1 and Yi which named DIF F1 .Calculation of
DISTANCE is related to value of watermark bits:
DIST AN CEi = DIF F0 −DIF F1

if

W = 0 (4)

DIST AN CEi = DIF F1 −DIF F0

if

W = 1 (5)

DIST AN CE ∈ [−1.8, +1.8]. This algorithm tries to
increase the correlation of each Yi with P N0 or P N1 in
respect of value of W, hence fuzzy rules of system can be
written as below:
1:
If AVERAGE is very small then α is Very small.
2:
If AVERAGE is small then α is small.
3:
If AVERAGE is medium then α is medium.
4:
If AVERAGE is large then α is large.
5:
If AVERAGE is very large then α is very large.
6:
If DISTANCE is very small then α is very small.
7:
If DISTANCE is small then α is small.
8:
If DISTANCE is medium then α is medium.
9:
If DISTANCE is large then α is large.
10:
If DISTANCE is very large then α is very large.

Figure 6: Original image of Cat

1) Embedding: First Two level contourlet is applied to
image and image is divided into nine sub-bands as shown
in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: Contourlet representation of Cat

Then subbands 2 and 3 of second level are selected for
watermark insertion ( Fig. 8). Next, the selected subbands
are devided into 512 × 512 blocks. Hence, 625 blocks per
subband is obtained. In this example, the 33th bit of host
image is selected for embedding.

Figure 8: Representation of subbands

Figure 5: Fuzzy system surface.
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DCT of selected block will be computed and its middle
frequency will be selected. For further use it is named as
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M id.



2.9323 0.7020
M id=
1.1322 1.1205

(6)

After that, watermark power is calculated with fuzzy
system:
W atermarkpower= 59.2577
(7)
Then P N0 and P N1 will be produced. By using equation
(1), the new Mid (M id∗ ) will be obtained:


−13.3630 16.9973
∗
M id =
(8)
−21.0886 23.3414
Finally, Mid will be replaced with Mid* and all above
steps will be done reversely to produce watermarked image.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10: First row original images, second row watermarked images. (a)
Cat (b) Man (c) Pepper (d) Baboon (e) Watermark

Table I: PSNR and MSSIM of watermarked images, Combination

of DCT and CT can increase the quality of watermarked image.
Transform
CT&DCT
CT

Factor
PSNR
MSSIM
PSNR
MSSIM

Baboon
40.82
0.990
38.48
0.983

1
Lw .Hw

LX
w −1 H
w −1
X
x=0

2) Extraction: Such as embedding section, middle frequency of 33th block (W M id) is produced:


−4.4099 14.6900
W M id=
(9)
−20.0518 14.5569
By calculating the correlation between this matrix and
P N0 and P N1 , we will have :
Correlation (P N0 , WMid) = 0.1272

(10)

Correlation (P N1 , WMid) = 0.0589

(11)

By comparison of above results, the watermark bit will
be acquired as ”0”.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Testing this algorithm is done by using 512 × 512 gray
scale host images: Man, Pepper, Baboon, Lena, Gold hill,
Plane, Boat and Cat. Only partial results of them are shown.
Watermark W is a binary pseudo-random sequence with
1225 bits length. For brevity only the pepper image is shown
here. Fig. 10.
To evaluate this algorithm, we used three factors: PSNR,
MSSIM and normalized Correlation Coefficient (NC). PSNR
is used to evaluate the quality of watermarked image regardless of HVS, but MSSIM tries to evaluate the image quality
in respect to HVS. The used PSNR formula is [10]:
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Cat
41.83
0.985
40.13
0.974

Man
41.3
0.984
40.45
0.979

Pepper
42.13
0.988
39.85
0.957

255 × 255

P SN R = 10Log10

Figure 9: Watermarked image of Cat

(d)

[f(x,y) − g(x,y) ]

y=0

(12)
where Hw and Lw are the height and width of the image,
respectively. f(x,y) and g(x,y) are the values located at
coordinates (x,y) of the original image, and the watermarked
image, respectively.
For the sake of brevity, explanation of MSSIM is omitted.
It is available in [19].
After watermark extraction, the normalized Correlation
Coefficient (NC) is computed using the original watermark
and the extracted watermark to measure the correctness of
an extracted watermark. It is defined as [10]:
PNw
wi w0 i
N C = qP i−1qP
(13)
Nw
Nw
2
02
w
w
i
i
i−1
i−1
where Nw is the number of watermark bits. w and ẃ are
the original watermark and the extracted watermark, respec-

Table II: Comparison of NC values for CT and CD-DCT.

Test
Gaussian filter5×5
Median filter5×5
Average filter5×5
Gaussian noise (Var=20)
Salt and pepper (density=0.05)
JPEG (10%)
Scaling (50%)
Cropping (75%)
Histogram equalization
Image sharpening

CT
0.8858
0.7417
0.6503
0.7367
0.8364
0.7125
0.9680
0.7066
0.9768
0.9868

CT-DCT
0.9611
0.8892
0.9354
0.7727
0.8353
0.7118
0.9848
0.7222
0.9890
0.9912
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Table III: Correlation Coefficients after attack by median , gaussian , Average filtering with various filter size (n × n), and histogram

equalization
Image

Median
5×5
0.8683
0.8009
0.8892
0.7930

3×3
0.9633
0.9270
0.9834
0.9135

Cat
Man
Pepper
Baboon

13 × 13
0.6703
0.6799
0.6888
0.6789

3×3
0.9655
0.9404
0.9880
0.9289

Gaussian
5×5
0.9111
0.8830
0.9611
0.8786

13 × 13
0.7930
0.7630
0.8098
0.7765

3×3
0.9650
0.9386
0.9879
0.9289

Average
5×5
0.8785
0.8305
0.9354
0.8363

Hist equal
13 × 13
0.7280
0.7062
0.7398
0.7062

0.9729
0.9599
0.9890
0.9278

Table IV: Correlation Coefficients after attack by JPEG compression with various quality and sharpening

image
Cat
Man
Pepper
Baboon

10
0.7797
0.7591
0.7118
0.7928

15
0.8317
0.8029
0.7535
0.8469

20
0.8654
0.8452
0.8310
0.8943

25
0.8940
0.8884
0.8873
0.9112

JPEG
30
0.9243
0.9066
0.9165
0.9135

Quality
40
0.9576
0.9248
0.9723
0.9279

Sharpening
50
0.9689
0.9311
0.9846
0.9348

65
0.9756
0.9386
0.9885
0.9406

75
0.9790
0.9445
0.9881
0.950

80
0.9810
0.9453
0.9910
0.9505

0.9857
0.9513
0.9912
0.9366

Table V: Correlation Coefficients after attack by gaussian noise which its variance varies from 1 to 10, salt & pepper noise which varies

from 2% to 20% , cropping up to 75% of image and scaling 50% and 75%
image
Cat
Man
Pepper
Baboon

Salt
0.02
0.9042
0.8837
0.9090
0.8894

and Pepper
0.05
0.2
0.8424 0.7314
0.8244 0.7337
0.8353 0.7105
0.8218 0.7430

Gaussian noise
1
10
20
0.9366 0.7757 0.7218
0.9031 0.7730 0.7277
0.9320 0.7727 0.7192
0.9044 0.7956 0.7334

Cropping (%)
20
50
75
0.9383
0.8346 0.7140
0.91148 0.8248 0.6988
0.9500
0.8452 0.7222
0.9009
0.8184 0.7017

Scaling (%)
50
75
0.9582 0.9769
0.9294 0.9450
0.9848 0.9890
0.9223 0.9406

Table VI: Comparison between proposed method and some previous works.

Test
Gaussian filter 3x3
Median filter 3x3
Gaussian noise (Var=0.001)
Salt and pepper (density=0.001)
Speckle noise (density=0.001)
Scaling (40%)
Cropping (50%)
JPEG (80%)
JPEG (50%)
Histogram equalization
Image sharpening

Shao zho[10]
0.9321
NA
0.9683
0.9976
NA
0.9866
0.7244
1.000
1.000
NA
NA

tively. The watermarked images and extracted watermark
have been shown in Fig. 11.
In experiments both geometric and non-geometric attacks
are considered. Non-geometric attacks includes JPEG compression, histogram equalization, sharpening and gaussian,
median and average filtering and Gaussian noise, salt and
pepper noise. For geometric attacks, scaling and cropping
are used. The results are shown in Tables III, V, and IV. A
comparison between proposed method and some previous
works is shown in Table VI, in this comparison ”Lena”
image is used as host [10], [11], [12].
A group of 10,000 different watermarks including the
genuine (embedded) one is used for evaluating the robustness of watermark detection algorithm against various
attacks. As mentioned before each watermark is a 1225-bit
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Zhao Xu [11]
0.7658
NA
0.8430
0.98
NA
0.8394
0.7240
0.9870
0.8670
NA
NA

XIE Jing[12]
0.8956
0.9689
0.4505
0.9472
0.9472
NA
NA
NA
0.8956
NA
NA

Proposed method
0.9861
0.9868
0.9829
0.9853
0.9865
0.9041
0.7835
0.9850
0.9838
0.9812
0.9861

binary pseudo-random sequence. The experimental results
show that for genuine watermark the detector algorithm
has highest response ( the genuine watermark is 5000th
watermark).
Detection responses of algorithm against various attacks
and relevant images are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12,
respectively, and prove that proposed method is robust
against both geometric and non-geometric attacks.
V. C ONCLUSION
A blind watermarking scheme was proposed in this paper,
which uses Contourlet and Discrete Cosine Transform to
increase robustness and invisibility. By considering the fact
that human eyes are less sensitive to noise in oblique angels,
Contourlet was used because of its directional property. On
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(a) Scale:0.25

(b) Crop:0.80

(c) Average filter13×13

(d) Gaussian filter13×13

(e) Salt&pepper noise0.34

(f) Gaussian noisevar=65

(g) Histogram Eq

(h) JPG quality=6

(i) Median filter13×13

(j) Sharpening

Figure 11: Detector response against various attacks

the other hand to improve the throughput of watermarking
algorithm, the power of watermark is determined with a
two-input fuzzy system. Experimental results demonstrate
that the proposed scheme is robust against common nongeometric and geometric attacks.
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Figure 12: Some used images for evaluating the robustness of algorithm against various attacks
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Abstract—Cloud computing emerges as an attractive solution
that can be delegated to store and process confidential data.
However, several security risks are encountered with such a
system as the securely encrypted data should be decrypted
before processing them. Therefore, the decrypted data is
susceptible to reading and alterations. As a result, processing
encrypted data has been a research subject since the
publication of the RSA encryption scheme in 1978. In this
paper we present a relational database system based on
homomorphic encryption schemes to preserve the integrity and
confidentiality of the data. Our system executes SQL queries
over encrypted data. We tested our system with a recently
developed homomorphic scheme that enables the execution of
arithmetic operations on ciphertexts. We show that the
proposed system performs accurate SQL operations, yet its
performance discourages a practical implementation of this
system.
Keywords-Private Information Retrieval; Secure Database;
Homomorphic Encryption Schemes; Privacy.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is an attractive solution that can
provide low cost storage and processing capabilities for
government agencies, hospitals, and small and medium
enterprises. It has the advantage of reducing the IT costs and
providing more services for the requesting parties through
making specialized software and computing resources
available. However, there are major concerns that should be
considered by any organization migrating to cloud
computing. The confidentiality of information as well as the
liability for incidents affecting the infrastructure arise as two
important examples in this context. Indeed, cloud computing
poses several data protection risks for the cloud’s clients and
providers. For example, the cloud’s client may not be aware
of the practices according to which the cloud’s provider
processes the stored data. Therefore, the cloud’s client
cannot guarantee that the data are processed (for example,
altered or deleted) in a legal and accepted manner.
All of the above mentioned issues can be resolved if the
data in the cloud are stored and processed in encrypted form.
The latter is possible if the encryption scheme can support
addition and multiplication of the encrypted data. Many
encryption schemes support one of these operations, like the
encryption schemes in [1-4]. A cryptosystem which supports
both addition and multiplication (referred to as the
homomorphic encryption scheme) can be effective data
protection, and enables the construction of programs that
receive encrypted input and produce encrypted output. Since
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such programs do not decrypt the input, they can be run by
an un-trusted party without revealing their data and internal
states. Such programs will have great practical implications
in the outsourcing of private computations, especially in the
context of cloud computing.
Homomorphic cryptosystems have received valuable
attention in the literature, see [5][6][7]. In theory, the data
can be encrypted by the client, and then sent to the cloud’s
provider for storage or processing. Only the client holds the
decryption keys necessary to read the data. Despite the fact
that this type of processing may increase the amount of
computing time, the benefits associated with it are worth the
processing overhead. Indeed, this model of computing can
preserve the confidentiality and integrity of the data while
delegating the storage and processing to an un-trusted third
party.
In this paper, we present a novel technique to execute
SQL statements over encrypted data. We develop a secure
database system that processes these queries. The parameters
of SQL queries are encrypted by the client and sent to the
server for processing. The latter performs the requested
operation over an encrypted database and returns an
encrypted result to the client. The advantage of this system is
that the database server knows neither the content nor the
position of the records affected by the query.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we review the literature for the work related to
private information retrieval (PIR) approaches. Section III
provides a formal description of our secured SQL statements
approach. Section IV presents a homomorphic cryptosystem
that we use to build a prototype system. Section V presents
an implementation of a secure relational database system. In
Section VI we provide performance analysis of the proposed
secure database system. Finally, Section VII concludes our
work and provides future research directions.
II.

PRIVATE INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

Chow et al. [8] discussed the importance of cloud
computing, and how this technology can be enticing due to
its flexibility and cost-efficiency. The authors pointed out
that the adoption of such technology is still below ambition.
Some users are still concerned about the security of these
clouds. Even those who started using the technology, they
only utilize it with their less sensitive data. The limited usage
of cloud computing is mainly due to the lack of control over
the communicated data. The authors highlight that people
require explicit guarantees that their data will be protected
under well-defined policies and mechanisms. However, no
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technical security solutions were proposed to back-up their
information centric model where data can self defend itself
in a hostile or an un-trusted environment.
The private information retrieval (PIR) approach,
introduced by Chor et al. in [9], achieves the retrieval of an
ith bit in a block without revealing information about the bit
retrieved or about the request for the bit itself. This approach
has been widely used as a basis for several tools, and has
supported various distributed applications. However, the
approach requires more improvements and the work with it
is still in progress, both at the security of the communication
channel level and the hidden client identity level.
Raykova et al. [10] extended the PIR approach by
proposing a secure anonymous search system. The system
employs keyword search such that only authorized clients
have access to their blocks. This system is capable of
mapping the database content to the appropriate client, thus
guaranteeing the privacy of the data and the query. The
ultimate target of Raykova’s system is to ignore the identity
of the client while protecting the database from malicious
queriers.
Shang et al. [11] tackled the problem of protecting the
database itself. The problem is studied through monitoring
the amount of data disclosed by a PIR protocol during a
single run. The information attained from the monitoring
process is used to understand how a malicious querier can
conduct attacks to retrieve excessive amount of data from the
server.
PIR has also been used to develop authentication
systems. Nakamura et al. [12] constructed a system with
three components, a querier that initiates requests, an
authentication-server that processes these requests, and a
database that returns the appropriate data in response to the
request. This system ensures the security of data and the
anonymous communication between the querier and the
database. Yinan and Cao [13] used the PIR approach to
propose a system that controls the access to the database.
According to this system, the privacy of data is enforced by
enabling each authorizer to give or deny access to his/her
own data with a hierarchical authorization access right
scheme.
Among the most important criteria in PIR protocol are
the communication cost and the amount of data sent back to
the querier. The trivial solution of the PIR protocol is to send
back the entire database to the client. However, this solution
is expensive, even for a simple request that results in
retrieving two matching records. Other approaches proposed
to retrieve only the requested data, by using replicated
databases that are stored at multiple servers. In this case, the
request is forwarded to all servers. With this approach,
although we deal with multiple replicated databases, the
privacy is better protected. However, this approach is still
complicated and may result in extended processing and
communication times. Gentry et al. [14] proposed a scheme
to retrieve a bit or a block from a database with a constant
communication rate. Melchor et al. [15] proposed a scheme
that reaches the available data with a reasonable
communication cost while achieving lower computational
cost compared to other PIR protocols.
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III.

SECURED SQL OPERATIONS

In this section, we develop a secure database system that
processes SQL queries over encrypted data. As shown in
Figure 1, parameters of the queries are encrypted by the
client and sent to the server for processing. The latter
performs the requested operation and returns encrypted
results to the client.

Figure 1. Secure Data Retrieval

We describe below the circuit of a simple SQL SELECT
query:
SELECT * from T where c=v
where the value v is in encrypted form. The trivial
solution to securely perform this statement is to send back to
the client the entire database, but this solution suffers from
complexity and scalability issues. Instead, we propose a
methodology to implement the SELECT circuit at the server
side, while preserving the confidentiality and the privacy of
the request.
The processing of the SELECT query is divided into
three sub-circuits. Firstly, we calculate the following index
for each record R in the table T:

where size is the number of bits in column c; and
are the ith bits of column c and search criteria v, respectively.
is a one bit value that is equal to 1 if v matches the value
of column c, 0 otherwise.
Next, we identify the nth record that matches the selection
criteria. For that purpose, we consider
to be the
encryption of n under public key pk.
For each record R we calculate the following sum:

We calculate a second index

:

is equal to 1 if the record R is the nth record that
matches the selection criteria, 0 otherwise.
Then, we multiply every bit of each record R in table T
by the corresponding value .
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This latter operation forms a table
original table T as follows:

that is related to the

Finally, by adding all records of table , we retrieve the
nth record Rs that matches the selection criteria:

B. Encryption (pk*,m)
Set
to be a random N-bit number such that m and m’
have the same parity:

Then compute c as:
where q is a random Q-bit number. Then the ciphertext c
,
is post-processed to produce a vector
defined by:

If no record matches the selection criteria, a record
containing zeros will be returned to the requester.
It is worth noting that all calculations are performed over
encrypted data. The server does a blind processing to retrieve
the nth record that matches the selection criteria. It neither
has access to the content of the retrieved record nor to its
position within the table.
With slight modifications to the select circuit, most of
SQL operations can be supported by our proposed secure
database system. For example, to implement the UPDATE
operation, one can simply implement the following circuit:

where the record U is the new value to update the record
R matching the criteria of the query.
Similarly, to delete a record from table , one can replace
its content by zero. The DELETE operation can be
implemented by the following circuit:

IV.

HOMOMORPHIC ENCRYPTION SCHEME

In [6], Gentry proposed a fully homomorphic encryption
scheme that enables to perform an arbitrary number of
arithmetic operations (i.e. addition and multiplication) on
encrypted data. The components of the encryption scheme
are described below.
Security Parameters: N = λ, P = λ2, and Q = λ5.
A. Key Generation
The private key sk is a random P-bit odd number. The
public key consists of a list of integers that are the
“encryptions of zero” using the encryption scheme with the
secret key sk as a public key.
Generate a set
of rational numbers in
of size
[0,2[ such that there is a sparse subset
with
.
Set sk* to be the sparse subset S, encoded as a vector
with hamming weight α.
Set

to be the public key.
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The output ciphertext c* consists of c and
.
C. Decryption (sk*, c*)

D. Arithmetic Operations
Addition and multiplication can be performed on clear
text by simply adding and multiplying the ciphertexts,
respectively.

The output ciphertext c* consists of c together with the
result of post-processing the resulting ciphertext with .
E. Bootstrapping the Encryption Scheme
The scheme described above is referred to as a somewhat
homomorphic scheme because it works only if the value c%p
(noise of the encryption) is smaller than p/2. After a finite
number of arithmetic operations, the noise exceeds the p/2
threshold and the decryption scheme does not work anymore.
Gentry developed a novel method to remove the noise in
the ciphertext [7]. He proposed to recrypt the ciphertext c to
remove the noise. Since the scheme is homomorphic, one
can encrypt the ciphertext c into a new ciphertext (the
plaintext is encrypted twice), and by using the homomorphic
properties of the scheme, one can decrypt the inner layer of
encryption to obtain a ciphertext c2 with a lower value of
noise.
C2
C1

Figure 2. Removing noise from original ciphertext (bootstrapping)
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As illustrated in Figure 2, a bit m is encrypted with public
key pk to produce the ciphertext c1. After a finite number of
arithmetic operations, the noise associated with the
ciphertext c1 reaches a level that does not permit any
additional arithmetic operation. To remove the noise, the
bootstrapping technique consists of recrypting the bit m.
Every bit of ciphertext c1 is encrypted with the public key pk.
The output is ciphertext that doubly encrypts bit m. The
decryption circuit is applied to remove the inner layer of
encryption. This latter operation requires the knowledge of
the private sk. Therefore, the private key is encrypted with
public key pk; and then shared with the server. Since the
encryption scheme is homomorphic, the decryption can be
performed on the doubly encrypted ciphertext to remove the
inner layer. The recryption produces a new ciphertext c2 with
a value of noise that has an upper bound according to the
proof in [6].
By employing the bootstrapping technique, performing
an arbitrary number of arithmetic operations on ciphertexts
becomes possible.
V.

IMPLEMENTATION

In our implementation, we aim at proving that it is
possible to perform SQL queries over an encrypted database.
For example, the user can specify a search criterion through
a database. Then, the client software encrypts the parameters
of the query, corresponding to the search criterion, and sends
it to the appropriate server. The server retrieves the requested
record (blind processing) from the database and returns it to
the client. The client software decrypts the record and
displays it to the user.
We built a simple medical application containing 10
patients’ records. In Figure 3, we show the result of the
SELECT query. This is how the result appears in a
screenshot of the client side of our built application.
The application supports the following SQL operations:
• SELECT with wildcard characters (*, ?) and
relational operators (< >).
• UPDATE with wildcard characters (*, ?) and
relational operators (< >).
• DELETE with wildcard characters (*, ?) and
relational operators (< >).
• Statistical operations like COUNT and AVG.

It is worth mentioning that the implementation of the
medical application was built using a simplified and nonsecure version of the somewhat homomorphic scheme. This
is due to performance issues as it is impractical to perform
our tests using the fully homomorphic cryptosystem. We
chose the security parameters in such a way to support all the
SQL operations with no need to employ the bootstrapping
technique. We discuss the performance of our system in the
next section.
VI.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Table 1 lists the number of arithmetic operations required
to execute some basic SQL statements over an encrypted
database of 10 records. From this table we can see that
processing data in encrypted form creates a substantial
computation overhead.
TABLE I.

NUMBER OF ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS
Add. & Mult.

Add.

Mult.

SELECT

619839

309892

309947

UPDATE

67595

25355

42240

DELETE

28171

5643

22528

To understand the processing time required to process a
SQL statement, we measured the time required to perform
the product of two n-bits numbers in encrypted form using
the fully homomorphic cryptosystem presented in [6].
Towards that end, we used a computer machine with 1.7
GHz processor and 3GB of RAM memory. Figure 3 shows
the amount of time, in seconds, required to compute the
multiplication circuit.

Figure 4. Processing time required to perform the product of two n-bits
integers

Figure 3. Client side of the application
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As we can see in Figure 4, it takes 23 minutes to compute
the product of two 16-bit integers. This latency is due to the
bootstrapping technique or more precisely to the recrypt
function. Indeed, according to our measurements, it takes 1
second to recrypt a ciphertext. Therefore, there is a need of at
least 7 days (i.e, 619839 * 1 second) to retrieve a row from a
10-record database.
The implementation of the system proves that the
execution of SQL statements over encrypted data is feasible.
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However, the time required to execute these statements is
very high and therefore is not suitable for real-time
transactions that involve a large database (i.e. several
terabytes database). This drawback is mainly due to the
homomorphic encryption scheme. In fact, there might be
more efficient techniques to optimize the implementation,
that is, one could perform recryption only when it is
necessary, since the noise value can be bounded; however,
we do believe that a more practical homomorphic
cryptosystem is yet to be developed.

the data and operations performed on these data. We believe
that this new system can be the foundation of a highly secure
cloud computing environment.
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Abstract—Since traditional database mechanisms such as
identity authentication and access control, can be fooled by
authorized but malicious users, to solving the problems, three
key techniques namely intrusion detection, damage quarantine
and recovery are studied for decades to implement survival
database systems. However, these techniques are all built on
identification of malicious behaviors, which is much more
complex, sluggish and inefficient than the identification of
suspicious behaviors because the former need more evidence
than the later. This paper proposes an effective security
mechanism by focusing suspicious users, namely suspect
quarantine and recovery method denoted as SQRM, to
increase the attack resistance of databases. It isolates invalid
data transparently from trustworthy users to prevent further
damage by suspicious users suspected to be malicious, while
still maintaining continued availability for their data access
operations to minimize loss of productive work in the case of
incidents that they are indeed innocent. And when they are
proved innocent or malicious, all invalid data caused by them
will be concurrently recovered. Using SQRM is sufficiently
effective to improve the survivability for database.

maybe degraded service when the damage is being
recovered.
To implement survival database systems, three key
technologies namely intrusion detection (ID) [6-9], damage
quarantine (DQ) [10-14] and damage recovery (DR) [15-19]
have been studied for decades. ID detects malicious attacks
including malicious users’ transactions and operations. DQ
isolated all invalid data result from corruption of malicious
attacks detected by ID, and ensure invalid data not be
accessed by trustworthy users, otherwise it might cause
damage spreading [20] (if data x is invalid, operation
y=x+100 will have damage spread to y). DR repairs all
invalid data and improves availability of database.
Apparently, ID, DQ and DR are built on the identification of
malicious behaviors. Actually, the identification of
suspicious behaviors could be more efficient, easier and
earlier than identification of malicious behaviors in practical
applications, because the latter needs more evidence to
investigate. Obviously trustworthy data would be in danger
as long as the suspicious behaviors exist because they could
be indeed malicious. Therefore if we can control suspicious
behaviors immediately after it has been detected, the indeed
malicious attacks will be prevented earlier; the scare of
damage will be decreased and the recovery of database will
be easier and more efficient.
Here, we focus on suspicious users, whose behaviors are
suspicious, but still need further investigation and more
evidence to finally confirm their uncertain identities
innocent or malicious. For example, when an accountant
logs on banking system at 2:00 am as user “Jack” who
usually works in the daytime, this abnormal logon will make
Jack suspicious. The real identity of this Jack is uncertain.
Perhaps Jack himself is working overtime involving an
urgent task, or this Jack is a malicious hacker who cheated
jack’s identity. More evidence is needed to make the right
judgment. What could we do if we encounter this suspicious
Jack? The naive rejection would cause loss of his
constructive work if he is indeed Jack himself. On the other
hand, the simple permission may cause further damage if he
is a hacker. As a result, to handle the above dilemma,
necessary measures should be taken toward suspicious users.

Keywords-database security; survival database; suspicious
user quarantine; invalid data recovery

I. INTRODUCTION
Database security, an issue focuses on data
confidentiality, integrity and availability [1] has drawn a
considerable amount of interest since database was used in
data-intensive and security-sensitive applications, such as
credit card billing, banking, air traffic control and online
stock trading. Traditional database security technologies,
such as identity authentication, access controls and
encryption concentrate on database confidentiality, which is
often powerless for malicious attacks including authorized
abusing, hackings, and so on. So many attacks succeeded,
which had fooled traditional database protection
mechanisms, because in reality not all attacks can be averted
at their beginning. Consequently, survival database systems
(or attack resistant，or intrusion tolerant, or self healing
database systems) [2-5] are of significant concern, which
can survive malicious attacks, and provide continuous but
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In order to solve problems of suspicious users，Suspect
Quarantine and Recovery Method (SQRM) is presented by
us in this paper. SQRM has two phases of work: Suspicious
User Quarantine Phase (SUQ-Phase) and Invalid Data
Recovery Phase (IDR-Phase). As shown in Figure 1, user s
was trustworthy before it was detected suspicious at time t1,
proved innocent or malicious at time t2, and invalid data
recovery was accomplished at time t3. SUQ-Phase starts
from t1 to t2, while IDR-Phase originates from t2 to t3. The
key points of SQRM are as follows:
• In SUQ-Phase, s will be quarantined immediately
once s is detected suspicious, but instead of being
stopped arbitrarily, s will be able to continue its
work. An extra value of data is provided to s for its
data accessing. Meanwhile, the invalid data caused
by s will be access denied by trustworthy users to
prevent damage spreading since it is recovered.
• In IDR-Phase, when s is proved innocent or
malicious, all the extra value of data caused by s will
be identified. If s is proved malicious, the extra value
of data caused by s will be incorrect and discarded
directly, but if s is proved innocent, it will be
identified as correct and written back into the
database. All the invalid data caused by s will be
recovered at last.
SUQ-Phase

IDR-Phase

t2

t1
Detect
Suspicious

t3 Time

Prove Innocent Finish Invalid
or Malicious Data Recovery

Figure 1.

SQRM workflow

There is an evaluation criterion of judging the strategy
of handling suspicious users: No Leakage of Invalid Data
(NLID). NLID requires that invalid data should be isolated
from trustworthy users, which means that they would not
access any invalid data, so the damage spreading will be
prevented. Meanwhile all invalid data will be recovered
trustworthy, and the integrity and correctness of database
will be assured.
To satisfy the NLID criterion and make sure suspicious
users working under quarantine, we present a data model of
SQRM firstly, which characterizes the value types of data
items maintained by trustworthy and suspicious users. Then
we provide the user operation isolation algorithm and onthe-fly invalid data recovery algorithm based on the data
model, the former algorithm will not only isolate all invalid
data from trustworthy users to prevent damage spreading,
but also provide extra value of data items to suspicious users
to continue their work, while the later will recover all the
invalid data in IDR-Phase of suspicious users.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses the related works. In Section 3, we give the
theoretical model and algorithms of SQRM. Finally, Section
4 summarizes what we have done and future work of this
paper.
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II. RELATED WORKS
Since current research mostly relies on ID, DQ and DR
method to solve malicious attacks to implement survival
database systems. Only a few studies of suspicious users
have been proposed. In current research of suspicious uses,
Liu et al. proposed a data attack isolation system (DAIS)
using data versions [21-23]. The main point of DAIS
includes two steps as following: In step 1, once a user s is
detected suspicious, it will be isolated from other users
according to isolation protocol, and suspicious version data
will be created and maintained by s when s performs
updates in database. Meanwhile trustworthy users can not
access any suspicious version data. In step 2, when s is
proved malicious, all the suspicious version data maintained
by s will be discarded. And when s is proved innocent, to
resolve the conflicts between trustworthy and innocent
transactions statically or dynamically, precedence graph of
transactions will be created. Because the acyclic precedence
graph means no conflict of transactions and consistence of
database, if cycles appear in precedence graph, related
committed transactions (trustworthy or innocent) incurring
cycles will be backed out to break cycles thus guaranteeing
precedence graph acyclic (Back out a transaction means to
restore every data item updated by it to the latest value
before updates). After precedence graph is established, the
suspicious version data (which is indeed trustworthy)
maintained by the innocent user s will be adopted to replace
the corresponding trustworthy version data (which are
indeed invalid). Till now the processing of suspicious user s
is accomplished.
However, DAIS still has shortcomings in damage
spreading. We illustrate it by giving an example as follows:
Example 1: Suppose user s is detected suspicious at
time t1, proved innocent at time t2, and user u is always
trustworthy. During time interval [t1, t2], s executes
transactions Ts1 and Ts2 while u executes Tu1, Tu2 and Tu3.
Details of these transactions are shown in Figure 2. We
denote trustworthy version data as x[T], and suspicious
version data as x[s] maintained by s.
Detect s t1
Malicious

Tu1: x = x + 5
Ts1: y = y + 5
Tu2: x = x + y
Ts2: v = y

Prove s t
2
Innocent

Tu3: z = y +10
Time

Figure 2. Operations and History of Transactions

In [t1, t2], s is suspicious. According to DAIS, when 5
transactions are finished, x[T] and z[T] will be updated while
y[s] and v[s] are created (x[T]=21, z[T]=18, y[s]=13 and
v[s]=13 as shown in TABLE I). When s is proved innocent
at t2, an acyclic precedence graph G of committed
transactions will be created as shown in Figure 3. Obviously
there is no conflict of transactions. Since the proved
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innocence of s indicates that Ts1 and Ts2 are trustworthy, y[s]
and v[s] are actually trustworthy too, they will be adopted to
replace y[T] and v[T] (y[s]=13 replace y[T]=8 and v[s]=13
replace v[T]=8, then remove y[s] and v[s] as shown in
TABLE I). At this moment we are certain about that y[s]
and v[s] should be written back into y[T] and v[T]. But when
s is executing its operations with suspicious identity in [t1,
t2], y[s] and v[s] could also be discarded if s is proved
malicious. Therefore y[T] and v[T] are invalid since y[s] and
v[s] are created till they are replaced by y[s] and v[s], but
these invalid data is not isolated from trustworthy users in
DAIS. If they are accessed by trustworthy users, leakage of
invalid data might cause damage spreading (In example 1,
y[T]=8 and v[T]=8 are invalid since Ts1 and Ts2 commit till
they are replaced with y[s]=13 and v[s]=13, but the
trustworthy transactions Tu2 and Tu3 both read the invalid
y[T]=8, when Tu2 and Tu3 commit, x[T] and z[T] will be
infected invalid too.) According to the above discussion, we
can see that DAIS can not satisfy NLID criterion.
Tu1
Ts1
Tu2
Ts2
Tu3
Figure 3. Precedence Graph G
VALUE OF DATA VERSIONS

TABLE I.
Data Item
Data Versions

5 Transactions
Finished
After Data
Version
Replacement

x

y

z

v

x[T]

x[s]

y[T]

y[s]

z[T]

z[s]

v[T]

v[s]

21

—

8

13

18

—

8

13

21

—

13

DEL

18

—

13

DEL

a. “DEL“ means data deletion; b. “—“ means data not exists; c. x = y = z =v = 8 at beginning

III. SQRM METHOD
We assume that all operations of users are trustworthy
when the users are trustworthy, suspicious when the users
are suspicious and malicious when the users are malicious.
The identity transition diagram of user is shown in Figure 4.
A trustworthy user can be detected suspicious, and a
suspicious user can be proved innocent (trustworthy) or
malicious. Furthermore, because suspect detecting method
is not the purpose of this paper, we assume that detection of
suspicious users is accurate and prompt (In fact, suspicious
detection could be simple and efficient in practical
applications. For example, when a user logs on system from
an unknown address or an abnormal time, this user could be
suspicious).
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Detect Suspicious
Trustworthy

Suspicious
Prove Innocent
Malicious

Prove
Malicious

Figure 4. Identity transition diagram of users

In this section, we will formally describe the theoretical
concepts and algorithms of SQRM, including data modal,
user operation quarantine algorithm and invalid data
recovery algorithm. The key points of SQRM are to isolate
invalid data from trustworthy users to prevent damage
spreading, provide the quarantined extra value of data items
to suspicious users for catching results of their work instead
of stopping them arbitrarily, and recover the invalid data as
soon as possible.
A. Data Model
A database system could be seen as a set of data items,
we denote it as DB={x1, x2… xn}. There are two value types
of data item as shown in definition 1.
Definition 1. Each data item xi∈DB could have two
value types:
• Normal Type value (NT-value). It is maintained by
all trustworthy users and denoted as xiN. We use
DBN= {xiN… xjN} to represent NT-value set.
• Quarantined Type Value (QT-value). It is
maintained only by suspicious user who created it
and denoted as xiQ. The user maintaining xiQ is
denoted as owner(xiQ). We use DBQ= {xiQ … xkQ} to
represent QT-value set.
NT-value and QT-value of a data item are transparent to
users. If a user submits to accessing a data item xi
successfully, only one value (xiN or xiQ) of xi will be
accessed. Data accessing measures follow user operation
isolation algorithm in Section 3.2. When database is
initialed to start service, only NT-value of data items exists,
and all data items are trustworthy so as to be able of being
accessed by trustworthy users at that time. We give the
definition of trustworthy data as follows.
Definition 2. Trustworthy Data. For a data item
xi∈DB, if its NT-value xiN exists and QT-value xiQ does not
exist, xi is a trustworthy data. We use ℜ to represent the
trustworthy data set.
ℜ = {xi| xi∈DB∧ ∃ xiN∈DBN∧ ¬∃ xiQ(xiQ∈DBQ)} ⑴

However, when suspicious user emerges, invalid data
could be produced because of suspicious activities in SUQPhase. And when suspicious user is proved innocent or
malicious, invalid data will be recovered to be trustworthy
finally in IDR-Phase. We will give definitions of invalid
data and discuss it in next sections.
B. User Operation Isolation Algorithm
Once a suspicious user is detected, it should be
quarantined efficiently, and make sure that suspicious users
will be able to continue their work in isolation instead of
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being stopped arbitrarily, meanwhile the invalid data will
not be accessed by trustworthy users to prevent damage
spreading. To achieve this goal, data accessing operations of
users should be controlled as shown in User Operation
Isolation Algorithm (UOIA). Here, read(xiQ/xiN),
write(xiQ/xiN) and create(xiQ/xiN) are the read, write and
create operations on NT-value or QT-value of x.
Algorithm 1：UOIA Pseudo Code
Input: User s submit read or write operation on data item xi
Output: Result of operation (TRUE or FALSE)
Steps:
1: IF s is trustworthy THEN
2:
IF ¬∃ xiQ(xiQ∈DBQ)∧ ∃ xiN(xiN∈DBN) THEN
3:
execute read(xiN) or write(xiN);
4:
RETURN TRUE; // user operation succeed
5:
END IF
6: ELSE IF s is suspicious THEN
7:
IF s submit read on xi THEN
8:
IF ∃ xiQ(xiQ∈DBQ ∧owner(xiQ) = s) THEN
9:
execute read(xiQ);
10:
RETURN TRUE;
11:
ELSE IF ¬∃ xiQ(xiQ∈DBQ)∧ ∃ xiN(xiN∈DBN) THEN
12:
execute read(xiN);
13:
RETURN TRUE;
14:
END IF
15: ELSE IF s submit write on xi THEN
16:
IF ∃ xiQ(xiQ∈DBQ∧owner(xiQ) = s) THEN
17:
execute write(xiQ);
18:
RETURN TRUE;
19:
ELSE IF ¬∃ xiQ(xiQ∈DBQ)∧ ∃ xiN(xiN∈DBN) THEN
20:
execute create(xiQ); //create QT-value
21:
set owner(xiQ) = s; // set ownership of QT-value
21:
execute write (xiQ);
22:
RETURN TRUE;
23:
END IF
24: END IF
25: END IF
26: RETURN FALSE; // user operation failed

We can see that in UOIA: a) When a trustworthy user s
wants to read or write data item xi, only if xiN exists and xiQ
does not exist (which means that xi is trustworthy), the read
or write operation on xiN will be executed, otherwise it will
fail. b) When suspicious user s wants to read xi, if xQ owned
by s exists, xiQ will be returned to s, while if xiQ does not
exist and xiN exists, xiN will be returned to s. c) When
suspicious user s wants to write xi, if xiQ owned by s exists,
the write operation on xiQ will be executed, while if xiQ
doesn’t exist and xiN exists, xiQ will be created, and the write
operation on xiQ will be executed in the end. Note that the
algorithm is based on strict two-phase-locking (2PL) [24]
concurrency control protocol with data item locking
granularity.
Data accessing of suspicious users could cause
trustworthy data to be invalid. For a trustworthy data x, if a
suspicious user s submits write operation (UPDATE) on it,
according to UOIA, the QT-value xiQ owned by s will be
created, so xiN and xiQ will both exist. Due to the suspicious
identity of s, xiQ is also suspicious. If s is indeed malicious,
xiQ should be discarded since it is incorrect value of xi and
xiN will be identified as correct. Reversely, if s is indeed
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trustworthy, xiQ is actually the correct value of xi reversely,
while xiN is turned to be incorrect and should be replaced
with xiQ. Obviously, the correct value of data item xi is
undetermined, either xiN or xiQ is correct. So accessing xiN or
xiQ by trustworthy users could harm trustworthy data and
cause damage spreading, leading this kind of data items
invalid. Particularly, if s submits a new data creation
operation (INSERT) successfully, a particular data item will
be created with only QT-value existence, which renders
situation similar to above: Suppose that data item xi with
only xiQ existence is created by s, if s is indeed trustworthy,
xi will be also trustworthy, but if s is indeed malicious, xi
should be non-existent, so this kind of data item is also
uncertain and invalid. Therefore, to isolate invalid data like
xi from trustworthy users is essential to prevent damage
spreading. Here we give the definition of invalid data as
follows.
Definition 3. Invalid Data: For a data item xi∈DB, if
the QT-value xiQ exists, xi is an invalid data. We denote
invalid data set of database as ℑ , and invalid data set
caused by suspicious user s as IDS(s).

ℑ = {xi| xi∈DB∧ ∃ xiQ(xiQ∈DBQ)}
⑵
Q Q
Q
Q
IDS(s)={xi|xi∈DB∧ ∃ xi (xi ∈DB ∧owner(xi ) = s)} ⑶
Since invalid data is caused by suspicious users, if we
use S={s1, s2, …, sm} to represent all suspicious users, we
can get an equation about invalid data set as follows.
ℑ=

∪ IDS ( s )
i

⑷

si ∈S

Lemma 1. DB = ℜ ∪ ℑ
Following the definition of ℑ and ℜ , it is easy to see
that Lemma 1 is true.
Lemma 2. UOIA can ensure all invalid data of ℑ will
be isolated from trustworthy users.
Proof: (Sketch) According to UOIA procedures, for
each data item xi∈DB, only if xiN exists and xiQ does not
exist, which means that xi is trustworthy, xi can be read or
written by trustworthy users. But if xiQ exists, the access to
data item xi by any trustworthy users will fail. So Lemma 2
holds.
As known from Lemma 2, all invalid data will be
isolated from trustworthy users to prevent damage spreading,
and QT-value of data items will be provided to continue the
work of suspicious users in isolation. Therefore, work of
SUQ-Phase can be accomplished by following UOIA.

C. On-the-fly Invalid Data Recovery Algorithm
Once a suspicious user is proved innocent or malicious,
for each invalid data xi caused by it, the correct value of xi
will be identified, and the IDR-Phase will start. The key
points of the recovery measures are as follows: If s is proved
innocent, the QT-value of invalid data owned by s is correct
to be written back into the corresponding NT-value, if s is
proved malicious, the QT-value of invalid data owned by s
is incorrect and should be deleted. To implement the above
measures, we give an On-the-fly Invalid Data Recovery
Algorithm (OIDRA) as shown in Algorithm 2. Here,
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delete(xiQ/xiN) represent delete operation on NT-value or QTvalue of data item xi.
In OIDRA, once a suspicious user s is proved innocent
or trustworthy, the performing operations of s will be
canceled and s will be stopped from data accessing to begin
invalid data recovery. Then, if s is proved innocent, all QTvalue of invalid data owned by s is correct, they will be
adopted to replace the corresponding NT-value (if NT-value
does not exist, it will be created firstly). After that the data
accessing authority of s will be resumed. If s is proved
malicious, all QT-value owned by s will be deleted. When
above procedures finished, all QT-value owned by s will be
dropped, and all invalid data of IDS(s) will be recovered to
end the IDR-Phase of s. Therefore the work of IDR-Phase
can be fulfilled by OIDRA.
Algorithm 2：OIDRA Pseudo Code
Input: a signal that s is proved innocent or malicious
Output: Recovery of invalid data
Steps:
1: Cancel all performing operations of s, and stop s from
accessing database;
2: IF s is proved innocent THEN
3: FOR EACH xiQ∈DBQ∧owner(xiQ) = s
4:
IF ¬∃ xiN(xiN∈DBN) THEN
5:
execute create(xiN);
6:
END IF
7:
set xiN= xiQ;
8:
execute delete(xiQ);
9:
END FOR
10: Resume data accessing authority for s;
11: ELSE IF s is proved malicious THEN
12: FOR EACH xiQ∈DBQ∧owner(xiQ) = s
13:
execute delete(xiQ);
14: END FOR
15: END IF

Furthermore, since all invalid data is isolated from
trustworthy users as known from Lemma 2, OIDRA can
performs concurrently with other operations, so OIDRA is
an on-the-fly algorithm.
Lemma 3. OIDRA can ensure that all invalid data of ℑ
will be recovered in the IDR-Phase of suspicious users.
Proof: (Sketch) According to OIDRA procedures, once
a suspicious user s is proved innocent or malicious, all
invalid data of IDS(s) caused by s will be recovered. Since
every suspicious user will be proved innocent or malicious
finally, each invalid data caused by suspicious users will be
recovered in the end. While all invalid data caused by all
suspicious users is just the invalid data set ℑ as known
from definition 2, so Lemma 3 can be satisfied.
Lemma 4. SQRM can satisfy NLID criterion.
Proof: (Sketch) According to Lemma 2 and Lemma 3,
we can see that all invalid data caused by suspicious users
will be isolated from trustworthy users, so damage
spreading will be prevented, and all invalid data will be
recovered in the IDR-Phase of suspicious users. As a result,
the NLID criterion can be satisfied in SQRM.
Therefore, the suspect quarantine and recovery method
we proposed in this paper is an effective security
mechanism, which can make sure that further damage by
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damage spreading will be confined and all invalid data will
be recovered.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented an effective security
mechanism, namely suspect quarantine and recovery
method denoted as SQRM, to increase the attack resistance
of database vulnerable to suspicious users. We develop a
suspicious user quarantine scheme in SQRM that isolates
invalid data from trustworthy users to protect databases
from any further damage caused by damage spreading, and
provides the ability of working continually to suspicious
users instead of stopping them arbitrary. At the same time,
we propose an on-the-fly invalid data recovery method to
repair all the invalid data caused by suspicious users when
they are proved innocent or malicious.
There are some future works for SQRM. First, since
transactions, which consist of access operations, will be
suspended or aborted even if only one invalid data accessed,
we will investigate the effect of SQRM on transaction
success rate. Second, the availability of database when
dealing with the quarantine of suspicious users will be
studied. Furthermore, we will concentrate on construction of
survival database system which is able to solve the problem
of suspicious users by SQRM.
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Abstract- During the development of an object-relational
application we combine technologies that make use of object
and relational artefacts because each is suited to a particular
role. However such a combination of technologies gives rise
to problems of an object-relational impedance mismatch. In
this paper we highlight these problems arise not just because
of differences in language or design objective, but because
the semantics and data of an object and a relational artefact
are not equivalent. We introduce a novel technique based on
equivalence, and use this to explore one problem of an
object-relational impedance mismatch. We show that
strategies for dealing with the problem of identity should not
focus on a correspondence between the two identity systems
but on a correspondence between the different ways in
which the identity of an entity has been represented.
Keywords- object-relational; impedance mismatch; ORIM;
silo; equivalence

I.
INTRODUCTION
Object and relational technologies have proven popular
for the development, respectively, of applications and
databases, but there are problems that occur when we
attempt to combine them in a software system. Each such
problem is commonly referred to as an object-relational
impedance mismatch (ORIM) [1].
In [2] we explore problems of an ORIM and conclude
that there are four kinds of mismatch (conceptual,
representation, emphasis and instance), each reflecting a
different abstraction (respectively, concept, language,
schema and instance).
Our framework (Figure 1)
recognises two collections of concepts, each provides the
basis for a silo. A silo comprises artefacts from an
abstraction at each level of our framework. The object silo
is the left side of Figure 1 and the relational silo is the right
side. A level provides a context for the level below.
Our framework highlights that an object and a
relational artefact are based on different conceptual
frameworks. At the language level an artefact in a silo is
described using a particular language. This language is
different between silos, for example Java may be used in
the object silo and SQL-92 in the relational silo. At the
schema level an artefact is created based on a particular
design objective. These objectives differ between silos.
For example, the design of a program may focus on
efficient processing whereas the design of a database may
focus on an efficient data structure.
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Figure 1. Our Conceptual Framework1

During the development of an object-relational
application, we combine technologies that make use of
these artefacts because each is suited to a particular role. In
this paper we highlight that problems of an ORIM arise
not just because of differences in language or design
objective, but because the semantics and data of an object
and a relational artefact are not equivalent.
We develop the idea of equivalence in the context of
ORIM and our framework. We provide an example based
on the concept of identity and find that there is very little
in common between object and relational artefacts. We
show that current pattern-based strategies to map identity
between object and relational artefacts (e.g. Blaha [3],
p420 and Keller [4], p21) have focused on mapping the
wrong things. They draw a correspondence between two
identity systems but these serve to identify different things.
We show that a correspondence should be made between
the ways the identity of an entity from a universe of
discourse has been modelled, because such an identity is
common to both representations. Finally we explore the
consequences of equivalence in terms of our framework
and propose a new silo.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II sets the
context for our work. In Section III we describe the
1 We have chosen to use the label concept rather than paradigm because
we understand that a paradigm underpins a conceptual framework
Object and relational are the names of two conceptual frameworks.
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schema level of our framework. In Section IV we begin
our exploration of equivalence. In Section V we explain
our novel idea of equivalence and introduce an
equivalence diagram as a mechanism for exploring a
problem of an ORIM. In Section VI we provide an
example based on a small case study. In Section VII we
explore the options for describing an entity and in Section
VIII we highlight the consequences of equivalence for our
framework. We present a summary and our conclusions in
Section IX and describe future work in Section X.
II.

PROBLEMS OF AN ORIM

In [2] we catalogued a number of different kinds of
problem of an ORIM. These problems arise because there
are differences between the artefacts in each silo.
Differences are those of data representation, language
syntax and semantics, design approach and conceptual
framework.
Object-relational mapping (ORM) strategies have been
developed to overcome these differences ([3], [4], and [5]).
Each such strategy is based on a correspondence between
artefacts in the two technologies. At the language level for
example, the definition of a class is used as the basis for
the definition of a table.
The rationale for such a correspondence may be that
artefacts in different silos appear to be the same
abstraction because they have the same name. For example
we can name a table ORDER and a class ORDER, or a
column QUANTITY and an attribute QUANTITY. Using
the same name for two artefacts may appear to endow
them with the same semantics, but this is a correspondence
that is not justified because they are different abstractions.
A strategy may arise because of a perceived need to
represent all of the semantics of an object model in a
relational database. One such example is the representation
of the semantics of a class hierarchy using SQL-92 (a
language that has no such explicit semantics [6]).
However using SQL-92, it is not necessary to represent all
the semantics of a class hierarchy in order to realise the
benefits of a class hierarchy in the design of a relational
database.
We argue that a singular focus on correspondence
between language artefacts is incorrect. The focus should
be on the data and semantics of that which is being
represented. In particular the way these data and semantics
have been represented using those artefacts.
III. THE SCHEMA LEVEL
We start at the schema level of our framework because
it relates directly to the work of those involved in the
design of an object-relational application. At this level we
are concerned with design artefacts that comprise
respectively an object-oriented application and a relational
database. We consider the design of each to be a form of
schema.
At the schema level of our framework, an object model
and a relational model describe aspects of a universe of
discourse ([7], p2-1). Whilst a schema uses a particular
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conceptual framework, language and structure(s) to
describe that universe, each schema is a partial
representation of the same universe. A universe of
discourse therefore provides a point of reference common
to both an object and a relational schema. These schemata
must be equivalent descriptions of that universe, if we are
not to lose information (data and semantics) in a round-trip
transformation between an object-oriented application and
a relational database. In the next few sections we explore
what we mean by an equivalent description at the schema
level of our framework.
IV. TWO REPRESENTATIONS OF AN ENTITY
The design of an object-relational application
comprises two schemata: one based on the concept of an
object and the other on the concept of a relation. Each
schema is an abstraction of the same universe of discourse
because it is part of the same system. Each schema is also
a correct and valid representation of that universe.
The two schemata are also different. Each schema
should be based on a collection of concepts, phrased in a
particular language and influenced by a design objective.
We make the distinction between the formal prescriptive
nature of the concepts that underpin the relational model
and the relatively descriptive nature of those that underpin
an object model. An SQL-92 schema is prescriptive
insofar as its language dictates the form of structure into
which a representation must fit. An object schema is
relatively more descriptive because the semantics and
structure of a class are not prescribed in the same way as
those of a table. A different person may also produce and
therefore influence each schema ([8], p111).

Figure 2. Two Representations of an Entity (type) at the Schema Level

Figure 2 shows an object and a relational
representation of the same entity (or entity type) at the
schema level. The object representation is formed using
artefacts from the Java language. The relational
representation is formed using artefacts from SQL-92. We
assume that each representation is as complete a
representation of the data and semantics of an entity as are
possible within a silo.
An entity forms part of a universe of discourse and the
description of its data and semantics provides a common
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point of reference for both representations. An entity may
also be understood as a generalisation of an object and a
relational representation. It represents the data and
semantics of some thing from a universe of discourse with
which we may compare an object and a relational
representation.
V.

EQUIVALENCE

We consider two representations to be equivalent if
they each describe both the same data and the same
semantics of an entity. Only those data and semantics that
are equivalent can form part of a non-loss transformation
between an object and a relational schema. If all the data
and semantics of an entity are described in both an object
and a relational schema, then none of the data and
semantics of that entity should be lost in a round-trip
transfer between an application and a database. There may
still be differences but these should not impact on the
representation of data or semantics. Where there are data
or semantics that cannot be preserved in a round-trip
transformation between an application and a database, then
one schema is able to describe more (or a different subset)
of the data or semantics of an entity than the other. Such
differences at the schema level are the essence of the kind
of object-relational impedance mismatch we label an
emphasis mismatch [2].
In both an object and a relational schema one or more
artefacts may be used to describe an entity. We use an
equivalence diagram to explore differences in the data and
semantics of an entity as represented by these artefacts.
An equivalence diagram embodies our notion of
equivalence and focuses attention on the essential aspect
of Figure 2: that each schema is a description of the same
entity. By equivalence at the schema level we mean
equivalent descriptions of the same data and semantics of
an entity from a universe of discourse.
An equivalence diagram is a Venn diagram comprising
two sets. Each set contains the semantics and data of
artefacts used to describe an entity in a particular
representation. The intersection of these two sets is those
data and semantics of an entity that are captured in both
representations. These data and semantics will be
preserved in a round-trip between an object-oriented
application and a relational database.
In Figure 3 the semantics and data of an entity
embodied in artefacts used in a schema are represented by
a set, drawn as an ellipse. We show two sets: object and
relational. The intersection of the two sets represents the
data and semantics of an entity common to both schemas.
These data and semantics need not be represented in the
same way but they are equivalent both to each other and to
an idealised representation of entity.
We can use an equivalence diagram in two ways. In
the first, we can use equivalence to explore differences of
data and semantics between two representations of an
entity. We can ask what data and semantics of an entity
can be preserved in a round-trip transition from one
representation to another. We provide an example in the
following sections.
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Figure 3. Equivalence between an Object and a Relational
representation of an Entity at the Schema Level

In the second, we can use equivalence to improve an
ORM strategy. At each level of our framework we can
explore the different ways in which the data and semantics
of an entity are described by artefacts. At the schema level
we consider secondary the artefacts used for the
representation of data and semantics of an entity. We
describe the consequences for our framework of this use of
equivalence in Section VIII.
VI.

AN EXAMPLE

In this section we provide an example of the use of an
equivalence diagram to explore the identity problem [2]:
how do we uniquely identify a collection of data values
across both an object and a relational representation?
Figure 4 presents an entity Equity taken from a
universe of discourse based on an investment bank. Equity
is a particular financial instrument that represents a share
in a company.

Figure 4. The entity Equity.

An equity is identified by an International Securities
Identifying Number (ISIN) code. The ISIN code is defined
under ISO 6166 and is unique across all financial
instruments. The other attributes are self-explanatory.
From Figure 4 we produce an outline class definition
shown in Figure 5 and an outline SQL-92 table definition
in Figure 6.
An object ID (OID) is implicit and represents the
identity of an object. In Java, for example, it is not
necessary to define the OID in the definition of the class of
which an object is an instance. Hence, there is no mention
of an object ID in the definition of class Equity in Figure
5.
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… class Equity
{
… ISIN;
… NAME;
… DESCRIPTION;
… NUMBER OF SHARES; }
Figure 5. The outline of a Java class Equity derived from the entity
Equity

The value of an OID is independent of the value of any
of the attributes of an object. For example, although an
ISIN is unique in the universe of discourse, the OID of an
object of class Equity will not be based on the value of
the attribute ISIN.

of an object framework, rather it is a programming
necessity introduced at the language level. At the concept
level an object is distinct so there is no need for an OID.
Similarly, at the language level a primary key uniquely
identifies a row in a table. A tuple is distinct by definition.
At the concept level therefore we have an object and a
tuple, each is unique but they have no common basis for
this uniqueness. We have used the levels of our framework
to pinpoint the cause of the identity problem. We should
not attempt a correspondence between an OID and a
primary key because they have no common basis for
uniqueness.

create table EQUITY(
ISIN … PRIMARY KEY,
NAME …,
DESCRIPTION …,
NUMBER_OF_SHARES …)
Figure 6. The outline of an SQL-92 table derived from the entity
Equity

An OID is unique within the execution space of an
object-oriented application. An OID guarantees the
uniqueness of an object. Two objects with exactly the
same attribute values are different objects if they have a
different OID. The identity of an object remains the same
regardless of any changes to the value of its attributes. For
example, two objects of class Equity are different even
if they have the same value for the attribute ISIN. In order
to prevent this erroneous situation, a constraint must be
implemented in a method. Furthermore, changing the
value of the attribute ISIN of an object does not change the
value of its OID.
The identity of a tuple is the value of all its domains.
As such the identity of a tuple is dependent on the value of
a domain. In a single relation there cannot be two tuples
with the same value for each domain. A primary key of a
relation is not necessary for identity but does provide a
short-form of reference to a tuple.
At the language level, the semantics of a table are
different. A duplicate row is permissible. A primary key
enforces uniqueness of a row in a table and restricts the
identity of a row to those columns in a key. For example
ISIN is the primary key of table EQUITY. There cannot be
two rows in this table with the same value for this column.
The value of a primary key column in a row should not be
changed because this affects the identity of that row.
In Figure 7 we provide an example of an equivalence
diagram for the semantics of identity in an object and a
relational schema. This shows that there is little in
common between the object and relational semantics of
identity at the schema level. A row and an object are not
the same thing. An OID and the primary key ISIN have
little correspondence. The only semantics they share is that
each uses identity as a mechanism for ensuring an
occurrence is distinct.
These differences are realised at the language level of
our framework and above. An OID is not a building block
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!
Figure 7. Exploring Identity Between Object and Relational
Representations of an Entity

Pattern strategies using SQL-92 (e.g. Blaha [3] and
p420, Keller [4], p21) map the semantics of identity
between the identity systems employed in an object and a
relational schema. For example, they suggest we should
introduce a new column into the table EQUITY. This
column would store the value of an identity of an object of
class Equity. Keller [4] suggests using an applicationgenerated identity they call a synthetic identity rather than
the actual value of an object ID. Even in our simple
example this strategy has shortcomings.
An OID is unique only within the execution space of a
single object-oriented program. The correspondence
between an ISIN and an OID is only temporary. An OID
cannot be used as a primary key because it is not
guaranteed to be unique in a database. Even if we extract
the value of an ID from an object, that value has no
meaning in a database. It also has no semantics in the
universe of discourse from which a database schema is
derived. A synthetic object ID may somehow be unique
across executions but an object and a tuple are different
abstractions and such an ID also has no meaning in a
universe of discourse. An object ID does not have the
semantics necessary to be used as a primary key in a
database.
Using equivalence we understand that a mapping
between representations at the schema level should be
based on correspondence between the mechanisms used to
describe the identity of an entity. This mechanism may not
be the same as the identity used in each identity system but
the identity of an entity is common to both representations.
In our example we should make a correspondence between
an object and a relational representation of the attribute
ISIN of entity Equity, because this is the identity of the
entity Equity and it is common to both representations. We
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should not make a correspondence between an object ID
and a primary key because these identify different things.
A consequence of making a correspondence between these
identity systems is that a transformation strategy is then
required to form a correspondence between identity
values.
VII.

DESCRIBING AN ENTITY

The language for describing an entity is an important
choice. A description of an entity cannot favour one of the
two conceptual frameworks. This would limit the
description of the semantics of an entity to those that could
be expressed using just one of the frameworks. How then
do we describe an entity without favouring one conceptual
framework over another?
Dieste [9] describe what they term a generic
conceptual model (GCM). The objective of a GCM is to
describe knowledge of a requirement in a way that does
not determine (what they refer to as) the implementation
paradigm. They provide a number of transformations of a
GCM into a target conceptual model in a particular
implementation paradigm. Whilst the term paradigm was
originally intended to describe the set of practices that
define a scientific discipline at any particular period
of time [10], it has been used in computing as a label for a
particular viewpoint. We understand that a paradigm
underpins a conceptual framework, and that object and
relational are two conceptual frameworks.
The approach of Dieste is set within a software
development lifecycle. The objective of a GCM is to delay
commitment by providing a description of a universe of
discourse independent of an implementation paradigm.
Once a choice of implementation paradigm has been
made, a GCM is transformed into a model based on a
particular collection of conceptual building blocks. A
GCM is therefore independent of both an object and a
relational conceptual framework.
The language employed in the production of a GCM is
a possible candidate for the description of an entity. Unlike
an element of a GCM, an entity is not used as the basis for
the generation of a representation in a particular
conceptual framework. Rather a description of the
semantics and data of an entity may be used as the basis
for exploring equivalence.
Multi-paradigm Modelling (MPM) is another area in
which we may find a candidate for the description of an
entity. Multi-paradigm modelling is concerned with
“developing a set of concepts and tools to address the
challenge of integrating models of different aspects of a
software system specified using different formalisms and
eventually at different levels of abstraction” [11].
Integrating heterogeneous models is one of the most
important challenges of MPM. Amaral [11] notes that “the
topic on model composition is of very high interest but one
that raises a number of very difficult issues”. Various
authors (Jiang et al., Yie et al. and Barroca et al. in [11],
p222) have explored dependencies between models, model
transformations and language composition. Our
framework provides a means to structure an exploration of
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these issues. The issue of dependency between models
occurs at the schema level of our framework whilst issues
of language composition occur at the language level of our
framework. Those working in the area of MPM will
benefit from our understanding of equivalence because
equivalence is essential for the preservation of semantics
between models.
VIII. EQUIVALENCE AND OUR FRAMEWORK
We have explored equivalence at the schema level and
shown that it may be possible to produce a description of
an entity independent of an object and a relational
conceptual framework. The concept of an entity is only
relevant at the schema level because a schema is a
representation of a universe of discourse. In this section
we explore the consequences of equivalence in the context
of our framework and explain the basis for equivalence at
the other levels.
The concept level of our framework provides the
context for the language level that in turn provides the
context for the schema level. We can use this
contextualisation to reflect on the description of an entity
at the schema level. The example of identity has
highlighted for example, that issues of language influence
the semantics of an entity as described in a schema.

Figure 8. Our Conceptual Framework including the Reference Silo

The description of an entity may be viewed as a
generalisation of an object and a relational description.
The description of an entity must be phrased in terms of a
language that is itself a generalisation of an object and a
relational language. The language used to describe an
element map ([9], Section 3.1) provides a possible
candidate. A conceptual framework that is a generalisation
of an object and a relational conceptual framework will
underpin the language. We therefore propose a third silo in
our framework and we label this the reference silo.
The reference silo (shown down the centre of Figure 8)
is currently theoretical and artefacts within it an ideal, but
its purpose can be related to the work we describe in
Section VII. In this silo there is a reference concept level, a
reference language level, a reference schema level and a
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reference instance level. Each level provides artefacts for,
or influences the description of an entity from a universe
of discourse within a reference schema. This description
does not need to be perfect, but as a minimum it must be a
generalisation of those data and semantics that may be
described using an object and a relational artefact.
At each level of our framework within the reference
silo we can explore equivalence. We can explore
equivalence between the data and semantics of a reference
artefact and those data and semantics described in an
object and a relational artefact. The data and semantics of
a reference artefact described by an object or a relational
artefact are shown as a set in an equivalence diagram.
Depending on the level of the framework, that set may
contain conceptual building blocks, language structures,
design representations or data formats.
TABLE I.

SOME BUILDING BLOCKS OF THE OBJECT AND THE
RELATIONAL CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORKS

Conceptual
Framework
Object [12]
Relational [13]

Building Blocks
Object, Class, Association, Method, Attribute,
Subclass
Relation, n-tuple, Domain, Column, Projection,
Join, Restriction, Composition, Primary Key

Equivalence is not only a schema level concern
involving the description of an entity. Reflecting on the
contextualisation provided by our framework we
introduced the reference silo. This silo comprises the
artefacts used to describe an entity at each abstraction.
At each level of our framework we can explore
equivalence between an artefact in the reference silo and
those in the object and relational silos. Such an exploration
will provide further insights into the most appropriate way
to address problems of an ORIM.
Whilst the reference silo is still an ideal, we note that
there is work in the areas of a GCM and MPM that may
lead to the realisation of artefacts in this silo. Our
framework will also help those working in the area of
MPM.
X. FUTURE WORK
Our technique of equivalence may be used to explore
other problems of an ORIM [2]. Such an exploration will
demonstrate further our technique, and may result in
improvements to other ORM strategies. Finally, further
work is required to understand the contribution of our
framework and the technique of equivalence, to MPM and
an exploration of the issues identified by Amaral [11].
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Abstract—This paper discusses the superposition of qualitative rectangles so that some parts are visible and other parts are
hidden based on the user’s requirements. Qualitative rectangles
are rectangles whose size and edge ratios are not ﬁxed. We
investigate the conditions under which such a superposition
succeeds as well as the manner in which such superposition
occurs. We also show an algorithm for superposing a multiple
number of qualitative rectangles. It is applicable to construct
qualitative spatial database for multiple window placement
systems.
Keywords-qualitative knowledge representation; rectangle
packing; spatial database.

I. I NTRODUCTION
This work was inspired by an issue which occurs during
multiple window placement. When working on PCs, we
often open multiple windows in a superposed manner within
the restricted space of a monitor. At that time, we seldom
need all the content displayed in the windows; rather, we
pick up the necessary portions by frequent use of mouse
operations, such as clicking or dragging. Efﬁcient placement
of windows such that only the necessary parts are visible
could serve as a useful tool to reduce our annoying mouse
operations. To achieve this, we should specify the parts of
each window to be visible and ﬁnd the superposition of
the windows that satisﬁes the speciﬁcation as well as the
simple positional relationship on the two-dimensional plane.
In general, efﬁcient placement of objects has been studied
as a type of packing problem to which an optimal solution
is searched [1]. Much work has been undertaken in several
application areas, such as VLSI design [2], label-placement
problems [3], [4] and more. In these studies, the problem of
how multiple objects are located in a two-dimensional plane
has been approached under circumstances not involving
superposition. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no
study has been performed on the location of objects with
superposition.
In this study, we discuss rectangle placement with superposition. We treat rectangles using qualitative representation:
their sizes and the ratios of their edges are unﬁxed. In each
rectangle, the desired visible part of a rectangle is speciﬁed.
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We discuss a manner of superposing them so that all desired
visible parts are in the foreground and all desired hidden
parts are in the background. Figure 1 illustrates several
examples. Assume that three rectangles A, B, and C are
given with a requirement of visibility speciﬁed by a user.
The white indicates the parts that one wants to be visible,
and the black indicates the parts that one wants to be hidden.
In this ﬁgure, (a), (b), and (c) are successful cases, whereas
(d) is not. In (c), ﬁrst reduce B’s width to ﬁt the verticallylong-size subpart of the black part of A, then C is put on
the black part in the lower left part of the resultant ﬁgure.
In (d), visible black parts remain after superposing A and
B cannot be hidden by C in any superposition of A and
B. In this paper, we show how we evaluate the success of
superposition and placement in these cases.
Considering multiple window placement, a window is
divided into several frames in most application software
and their dividing patterns are restricted. An automatic
window placement can be accomplished by the following
mechanism: add the attribute value on visibility to each
frame of each window, store in the database the list of pairs
of a combination of multiple windows with the attribute
values and their best placement; retrieve the best placement
from the database for the combination of windows on their
invocation, and display them. Attribute value on each frame
can be decided through learning from lots of examples,
however, this issue is beyond the scope of this paper.
Here, we assume that it is given in advance and discuss
reasoning about the best placement for a given combination
of windows.
We take a qualitative approach. One reason for this is
that it enables symbolic handling of objects. In general,
spatial data can be inconveniently large to store and handle.
Symbolic handling reduces this computational complexity.
Another reason is that it is enough to know the relative
positional relationship of objects on a two-dimensional plane
and their foreground/background relationship, ignoring the
exact size or position of each object. Such an idea is
considered to be a type of qualitative spatial reasoning
(QSR) in the ﬁeld of artiﬁcial intelligence [5], [6], [7], [8].
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There are several studies on qualitative spatial database. For
example, Wang and Liu showed an application of QSR to
geospatial semantic web by constructing qualitative spatial
database, in which objects and their qualitative relations
are stored instead of coordinates, from the Geography
Markup Language (GML) [9]. Santos and Amaral proposed
an approach to make qualitative database, by introducing
qualitative identiﬁer such as direction and relative distance,
and apply it to data mining [10]. Although these studies
showed effectiveness of qualitaive spatial database, further
studies are required. This paper aims at enlarging possible
application areas of qualitative spatial database.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we deﬁne
the target object and describe its qualitative representation.
In Section III, we describe the operations of superposing a
pair of qualitative rectangles, and discuss reasoning about
superposition. In Section IV, we discuss the result of superposition and show an algorithm for superposing multiple
qualitative rectangles. Finally, in Section V, we show the
conclusion.
II. D ESCRIPTION
We call a superposing entity a unit. A unit is divided into
WHITE which should be visible, and BLACK, which should
be hidden. BLACK is divided into a core region and a noncore region, which will be deﬁned later. The outer side of a
unit is called GRAY. The length of edges and the ratios of a
unit and of each region are unﬁxed. On the other hand, the
orientation of a unit should be ﬁxed. We only use rectangles
situated in an upright position and do not consider those
in an inclined orientation. These means that (a) and (b) in
Figure 2 are regarded as equivalent, while (a) and (c) are
regarded as different.
Each connected WHITE is called a white region, the core
region and each connected non-core region are called black
regions, and GRAY is called a gray region. The white, black,
and gray regions have attribute values related to visibility,
denoted by ’w,’ ’b,’ and ’g.’ ’w’ and ’b’ denote that the
region should be visible and hidden, respectively. ’g’ denotes
there is no requirement with respect to visibility.
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Qualitative rectangles

Considering a structure of frames of WEB pages or
a style of dividing a window into sub-windows in many
applications, we restrict the type of unit to those in Figure 4.
Any unit can be deﬁned as a qualitative rectangle obtained
by the following operation that ﬁts black plates into a white
rectangle. Conversely, a qualitative rectangle obtained by this
operation is only the units shown in Figure 4. Let a ∗ b
represent a size of a unit whose length is a and height
is b. Consider the two black plates whose sizes are x ∗ b
(0 ≤ x ≤ a) and a ∗ y (0 ≤ y ≤ b). Fit these plates into a
white rectangle while preserving their orientations in either
of the following manners. Symbols enclosed in parentheses
denote names of unit types.
(0) No plate is ﬁt (W).
(1) Only one of the plates is ﬁt (B, I1, I2).
(2) Both plates are ﬁt (L1, T1, PLUS).
(3) Extend L1 and T1, respectively, where the white region
is added to the part on which the edge of a size a or b is
connected to the outer part (L2, T2).
Deﬁnition 1. The unit obtained in this manner is said to be
valid.
Types I1 and I2 are called straight-plate-units. Types L1,
L2, T1, T2, and PLUS are called cross-plates-units. All units
of the same type are called a pattern.
For all units other than the W-type unit, the core region is
deﬁned. For B-type and straight-plate-units, the core region
is deﬁned as the entire BLACK. For cross-plates-units, the
core region is deﬁned as the intersection of the two plates,
and the region not included in the core region is called the
non-core region (Figure 3).
In a valid unit, all white regions are convex, and there
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non-core

core

Figure 3.

Core region and non-core region of cross-plates-unit

B

W

I1

I2

L1

L2

T1

T2

PLUS

Figure 4.

All units

exists only one connected BLACK.
We denote the core region of a unit X by CoreX .
The valid unit can be uniquely represented as a quadruple
of attribute values composed of CoreX ’s upper region,
right region, lower region, and left region. We call this
representation a representation for a unit. For example, the
representation for a unit in Figure 3 is hb, b, g, gi, since the
core region has black regions in its upper side and right side,
whereas it is connected to the outside in its lower side and
left side. Note that the positional relationships of regions are
preserved even if the size of a unit is changed.
Let V, R and T Y P E indicate a set of attribute values, a
set of representations for units, and a set of types, that is:
V = {b, w, g}
R = {hr1 , r2 , r3 , r4 i | ri ∈ V (i = 1, . . . , 4)}
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T Y P E = {’B’,’W’,’I1’,’I2’,’L1’,’L2’,’T1’,’T2’,’PLUS’}
Then, the function type that deﬁnes the type for a representation r ∈ R is deﬁned as follows.
type : R → T Y P E
type(hg, g, g, gi)
= ’B’
type(hw, w, w, wi) = ’W’
type(hw, g, g, gi)
= ’I1’
type(hw, g, w, gi)
= ’I2’
type(hb, g, g, bi)
= ’L1’
type(hb, g, w, bi)
= ’L2’
type(hb, b, g, bi)
= ’T1’
type(hb, b, w, bi)
= ’T2’
type(hb, b, b, bi)
= ’PLUS’
Note that type W is deﬁned with the assumption that there
exists a tiny core region surrounded by white regions, as
CoreX does not exist.
The projections from r ∈ R to its elements are deﬁned as
follows.
up/dn/lt/rt : R → V
Let r be hr1 , r2 , r3 , r4 i.
up(r) = r1
rt(r) = r2
dn(r) = r3
lt(r)
= r4
Moreover, the function rotate(r) that denotes a π/2
clockwise rotation of a unit r and the function symm(r) that
denotes a symmetric transformation of a unit r are deﬁned
as follows:
Let r be hr1 , r2 , r3 , r4 i.
rotate : R → R
rotate(hr1 , r2 , r3 , r4 i) = hr2 , r3 , r4 , r1 i
symm : R → R
symm(hr1 , r2 , r3 , r4 i) = hr1 , r4 , r3 , r2 i
Note that type(r) = type(rotate(r)) and type(r) =
type(symm(r)) hold.
III. R EASONING ABOUT S UPERPOSITION
A. The principle
When n (n ≥ 3) units are given, we consider the manner
of their superposition in which all white regions are visible
and all black regions are hidden.
Here, we place units sequentially. k-th unit (n ≥ k ≥ 2)
should be placed on the ﬁgure composed of k − 1 units
so that at least one region of the former is placed on at
least one region of the latter. That is, we do not consider
the placement in which, after two units are placed in a
disconnected manner, the third unit is placed onto the black
region of the two rectangles simultaneously. Thus, there
should be at least one W-type unit, and only one connected
rectangular BLACK should be visible when superposition of
n − 1 units is completed.
Here, we assume that there is one W-type unit. When
more than one W-type unit exists, the scenario can be
considered similarly.
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merge two regions encircled
by white dotted line

<w,b,g,g>

<w,g,g,g>

The case in which merge is necessary

B. Superposing the core regions
Deﬁnition 2. Suppose that a unit X and an straight-plateunit Y are given. Let CoreX and CoreY be the core regions
of X and Y , respectively. The superposition in which CoreY
is placed exactly on CoreX is called puton operation.
Let Z be the resultant ﬁgure of puton, and let CoreZ be
the superposed region of CoreX and CoreY . We extend a
representation for a unit to be available as a representation
for Z. A representation for Z is a quadruple of the attribute
values of visible regions surrounding CoreZ .
First, we compute the attribute values of the regions
around CoreZ . We deﬁne the function on, which computes
the attribute value of the visible region when one region
is placed exactly on another region, from those of the two
regions.
on : V × V → V ∪ {U}
on(b, b) =
b
on(b, w) =
w
on(w, w) = U
on(w, b) =
U
on(g, v) =
v where v ∈ V
on(v, g) =
v where v ∈ V
’U’ means that the operation is undeﬁned for that case.
It sometimes occurs that X’s black regions are visible
in Z. If they are connected with CoreZ by lines, it is
necessary to merge them to deﬁne the merged region as new
CoreZ . For example, in Figure 5, X and Y are represented
as hb, b, g, gi and hw, g, g, gi, respectively. When we place
Y on X such that CoreY is placed on CoreX , the resultant
ﬁgure Z is represented as hw, b, g, gi. X’s non-core region
is visible, which is connected with CoreZ by a line. Then,
this region is merged with CoreZ . This function merge is
deﬁned as follows.
Let r = hr1 , r2 , r3 , r4 i. If it satisﬁes (c1), then merge(r)
succeeds. When merge succeeds, its value is deﬁned as
follows.
∧
(c1)
i=1,...,4 (ri 6= U).
merge : R → R
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merge(r) =

hg, r2 , g, r4 i




hr1 , g, r3 , gi




 hg, r2 , r3 , r4 i
hr1 , g, r3 , r4 i


hr1 , r2 , g, r4 i




hr1 , r2 , r3 , gi



hr1 , r2 , r3 , r4 i

if r1 = b ∧ r2
if r1 6= b ∧ r2
if r1 = b ∧ r2
if r1 6= b ∧ r2
if r1 6= b ∧ r2
if r1 6= b ∧ r2
otherwise

6= b ∧ r3
= b ∧ r3
6= b ∧ r3
= b ∧ r3
6= b ∧ r3
6= b ∧ r3

= b ∧ r4
6= b ∧ r4
6= b ∧ r4
6= b ∧ r4
= b ∧ r4
6= b ∧ r4

6= b
=b
6= b
6= b
6= b
=b

Success of puton operation
For representations r=hr1 , r2 , r3 , r4 i and r0=hr10 , r20 , r30 , r40 i,
if merge(on(r1 , r10 ), on(r2 , r20 ), on(r3 , r30 ), on(r4 , r40 )) succeeds, puton succeeds and its value is deﬁned as follows.
puton : R × R → R
puton(r, r0 ) =
merge(on(r1 , r10 ), on(r2 , r20 ), on(r3 , r30 ), on(r4 , r40 ))
The following property clearly holds due to the deﬁnition
of puton.
Theorem 3. If the puton operation succeeds, Z’s BLACK is
connected, and all of its white regions are convex.
Next, consider that we superpose the third unit on Z.
There are two necessary conditions for this operation to
succeed. First, if Z’s BLACK is not rectangular, superposing
the W-type on Z will not succeed. Second, if Z is not valid,
continuous superposition cannot be considered. We describe
how to verify these two conditions.
Shape veriﬁcation of BLACK
Let r be a representation for Z. If r satisﬁes both (c2)
and (c3), then Z’s BLACK is rectangular.
(c2) (up(r) = b ∨ dn(r) = b) →
(lt(r) 6= b ∧ rt(r) 6= b)
(c3) (lt(r) = b ∨ rt(r) = b) →
(up(r) 6= b ∧ dn(r) 6= b)
Deﬁnition 4. For a ﬁgure Z obtained by superposing n
(n ≥ 2) units, if there exists only one connected BLACK that
is visible and rectangular, then Z is said to be effective.
Shape veriﬁcation of the whole ﬁgure
Let r = hr1 , r2 , r3 , r4 i and r0 = hr10 , r20 , r30 , r40 i be
representations for units X and Y , respectively. For the
entire shape of Z to be rectangular, the white region of Y
should not be placed on GRAY of X. Therefore, if r and r0
satisfy (c4), then the shape of Z is a rectangle.
(c4) If there does not exist i (1 ≤ i ≤ 4) such that
ri = g, ri0 = w.
C. Superposition by embedding
We can consider another superposition operation of
embed.
Deﬁnition 5. If we place the whole unit on the entirety or
on a part of BLACK of the other unit, this operation is called
an embed operation.
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IV. R ESULT OF SUPERPOSITION
In Deﬁnition 2, we deﬁned puton operation for a superposition of a straight-plate-unit and a unit. In this section,
we extend this operation for any pair of unit types. And we
discuss the effectiveness and validity of the resulting ﬁgures
of the operation puton and embed for each pair of unit
types.
A. Superposition on B/W type
Assume that we superpose some unit on the B-type. The
resultant ﬁgure is effective if and only if we superpose the
straight-plate-unit, and it is valid for any type.
On the other hand, it is impossible to place any unit on
the W-type.
B. Superposition of straight-plate-units
Assume that we superpose the straight-plate-unit on the
straight-plate-unit. The resultant ﬁgure obtained by the
puton operation is not always valid, as its entire shape
may not be a rectangle. The resultant ﬁgure obtained by
the embed operation is not always valid, as a white region
may not be convex. On both operations, the resultant ﬁgure
is effective.
C. Superposition of the straight-plate-unit on the crossplates-unit
Assume that we superpose the straight-plate-unit on the
cross-plates-unit. The resultant ﬁgure obtained by any operation is not always valid and not always effective. However,
the following property holds.
Theorem 6. When we superpose the straight-plate-unit on
the cross-plates-unit, the effective ﬁgure cannot be obtained
by any operation other than the puton operation.
Proof:
Consider the puton operation that places a straight-plateunit Y on an L1-type unit X shown in Figure 6. In this
case, BLACK is divided into three regions: one core region
CoreX and two non-core regions β1 and β2 . Let CoreY be
Y ’s core region.
One or two of the CoreX , β1 , β2 should be hidden so that
the resultant superposed ﬁgure is effective.
(i) Only one region is hidden.
If only CoreX is hidden, β1 and β2 , which are disconnected, are visible. Therefore, the result is not effective.
If only β1 is hidden, CoreX , β2 and CoreY are visible
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Representation of locations of white regions

in the resultant ﬁgure. Considering the relative position of
CoreX , β1 and β2 , it is impossible to make a rectangle by
merging CoreX , β2 and CoreY and to hide β1 at the same
time. Therefore, the result is not effective. Similarly, the
result is not effective if only β2 is hidden.
(ii) Two regions are hidden.
Since β1 and β2 are disconnected, they are not simultaneously hidden by a single unit. If both CoreX and β1
are hidden, β2 and CoreY are visible. We must place Y ’s
regions onto both CoreX and β1 to make them hidden.
Moreover, we must make a rectangle by merging β2 and
CoreY . The only place where CoreY should be placed
to satisfy both conditions is CoreX , and this placement is
identical to the puton operation.
Based on the above analysis, the resultant ﬁgure is not
effective by operations other than the puton operation.
Other cases can be similarly proven.
D. Superposition of the cross-plates-unit on any type
Assume that we place the cross-plates-unit on any type
of unit.
In this case, the resultant ﬁgure is always ineffective with
any operation. However, the puton operation succeeds for
several cases.
In general, when the puton operation is performed on X
and Y , WHITE should not be placed on X’s WHITE. When
Y is a cross-plates-unit, we have to consider its white region
located in the inclined orientation from CoreY . The location
of white region is represented as the occurrence either of b
in adjacent elements or of b and w in adjacent elements
in the representation for Y . For example, a representation
for a unit in Figure 7 is hb, b, w, gi. The sequence b, b
represents the location of white1 , the upper left of CoreY ,
and the sequence b, w represents that of white2 , the lower.
Therefore, the condition on WHITE can be represented as
(c5).
(c5) Let hr1 , r2 , r3 , r4 i and hr10 , r20 , r30 , r40 i be representations for X and Y , respectively. There exists
some i (i = 1, . . . , 4) such that both ri = ri0 6= g
0
and ri+1 = ri+1
6= g, where r5 is regarded as r1 .
Success of extended puton operation
In any pair of units X and Y , if (c1) and (c5) are satisﬁed,
the puton operation succeeds.
On the other hand, we can get valid ﬁgures by the embed
operation in some cases. Table I shows the result of the
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fg\ bk
I1
I2
L1
L2
T1
T2
PLUS

L1
L1 L2
U
L1
L2
T1
U
U

L2
L1 L2
U
L2 T2
L2
T2
U
U

T1
T1 T2
T1
T1
U∗
T1
T2
PLUS

T2
T1 T2
T2
T2
U∗
T2
T2
U

PLUS
U∗
U
U∗
U
U∗
U
PLUS

Table I
R ESULT OF embed FOR CROSS - PLATES - UNITS

(1)

Figure 8.

(2)

U∗ : Invalid example

embed operation. In this table, the row shows the unit
in the background, and the column shows the unit in the
foreground. We show the obtained types when the embed
operation succeeds for each pair of patterns of each type.
U means there is no solution. In case of U∗ , it appears to
be successful at ﬁrst glance, but there is no solution. For
example, Figure 8 shows the resultant ﬁgure obtained by the
operation of embed for L2 on T1. It is not valid because it
is impossible to align line (1) and line (2).
E. Algorithm for multiple units superposition
Let Ω be a ﬁnite set of valid units where |Ω| ≥ 2, and
ω is a W-type unit. Then, an algorithm for superposing the
units in Ω is shown below.
In the following algorithm, superposition indicates either
the puton or embed operation.
Let Ω be a sequence obtained by setting the elements of
Ω in an arbitrary order.
(1) Let X be a head element X1 of Ω,
and set Ω = Ω − {X1 }.
(2) Let Y be a head element X2 of Ω,
and set Ω = Ω − {X2 }.
(3) Let Z be the resulting ﬁgure of superposing Y on X.
(4) If Ω = ∅,
if Z is effective, then success
else failure
else
if Z is valid, then set X = Z, and goto (2)
else failure.
If there exists a sequence Ω that succeeds in this procedure, then the superposition of Ω ∪ {ω} succeeds.
V. C ONCLUSION
We have discussed superposition of a pair of units and
investigated the conditions that satisfy the result where all
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white regions are visible while all black regions are hidden
in the resultant ﬁgure when visibility is speciﬁed by a user.
• A pair of straight-plate-units always produces an effective solution either by the puton operation or the
embed operation.
• The straight-plate-unit on cross-plates-unit can produce
an effective solution only by the puton operation.
• The cross-plates-unit on any type can produce no
effective solution.
As for the last case, we have shown which pairs can
generate valid solutions.
We also show an algorithm for superposing a set of units.
This is the ﬁrst study to address object placement with
superposition.
Qualitative approach enables the reduction of computational complexity and provides intelligent reasoning by
symbolic treatment of spatial data. Although it is effective
on spatial database, there have been few works so far. Our
contribution is to enlarge possibile application areas of qualitative spatial database by showing qualitative representation
and reasoning to construct database for multiple window
placement systems.
In the future, we are considering weakening the conditions
of the unit, such as allowing disconnected black regions.
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Abstract—In this paper we present a new classification
method based on Support Vector Machine (SVM) to treat
multi-class problems. In the context of multi-class problems,
we have to separate large number of classes. SVM becomes
an important machine learning tool to handle multi-class
problems. Usually, SVM classifiers are implemented to deal
with binary classification problems. In order to handle multiclass problems, we present a new method that builds dynamically a hierarchical structure from training data. Our multiclass method is based on three main concepts : Hierarchical
classification, Fuzzy logic and SVM. We combine multiple
binary SVMs to solve multi-class problems. The proposed
method divides the original problem into sub-problems in order
to reduce its complexity.
Keywords-Classification; SVM; Fuzzy logic;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Solving multi-class problems with high performance is a
challenging problem because there is an important increasing
processing of data in databases. Until now, multi-class
problems remain among the primary worry in the field of
classification. Furthermore, the manual classification is not
able to keep up with the growth of data. An automatic
classification becomes necessary. Many machine learning
methods and statistical techniques has been proposed :
Decision trees [1], Nearest neighbor classifiers [2], Bayesian
models [3] and Support Vector Machine [4].
Unlike the other classifiers, SVM classifiers find an optimal hyperplane maximizing the marge between two classes.
Generally, SVM is used for binary classification but its
extension to multi-class problems remains an open research
topic [5]. There are two techniques for extending SVM to
multi-class problems. The first technique consists in resolving optimization problems where the whole training data set
is used [6]. This technique requires huge time to train all
the data set. The second technique consists in constructing
binary classifiers from the root until leaves [7]. The original
problem is subdivided into simple binary sub-problems.
Each sub-problem contains a small portion of data and is
less complex than the original problem. In this paper, we
are interested in subdividing the original problem into binary
sub-problems. We propose a new classification method based
on SVM to treat multi-class problems. The proposed method
uses a fuzzy hierarchical structure to extract relationships
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between objects. It introduces the transitive closure measure
to discover fuzzy similarity between objects. Training data
set of SVM obtained a priori by the transitive closure MinMax assures discriminating between positive and negative
classes. Introducing membership values extracted from transitive closure matrix to SVM optimization problem allows
high performance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
section II, we provide an overview of related works. In
section III, we give a brief review of SVM. In section IV,
we describe the fuzzy hierarchical classification method. In
section V, we present our experimental results. Our future
research works are presented in section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
The most important issue in multi-class problems is the
existence of confusion classes [8]. The hierarchical structure
is among techniques used to solve the confusion classes. The
multi-class problems based on SVM is mainly related to
hierarchical multi-class pattern recognition problems. Most
of recent works used hierarchical structure to address the
classification task. In [9], they proposed a new classification
algorithm based on a hierarchical structure. The algorithm
consists of the following stages : (i) generating category
information tree (ii) hierarchical feature propagation (iii)
feature selection of category information and (iv) single path
traversal. The proposed hierarchical classification system
allows adding new categories as required, organizing the
web pages into a tree structure and classifying web pages
by searching through only one path of the tree structure.
In [10], authors explore a hierarchical classification to
classify heterogenous collections of the web content. They
used hierarchical structure in order to distinguish a second
level category from other categories within the same top
level. They introduced SVM at each level to obtain a
hierarchy. In [11], authors added fuzzy membership values
to each input data and reformulate the SVM optimization
problem. The membership values make more contribution
in the classification process. The proposed fuzzy SVM can
solve different kinds of multi-class problems. In [12], the
fuzzy set theory is introduced in the classifying module.
The authors proposed a One-against-all fuzzy SVM (OAA-
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FSVM) classifier to implement a multi-class classification
system. The empirical results obtained by the proposed
system show that OAA-FSVM method performs better than
OAA-SVM method.

We can however, simplify the problem given by equation 4
as follows :
LD =

III. S UPPORT V ECTOR M ACHINE

A. Binary classification

1X
αi αj yi yj xi xj
2 ij

(5)

The problem given by equation 5 becomes identical to the
linear discrimination problem given by equation 2.
B. Multi-class classification

Generally, SVM classifiers are designed to solve binary
classification problem [13]. It consists in minimizing the
empirical classification error and finding optimal hyperplane
with large margin [14]. Suppose a data set (xi , yi ) : (i =
1, ..., n), where xi corresponds to the attribute set for the
ith element. Let yi ∈ {−1, +1} be a labelled class. The
optimal hyperplane can be found by minimizing the margin
w in equation III-A :


n

αi −

i=1

In this section we give a brief review of Support Vector
Machine. We present respectively binary and multi-class
classification.

(P ) =

n
X

M in 21 kwk2
yi (wxi + b) ≥ 1 : i ∈ 1, n : ∀x ∈ Rn

Where w and b are parameters of the model. The solution
of optimization problem is given by Lagrangian :

In order to treat multi-class problems by constructing binary problems, several methods have been proposed. The are
three methods developed to deal with multi-class problems
using SVM classifier at each node :
1) One-against-one method: To resolve multi-class problem, one-against-one method requires one classifier SV Mij
for each pair of classes (i, j). It builds [n(n−1)/2] classifiers
for n-class classification problem. During the test phase, the
test set is evaluated by all SV Mij .
Let E = (xi , yi )i=1,n , be a training data set, where
xi ∈ Rn and yi ∈ {1, 2, ..., k}. For k class problem, the
optimization problem to construct SV Mij that separate two
classes Ci and Cj is given as follows :

n

X
1
2
αi [yi (wxi + b) − 1]
Lp = kwk −
2
i=1

(1)

Where αi are called the Lagrange multiplier. We can
simplify the problem given by equation 1 as follows :
LD =

n
X

(P ) =

n

αi −

i=1

1X
αi αj yi yj xi xj
2 ij

(2)

In several cases, linear solutions could not solve the
optimization problem. In this situation, a non linear separator
is required. The formulation of the problem is given bellow :









X ij
1 ij T ij
(w
)
w
+
C
ξt
min
w i ,bi ,ξ i 2
t

(wij )T φ(xt ) + bij ≥ 1 − ξtij : yj = 1



(wij )T φ(xt ) + bij ≤ −1 + ξtij : yj 6= 1


 ij
ξt ≥ 0 : j = 1, ..., k.

(6)

To determine the decision function (fij (x) = Sgn(wij x+
bij )) which separates classes Ci and Cj , we use Max-Win
strategy :
Sgn(x) =


if yi = 1
 f (x) = wxi + b ≥ (1 − ξi )
wxi + b ≤ (1 − ξi )
if yi = −1
f (x) =

ξi > 0, ∀i

x∈

The objective function will change as follows :





+1 : x > 0
−1 : x ≤ 0

Ci : fij (x) = 1
Cj : fij (x) = −1

n

f (w) =

X
1
2
(ξi )κ
kwk + C
2
i=1

(3)

The process of Max-Win strategy is given as follows :
•

Where C and ξi are specified by the user and represent
the penalty of mis-classification. The Lagrangian is written
as follows :

For each xi :
fij (x) =

k
X

Sgn(fij (x))

(7)

j6=i,j=1
n

Lp =

n

n

X
X
X
1
kwk2 +C
(ξi )−
αi [yi (wxi +b)−1+ξi ]−
µi ξi
2
i=1
i=1
i=1
(4)
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•

The class of xi is obtained by :
arg max fi (x)
i:1,...,k

(8)
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2) One-against-all method: The one-against-all method
is simple and efficient. It requires n classifiers SV Mi : (i =
1, n), for n-class classification problem. During the test
phase, the test set is evaluated by the SV Mi . SV Mi which
shows highest decision value is chosen.
Let E = {(x1 , y1j ), (x2 , y2j )..., (xl , ylj )} be a training
data set, where xi(i=1,l) represents the ith observation and
yij(j=1,k) represents the j th class of the ith observation. For
k class problem, the formulation of the j th SVM is given
as follows :

(P ) =

















min

w i ,bi ,ξ i

l
X
1 j T j
ξij
(w ) w + C
2
j=1

(11)

3) Directed Acyclic Graph SVM (DAGSVM): The
DAGSVM method constructs also [n(n − 1)/2] classifiers
SV Mij . During the test phase, it creates a list of all
candidates classes. At each test, the class that obtained
negative score is eliminated from the list.
FUZZY HIERARCHICAL CLASSIFICATION
METHOD

The new method we propose in this paper supplies an
alternative to the three methods : One-against-one, Oneagainst-all and DAGSVM. Our method is based on a fuzzy
hierarchical classification technique we developed for the
specification software reuse [15]. It provides also advantages
to treat hierarchical multi-class problems. The method we
propose consists of three steps : (A) Training data set
compression by K-Mean (B) Fuzzy hierarchical classification building and (C) Introducing membership function for
training SVM.
A. Training data set compression
Several works focused on reducing the number of training
data set of SVM [16]. The first step in our method is
compressing training data set of SVM. We apply basic KMean algorithm in order to regroup similar data in the
same cluster and reduce time spent in training data set of
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(12)

x∈Ci

Where gi represents the centroid of cluster Ci , mi represents the number of objects in the ith cluster and x is an
observation.
In order to measure the quality of clustering, we use the
sum of the squared error (SSE), given by :
SSE =

k X
X

dist(gi , x)2

(13)

Where k represents the number of clusters.

The class of xi is obtained as follows :

IV. SVM

1 X
x
mi

i=1 x∈Ci

We solve the problem in (9) and obtain k decision
functions :

1 T
1

 (w ) φ(xi ) + b ,

·
(P ) =
(10)
·



(wk )T φ(xi ) + bk

(i=1,...,l)

gi =

(9)

(wj )T φ(xi ) + bj ≥ 1 − ξij : yj = j
(wj )T φ(xi ) + bj ≤ −1 + ξij : yj 6= j
ξij ≥ 0 : i = 1, l; j = 1, k

Class(x) = arg max ((wj )T φ(xi ) + bj ).

SVM. The goal of this step is expressed by an objective
function that depends on the proximities of the points to
their centroids. To assign each object to the closest centroid,
we apply equation 12 :

B. Fuzzy hierarchical classification building
1) Similarity measure: The notion of a distance between
x and y has long been used in many contexts as a measure of
similarity or dissimilarity between a set’s elements. In this
work, we define a relative generalized Hamming distance δ
to compute similarity between clusters which is defined by :
n

δ(ςi , ςj ) =

1X
1
|µς (xi ) − µςj (xi )| (14)
× d(ςi , ςj ) =
n
n i=1 i

Where n represents the number of clusters and d(ςi , ςj ) is
the Hamming distance between clusters ςi and ςj .
Since µςi (xi ) and µςj (xi ) ∈ [0,1], ∀ i = 1, n ⇒
0 ≤ δ(ςi , ςj ) ≤ 1.

(15)

2) Fuzzy subsets: Let K be a universe of discourse, A ⊂
K, and K = {xi }. An element x of K belonging to A is
defined as : x ∈ A. Let µA (x) be a characteristic function
whose value indicates whether x belongs to A according to :

1
if x ∈ A
µA (x) =
(16)
0
if x ∈
/A
The characteristic function µA (x) takes its values in the
interval [0,1]. It is defined as a mapping :
µA (x) : A → {0, 1}

(17)

The fuzzy logic is based on partial membership function.
An object is belonging to one or more than a class in the
same case. Let A be a sub set, defined by its membership
function µA . The membership function µA (x) of an object
x used in fuzzy set theory is defined as follows : An object
x does not belong to class C if the membership function
µC (x) = 0, belongs a little to class C if µC (x) border to
0, belongs enough to class C if µC (x) does not border to 0
nor to 1, belongs strongly to class C if µC (x) border to 1
and belongs completely to class C if µC (x) = 1.
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3) Fuzzy operators: Let A and B be fuzzy subsets of
universe K. The fuzzy operators on the fuzzy subset A and
B of K are given as follows :
• Intersection operator (AND)
The membership function used by [17] to define the
set (A ∩ B), is given by the minimum of membership
functions µA and µB as follows :
∀x ∈ X : µA∩B (x) = min{µA (x), µB (x)}.
•

(18)

Union operator (OR)
The membership function defines the set (A ∪ B) is
given by the maximum of membership functions µA
and µB as follows :
∀x ∈ X : µA∪B (x) = max{µA (x), µB (x)}.

(19)

4) Transitive closure of a fuzzy relation: To extract ambiguous relationships between objects, we used the theory of
fuzzy sets [17]. It is defined by their memberships function.
In our work, we used Min-Max transitivity relation to find
fuzzy relationships between objects :
∀ x, y, z ∈ K× K × K :
µR (x, z) ≤ M iny [M ax(µR (x, y), µR (y, z))]

(20)

We compute the transitive closure Min-Max given by equation 20 until we obtain transitive closure Γ equals to
Γ=Rκ−1 =Rκ at κ levels. This equality assures the existence
of a hierarchy. This relation gives the transitive distance MinMax which locates the level of each objects and find the
short link between these objects. Let Ci = {xi1 , xi2 ..., xin }
and Cj = {x1j , x2j , ..., xnj } be two clusters obtained by
the similarity matrix. The fuzzy shortest link between two
clusters is given as follows : Γij = ∨[(xi1 ∧ x1j ), (xi2 ∧
x2j ), ..., (xin ∧ xnj )].
C. Introducing membership function for training SVM
In this step, we train fuzzy SVM at each node of the
hierarchy to subdivide the original problem into binary subproblems.
Let M be a set of classes C = {c1 , c2 , ..., ck }, where k is
the number of clusters obtained by K-Mean in the first step
(k ≤ n).
First, we compute the average transitive closure of all
classes from the transitive closure matrix by the equation :
n

n

1 XX
X̄ =
Γij
n i=1 j=1

(21)

Where n represents the number of values of Γij in
transitive closure matrix and Γij represents fuzzy similarity
value between Ci and Cj that are obtained by transitive
closure.
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Second, we compute the average of transitive closures of
each class according to the following equation :
υi =

n
1X
Γij , j : 1, n
k j=1

(22)

The fuzzy membership υi , which is the average similarity
between Ci and the rest (k − 1) of classes, is extracted from
the transitive closure matrix.
Suppose that E = {(C1 , y1 , υ1 ), ..., (Ck , yk , υk )} a set of
training data with associated membership, where Ci ∈ Rk ,
yi = {−1, +1} and 0 ≤ υi ≤ 1.
In our work and in order to handle multi-class with high
precision, we introduced fuzzy membership function in the
training SVM step. Each row i of the transitive closure
matrix defines the membership between class i and the
others classes. To construct positive and negative classes,
we compute for each class Ci the membership value υi . At
each node of the hierarchy, the problem can be defined as
follows :
SV M =



{Ci } ∪ SV Mij+ : υi > X̄
{Ci } ∪ SV Mij− : υi ≤ X̄

(23)

The optimization problem given by our fuzzy SVM in (23)
is given as follows :






1 T
2w

·w+C

k
X

υi ξi

i=1


y (w · xi + b) > 1 − υi ξi


 i
υi ξi ≥ 0 : i = 1, ..., k

(24)

Where C, ξi represent the penalties of mis-classification
and υi ξi represents error of classification with different
weights.
Using the Lagrangian multiplier, the problem is given as
follows :

k
k
k
X

1 XX


α
−
M
ax
:
w(α)
=
αi αj yi yj K(xi , xj )
i


2 i=1 j=1
i=1
k

X



yi xi = 0, 0 ≤ αi ≤ υi C : i = 1, k
 Subject :
i=1

(25)
We repeat the process at each node of the hierarchy until
reaching leaves containing only one class. Consequently, we
obtain a descendant hierarchical classification represented by
a succession of classes. Each class contains similar objects.
The advantage of our method is that training data set of
SVM obtained a priori by the transitive closure assures
discriminating between positive and negative classes.
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V. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Table III

ACCURACY OBTAINED BY POLYNOMIAL AND RBF KERNEL
FUNCTIONS

A. Data
In this paper, we compareded the performance of our
method with those of the methods : One-against-one, Oneagainst-all and DAGSVM. We used three different problems available in [18]. The first problem is Iris database
which contains 150 records grouped equally in three classes.
The second problem is Glass database which contains 214
records distributed in six classes. The third problem is Letter
database which contains 16000 records distributed in twenty
six classes. We give detail of the three problems in Table I.
Table I
P ROBLEM DETAIL

Problem
Iris
Glass
Letter

Data
150
214
16000

Class
3
6
26

Attributes
4
9
16

B. Experimental
Compression step
To show how the compression step is usefull, we conducted
two experiments. The first experiment consists in applying
K-Mean to training data set step with the original data set
replaced by clusters centroid. In the second experiment, we
apply our method,without calling K-Mean. Table II shows
results given by the two experiments.
•

Data

Iris
Glass
Letter

Data
Iris
Glass
Lettre

#
SVM
2
4
21
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8

SV MRB:γ
0.1
0.2

0.4

1.0

0.98
0.66
0.54

0.94
0.76
0.88

0.94
0.69
0.87

0.97
0.66
0.78

0.90
0.72
0.98

0.96
0.65
0.92

0.95
0.77
0.67

0.96
0.69
0.93

Table IV
A CCURACY COMPARISON

Problem

Without K-Mean
#
Training Accuracy
SVM
time
3
0.05
98.23
6
11
78.10 •
24
255
98.45

In the first step, our method performs better in number of
SVMs and training time criteria. Using K-Mean algorithm
reduced automatically the number of SVMs and cost training
time. In the second step we used the original data set
wich allows slightly better accuracy compared with accuracy
result obtained in the first step. Since the two first criteria in
the classification domain are very important, we introduced
the K-Mean algorithm in the process of our method.
• Kernel function
In order to choose the best kernel function of each problem,
we tested different kernel functions : Polynomial (d=2,3,...,8)
and RBF (γ = 0.1, 0.2, ..., 1). We choose only results where
SVM performs well. The results are given in Table III.
For Iris (k=3) and Glass (k=6) problems, polynomial
function gives best results. For Letter (k=26) problem, RBF
function performs best. In our case, polynomial function

6

performs better when the number of classes is small. High
accuracy is obtained when C = 210 , C = 211 and C = 211
for Iris, Glass and Letter problems respectively. The proposed method proved high performance for the three problems (Iris : 98.00%, Glass : 77.63% and Letter : 98.35%).
• Accuracy comparison
We use accuracy criterion to evaluate our results with results
obtained by methods : One-against-one, One-against-all and
DAGSVM. To obtain high accuracy, we tested our method
with different values of C : (22 ,..., 212 ). Accuracy is obtained
from confusion matrix. Our accuracy comparison results
are compared with : One-against-one, One-against-all and
DAGSVM (see Table IV). The proposed method proved high
performance for the three problems.

Table II
C OMPRESSION STEP INFLUENCE ON SVM-CHF PERFORMANCE

With K-Mean
Training Accuracy
time
0.021
98.00
0.05
77.63
110
98.35

SV MP oly:d
2
4

Iris
Glass
Letter

Onegainstone
97.33
71.49
97.98

Onegainstrest
96.67
71.96
97.88

DAGSVM
97.36
72.22
96.73

Our
Proposed
Method
98.00
77.63
98.35

The fuzzy membership function influences on the
classifier performance
In this section, we tested the influence of the fuzzy membership function on the classifier performance. We varied υi
in the range from 0.1 to 0.8. Figure 1 shows that the high
performance is obtained when υi is equal to 0.31, 0.22 and
0.32 for problems Iris, Glass and Letter respectively. These
fuzzy values are extracted from the transitive closure matrix.
The values υi are introduced to train SVM. Choosing υi
from transitive closure matrix allows our method to perform
better.
VI. C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a new fuzzy SVM hierarchical method to handle multi-class problems. The fuzzy
hierarchical structure consists in subdividing the original
problem into simple binary problems. Our method takes
its advantage from using fuzzy hierarchical classification
and fuzzy Support Vector Machine. Furthermore, it has the
advantage of using only values from the similarity matrix
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Figure 1.

Fuzzy membership influence.

for the SVM training rather than using values randomly.
Similarity matrix assures a priori separate classes in the
hierarchy.
Unlike other classification methods, our method requires a
number less than or equal to (k−1) SVM classifiers from the
root until leaves (see Table II). The number of SVM required
reduce automatically the cost of training SVM time.
In this work, we find that introducing the membership
values extracted from transitive closure matrix to SVM
optimization problem gives a high accuracy.
Our future works consists in adapting our method to
video sequencing problem in order to extract fuzzy relations
between objects. Moreover, we will create a new dynamic
kernel function to handle automatically classification process.
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Abstract—This paper aims to show that SQL queries can
be used to solve a well-known combinatorial optimization
problem, the Maximum Clique Problem (MAXCLIQUE). This
problem arises in many real world applications as computer
vision and pattern recognition or coding theory to mention
some of them. A clique of a graph is a complete subgraph,
i.e., a graph where every pair of vertices is an edge. The
MAXCLIQUE problem searches for the clique of the largest
cardinality in a graph (the one with the greatest number of
nodes). We propose a model based on SQL queries to solve this
problem. We test our models in 62 random instances. Results
show that the use of simple queries can yield solutions for the
MAXCLIQUE problem in an easy and accessible form.
Keywords- Optimization; MAXCLIQUE; SQL query.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Combinatorial optimization is a branch of applied mathematics and computer science that is used to solve problems
like circuit design [1], scheduling [2], software testing
[3], [4] and many other problems related with real world
applications. A lot of problems presented in combinatorial
optimization are best understood when they are abstracted in
mathematical structures like graphs. Graph theory is the field
of mathematics and computer sciences that studies all the
aspects related with graphs. The importance of studying the
combinatorial optimization problems is the wide application
it has in real world problems.
One of the basic problems in graph theory is the MAXIMUM CLIQUE problem (MAXCLIQUE). This problem can
be defined as the search of a complete subgraph of maximum
cardinality, i.e. it contains the maximum number of vertices.
Applications of this problem arises in coding theory [5],
computer vision and pattern recognition [6], fault diagnosis
[7] and protein structure similarity [8].
Several methods have been used to solve the MAXCLIQUE problem. In the literature can be found exact and
non-exact approaches. A survey about this problem can be
found in [9].
Most of the techniques used to solve the MAXCLIQUE
problem rely in the use of a high level procedural language
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like C [10], [11]. In this paper we propose two models to
solve this problem using a well known non-procedural data
access sublanguage, the Structured Query Language (SQL)
[12]. SQL is easy to use and allows the users to express the
desired results of a query in a high-level data sublanguage.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no reported
approach that uses SQL queries to solve MAXCLIQUE
instances. Moreover, we found no approach that solves
any combinatorial optimization problem using SQL queries.
The simplicity of the SQL language and the availability
of database manager systems that allow the use of SQL
motivate us to design a new approach that, based on SQL
queries, could solve instances of the MAXCLIQUE problem.
Basically, we present a query model which can be used to
determine if a given graph has a clique of size k or smaller.
The model was tested in a set of random generated instances.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2
presents the notation and formal definition of the MAXCLIQUE problem. Section 3 describes the optimization
model based on SQL that solves this problem. Section 4
shows the experimental design used to test the proposed
solution. Section 5 presents the conclusions derived from
the results obtained when solving MAXCLIQUE instances
through SQL queries.
II. M AXIMUM C LIQUE P ROBLEM
In this section we give a formal definition for the MAXCLIQUE problem. After that, we show the solution of an
instance of the MAXCLIQUE problem. Finally, we end the
section analyzing the search space of the problem.
A. Formal Definition of the Maximum Clique Problem
(MAXCLIQUE)
A graph G = (V, E) is described by a set V of nodes
and a set E of edges (or links between pair of nodes). The
number of nodes of the set V represents the order of the
graph G (denoted by |G|). A graph G is called clique when
every pair of nodes i, j ∈ V , where i 6= j, is an edge
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edges
n1 n2
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
3
0
4
0
5
1
3
2
3
2
5
3
4
3
5
(a)

(i, j) ∈ E. The size of a clique is its order. From now
on, a clique will be denoted by K and its size by |K|.
The MAXCLIQUE problem can be defined as follows:
given a graph G, which subgraph K∗ ⊆ G is the clique
with the maximum possible cardinality |K∗ |? The set of
subgraphs of G that answers this question is defined by the
Equation 1. The subgraph K∗ is any of the subgraphs of G
∗
found in Kall
.
∗
Kall

= {K : K ⊆ G, |K| = max{|K| : K ⊆ G}}

(1)

B. Example of a MAXCLIQUE instance
Following the definition already given, an instance of the
MAXCLIQUE problem is a graph G. Figure 1 shows an
instance of the MAXCLIQUE problem. This instance has 5
nodes and 5 edges.
1

2

3

4

5

Figure 1.
Instance of the MAXCLIQUE problem. The graph
G = (V, E) has the set V = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and the set E =
{(1, 3), (2, 3), (2, 5), (3, 4), (3, 5)}.

Figure 2 shows the SQL instance of the graph G = (V, E)
shown in Figure 1. The the set of nodes V is represented in
the table nodes; the field v is used to label the nodes of the
graph and the field s to assign a weight to the nodes. The set
of edges E is represented in the table edges; this table has
two fields used to represent each edge of the graph as pair
of nodes. In order to find clique graphs of size smaller than
the predefined value k, a virtual node 0 and virtual edges
between it and the original nodes are added to the graph
instance; this will result in a participation of the node 0 in
every clique found, but this node will not count in the size
of the clique because its value in the field s is zero.
A SQL query can be used to solve the instance of
MAXCLIQUE shown in Figure 2. First of all, this query
involves a subset of size k. The query will try to find the
greatest subset of size equal to or smaller than k that be a
clique; it is possible because when there is no subset of size
k the query looks by a subset of size k − 1 by including
one time the zero node in the solution. Moreover, smaller
subsets are possible by including as much zero nodes to the
solutions as it is necessary.
The SQL query is shown in Table I. The FROM clause
generates all the possible combinations of five copies of
table nodes. The WHERE clause filters the combinations
allowing only those in which a clique exists. The ORDER
BY clause is used because the results of the query will give
all the possible combinations of nodes that yields a clique.
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nodes
v s
0 0
1 1
2 1
3 1
4 1
5 1
(b)

Figure 2. SQL tables encoding the instance of the MAXCLIQUE problem
shown in Figure 1.

The evaluation of the existence of a clique is made by the
clauses EXISTS which ask for the existence of all the edges
required to form a clique. The descending order will give
the maximum clique at the first entry of the results of the
SQL query and the keywords LIMIT 1 specify that we only
want the first result (in case there is more than one solution).
The name of the nodes that forms the clique and the size of
the clique is specified in the SELECT clause.
Table I
SQL QUERY THAT SOLVES THE MAXCLIQUE P ROBLEM INSTANCE
SHOWN IN F IGURE 2.
SELECT
V1 .v, V2 .v, V3 .v, V4 .v,V5 .v,
(V1 .s + V2 .s + V3 .s + V4 .s + V5 .s)
FROM
nodes as V1 , nodes as V2 , nodes as V3 , nodes as V4 , nodes as V5
WHERE
EXIST S(SELECT * FROM edges as E WHERE (E.n1 = V1 .v AND
AND EXIST S(SELECT * FROM edges as E WHERE (E.n1 = V1 .v
AND EXIST S(SELECT * FROM edges as E WHERE (E.n1 = V1 .v
AND EXIST S(SELECT * FROM edges as E WHERE (E.n1 = V1 .v
AND EXIST S(SELECT * FROM edges as E WHERE (E.n1 = V2 .v
AND EXIST S(SELECT * FROM edges as E WHERE (E.n1 = V2 .v
AND EXIST S(SELECT * FROM edges as E WHERE (E.n1 = V2 .v
AND EXIST S(SELECT * FROM edges as E WHERE (E.n1 = V3 .v
AND EXIST S(SELECT * FROM edges as E WHERE (E.n1 = V3 .v
AND EXIST S(SELECT * FROM edges as E WHERE (E.n1 = V4 .v
ORDER BY 6 DESC LIMIT 1

E.n2 = V2 .v)
AND E.n2 = V3 .v)
AND E.n2 = V4 .v)
AND E.n2 = V5 .v)
AND E.n2 = V3 .v)
AND E.n2 = V4 .v)
AND E.n2 = V5 .v)
AND E.n2 = V4 .v)
AND E.n2 = V5 .v)
AND E.n2 = V5 .v)

The solution of the SQL query presented in Table I is
shown in the Table II. The maximum clique size is 3. The
columns represent the combination of the maximum clique
and its size. Given that we search for a clique of size k, the
number of columns in the solution will be k + 1, the first k
columns are nodes that form the clique (a zero indicates a
virtual node and must be ignored), the size of the clique is
given in the last column.
Table II
S OLUTION OF THE MAXCLIQUE INSTANCE SHOWN IN F IGURE 2.
V1 .v
0

V2 .v
0

Clique
V3 .v
2

V4 .v
3

V5 .v
5

size
3
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C. Complexity Analysis of the MAXCLIQUE Problem
For a MAXCLIQUE instance, the search space in the SQL
query is defined by the cartesian product performed in the
clause FROM. Given that this product is between k tables
of size N + 1 (the size of the clique and the number of
nodes plus 1, respectively), the set of possible solutions for
the problem has a cardinality of (N + 1)k .
Several exact approaches have been proposed in the
literature that solve the MAXCLIQUE problem [9]. These
approaches generally work in the search space defined by
all the subsets of size k or less of the set of nodes V of
a graph G = (V, E). This search space is equivalent to the
cardinality of the power set of the set of nodes V , denoted
by |P(V )| and defined in Equation 2.
|P(V )| =

N  
X
N
i=0

(2)

i

A comparison between the search space that potentially
is searched by the SQL query is greater than the real search
space. We present experimental evidence that the solution for
smaller instances of the MAXCLIQUE problem are worth of
attention through a SQL approach, taking into account that
the high level of SQL avoids the programming of complex
routines in low level languages.
Next section presents the generalization of the solution for
the particular instance of the MAXCLIQUE problem already
presented.
III. SQL

APPROACH FOR SOLVING THE

MAXCLIQUE

P ROBLEM
Given an instance of the MAXCLIQUE Problem as a
graph G = (V, E) and an integer k, 1 ≤ k ≤ N , we
propose an exact approach that finds a clique of size k or
smaller in G. The approach consists on generating a query
in the Standard Query Language (SQL). Once that the query
has been created, it is executed in a database management
system so that the solution is obtained.
The query shown in Table I presents the SQL query required to solve the particular MAXCLIQUE instance shown
in Figure 2. Table III shows the generalization of that query
such that any MAXCLIQUE instance defined according with
the definition given at Section II-A can be solved using a
SQL query and a database management. The query is given
using the BNF notation [13]. The query uses the tables edges
and nodes. The table edges contains the nodes of the graph
V been solved; an extra virtual node called 0 is added to
this set. A column associates the value 1 with each node in
the original set V and the value 0 with the node 0. The table
edges is the set of edges of the instance; this set includes
extra virtual edges between node 0 and the rest of the nodes.
The existence of edges between node 0 and the rest of the
nodes allows this node to participate in any existing clique,
but its contribution to the size of the clique is 0 so that
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cliques formed by nodes of the original graph are preferred.
In general, the inclusion of the node 0 and the edges with
this node will enable the query to give as answer cliques of
size smaller than k when a clique of size k does not exist.
The solution of this query reports the nodes in the maximum
clique found and the size of such clique.
Table III
BNF FORMAT OF THE GENERAL SQL QUERY THAT SOLVES THE
MAXCLIQUE PROBLEM .
SELECT
<subset of nodes>,
<size of clique>
FROM
<subset definition>
WHERE
<constraint definition>
ORDER BY < k + 1 > DESC LIMIT 1
<subset of nodes> ::=
V1 .v, . . . , VK .v
<size of clique> ::=
(V1 .s + V2 .s + . . . + VK .s)
<subset definition> ::=
nodes as V1 , nodes as V2 , . . ., nodes as VK
<constraint definition> ::=
EXIST S(SELECT ∗ F ROM edges W HERE
edges.n1 = V1 .v AN D edges.n2 = V2 .v)
AN D . . .

The structure of the query shown in Table III can be
described as follows: given the graph G = (V, E) as the
SQL tables edges, nodes with fields n1 and n2 in edges
and v, s in nodes, the FROM clause indicates the cartesian
product of k tables as the nodes in the maximum clique of
the instance that is going to be solved. The SELECT clause
indicates the subset of maximum size that is a clique in
the instance G. In addition, the SELECT clause include an
extra field that represents the size of the clique found in
the solution process. The WHERE clause will contain the
condition that must be met so that a clique is formed by the
SQL query; these instructions are logical ANDs of query’s
asking for the existence of every possible edge that must
be contained in the clique, i.e., the query will ask for the
existence of k2 edges in this clause. Finally, the SQL query
will sort the results by the extra field representing the size
of the cliques. The descending order in combination with
the clause LIMIT 1 allow to identify a solution returned by
the query; the descending order on the size of the cliques
makes that the largest cliques appear as the first rows in the
results, the clause LIMIT 1 extracts only the first of them.
Note that a convenient use of the clause LIMIT 1 allows
an extension in the results reported by the query, i.e. the
query can report the c largest cliques found in the instance
by specifying it in this clause (something like LIMIT c).
In this way, if different cliques of the same size exists, they
will be reported in the following tuples of the results.
In the next section is presented an experimental design to
solve random instances of the MAXCLIQUE problem.
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IV. E XPERIMENTAL D ESIGN
In this section we present the experimental design done
to test the model based on a SQL query to solve the MAXCLIQUE problem. In order to test the performance of the
query we solved 62 random instances of the MAXCLIQUE
problem. The generators of the instances are described in
the next subsection.
A. Random Instance Generators
Two models were considered for the generation of random
instances of the MAXCLIQUE problem. The first model, or
model A, is the well known Erdös-Rényi model [14]. This
model works as follow: given the number of nodes n and
a probability p, each edge (i, j) ∈ E of the resulting graph
G = {V, E} is selected with a probability
 p, i.e., a random
number is generated for each of the n2 possible edges that
a graph can have, and those edges with a random number
smaller than p will belong to the graph.
Algorithm IV.1 shows the pseudocode of the model A for
generation of random graphs. This algorithm takes as input
the number of nodes n and the density p and gives as output

a graph G = (V, E), where |V | = n and |E| ≈ p · n2 .
Each edge (i, j) ∈ E is selected with a probability p.

CLIQUE problem finds its applications. While the ErdösRényi model is characterized by small clustering of the
nodes with small average length paths, most of the systems
that are found in the nature are best represented by highly
clustered nodes with small average length paths (or as
they are commonly refered, by small-world graphs). Due
to this fact, we propose a second set of instances of the
MAXCLIQUE problem to test the SQL query. The second
model (or model B) is one of most widely used models
for the generation of random small-world graphs, the WattsStrogatz model [15].
The model B starts with a regular lattice and progressively
rewires the edges with a probability p. The rewiring process
means that every edge (i, j) ∈ E is disconnected with a
probability p (the rewiring probability) from one of its end
points and reconnected to another one. A regular lattice is
a graph where each node has an edge with its z nearest
neighbors, where z is called the coordination number. The
pseudocode for the model B is shown in the Algorithm IV.2;
this algorithm takes as input the number of nodes n, the
coordination number z and the rewiring probability p and
returns a random graph based on that values.
Algorithm IV.2: M ODEL B(n, z, p)

Algorithm IV.1: M ODEL A(n, p)
comment: Output : Graph G
for i ←
 1 to n
for j ←

 1 to n



q ← R ANDOM N UMBER (0, 1)




if q ≤ p
do
do


then






A DD(G, i, j)
return (G)

comment: Output : Graph G = (V, E)
G ← B UILD R EGULAR L ATTICE (n, z)
for i ←
 1 to n
for j ←

 1 to n



if (i, j) ∈ E







then
do
do q ← R ANDOM N UMBER (0, 1)






if q ≤ p






then R EWIRE(G, i, j)
return (G)

A MAXCLIQUE instance using the algorithm previously
described is shown in Figure 3. This instance has an number
of nodes 6 and a value of p equal to 0.4.
1

6

2

3

4

2

1

8

Figure 3. Random Instance of the MAXCLIQUE problem with 6 nodes
and p = 0.4. The set of nodes is V = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and the set of
edges is E = {(1, 6), (2, 3), (2, 4), (2, 5), (3, 5), (4, 5)}. A clique of size
3 is formed with the nodes 2, 3 and 5.

A disadvantage of using only the Erdös-Rényi model is
that it doesn’t model well the systems where the MAX-
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5

4

7

5

6

5

4

3

(a)

3

8

7

6

1

2

(b)

Figure 4. Random graph generated by model B: a) initial regular lattice
with 8 nodes and coordination number z = 2; b) random graph generated
after rewiring the edges with a probability p = 0.50.

Figure 4 shows an instance generated by the model B.
Figure 4(a) presents the initial regular lattice of 8 nodes with
coordination number z = 2. Figure 4(b) shows the resulting
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graph after applying the generation model B with a rewiring
probability of p = 0.50.
The next section presents the experimental results obtained from solving the random instances generated by the
two models presented in this section. The instances were
solved using, the SQL query described in Section III.
B. Computational Experiments
In this section we present the general overview of the
experimentation, the instances solved by the SQL query and
the features of the hardware and the database management
system used in our experimentation. The results are summarized in several tables that contain information about the
size of the clique found and the time spent by our approach
to find it.
1) Features of the hardware and software: The random
instances generator was implemented in C language and
compiled with gcc. The instances were generated in a
Desktop Computer with an Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 CPU 2400
6400 @ 2.13 Ghz processor, 3Gb of RAM and Ubuntu 8.10
Intrepid Ibex Operating System, and the query resulting from
each instance was executed in MySQL 5.0.67.
2) Instances: The experiment was carried out using 62
instances which were created by the random instance generators described in the Section IV-A. Two sets of instances
are included in the experiment. The first set (or set S1 ) is
shown in Table IV; this set is of small instances created
using the model A and includes 14 instances with less than
30 nodes. The number of nodes and density of each instance
is shown in columns 2 and 3, respectively.
The second set of instances S2 includes larger instances
created using the model B. Table V lists in columns 1
and 4 the different values for n, z, p used to create each of
the 48 instances of the set. Basically, the number of nodes
considered were n = {50, 70}, the coordination value z was
varied from 5 to 15 and the rewiring probability values were
p = {0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.50}.
3) Parameters of the test cases: The parameter required
for the experiments was the size of the maximum clique
(or k). The experiments were done in 2 different stages.
In the first step the set S1 was considered and tested with
k = 15, the results from solving these cases are shown in
the Table IV. The column 1 shows the instance. The column
2 shows the set of nodes that form the clique (a zero value
represents a virtual node, for cliques of size smaller than k).
The column 3 contains the size of the maximum clique. The
column 4 shows the time consumed by the query.
According with the results shown in Table IV, the SQL
query solved almost all the instances with less than 30 nodes
and found cliques of size in the range from 3 to 15.
In the second step of the experimentation the set S2 was
considered. Also, in this experiment the value of the clique
size was set to k = 15. The results from this experiment are
shown in Table V. The first three columns shows the results
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Table IV
R ESULTS FROM SOLVING THE SET S1 OF RANDOM MAXCLIQUE
INSTANCES . T HE CLIQUE SIZE WAS SET TO k = 15.
Cases
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

n
10
10
10
10
10
20
20
20
20
20
30
30
30
30

p
0.30
0.45
0.60
0.75
0.90
0.30
0.45
0.60
0.75
0.90
0.30
0.45
0.60
0.75

K∗
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
12
00
00
00
00

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
0
0
0
8

000000379
000000467
000034679
000345678
0 0 1 3 4 6 7 8 10
0 0 0 0 0 8 10 14 18
0 0 0 0 4 6 11 15 20
0 0 2 5 9 12 14 18 19
5 7 9 12 14 16 17 18 19
8 10 13 14 15 16 18 19 20
0 0 0 0 1 12 14 22 25
0 0 1 12 14 20 22 25 28
1 6 8 14 17 22 23 25 27
14 15 17 20 22 23 27 28 30

ω
3
3
5
6
7
4
5
7
9
15
5
7
9
12

Time
(sec.)
0.10
0.15
0.30
0.63
1.68
1.40
2.99
9.86
68.96
1222.83
6.28
19.10
86.22
815.30

for the instances with n = 50 nodes. The last three columns
shows the results for the instances with n = 70 nodes. For
each instance is listed de size of the maximum clique found
|K∗ | and the time in seconds spent by the query to find it.
Table V
R ESULTS FROM SOLVING THE SET OF LARGE RANDOM MAXCLIQUE
INSTANCES WITH THE SQL QUERY. T HE VALUE OF THE MAXIMUM
CLIQUE SIZE TO BE SEARCHED WAS SET TO k = 5.
Instance
(n, z, p)
(50, 5, 0.20)
(50, 5, 0.30)
(50, 5, 0.40)
(50, 5, 0.50)
(50, 6, 0.20)
(50, 6, 0.30)
(50, 6, 0.40)
(50, 6, 0.50)
(50, 7, 0.20)
(50, 7, 0.30)
(50, 7, 0.40)
(50, 7, 0.50)
(50, 8, 0.20)
(50, 8, 0.30)
(50, 8, 0.40)
(50, 8, 0.50)
(50, 9, 0.20)
(50, 9, 0.30)
(50, 9, 0.40)
(50, 9, 0.50)
(50, 10, 0.20)
(50, 10, 0.30)
(50, 10, 0.40)
(50, 10, 0.50)

|K∗ |
6
6
4
4
6
5
5
5
7
7
6
5
8
7
6
5
8
7
6
6
9
7
7
6

Time
(sec.)
7.80
6.24
5.36
5.04
10.73
8.68
8.10
8.30
18.72
14.56
14.02
12.20
31.33
18.99
16.90
15.30
35.06
25.50
23.87
21.83
62.15
38.39
38.07
32.21

Instance
(n, z, p)
(70, 10, 0.20)
(70, 10, 0.30)
(70, 10, 0.40)
(70, 10, 0.50)
(70, 11, 0.20)
(70, 11, 0.30)
(70, 11, 0.40)
(70, 11, 0.50)
(70, 12, 0.20)
(70, 12, 0.30)
(70, 12, 0.40)
(70, 12, 0.50)
(70, 13, 0.20)
(70, 13, 0.30)
(70, 13, 0.40)
(70, 13, 0.50)
(70, 14, 0.20)
(70, 14, 0.30)
(70, 14, 0.40)
(70, 14, 0.50)
(70, 15, 0.20)
(70, 15, 0.30)
(70, 15, 0.40)
(70, 15, 0.50)

|K∗ |
8
9
6
6
9
7
7
7
9
9
7
7
10
9
8
7
10
8
8
7
11
8
8
7

Time
(sec.)
335.51
209.38
151.12
126.88
504.95
235.76
165.93
168.17
637.30
377.82
280.25
229.70
819.89
569.04
428.36
331.47
1423.51
737.20
550.05
458.02
2081.27
719.54
617.33
512.06

The results shown in Table V show instances with an
average small clique size (model A generated instances with
greater cliques in graph with less nodes). The performance
of the SQL query over the set S2 is better than in the set
S1 , i.e. in some instances from the set S1 the SQL query
spent more time to find a clique of almost the same size
than in the larger instances found in the set S2 . A natural
explanation of this behavior is that small-world graphs tend
to be sparse, which weaken the possibility of finding large
cliques, and the nodes are highly clustered, which affects the
number of different subgraphs that could be a clique; these
two characteristic can improves the performance of the SQL
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query in the sense that the cartesian product exclude a large
number of solution during the solution of the instance.
In general, the time spent by the SQL approach to solve
the random instances varies from a few seconds to almost
two hours. Note that this amount of time consumed by the
query to find the maximum cliques is relatively small in
comparison with the theoretical search space. For example,
the instance 10 shown in Table IV have a clique of size
k = 15 and the query only spent 1222.83 seconds to find it
among the 3115 possible solutions. This performance can be
mainly explained by the fact that the cartesian product is not
done at once, instead it starts with two tables and continue
adding them one by one until it is completed. Each time
that two tables are combined, those tuples that do not match
the conditions specified are left out from the rest of the
operation; this action results in a considerable reduction in
the search space that contributes to a quick localization of
the wished result.
Finally, according with the results showed in this section,
we can conclude that the model based on SQL queries
can solve instances of the MAXCLIQUE problem when the
number of nodes and/or the size of the clique searched are
not too large.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a novel approach for solving the
MAXCLIQUE problem using a SQL query. The query was
tested in a set of 62 random MAXCLIQUE instances created
through the Erdös-Rényi and Watts-Strogatz models. The
query performs well in small sparse instances, or instances
where the maximum clique is small. The limitations of the
model are given by the database management system used
to solve the query.
The simplicity of the SQL approach makes it easier to use
than procedural languages approaches, in the sense that it
does not require complex structures nor programming skills
to solve the problem. The performance of the SQL approach
depends on the query optimization tools implemented in the
database managements system. The results shown that it is
possible to solve an important optimization problem using a
high level non-procedural languages without coding a line.
Currently we are trying to extend the range in which a
SQL query approach for the MAXCLIQUE problem works
in reasonable time.
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Abstract - Office Open XML, an XML-based file format
for office data, has been standardized, adopted by
Microsoft Office 2007 and supported by other major
office suites like OpenOffice. The question we try to
answer in this paper is where Oracle XML Database
(XMLDB) stands with respect to the new advances in
XML Open standards. We present the XMLDB
architecture that allows integration with Office Open
XML. We discuss the implications for content search,
generation and validation, brought by transparently
storing office content in the XMLDB Repository. We
explain how to use the XML storage model, XML
indexes and XMLDB Repository features for improved
querability, and how to integrate Office Open XML
content search with relational, non-XML data sources
available in a database.
Keywords - OOXML; Office 2010; XQuery; XMLIndex;
Content Management Repository

I.

INTRODUCTION

Office Open XML [1] (OOXML for now) has emerged as
one of the industry standard file formats for representing
word documents, spreadsheet, presentation and charts. It has
been adopted by popular office applications: it is the file
format for Word 2007. OpenOffice version 3.0 supports
importing OOXML, with more products expected to follow.
With these emerging document standards come technical
challenges. Systems are supposed to offer fast ingestion
rates of data based on XML formats for data that has to be
persisted on disks or filesystems, provide good querability
and processing of such data, and integrate with easy to use
and popular file content management applications.
Moreover, users are expecting similar querability and
accessibility options on their filesystem XML data as if it
were stored in a database. Thus, more content management
solutions have made the shift to (1) transparency with
respect to the exact storage of the XML content, and (2)
integration with popular document handling applications.
XMLDB has been around for almost a decade [2][3]. It
allows for storing XML data in the database as a table
column or in a filesystem-like Repository [4], that allows
secure access to the data. Oracle XMLType is an abstraction
and supports different storage models under the covers,
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from object relational (shredded over relational tables and
views), to a native binary XML format [5].
With respect to the storage transparency requirement (1),
XMLDB already offers a filesystem like abstraction of
XML content stored in the database, via the XMLDB
Repository. Structured as well as unstructured content can
reside in the repository and accessed via WebDAV or FTP
protocol, as well as via PL/SQL APIs and SQL views.
Furthermore, with the Oracle SecureFiles project [6], XML
content can be stored in the server or a file system with
relatively little performance difference. Here, we focus
mainly on (2), and on detailing how to tune the Repository
storage for best performance.
With large simplifications, both OOXML and Open
Document Format (ODT for now) documents are ZIPcompatible archives that contain XML files together with
files describing relationships among these; most notably, the
actual content of the document is stored as XML. For
simplicity, for the remainder of this paper, we will be
talking about OOXML, with the note that the same
approach can be taken for ODT and for that matter for any
archive XML-based ZIP-compatible file format.
We present the architecture of a system that allows XML
content manipulated in Office 2007 or OpenOffice to be
transparently handled in the XMLDB repository and
illustrate the key benefits of this system:
1) By transparently storing archived XML-based files in
the XMLDB Repository, XML content can be navigated in
a file-system fashion (via WebDAV).
2) As the XML content internally resides in the
database, we maintain all the benefits of databases over
filesystems: manageability, backup and recovery, security,
integration with other features of the RDBMS.
3) New data conforming to the emerging open XML
standards can coexist with data stored in the database; this
allows for both XML content validation based on an
RDBMS, as well as for dynamic content generation.
4) Internally, the system stores OOXML content in the
binary-XML format allowing for good compression and
disk space management, streaming XPath evaluation,
piecewise updates, improved fragment-level querability, and
integration with other database features like partitioning,
utilities, native binary-XML midtier processing etc.
5) XMLIndexes are built on top of the binary-XML
OOXML content; since query evaluation is internally
optimized for binary-XML in the presence of XMLIndexes,
this model gives efficient inter-document fragment-level
search and intra-document XML processing.
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6) Applications need not devise or implement their own
authentication and authorization policy enforcement logic;
instead, one can rely on the database authentication and the
Access Control List (ACL) mechanism that protects
XMLDB resources.
7) Straightforward integration of OOXML content with
existing Oracle applications that render query output in
formats chosen by the application. For instance, integration
with BI Publisher for presenting fragment-level OOXML
extraction results as PDF.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we give
the necessary background information for understanding the
Oracle XML Database, with a focus on XML storage and
indexing (Section II.A) and the Repository for XML
resources (Section II.B). Section III details the system
architecture for storing OOXML documents in XMLDB.
Special considerations on dynamic content generation and
content validation make the subject of Section IV, while
Section V gives an evaluation of document and fragmentlevel security enforcement possible for OOXML data stored
in the database. In Section VI, we discuss fragment-level
query processing for OOXML, and Section VII details their
usage for a project tracking Oracle database application. We
conclude and point to related work in Section VIII.
II.

BACKGROUND

We focus first on giving the necessary background
information on XMLDB.
A. XML Storage and Indexing
XML content can be stored in the Oracle database either
as large objects, in text format (CLOB), shredded as objectrelational if schema-based (see [2]), or in the more recent
binary-XML format (see [5]). With the binary format, XML
tags are compacted into token identifiers. Besides reduced
disk footprint, the binary-XML storage allows for fast query
processing [5].
XML tables and columns can be indexed for improved
XQuery performance. The XMLIndex [7] comes in a
number of flavors: unstructured content can be fully indexed
via an unstructured index, where essentially all paths in the
XML content are indexed; semi-structured and structured
content can be indexed via structured XML indexes, where
the index creation statement specifies an XMLTABLE
construct and the exact paths to be maintained by the index;
finally, one can fine-tune an unstructured index by
indicating that only certain types of paths be indexed via
path-subsetting XML indexes. The application developer
has the additional option of creating asynchronous XML
indexes to defer index maintenance to a time when the
server is less busy.
B. Repository Events
XMLDB provides an infrastructure for associating
custom application code with XMLDB Repository actions.
Various actions on the repository are defined as events;
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examples of events are PRE-CREATE, POST-CREATE,
PRE-UPDATE,
POST-UPDATE,
RENDER
etc.
Application code, called event handlers, is used to integrate
application logic with the XMLDB repository. For example,
a recycle-bin application can be built on top of XMLDB
Repository using a PRE-DELETE event handler for all
folders except the recycle-bin folder that creates a hard-link
to the file that is to be deleted to recycle-bin.
Application specific event handlers are loaded into the
Oracle Database and associated to all or certain resources in
the repository via resource configurations, a particular type
of resource. Once associated, the event listeners are used for
any repository access – SQL views, PL/SQL APIs or
protocols.
III.

OPEN OFFICE XML DATA STORE AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The XMLDB Repository is a filesystem-like abstraction
that resides in the Oracle database and allows resources
(with XML, text or binary content) to be stored and
accessed either via protocols like WebDAV(RFC2518) and
FTP, or via PL/SQL and JCR. Data in the repository is
organized hierarchically, in folders and leaf resources, while
internally it is stored in database tables.
MS Office 2007 uses WebDAV to save and open
documents. The event handling mechanism of XMLDB
Repository ensures that, when an OOXML document is
saved under the specified path in the repository, the event
handlers unzip it transparently (using the standard
java.util.zip class) in the XMLDB Repository and the actual
contents are moved to a Binary XML XMLType table.
Similarly, all the component files are zipped on the way out
of the repository at render time when the document is
opened.
As the actual XML content is stored in an RDBMS, one
can take advantage of the full-range of XML processing
available in the database. The XML content table can be
joined with relational tables present in the database. The
event-based mechanism can be further exploited to
dynamically build and enhance content that can be packaged
to an application as OOXML, or to validate OOXML
content against data available in a database. The system
architecture is illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 2 is an example of how the storage table and its
index are created.
IV.

CONTENT VALIDATION AND GENERATION

Two main applications of this framweork are automatic
content validation and generation.
A. Content validation
Storing the XML content of an OOXML in the database
allows applications users to transparently validate the
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CREATE TABLE BOOK_XML OF XMLTYPE XMLTYPE STORE AS
BINARY XML;
CREATE INDEX BOOK_XIDX ON BOOK_XML(OBJECT_VALUE)
INDEXTYPE IS XDB.XMLINDEX
PARAMETERS('PATHS(INCLUDE(
/w:document/w:body/w:sdt//w:tbl)
NAMESPACE MAPPING
(xmlns:w="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/wordpr
ocessingxml/2006/main"))');

Figure 2: Binary XML table and XMLIndex

B. Dynamic Content Generation
Figure 1: System architecture
OOXML content based on relevant data across multiple
relational databases.
Consider for instance the case of a publisher database for
managing the books submitted for review. Each book is a
single Word 2007 document and, for the purpose of this
section, we assume that the content is stored in a
BOOK_XML table created via the statement shown in
Figure 2. Author and book names, as well as the initial
editing date and the actual publishing date are stored in a
relational table of the form shown in Figure 3.
The system is supposed to validate the author and book
names, as well as the date information in the Word
document against the relational table. This can be easily
incorporated into the application by issuing query checks
involving the relational table BOOK_DATA and XML
extract operators on the XML content in BOOK_XML.
Figure 4 shows an example of a query against the
XMLType table BOOK_XML that selects all the tags and
their corresponding values from the document. Proper
predicates with this query will achieve the desired results.
Figure 5 shows a simple query that finds the oldest
publishing date of all authors who have at least one book in
the category “Technical”. It involves both the XMLType
table BOOK_XML and the relational table BOOK_DATA.
Using such joins, various validation rules can be applied
automatically at ingestion time. For instance, to ensure that
only authors of some technical books published prior to a
fixed date are allowed to upload new books under a certain
repository, the application event handlers can issue a query
similar to Figure 5.

CREATE TABLE BOOK_DATA(
AUTHOR_NAME
VARCHAR2(4000),
BOOK_NAME
VARCHAR2(4000),
START_DATE
TIMESTAMP,
PUBLISHING_DATE TIMESTAMP);

Figure 3: Relational table
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Any content that can be retrieved from the database, can
be added to an OOXML document. For instance, an
application that stores book-related documents may have
access to various relational databases for publishing
companies extra information, or book prices offered by
different vendors. Such additional content may or may not
be stored as XML. Applications may expect to store a book
document in the repository and, upon retrieval, to get back
from the repository the book document together with the
corresponding data from the other databases. Another
desirable usage we have encountered comes from Excel
applications: as loosely formatted Excel sheets are dropped
in the repository, structured parts (e.g., columns that are
titled "owner", "user" or "manager") are looked up against
an LDAP database and edited to include a hyperlink with
"mailto: <email address retrieved from LDAP database>".
This functionality is achieved by having a render event on
the XML content resource issue queries on various tables,
SELECT BOOK_INFO.* FROM BOOK_XML BOOKS,
XMLTABLE(xmlnamespaces
('http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/wordprocessing
ml/2006/main' as "w"),
'/w:document/w:body/w:sdt'
passing BOOKS.OBJECT_VALUE
COLUMNS
TAG VARCHAR2(100) PATH
'/w:sdt/w:sdtPr/w:tag/@w:val' ,
VALUE XMLType PATH
'/w:sdt/w:sdtContent/w:p/w:r//w:t//text()' )
BOOK_INFO;
TAG
Title

VALUE
The art of writing code

Category

Technical

Chapter

Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter

Chapter 2: Understanding code

Section
Computer Languages: Similarity and
Differences
Chapter

Chapter 3: Writing code

Figure 4: Selecting tags and corresponding values
from Word 2007
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SELECT FRAGVAL.VAL AS "Extracted Fragment"
FROM BOOK_XML BOOKS,
XMLTABLE( XMLNAMESPACE
('http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/wordprocessingml/2006/main' as "w"),
'/w:document/w:body/w:sdt'
PASSING BOOKS.OBJECT_VALUE
COLUMNS TAG VARCHAR2(4000) PATH '/w:sdt/w:sdtPr/w:tag/@w:val',
WHOLE XMLTYPE PATH '/w:sdt/w:sdtContent' ) TAGS,
XMLTABLE( XMLNAMESPACES
('http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/wordprocessingml/2006/main' as "w"),
'/w:document/w:body/w:sdt'
PASSING BOOKS.OBJECT_VALUE
COLUMNS TAG VARCHAR2(4000) PATH '/w:sdt/w:sdtPr/w:tag/@w:val',
VAL XMLTYPE PATH '/w:sdt/w:sdtContent//text()') FRAGVAL
WHERE TAGS.TAG = :search_in_tag AND
FRAGVAL.TAG=:return_tag AND
INSTR(UPPER(TAGS.WHOLE), UPPER(:search_string))>0;

Figure 5: Example of OOXML join with relational data
generate XML fragments from the queries results and
update the XML content with them.
V.

SECURITY AND PRIVACY CONSIDERATIONS

We mentioned in Section III that a user can open a .docx
document in Word and save it in a folder in the XMLDB
repository residing in the database. The user will need to
provide valid database user/password credentials in order to
connect to the repository. Once the user is authenticated,
access control over OOXML data residing in the repository
is handled, as for any other resources in the repository, via
access control list (ACL) checks.
ACL checks are by default enforced at a document level.
With XMLDB integration with Office 2007, certain
fragments of the documents can be tagged with ACLs and
honored by the application at the fragment level.
VI.

FRAGMENT-LEVEL SEARCH AND RETRIEVAL

OOXML documents

can

be

queried

to

retrieve

information just like any other XML data. This has a large
number of applications. For example:
1) Searching using XQuery across a set of documents to
retrieve relevant documents or parts.
2) Extracting out a specific part of the document such as
abstract, instead of whole documents, to use for republishing, report generation etc.
3) Extracting out information from MS Word tables
embedded in documents for application uses such as
aggregation, population of relational tables etc.
4) Transparently control access to search results by
taking advantage of the document and fragment-level
security options when storing OOXML as content in the
XMLDB repository.
When certain elements are tagged using contentcontrols, they can be queried in the WHERE clause as well
as selected out as showin in Figure 6.
Note that unlike full document search, specific parts of
the document can be searched like a table or tagged
elements. For example, a repository of books can be
searched with queries like “Find all books and their authors
that have at least one chapter with title containing keyword

SELECT BOOK.AUTHOR_NAME, min(BOOK.PUBLISHING_DATE)
FROM BOOK_DATA BOOK
WHERE BOOK.BOOK_NAME IN
(SELECT XMLCAST(XMLQUERY('
declare namespace
w="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/wordprocessingml/2006/main";
/w:document/w:body/w:sdt[w:sdtPr/w:tag/@w:val="Title"]/w:sdtContent//w:t//text()'
PASSING BOOKS.OBJECT_VALUE
RETURNING CONTENT) AS VARCHAR2(100) )
FROM BOOK_XML BOOKS
WHERE XMLEXISTS('
declare namespace
w="http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/wordprocessingml/2006/main";
/w:document/w:body/w:sdt[w:sdtPr/w:tag/@w:val="Category"][w:sdtContent//w:t//text()="Technical"]'
PASSING BOOKS.OBJECT_VALUE))
GROUP BY BOOK.AUTHOR_NAME
ORDER BY BOOK.AUTHOR_NAME;

Figure 6: Querying content control
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SELECT doc.c1.getStringVal() “LAYER NAME”, doc.c2.getStringVal() “EFFECTS”
FROM BOOK_XML T,
XMLTABLE( ‘XMLNAMESPACE
('http://schemas.openxmlformats.org/wordprocessingml/2006/main' as "w"),
'for $i in $root//w:tbl[2]/w:tr
where fn:contains{$i}/w:tc[1], $layer)
return $i’
PASSING T.OBJECT_VALUE as “root”, :p20_layer_name AS “layer”
COLUMNS C1 XMLTYPE PATH ‘/w:tr/w:tc[1]//text()’,
C2 XMLTYPE PATH ‘/w:tr/w:tc[2]//text()’) doc;

Figure 7: Query the tables in a Word document for keywords

'haunted' and have been published in the last decade” and
“Find all authors who have at least one book whose title
contains keyword 'haunted' and who have had at least five
publications in the last 15 years”. All this information, even
though embedded deep inside the Office documents, can be
retrieved.
Certain parts of the documents like tables and figures,
can be seearched without requiring any user input at all. For
example, Figure 7 shows a query that looks for keyword
defined by bind variable :p20_layer_name in the first
column of the 2nd table of a docx document.
The search results can be returned in XML format and

Figure 8: Functional Specification Word document
with custom tags
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integrated with various applications. For example, Oracle
BI Publisher can be used to display the report in various
formats such as PDF, Excel sheet etc. Similarly, the search
results can be utilized to generate parts of other Office
documents or they can be used to populate relational tables.
VII. CASE STUDY
We have built an internal application to track
development projects in various releases of Oracle database.
It allows online and real-time access to product
development tracking tools. Part of the process involves
maintaining a database of technical specification for
products. Typical technical specifications are 2MB in size
on average, with about 2000 projects with technical
specifications per release (up to 4TB of content per release).
This site has an estimated 19K users. The typical searches
and updates are real-time, while it is not rare for a DBA to

Figure 9: Creating a project transparently generates
a Word document
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Figure 11: Search results using BI Publisher

Figure 10: Search results – look for”XML” in
“Description” section and return “Abstract”
perform offline batch updates.
By moving the project tracking database OpenOffice
content to the XMLDB repository, the existing functionality
is maintained, while new functionality like fragment-based
search, publishing, 2-way sync with the relational table
using triggers, is gained.
Figure 8 shows a typical functional specification. Word
document where fixed fields, like tile, author, project id etc.
are tagged for easier search. In particular, note the
Not_Updatable tag: the update event handlers associated
with specification resources disallow changing XML
content with this particular tag.
Figure 9 shows the web page for creating new projects
that automatically generate docx file for the project. Figure
10 and Figure 11 show 2 web-based search interfaces – a
standalone one and with BI publisher and result of a popular
search. The search returns a document fragment matching
the query, one for each specification document, as well as
the Repository path of the specification, for easy fulldocument access.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented the XMLDB solution for storing,
querying and rendering Open XML content. Open XML
content can be saved in XMLDB as a resource in the
Repository providing direct WebDAV access to Office
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applications. For best performance, the XML content is
stored in Binary XML format with a path-subsetted
XMLIndex on it. The event-based mechanism is a powerful
technique allowing dynamic content generation and
validation, using any database data. Document and
fragment-level access control enforcements methods
available for XMLDB resources can be also applied.
Open XML integration with content management
solutions for XML is carried out successfully also by
MarkLogic [8] [9]. Their toolkits for Word, Excel and
Powerpoint allow Open XML data to be saved in the
MarkLogic server and subsequently queried via XQuery,
manipulated and rendered. The main focus of the product is
on search and retrieval of text and XML granular
information. It allows for search results transformations,
template-based content creation, and dynamic assembly of
search results. There are a number of differences between
ours and their approaches.
1) XMLDB Repository being part of the Oracle
database, applications storing Open XML content in
XMLDB implicitly benefit from all the general database
features, like high availability, backup and recovery,
security, utilities etc., as well as from more recent or
particular features like smart lobs and secure files we can
take advantage of when choosing binary storage for Open
XML content.
2) Fine tuning of the actual storage and of the indexes
on top of XML content is essential for good fragment-level
querability. As detailed in Section II, the application
developer storing Open XML in XMLDB has the option of
specifying the XML storage format and of building XML
indexes tailored to a specific set of queries or applications.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no equivalent of pathsubsetted XML index with MarkLogic, nor is the
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application developer able to fine tune the storage and
indexing method for particular query sets or applications.
3) XMLDB
Repository
events
and
resource
configurations allow for custom and automatic work flow in
applications. The application developer can use this single
framework for quite different purposes, like dynamic
content generation and content validation. Furthermore, this
can also be used for 2-way synchronization between
OOXML data and relational table with the help of event
handlers and database triggers.
4) Both dynamic content generation and validation can
use any data source in Oracle databases, which includes the
entire XMLDB Repository. In particular, this covers nonXML, arbitrary relational data, while MarkLogic toolkits are
tied to the XML content in their repositories. For the same
reason, Open XML in the Oracle database is automatically
available for manipulation to any database application.
Clearly, this is a functionality-only comparison. As
products will become more mature and possibly other
similar toolkits will be available, we expect benchmarks for
Open XML and ODT handling in XML repositories to be
set; we leave performance evaluations to future work.
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Abstract—This paper proposes an algorithm for clustering
XML data stream using sliding window. It is a dynamic
clustering algorithm based on XML structure. Firstly, we use
level structure to represent XML document, which is based on
temporal clustering feature. This structure is suitable for
extracting information from XML document structure and
calculating similarity between XML documents. Secondly, we
use the sliding window technique, which adopts exponential
histogram of XML cluster feature as a micro-cluster of it. By
using the model, we can dynamically accept the new data and
get rid of the old data thereby getting a better distribution
feature of the current window. Finally, the experimental
results based on real and synthetic XML datasets show that
our algorithm not only achieves the real-time requirements of
the online clustering, but also gains better clustering quality
and faster processing speed.
Keywords-XML data stream; sliding window

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the development of the Web applications, large
amount of information is created, exchanged and stored in
the form of Extensible Markup Language (XML) format.
XML has the nature of flexibility and self-describing. Users
can use XML documents to represent data according to their
own needs. Many modern applications, such as stock
information, real-time news subscription and release
detection, often generate a new data format, which we call
XML data stream. Discovering useful knowledge from XML
data stream is an important research topic and faces many
challenges. In order to discover more useful knowledge,
many researchers focused on clustering XML documents and
proposed a number of algorithms. However, the existing
algorithms of clustering XML documents are mainly aimed
for static datasets and generally need to repeatedly scan and
parse the documents many times. They did not pay much
attention to the time-varying online clustering context. The
methods of clustering XML documents can be divided into
two categories: (1) Researches based on semantics that
consider both the structure of each node and its semantic
information [13]. (2) Researches based on structure of XML
that do not take the semantic information of XML documents
into consideration [1].
In this paper, we propose an algorithm of clustering
XML data stream called SW-XSCLS, which is based on the
second strategy stated above. Our algorithm uses sliding
window technology and takes exponential histogram of
cluster feature as its summary of the data structure. It can
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dynamically eliminate the outdated data and get a better
understanding of the data distribution in the current window.
The contribution of our algorithm can be stated as
follows: (1) we extend the conventional method of clustering
XML documents to clustering the XML data stream; (2) we
successfully apply sliding window technique to clustering
XML data stream and create the SW-XSCLS algorithm; (3)
the experimental results based on real and synthetic XML
datasets show that our algorithm not only achieves the realtime requirements of online clustering, but also gains better
clustering quality and faster processing speed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is
about related work of processing XML documents and
clustering data stream. Section 3 is the problem statement
and Section 4 shows our method for clustering XML stream
using sliding window. In Section 5, we show the
experimental result and do some analysis from different
aspect. Section 6 is about the conclusion and future work.
II.

RELATED WORK

The traditional way of calculating the similarity between
XML documents is the editing distance method. It computes
the minimum cost for converting one tree to another tree.
These operations include changing, inserting and deleting the
node name. Costa et al. [1] use the idea of editing distance
which converts each XML document to an ordered tree
structure. They also use the “Jaccard” coefficient to calculate
the similarity between XML documents. Wang et al. [2]
define a standard for calculating the similarity distance.
Their method need to analyze every XML document and use
a directed graph to achieve the evaluation of similarity
between XML documents. The accuracy of their method is
not precise enough, because many XML documents that
have different structures are possible to contain the same
elements. So the standard has some limitations that may
cause two different XML documents to be evaluated to have
the same structure. Nayak [3] defines a level structure to
represent the structure information of XML document and
gives a similarity calculation criterion for this structure. But
his method’s calculation result is related to the input order of
the XML documents. Changing the input order will change
the result.
There is also some work related to XML schema analysis.
Vincent et al. [12] address the problem of extending the
definition of functional dependencies in XML documents.
Balmin et al. [9] exhibit an incremental validation algorithm
for XML schemas and they show it is a significant
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improvement over re-validation from scratch. Lu et al. [10]
formalize the notion of the consistency of DTDs and propose
a linear algorithm for checking the consistency. Elmasri et al.
[11] introduce a design method for XML schemas based on
well-understood conceptual modeling. They create XML
schemas from a hierarchical point of view and generate SQL
queries corresponding to the XML schemas.
In the clustering stream field, Zhang et al. [4] propose a
method named BIRCH which incrementally and dynamically
clusters incoming data points. Chang et al. [5] use two types
of exponential histogram and sliding windows to cluster
evolving data stream. Guha et al. [6] give constant-factor
approximation algorithms for the k-Median problem and
their method only need a single pass over the data. Zhou et al.
[7] give a density based M-Kernel method for estimating
data streams. Babcock et al. [8] present a novel technique for
solving maintaining variance and k-median problems in
sliding window model.
III.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. XML Data Stream
In many researches XML data stream is defined as
sequence of nodes obtained by the pre-order walk of the tree
structure of XML. Processing XML data stream is analyzing
these sequential nodes. But in this paper we define an XML
data stream as follows:
Definition 1. An XML data stream is the sequence of
XML documents (X1, X2 ... Xn ...) with timestamps. For any i
(i ≥ 1), Xi represents an XML document. The timestamp for
each document is T1 ... Tj ... and Ti <Tj, given i < j.
That is the arrival of each XML document is strictly time
chronological. Since our study is based on the structural
information, there is no restriction about the XML content.
B. Level Structure
This section mainly introduces the definition of the level
structure of XML document and the process of analyzing
XML data. The document is represented as an ordered tree
with labels. Each tag (or element name) is denoted by a
distinct integer according to their appearance order. By doing
so, we eliminate the semantic information that can be
inferred from the tag name and only concern about the
structural information of the document. The level structure
contains the hierarchy and context of the document. The
multiple instances of values at same level are stored in an
element since the occurrence number of an element is
important for the clustering task.
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The level structure of XML document contains the
following information: the name, occurrence number and
appear level of a node. Figure 1 shows an XML document
and its level structure information.
Two level structures can be merged into a single structure.
The principle is that merging the nodes at the same level. If
multiple nodes with same name appear at the same level, we
only save one of them. Figure 2 shows the merging process
of two level structures.
An XML document can be represented by its level
structure. The similarity between two XML documents is
measured by the occurrence number of common elements in
each corresponding level. Elements in different levels are
assigned to different weights. The higher level has greater
weight than the lower level. So documents with different root
elements can be assigned to different clusters. Due to the
page space limitation, the formula of calculating the
similarity of two level structures can be referenced from
Nayak [3].
C. Exponential histogram of cluster feature
Definition 2. Temporal Cluster Feature (TCF) is the
collection of level structure of the XML documents in size n
with the timestamp of T1, T2, ... Tn. TCF is denoted as (LS, n,
T). The LS is the result after merging these level structures.
The merging only occur between the same levels of two
XML documents. The n is the number of level structure and
T is the timestamp of the latest level structure in the temporal
cluster feature.
The temporal cluster feature used in this paper is the
extension of pseudo-time clustering features proposed in
Chang et al [5].
Definition 3. Exponential Histogram of Cluster Feature
(EHCF) is the collection of the TCFs. Given a set of
documents X1 ... Xn arrive at T1 .. Tn , and let Ti <Tj when i
<j. According to the order of arrival, these documents are
divided into several groups denoted by G1, G2 .... Given i <j,
all documents in group Gi arrive earlier than the documents
in group Gj.
Exponential histogram is the first method to generate the
summary information in the sliding window model which
builds buckets according to the appearance order of the
elements. The capacity of the bucket at different level
increases exponentially in base 2. The number of buckets at
the same level is no more than the number of barrels of a
pre-defined threshold.
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Figure 1. XML document and its level structure.

Figure 2. Merging two level structures.

IV.

ALGORITHM FOR CLUSTERING XML DATA
STREAM USING SLIDING WINDOW

This section focuses on the algorithm of clustering XML
data stream using sliding window (SW-XSCLS). This
algorithm can conduct clustering analysis for the XML data
stream in the sliding window, which is maintained by a
group of EHCF structures. This algorithm contains four
parameters: DB is the XML data stream; W (0 <W <1) is the
similarity coefficient; N is the size of the sliding window;
NC is the maximum number of EHCFs maintained by one
window.
In this algorithm, the count value represents the number
of EHCFs maintained in the current window. For each record
x in the data stream, the first step is calculating the similarity
(mostSimilaryValue) between x and the EHCF (h), which
has the minimum distance with x. Then we test whether the
mostSimilaryValue is greater than the similarity threshold W.
If it is greater than W, then x is added to the current EHCF.
Otherwise we will create a new EHCF, which only contains
the element x and increase count value by 1. If the number of
the EHCFs reaches NC, we need to merge the most recent
two EHCFs.
The next step is updating the EHCF which contains the
expire record. Since the operation is executed at arrival of
each new record, so at any time there is at most one EHCF
contains the expired elements. As we know that EHCF is the
collection of TCFs and each TCF contains a timestamp T, we
can find out the expired data by using TCF. If the timestamp
T of the TCF is not belonged to N, we can delete the TCF. If
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the last TCF in an EHCF is deleted, then the whole EHCF is
deleted too. As a result, the count value, which is used to
denote the number of EHCFs in the current window, will be
decreased by 1.
We design two implementations for the calculating of the
similarity between XML documents:
1. Merging all of the TCFs as a TCF in the EHCF (called
allTCF) to calculate the similarity.
2. Using the latest TCF (called newestTCF) as the
representative of the EHCF to calculate the similarity.
In both implementations, the first method merges all of
the TCFs in the EHCF. So the accuracy of the calculating
result is relatively high. The second method, which uses the
latest TCF as a representative of the EHCF, has a faster
calculating speed. In practice, using which kind of these two
implementations is determined by the criteria that we
concern about, that is the accuracy or the efficiency.
The whole process of the algorithm is described in Figure
3 as follows.
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DB: XML data stream
W(0 <W <1): similarity coefficient
N: window size
NC: the maximum EHCF number
GW-XSCLS (DB, W, NC, N)
begin
initial count to 0;
repeat each record x in DB
if x is the first record
generate an EHCF containing only
TCF(x);
add EHCF to current window;
else
get h, the most similar EHCF with
TCF(x);
get the mostSimilaryValue;
if mostSimilaryValue > W
Insert x into h;
else
generate an EHCF containing only
TCF(x);
increase count by 1;
if count > NC
merge the two similar EHCF;
decrease count by 1;
end
end
end
if sum(x) > N
get EHCF, the EHCF containing the
oldest TCF;
delete the Oldest TCF;
if EHCF is null
delete the EHCF;
decrease count by 1;
end
end
end
end
Figure 3. SW-XSCLS algorithm.

V.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

A. Datasets
We use both synthetic and real datasets in the
experiments. The synthetic dataset is automatically generated
by an XML generation tool called Oxygen. Because the
number of real classes, the number of nodes and node levels
of the artificial dataset can be controlled artificially, we can
use it to test the processing time. The real dataset XMLFiles
is the same as the dataset of static clustering algorithm XCLS
in [3]. This dataset is composed of 460 XML documents
from 23 natural areas, which includes 74 documents about
films, 22 documents about universities, 208 documents about
cars, 16 documents about literature, 38 documents about
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companies, 24 documents about accommodation, 10
documents about tourism, 10 documents about orders, 4
documents about auction, 2 documents about stipulation, 15
documents about pages, 2 documents about books, 20
documents about games, 12 documents about associations, 2
documents about health care and 1 document about nutrition.
The labels of documents range from 10 to 100 and levels
from vary from 2 to 15.
B. Evaluation criteria
The performance of clustering XML documents is
evaluated using the standard criteria named intra- and intercluster similarity. They are internal cluster quality evaluation
criteria.
The intra-cluster similarity measures the cohesion within
a cluster, how similar two documents in a cluster are. This is
calculated by measuring the level similarity between each
pair of documents in the cluster. The intra-cluster similarity
of a cluster Ci [3] is the average of all pair-wise level
similarities (between two trees) within the cluster, where n is
the number of documents in Ci.
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The intra-cluster similarity of a clustering solution in the
window C= {C1, C2...Ck} [3] is the average of the intracluster similarities of all clusters taking into consideration
the number of documents within each cluster, where ni is the
number of documents in Ci, N is the total number of
documents and k is the number of clusters in the solution.
The higher the intra-cluster similarity value is, the better the
clustering solution is.
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The inter-cluster similarity [3] measures the separation
among different clusters. It is calculated by measuring the
level similarity between two clusters. The inter-cluster
similarity of the clustering solution is the average of all pairwise level similarities of two clusters. The Level Similarity
between two clusters is defined as similar to two documents,
using the objects as clusters.
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In the experiment, unless specified, the parameters are set
as follows: window size N = 100, similarity coefficient W =
0.8, the maximum number of histogram window NC = 50.
C. Experimental result and analysis
1) Quality evaluation: This section is the clustering
quality comparison between our proposed algorithm (SW-
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XSCLS) and the XCLS algorithm. Both algorithms use the
real dataset. Since the clustering result of the algorithm
XCLS is related to the order of the input, we execute the
XCLS algorithm 5 times each with a different input order
and calculate the average result as the evaluation criteria.
Figure 4 shows the comparison of intra-cluster similarity.
Figure 5 shows the comparison of inter-cluster similarity.
From these figures we can see that the SW-XSCLS
algorithm gets a better clustering result than the XCLS
algorithm because the SW-XSCLS algorithm uses sliding
window technology, which reduces the impact of outdated
data in the result.
2) Parameters: Figure 6 shows the impact of execution
time along with the similarity coefficient. The impact can be
seen from the figure that with the increment of the similarity
coefficient W, the processing time decreases. Is is easy to
understand that the larger of the W value is, the less number
of EHCFs maintained in the window is. So the amount of
calculation will reduce and the processing time will become
less also. But this has a little effect. We can see from the
figure that when the similarity coefficient increases from 0.6
to 0.9, while the processing time is increased by only 20
seconds. This is a small percentage of the total processing
time. Figure 7 shows the window size and the impact on the
execution time.
3) Processing time: We use XML documents with
different levels and different number of nodes to evaluate
the processing time for our algorithm. In order to observe
the processing time, we introduce two concepts: the average
number of levels and the average number of nodes. Because
the synthetic dataset is available to get any number of

IntraSim

SW-XSCLS

combinations of levels and nodes, so we generate a series of
data sets. Figure 8 shows variation trend of the processing
time of the algorithm tested on a series datasets which
average number of levels changes and average number of
nodes is fixed. Figure 9 shows variation trend of the
processing time of the algorithm tested on a series datasets
which average number of nodes changes and average
number of levels is fixed.
VI.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposed an algorithm for clustering XML
data stream using sliding window. The algorithm is a
dynamic algorithm based on level structure of XML
documents. It can get a better clustering quality and a faster
processing speed than traditional method. However, the
existing clustering feature only takes into account the level
structure information, ignores the semantic information of
the data element. The effect is not good when processing
XML documents with the same DTD or scheme. The future
work will expand the existing expression on the type of data
stream to meet the need for clustering data stream.
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Figure 8. Processing time with number of levels.
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Abstract—This article tries to understand knowledge
management issues in markets instead of within organizations
past literature focuses. It examines different knowledge
integration and representation issues while facing different
communities of practice in knowledge markets. In
institutionalized markets, the knowledge commodity will tend
to represent and integrate knowledge for dominant
communities of practice in the regions or country. The
practical issues, such as legitimacy of knowledge
representation, complexity and dependences of knowledge
boundaries, conflicts of social identities, bias of government
technology policy are addressed. This paper contributes
towards more societal views to understand knowledge
exchange, representation value generation issues in knowledge
markets.

knowledge integration and knowledge representation issues
while facing multiple communities of practice in an ICT
consulting firm. This paper seeks to contribute towards more
societal views to understand knowledge exchange, value
generation and management in knowledge markets.
In the following section, we first review literature of
knowledge management and community of practice, and
then propose an analysis framework. Second, we describe
our methodology and contexts in our case. Third, the case
story was illustrated using our research framework. Fourth,
we present a discussion and fifth, we identify contributions,
limitations and suggestions for future research.

Keywords-Knowledge Respresnentation; Knowledge Market;
Comunities of Practices

The „community of practice‟ has achieved prominence in
the context of wider debates on knowledge, learning and
innovation in organizations. Lave and Wenger [2] define the
„community of practice‟ as following:

I.

INTRODUCTION

“Discussing logics for pushing ICT industry, and
presenting to government project committee”, “Surveying
the CIO‟s IT spending practices and providing to the
software and service vendors”, “Facing the media and
various kinds of industries, speaking the ICT trends and
visions” [11].
This is the work of a knowledge-intensive company
which resides in the interfaces between organizations and
social communities, bridges perceptual and practical
differences among diverse communities in order to integrate
and represent distributed knowledge. It produces and sells
their knowledge in knowledge markets.
Most literature on knowledge management focuses on
knowledge transfer, create, innovate issues within
organizations, but neglect knowledge management issues in
markets [1]. In fact, organizations absorb a lot of knowledge
from markets, such as market reports, industrial news or
consulting company advisors or other organizations. These
knowledge sources, such as consulting company, how they
collect and manage knowledge? How they represent
knowledge? How they package their knowledge as
commodity?
In this article, we discuss how the knowledge as
commodity and mediate various communities in knowledge
markets. Using community of practice concepts, we illustrate
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II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

An activity system about which participants share
understandings concerning what they are doing and what
means in their lives and for their community. Thus, they are
united in both action and in the meaning that action has,
both for themselves, and for the larger collective.
Brown and Duguid [3] also claims the knowledge shared
and produced through the prism of practice, the way which
work gets done. That knowledge is emergent and arise after
the individuals begin to engage in collective practices. It
focuses on practices, people rather than systems, technology
that traditional knowledge management consideration.
Collective knowledge is not only embedded in
communities of practice within organizations but also
between organizations [3][4]. The members of communities
of practice did not work side-by-side or meet face-to-face in
everyday practices but create and share the professional
knowledge through conferences, workshops, newsletter, web
pages and the like. This is a kind of disciplinary,
occupational or professional communities of practice; the
knowledge is embedded in the networks, the broader
structures [3][5].
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III.

RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

Based on the community of practice literature, we build
up our framework (see Figure 1). Using this framework, we
can examine knowledge representation and knowledge
integration issues while facing multiple communities of
practice in their different knowledge markets.
Communities
of Practice A
Social Contexts
• Practices
• Cognition
• Culture
•…

Communities
of Practice B
Social Contexts
• Practices
• Cognition
• Culture
•…
Consulting
Company

Perspective Making
Perspective Taking

Perspective Making
Perspective Taking

Knowledge representation
Knowledge integration

Figure 1. Research Framework

IV.

METHODOLOGY

This researcher‟s fieldwork in the ITR institution
comprised observing different members each day and
working alongside many of them, interviewing the industry
vendors, discussing the interview results, reviewing the
survey results or presentation files, publishing reports,
presenting in the seminars, responding to the customers,
prospects or medias. In addition to the spontaneous, informal
interviews that regularly occurred while the field researcher
was observing the work. The interactions and dialogues
among the participants were recorded in field notes, and the
reflections of the practices also included [10].
After half-year observation, the researchers find interest
topic about why the consultants of different practice teams
generate knowledge differently. Semi-structured questions of
formal interviews were addressed the consultants to ask the
questions that allowed they provided their practices in
acquiring, transferring, and generating knowledge. These
questions include: How they interact with different
communities of practice? How they generate new ideas or
knowledge? How they inscribed the knowledge into their
publications? All the interviews were tape recorded and
translated to transcripts.
V.

CASE STUDY

A. Case Contexts
The case company in this study is a well-known industry
research and consulting firm, ITR institution. ITR is
belonged to a legal body of financial group, which was
established by Taiwan government more than 20 years ago,
as a push for Taiwan ICT industry as well as an important
think tank. Just because of the neutral role of the institution,
and the importance of the Taiwan ICT industry in the global
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ICT supply chain, ITR gets an irreplaceable status in Taiwan,
and even all over the world. [6]
The institution divides the practice teams based on the
product types, including such teams as PC, consumer
electronic,
network
and
communication,
mobile
communication, software and application, etc.
There are two kinds of main practices of ITR institution.
One is the research reports they publish to their subscriber,
called „Product Practices‟. Second are the consulting projects
to customers, called „Project Practices‟.
No matter what kinds of work, the consultants collected
data from specific industry, market data or other kinds of
knowledge through face-to-face interviews, questionnaires or
focus group methods. Then, they represent the knowledge,
such as industry situations, market opportunities, trends,
through market surveys or industry reports.
Their subscribers, customers or media read their
publication and understand current and future market
intelligences. The ITR institution or their consultants also try
to enrich their influences in different communities of practice
through their knowledge and publications.
B. Product Practices
Producing reports about the ICT trends and applications
is main practices of ITR institution. Through understanding
current situations of ICT industries, consumers or
enterprises‟ intention to invest ICT, ITR consultants analyze
the current situations and predict the future for customers in
vary communities of practice.
Basically, ITR faces two industry communities: One is
the well-known information and communication technology
OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturing) industry. These
vendors manufacture products for brand companies, such as
HP, Dell and earn profits from their low manufacture costs
(called „OEM‟ community for short).
The other is information application and software
industry (called „Application‟ community for short) in
Taiwan market. These companies sell their IT services or
software products to enterprises in Taiwan.
While facing different communities, ITR practice teams
(called „OEM‟ practice team, „Application‟ practice team)
produce different reports, and encounter different knowledge
management and representation issues.
1) „OEM‟ Practice Team
„OEM‟ practice team faces major global information and
communication technology OEM manufactures in the world.
These manufactures produce products for global brand
enterprises, such as HP, Dell and SONY. Most of these
OEMs headquarters locate in Taiwan and compete orders
from global brands. „OEM‟ practice team‟s consultants
analyze the shipment values and average selling prices by
quarterly, and regularly provide reports to ITR institution‟s
customers.
Noticeably, these companies manufacture major
information and communication technology products in the
world, such as NB, PC (i.e. 90% quantities produced by
these companies). Global or domestic securities firms and
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investment institutions are interested in purchasing these
reports. Thus, the profit of „OEM‟ practice team is stable.
However, the institution also encounters intense competition
from other consulting companies.
For „OEM‟ industry community, ITR institution‟s
position is neutral, and it provides reliable statements for
securities, investors or media. But, the shipment values,
quantity or average selling prices in reports are not as
important reference sources for „OEM‟ community itself. A
senior consultant who left ITR institution and worked for an
OEM manufacturer said:
“For us, shipment quantities in reports are not
important! We are more interested in understanding the
movements of other manufacturers!”
However, since „OEM‟ practice team‟s quarterly reports
on shipment values, shipment quantities of the manufacturers
will influence stock market and economic in Taiwan and
even represent global ICT boom. Also, it faces challenges
from other competitors. Thus, consultants should be cautious
about the numbers and trends they write in reports. In
researcher‟s participant observation, consulting managers of
the practice team seriously examine the sources of each
consultant‟s numbers, trends and their reasons to shipment
forecast. These reports should clearly define the logic of
shipment forecast or trends. A consultant describes their
logic of forecast:
“The logic of forecast is based on global market,
product trends and movements of major global brand
companies to analyze impacts on shipment quantity and
average selling prices of OEM products.”
2) „Application‟ Practice Team
„Application‟ practice team faces local software and IT
services companies in Taiwan. These companies are not
valued by shipment quantity like „OEM‟ industry community,
and they cannot compete in global market. Competition
information in the community is not so important. For them,
it is critical to understand their clients‟ intention to buy their
products or services. Consultants of practice team analyze
market situations through market surveys or focus group
methodology.
Since „Application‟ community refers to small and
medium firms, in comparison to manufactures in „OEM‟
industry community, most of the firms in „Application‟
industry community cannot afford to purchase these reports.
Therefore, „Application‟ practice team consultants tend to
engage more government projects to earn more profits. Due
to less time in product practice, consultants usually exploit
reports from engaging in government projects. Thus, ITA‟s
clients usually complain reports do not meet their
requirements. A business representative of ITR institution
suggests that,
“We have been complaining about it. We expect the
consultants to write more reports fulfill the clients‟
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requirement instead of exploiting reports from government
projects engagement.”
However, for „Application‟ practice teams‟ consultants; it
is also not easy to integrate knowledge related to various
consumers or enterprises‟ intention in different industries.
Thus, the profits of these reports are low and also
competitors are few.
ITR institution is neutral identity for „OEM‟ industry
community; however, it plays semi-official role for the firms
in software and application community; the local small
software and IT services firms expect to strive for some
funds or influence government technology policy from ITR
institution. A „Application‟ practice teams‟ consultants
indicates,
“Most of our interviewee s are the senior managers, such
as general managers or CEOs. They are more familiar with
their own industry than we young people! They are willing to
spend time in talking to us since we represent the
government. They would like to provide the suggestions of
policy to government or understand funds opportunities from
government through us! “
A CEO of a firm in software and application industry
community suggests,
“I know that you are not the major decision makers
(government policy), but I believe that I can try to convince
each person in order to enhance the possibility to change
government policy! “
Based on the above, the knowledge representation and
knowledge integration issues are different when dealing with
different communities in varies social environments.
C. Project Practice
Another practice of ITR institution is government
projects engagement. ITR helps to understand the industry
and market situations in order to propose effective projects to
solve industrial issues and problems. Regarding the role of
ITR institution in the government projects, the output reports
allow government policy makers to understand industrial
problems and also convince the reviewers (neutral scholars
and experts) to agree the projects‟ directions.
Since ITR institution is familiar with industry
communities and knows how to represent the trends and gaps
of industry, government policy makers or company want to
get the government projects will very like to invite ITR
institution in order to convince the reviewers to get projects.
In the proposals, various companies which want to get the
government projects must incorporate their original positions
and demonstrate their logic of proposal to meet the industrial
demand in order to persuade policy makers and reviewers.
Thus, ITR institution tends to play the role as the main
participant in knowledge integration and knowledge
representation in the proposal.
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However, there will be the logical conflicts in knowledge
integration and knowledge representation. Should ITR
institution integrate or represent the project partners‟ logic?
Or ITR integrate and represent real ICT knowledge and
represent the real industrial logics?
Noticeably, when industry trend is negative, government
projects for pushing this industry will be meaningless. Once,
a junior consultant published a report that indicated a product
would not be future trend. The statement was widely used by
the press. The consultant also involves in a project to
promote the product, and partners of the government project
called to complain about his opinions. A senior consultant
advised the junior consultant:
“The contents of report should be presented tactfully
and we should be more careful about the products we are
involving in promoting!”
Besides partners, the thoughts of different government
departments will influence ITR‟s representation of
government project reports. Some governmental departments
intend to promote information communication technology
hardware manufacturer industry in Taiwan, some expect to
enhance the industries with inferior global competitiveness,
and some suggest enhancing information technique
application in different industries. The most significant
ability of ITR institution is to integrate various kinds of
knowledge and represent the different logics or reasoning to
reviewers or decision makers in the projects.
ICT trends in reports must fulfill interests of project
members, but not always the real industry trends or
companies‟ needs.

In comparison to „OEM‟ practice team, „Application‟
teams‟ reports are integrated knowledge related to ICT
spending intentions and applications of thousands of small
and medium enterprises. ITR consultants acquire information
by significant questionnaire surveys from enterprises‟ ICT
spending intentions and sell to software and application
vendors, we call the relationship is transactional dependences
(see Figure 2).
ITR‟s reports for software and application community
will not be constraint devices representing large-scale
enterprises. However, without sufficient resources to acquire
perspectives from thousands of companies, consultants
cannot produce reports with specific industrial perspectives.
Thus, software and application teams‟ reports are not valued
by software and application community which tends to have
many complaints that not in depth analysis for software and
applications community demands.
International/Local
Media

Global OEM
Manufactures

„O‟
Investment/Analyst
Institutions

Partnership Dependences
Global/Local
Software and
Applications Vendors

Local
Media

„A‟
Local
Software and
Applications Vendors

Local
different industry
enterprise s‟ ICT
spending intentions

Transactional Dependences

VI.

DISCUSSION

A. Dependent Relationships and Knowledg Integration
In this study, the ITR consultants face different demands
from different communities of practice and encounter
different knowledge management and knowledge
representation issues (see Figure 2 and Table 1).
For instance, „OEM‟ practice team‟s consultants provide
international and local media and investment institutions to
understand current situations of the major global ICT OEMs.
Demand of international, local media and investment
institutions for knowledge is upon shipment quantities,
shipment values or average selling prices from „OEM‟
manufactures. For consultants, being trust in „OEM‟ industry
community in order to obtain the related information will
rely on their experience and relationship maintained with
their informants. We call the knowledge dependent
relationship is „partnership dependences‟.
With costs consideration, „OEM‟ practice team‟s
consultants usually collect competition information from less
than ten major „OEM‟ firms and integrate their perspectives
on industry trends. Reports from „OEM‟ practice team
always take angle from big vendor‟s perspective that
becomes constraint devices [7] represent the perspective of
large OEM firms and screen small firms‟ opinions.
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Policy
Makers

Global OEM
Manufactures

„P‟
„O‟: „OEM‟ practice
„A‟：‟Application‟ practice
„P‟：‟Project‟ practice

Local Software and
Applications Vendors
Project
Partners

: Knowledge Integration
: Knowledge Representation

Representation Dependences
Figure 2. Three Different Dependent Relationships in ITR

The relationships between ITA consultants and industry
community are representation dependences (see Figure2).
The ITA consultants represent industry community‟ issues to
policy makers. The project practice encounter issues that to
represent project partners‟ interests not industry
community‟s.
Therefore, complexity and relationship dependences of
communities will result in different problems of knowledge
integration and representation (see Table 1).
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TABLE I.
ISSUES OF KNOWLEDGE INTEGRATION AND
REPRESENTATION IN DIFFERENT PRACTICES

Practices

Knowledge Integration and Representation
Issues
Demand

„OEM‟ practice
team
„Application‟
practice team

„Project‟ practice

shipment
values or
average
selling prices
enteprise‟
ICT spending
intents in
various
industries
project
partners‟
objectivies

Integration
Issues

trust

integrate
various
knowledge
according to
various
industries
integrate
different
knowledge to
fulfill
partners‟
reasoning

Representation
Issues

only represent
OEM logics

various
reasoning and
logics

logics for
partners‟
reasoning,not
the industry
logics

B. Power and Knowledge Representation
This study also demonstrates that knowledge
representations could become the resource of power.
Regarding ITR institution‟ creation of report in project
practice in this study, ITR institution consultants integrate
various kinds of knowledge and represent the logic that
fulfill the partners‟ interests. For example, represent the logic
that promotes some kind of partners‟ technology
development benefit to industry, but in fact, industry has
developed similar technology.
Knowledge representation becomes the resource to gain
projects. The knowledge representations are not reflection of
practical knowledge, but creation of „reality‟ [9]. Thus,
resources and funds of government subsidized to project
partners, and they might not the real practical demands for
industry. Reports produced by project practice are no longer
to communicate between policy makers and industry
communities.
Likewise, „OEM‟ practice, demand from media and
analytical institutions for shipment numbers leads to
knowledge representations of large ICT hardware OEMs.
With long-term concern, knowledge representations become
the habitual way to represent. An „Application‟ practice
team„s consultant criticized one report from „OEM‟ practice
team, “It is totally from the perspective of OEMs, and cannot
probe into real industrial problems”. It is the obstacle for
„OEM‟ practice team to create knowledge with new
perspectives.
However, intentions and perspectives from different
industry enterprises‟ ICT spending are various, and thus,
knowledge representations are inconsistent. It is not easy for
ITR consultants to represent specific industry logic and get
their legitimacy in software and application industry
community.
Thus, knowledge representations are influenced by power
of communities, consistency of knowledge representations
and institutionalization of long-term relationship. Knowledge
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representation is not only a selection but also a deflection
impact by social contexts.
C. Knowledge Management Implications

TABLE II.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IMMPLICATIONS
Knowledge Management Implications

Consulting Company
(knowledge supplier)

1. design practice teams
carefully on dependence and
perspectives issues
2. join and get perspectives
from different communities
of practice
3. balance innovation and
legitimacy perspective
4. watch social identity issues
5. employ different
background employees

Enterprise
(knowledge consumer)

1. understand consulting
company or other knowledge
sources logics and their
perspectives
2. balance absorbing
knowledge from different
knowledge sources and
markets
3. collect more opinions and
perspectives from other
markets before important
R&D or marketing decisions
4. employ different background
employees

In this study, the reports represent the large OEM
perspectives and powerful groups‟ interests that influence the
government‟s technology policy. The way of knowledge
representation and integration are impacted the
institutionalized knowledge markets. Thus, knowledge
suppliers and consumers should consider the issues and take
strategies to solve problems (see Table 2).
For example, in consulting companies or knowledge
suppliers, their managers should consider complexity,
relationships, dependence of knowledge boundaries
connected with practices while designing and creating
reports.
The firms should also consider balance of innovative or
legitimacy perspectives under market mechanism in social
contexts. The publications or knowledge spanning different
communities of practice in knowledge markets also emerge
conflicts issues of social identities. The firms should deal
with the social identities issues carefully.
The enterprise or knowledge consumers should examine
logics of knowledge representation and other perspectives
precisely to prevent losing other possible ICT applications or
development opportunities.
VII. CONCLUSION
This study illustrates how knowledge as commodity
selling in the market using communities of practice
perspective. This study elaborates on why and how
organizations produce knowledge commodity upon the
influence of market mechanism and social contexts. Further,
emerging issues such as knowledge integration and
dependent relationships, knowledge representation and
power in knowledge markets are worthy to address and
further
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This study is limited to the comparison between practices
and teams in one organization. Because of studying one
organization, which experienced a particular history and
regional location, we are unable to provide a wider
understanding of the contexts under which changes of
boundary objects might occur.
However, our findings are potentially generalized to
other knowledge markets in which knowledge goods creation,
exchanged and institutionalized. Future research can conduct
inter-organization study or comparisons, and probe into the
roles, social identities, meaning, and knowledge
representations, competing mechanisms of knowledge goods
in various social contexts and knowledge markets.
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Abstract — Modern relational database management systems
provide hybrid XML storage, combining relational and native
technologies. Hybrid storage offers many design alternatives
for XML data and in this paper we explore how to aid the user
in effective design of hybrid storage. In particular we
investigate how the XML schema and statistical information
about the data can support the storage design process. We
present an extended version of our tool HShreX that uses
statistical information about a data to enable fast evaluation of
alternative hybrid design solutions. In addition we show the
benefit of the approach by a first evaluation where we discuss
how the tool aids in the storage design and evaluation process.

on are the XML schema structure and statistical properties of
the data set. We first give some further motivation and
discuss the goals of our work. This is followed by a
discussion of properties and measurements relevant for
storage design. We then present a tool that enables fast
evaluation and exploration of storage solutions and present a
first evaluation to show the feasibility of the tool. The paper
is summarized by presenting our future vision. Our long term
goal with the work is to present a method that can suggest a
set of plausible hybrid storage models for an application.

Keywords – XML, Hybrid XML management, indexing, storage
design

Previous work (e.g., [1][3][5][8][23]) have defined
efficient shredding methods for XML data into relational
databases that result in fast query times. For hybrid storage
the situation is more complex where an inappropriate choice
of storage design can lead to poor performance [25]. In
general automatically shredded relational XML mappings
can lead to a rather large and complicated structure of
relations. On the other hand, storing entire XML documents
natively in XML storage keeps the structure completely
intact to the cost of slow access to the data. For hybrid XML
storage we have the choice to store parts of the XML
structure as relations and other parts as XML and can gain
from the benefit of a good data model and relatively fast
performance. The design of a good hybrid storage model is
complex and dependent on the requirements for the specific
application [25].
Exploration and evaluation of alternative solutions is a
time consuming task. Methods and tools, to aid the user in
design of hybrid storage, and measurements, that could give
hints on how to make choices, are of high importance. In a
preliminary evaluation we compared the query efficiency
with the amount of data stored as XML in the hybrid
solution. In our tests, we adopt the shredding principles used
in ShreX [1][6] as these principles give a mapping that
captures the semantics of a given XML schema for the XML
data. To explore hybrid storage we used the extended system
HShreX [27][29], which also allows hybrid XML mappings.
The general principle behind the mappings of these systems
is that complex elements are translated to relational tables.
Simple elements and attributes are shredded to a column in
their parent table if they occur at maximum once in its parent
element. HShreX extends this basic shredding by providing

I.

INTRODUCTION

The rapid increase in web based applications yields an
increasing interest in using XML for representation of data.
XML is able to represent all kinds of data ranging from
marked-up text, through so called semi-structured data to
traditional, well structured datasets. Supporting the flexibility
that makes XML appealing is challenging from data
management and technical perspectives. Several approaches
have been used including native databases and shredding
XML documents into relations. In practice, hybrid storage
that combines native and relational solutions is of large
interest. Hybrid storage is provided by the major relational
database vendors (Oracle, IBM DB2 and Microsoft SQL
Server). They offer interesting options for storage design
where native and relational storage can be used side by side.
Several studies evaluate different solutions for XML
management (e.g., [22][24][26][31]). For shredding, it is
well known that the choice of translation strategy affects the
efficiency (e.g., [5][8][10][12]) while hybrid XML storage,
has so far only been studied in a few cases, (e.g.,
[16][17][27][28]). The above studies discuss a number of
features that may have an impact on how to achieve efficient
storage; the complexity and regularity of the XML structure;
how the data is queried, i.e., the access patterns for different
entities in the data set; and the frequency of references to
other sources.
In this paper, we further explore these issues by
investigating the impact of the application on the
performance of the database. The properties we are focusing
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II.

MOTIVATION AND GOALS
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Figure 1. Run times [ms] (black) and data size [bytes] (grey) for PSI-MI (left), UniProt (middle) and Michigan Benchmark (right)

hybrid XML storage, i.e., to allow parts of the structure to be
kept as XML in the final database representation. In our
study the complexity of the created models varies between
one or two relations for the models stored in pure XML to
over 100 relations for the fully shredded data models.
The results of these tests are illustrated in Figure 1. The
first two graphs show the results for two real data sets from
the IntAct [2] and UniProt [30] databases. In this case we can
see that the amount of data stored as XML gives a good
estimation of the expected query time. For the Michigan
Benchmark data [19] the estimation is not as good as for the
two other datasets. This means that the amount of data is a
good indicator for the performance, but also that further
statistics about the data could give us better indicators and
aid in effective storage design.
III.

AVAILABLE INFORMATION

In principle there are three sources of information that
can be used to learn more about the features and storage
requirements of a computer application. These are; The
general data schema, i.e., the data model; Samples of data to
determine how the data model is used and what parts of the
data model are in most common use; Samples of queries to
determine what kind of queries are often performed for the
data. In this work, we will examine how to use the data
model and statistical information for a particular dataset.
As shown in the previous section the amount of data

stored as XML is related to the query performance.
However, the prediction we get from simply measuring the
amount of data is not enough, we also need to collect more
detailed information about the structure of the data. In
practice, different parts of the XML schema are populated
differently in different data sets. The XML schema carries
information about the general structure, but, as for relational
databases, the schema does not give a full picture of how this
structure is instantiated for a particular dataset. We want to
capture this information to create an effective hybrid storage
model. In previous work [13], where we worked with
generated data, we could see that also the amount of data at
various positions in the XML file and the structure of this
data had an impact on query performance. We wanted to
explore this further and collected the following information:
 Overall statistics for the dataset. With this we mean
characterizing the general structure of the dataset.
For this purpose we use simple measures, such as,
the total number of attributes, elements, and levels in
the XML. We also collect the number of elements at
each level of the dataset to determine the fan out of
the data.
 Diversity of the dataset. To get estimations of
diversity we collect the number of elements and
attributes for each element or attribute string, at
which depths they occur and compare those to the
number of overall elements. We also collect
information on how many unique search paths occur
within the data set and the number of their
occurrence.
 Detailed information at each position in the file.
This is collected by counting the occurrence of
element names at each level in the file. For each
combination of parent/child node we count how
common the child node is for this parent and collect
the minimum, maximum and mean number of times
this child occurs for the parent.
Our work on generated data has shown that parent/child
statistics were of particular interest since this had a large
impact on query performance. Figure 2 shows an example of
the parent/child statistics. In the XML schema tree we show
how common the different child nodes are in the parents.

Figure 2. Statistics in HShreX
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IV.

A TOOL FOR EVALUATION

To allow easy access to the statistics and aid in
evaluating storage alternatives we extended our tool
HShreX to include this new information. The new version
of the tool can be used to create and evaluate different XML
storage models. The system analyses an XML schema and
represents it as a tree structure, which facilitates its visual
perception. The tree structure helps to easily understand and
navigate the schema components as well. The relational
schema, which the HShreX user can create in a database, is
likewise created during the schema analyses. Once the
database structures are created, large datasets, which
corresponds to the currently parsed schema, can be quickly
shredded in the database. Each step starting from the XML
schema parsing and ending in datasets loading is logged and
available for review in a panel under the main work area.
The relational schema is created following the shredding
strategy, mentioned above. The user can alter the data
shredding rules using HShreX annotations [27]. In this way,
the XML data can be represented in purely native, mixed and
shredded storage models. The HShreX annotations provide
the opportunity to switch rapidly and flexibly between
different storage models, create them in a database and
evaluate their performance features.
HShreX‟s user interface provides three panels, which
give more details of the schema elements and their
mappings. The first panel lists specific details, such as
currently applied HShreX annotations, children elements and
attributes and their occurrences, for the currently selected
element in the XML schema tree. The second shows HShreX
mapping of the selected element or attribute in the tree. The
relational tables and their relations are available in figures in
the third panel.
In this work, the user interface was extended in two
directions – to provide more convenient work with HShreX
annotations and to visualize more information for a particular
dataset. Figure 3 shows the dialog that facilitates
manipulation of HShreX annotations. While navigating in
the schema tree, we can open the dialog for the element or
the attribute of interest and process its annotations. The
dialog provides functionality for adding annotations,
updating, i.e., changing values of available annotations and
deleting annotations. Since some combinations of
annotations for an element or an attribute are not valid, we
validate each annotation regarding the already available
annotations prior to adding. A useful feature is provided
through the “Apply all changes to all elements of this type”
button i.e., the currently added/removed annotations will be
applied to all elements of this type in the XML schema with
a single action. The basic data and the annotations, which
apply to the element or the attribute of interest, are listed in
the right side of the dialog.
The second improvement in the user interface is
orientated towards the statistical information available for a
particular dataset. HShreX obtains this information by
analyzing a set of sample XML files representing the dataset.
Detailed information, for the element or the attribute of
interest and its children elements and attributes, is presented
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Figure 3. Add/remove annotations dialogue

in the schema tree when a particular dataset is loaded to the
database in use. Three different colors are used to facilitate
user‟s perception and to show how many times a particular
child node appears under its parent element i.e., different
children nodes are colored depending on their frequency of
appearance. Thus, the user gets fast and highly useful
overview of children nodes and can prioritize his next studies
based on this information. The schema tree representation of
statistical information aids the user decision on what
annotations are appropriate to be used for a particular dataset
and helps to construct proper queries with higher efficiency.
Further, the statistics can help the user to create indexes and
optimize queries.
The other part of the statistical data described in the
previous section can be found in “Open Main Statistics” and
“Open All Statistics” dialogs under the “File” menu. The
statistical data visualized in the schema tree is small,
however, our experience have shown that it is the most
useful part of the information available for the dataset.
V.

A FIRST EVALUATION

In this section, we present the results from the
preliminary study of our approach, a more extensive research
could be a subject of a future work. To explore the benefit of
our tool and the statistical information, we used it to evaluate
the performance on the homo sapiens dataset from the
REACTOME database [18] and on the BIOMODELS
dataset [7], both corresponding to the SBML 2.1 XML
schema [14]. The data in the first dataset is spread in depth
(the data is stored on many levels) and the data in the second
dataset is spread in width (the data is populated almost
equally within the dataset).
The statistical information for the dataset of interest
becomes available in HShreX when it is loaded in the
database in use. The statistics available directly in the
HShreX schema tree gives detailed information for the
occurrence of the nodes and their parents and present a clear
view of data distribution in the particular dataset. This data is
presented in the interface as a number pair in the child node
name where the first number shows the number of times the
child element occurs under its parent and the second shows
the number of times the parent element is presented in the
dataset at this level. The three numbers, in the parenthesis in
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Shredded:
SELECT a."id", a."name"
FROM sbml_model_listOfReactions_reaction a,
sbml_model_listOfReactions_reaction_listOfReactants b,
sbml_model_listOfReactions_reaction_listOfReactants_speciesReference c
WHERE a."shrex_id" = b."shrex_pid"
AND b."shrex_id" = c."shrex_pid"
AND c."species" = 'REACT_5251_1_Oxygen';
Native:
SELECT reaction.query( 'for $i in /reaction/listOfReactants/speciesReference
where $i/@species = "REACT_5251_1_Oxygen"
return <Details> {$i/../../@id} {$i/../../@name} </Details>') "data"
FROM sbml_model_listOfReactions_reaction
WHERE reaction.exist('/reaction/listOfReactants/speciesReference
[@species="REACT_5251_1_Oxygen"]') = 1;

Figure 4. Sample query for SBML – Query 1

the child node name, show the minimum, the maximum and
the average number of times this child occurs for this parent.
Examining the mentioned datasets, using the HShreX
interface, we noticed that some of the elements and their
parents occur more often than others, thus our research will
be more productive if we concentrate on them. Therefore in
our examples we have applied the HShreX annotation
maptoxml to the reaction and to the model elements in the
XML schema. This particular annotation/value combination
has been selected in order to force the HShreX application to
store these parts of the data as pure XML in the
corresponding database. If we do not apply any HShreX
annotations the data in the datasets is represented in a
shredded storage model (positions 1 and 2 in Figure 6). The
HShreX has been forced to represent the data in a hybrid and
in a pure native storage models applying the maptoxml
annotation to the reaction (positions 4 to 8) and model
(positions 10 to 14) elements respectively.
We have chosen two of the major database servers
available on the market and set up their options related to the
XML data representation in various configurations. Using
the database servers XML storage capabilities we are able to
store the XML data with or without associating it with
corresponding XML schema. The database servers run on
HP Proliant DL380 G6 Server with two Intel Xeon E5530
Quad Core HT Enabled processors running at 2.4 GHz (in
total 16 logical processors) and 30 GB RAM.
We have created different SQL queries (exemplified in
Figure 4 and Figure 5) and executed them against the three

Shredded:
SELECT d."species", b."shrex_pid", e."species
FROM sbml_model_listOfReactions_reaction_listOfReactants b,
sbml_model_listOfReactions_reaction_listOfProducts c,
sbml_model_listOfReactions_reaction_listOfReactants_speciesReference d,
sbml_model_listOfReactions_reaction_listOfProducts_speciesReference e
WHERE c."shrex_pid" = b."shrex_pid"
AND b."shrex_id" = d."shrex_pid"
AND c."shrex_id" = e."shrex_pid"
AND d."species" = 'REACT_5251_1_Oxygen';
Native:
SELECT reaction.query( 'for $react in //reaction,
$rtant in $react/listOfReactants/speciesReference,
$prod in $react/listOfProducts/speciesReference
return <path> {data($rtant/@species)} {data($react/@id)}
{data($prod/@species)} </path>') "test"
FROM sbml_model_listOfReactions_reaction
WHERE reaction.exist('//reaction/listOfReactants/speciesReference
[@species="REACT_5251_1_Oxygen"]') = 1;

Figure 5. Sample query for SBML – Query 2

storage models and different database configurations. In
Query 1, the simpler among both, we retrieve details for a
reaction where one of its participants is specified. In the
second query, we join details for reactions and reactions to
extract participants and products for all reactions. First we
executed the two queries using only the homo sapiens
dataset. After that we loaded both datasets at the same time
and evaluated how the response time changes when the size
of the data stored in the database increases. The measured
performance can be influenced by other processes running
on the server. To reduce this influence, the queries from the
figures were executed ten times per condition set, and the
averages of the results are presented.
First runs were made without any additional
optimization. Based on the statistics, proper XML indices,
for each variation of database storage options, were created
and the same queries were executed again. Thus, we benefit
from the statistical information available for a particular
dataset in three ways: we can use the statistics to choose the
best place for the HShreX annotations regarding our interests
and in this way to switch flexibly and rapidly between
different storage models. We are as well able to create
proper, for each storage model, indices based on the view of
the data distribution in the particular dataset. A final
advantage is that we can optimize our SQL queries not only
creating indices but rewriting them based on the data

Figure 6. Performance [ms] for Query 1 (left) and Query 2 (right) where: ■ homo sapiens dataset with index, ■ homo sapiens dataset without index,
■ homo sapiens and biomodels datasets with index and ■ homo sapiens and biomodels datasets without index
(* some values exceed the „Y‟ coordinate range)
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distribution and complexity.
The results from the two different query executions are
shown on Figure 6. The equivalent positions on the „X‟
coordinate in both of the charts correspond to equivalent
condition sets of database storage options. The results from
positions 1 and 2 correspond to a fully shredded storage,
positions 4 – 8 correspond to a hybrid storage and positions
10 – 14 correspond to a pure native XML storage. Positions
4 – 8 use the same conditions sets of database storage
options as positions 10 – 14, however the HShreX annotation
is applied to different elements. As we expected, there is a
clear relation between the storage model and the query
performance i.e., the execution times are fastest in the
shredded storage and slowest in the pure native storage.
Examining the positions 4 – 14 in both result sets we can
clearly see that the query performance varies with a different
amount for the different database storage options when the
size of the data in the database increases. The performance is
usually improved when the XML indices are created. It is
worth noting that this is not true for position 11 in Query 2
where the performance drops considerably when the index is
used. While positions 4 – 8 in the two results sets are
comparable, positions 10 – 14 have a lot of differences.
Positions 13 and 14 in the first results set have the worst
performance among the results for pure native storage while
in the second results set they have the best performance.
Analyzing positions 13 and 14 in the first result set shows
that indices have excellent performance when the size of the
data is relatively small and their performance decrease when
the data size increases. It is worth noting as well the
differences between positions 7, 8 and respectively 13, 14 in
the results for Query 1. Positions 7, 13 and 8, 14 respectively
have the same database storage options – positions 7 and 8
give the best results while positions 13 and 14 give the worst.
Analyzing the two result sets we can conclude that
indices provide better results when used with the hybrid
storage than with the pure XML storage. The indices
efficiency increases when the size of the data in the hybrid
storage increases. During results analysis we need to
consider that the results are also affected from the database
servers XML storage capabilities and created indices. The
benchmark results are influenced from the data distribution
in the datasets as well as the SQL queries construction. The
statistical data available in HShreX facilitates and aids our
decision where to put HShreX annotations and SQL indices
and thus HShreX assists us in fast storage construction.
VI.

RELATED WORK

The work presented in this article combines ideas from
several different areas for XML storage. The first is the work
on automatic shredding of XML documents into relational
databases by capturing the XML structure or based on the
DTD or XML schema for the XML data [1][5][6][8]. The
intention with these approaches is to create efficient storage
for the XML data. The resulting data model is often hard to
understand and is usually hidden from the user via an
interface providing automatic query translation of XQuery
into the model.
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The other related area is hybrid XML storage for
relational databases. The vendors offer different underlying
representation for the XML type, in some cases it is a byte
representation of the XML, in other cases it is some kind of
shredding of the XML data [4][10][20][23]. In addition,
database vendors provide a number of tools to import XML
natively or shred the data into the system. These tools are
intended for design of one database solution, thus generation
and evaluation of alternative solutions become time
consuming.
Interesting work [21] has addressed the question of
properties of XML data and generating statistical and
comparative measurements of XML datasets. However, this
work concentrates on overall measures of properties of the
dataset and does not consider the more detailed statistical
measurements that we have found most useful in our work.
Other related works are found within database
optimization [11][15]. Query optimization can rely on
statistics of data and query use for fine tuning their
performance [9][12]. However, these statistics are often
dependent on the internal database representation instead of
based on the original dataset as is necessary for our work. It
would be interesting to include these measurements in our
work to see whether they could give added value to our
indicators.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
The first tests of the tool are promising and show that our
tool is very useful for aiding in storage design. Using the
tools and statistics improves the evaluation process and
makes it possible to compare a high number of alternative
hybrid database designs. We will continue to use the tool for
more extensive evaluations and to refine the method. In
particular, we want to compare our set of measurements with
the more advanced statistical methods used in [9]. The final
goals would be to use the measure to provide suggestions of
beneficial hybrid data models for the end user, to further
automate the process of storage design. To reach this goal it
is crucial to have access to series of data with specific
properties to fine tune the indicators and tests. Also for this
issue we have made a first solution for generating data with
desired properties [13], which can be integrated into our tool.
One bottleneck with our method is that hybrid data
models are very complex to query due to the mix of query
languages. We are currently using SQL/XML, however, if
we consider a user that want to work on the data as if it was
XML, this is not feasible. Options are automatic query
translations from XQuery to the defined model or to provide
a higher level query language for the user.
Another very interesting question is hybrid storage
solutions with several DB architectures as a backend, for
instance pure native XML databases or specialized databases
for graphs or RDF storage. This becomes particularly
important for applications where parts of the data contain
RDF code or represent graphs as is the case for many system
biology standards. We have previously evaluated different
combinations [27][28] and would like to include also these
options in the HShreX Framework.
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Abstract—In the problem of translating XPath expressions into
SQL queries, the most challenging part is to find a way to
minimize the use of least fixpoint (LFP) operators when a DTD
graph contains cycles. In this paper, we address this issue and
present a new algorithm to do the task based on the
recognition of a kind of DTD graphs, which can be reduced to
a single node by contracting nodes into their parents one by
one. For this kind of DTD graphs, not only the corresponding
relational algebra expressions can be efficiently generated, but
the use of LFP operators can also be minimized. For those
DTD graphs that are not reducible, we devise a different
algorithm which is less efficient than the algorithm for
reducible graphs, but more efficient than any existing method.
Keywords: XML, XPath, Query Processing

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the widespread of XML both as a document format
and as a data exchange format, the interest in querying XML
data stored in relational databases has increased. With this
comes the need for answering XML queries in a relational
database system, by translating XML queries to SQL
statements [11, 19, 21]. It is quite different from the
prevailing methods for evaluating twig joins [7, 8, 9, 10, 11].
Let D be a DTD (Document Type Definition). Let R be a
relational schema defined for D by using the shared-inlining
technique [24], denoted as a mapping f: D → R. Denote by
D all the XML documents conforming to D. Denote by R
all the possible relational states of R. Then, the storage of a
set of documents conforming to D in DB(R) (a database
with the relational schema R) can be considered as a
mapping derived from f, denoted as fs: 2D → R.
Given an XPath expression Q, what we want is to find
an equivalent relational algebra expression Q’, which can be
evaluated against DB(R), such that for any document d ∈ D,
Q on d can be answered by Q’ on fs({d}). That is, the set of
nodes selected by Q on T equals the set of tuples selected by
Q’ on fs({d}). We denote this by
Q(T) = Q’(fs ({d})).
When a DTD is simply a tree or a DAG (directed acyclic
graph), a simple translation can be conducted by
enumerating all matching paths of the input XPath
expression in the DTD, sharing common subpaths, rewriting
the paths as relational algebra expressions, and taking a
union of all of them [12]. However, when a DTD contains
recursive element type definition, the problem becomes
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challenging [4, 5]. In this case, the interaction between
recursion in the DTD and recursion (descendant-or-self axis,
represented by ‘//’) in an XPath expression significantly
complicates the translation.
In the past decade, a lot of work has been done on
querying XML data stored in relational databases such as
those discussed in [7, 9, 10, 12, 14, 23]. However, as
surveyed in [15], in all these methods, except the strategies
proposed in [14, 25], the problem of translating recursive
XML queries over recursive DTD is not addressed.
The method discussed in [14] is capable of translating
path queries with ‘//’ to a sequence of SQL queries using the
SQL’99 recursion operator. However, the SQL queries
produced by [14] tend to be large and complicated and
cannot be effectively optimized. Also, as pointed out by Fan
et al. [25], the method is applicable only to a very limited
class of path expressions.
In [25], Fan et al. proposed a different method. The main
idea of this method is to transform an XPath expression to
an extended XPath expression, in which some variables may
be used to represent sub-expressions. In addition, any ‘//’ is
replaced with a Kleene closure. Given an extended XPath
expression, a sequence of relational algebra expressions can
be easily created. The time complexity of this process is
bounded by O(|D|3|Q|log|D|). When translated to an
extended XPath expressions, a Kleene closure of the form:
E* corresponds to a sub-expression of the form: A//B in an
XPath expression, and E represents all the paths from A to B
in the corresponding DTD graph.
However, the generated expressions are also very large
with many unnecessary joins involved. For example, for the
graph shown in Fig. 1, the regular expression generated by
Fan’s algorithm [25] for the path from v1 to v1 would be
e0 ∪ e0* ∪ ((e1 ∪ e0*⋅e1)/( e4⋅e0*⋅e1)* ⋅ (e4 ∪ e4⋅e0*)).
e4
v1
e0

e2
v2

e1

v3

e3

Fig. 1. A directed graph

But the minimized regular expression for this is (e0 ∪ e4
∪ e2)*. In the Appendix, we will make a sample trace to
show how Fan’s algorithm [25] works in generating such a
complicated expression over the above graph.
It is obvious that the Kleene closure is a very costly
operation. It dominates the whole query evaluation time. So,
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it is necessary to reduce the size of E such that as few joins
as possible are involved.
In this paper, we propose a new algorithm to mitigate the
problem to some extent. We will recognize a class of DTD
graphs G, for which a reduction sequence of nodes: v1,
v2, …, vn = r can be found such that G can be reduced to a
single node r, where n is the number of G’s nodes. For this
kind of DTD graphs, we can create a relational algebra
expression in O(mlogn) time, where m is the edges of G.
More importantly, we can always find a way to generate
minimized relational algebra expressions for them. For
those non-reducible graphs, we propose a different
algorithm. Although it is less efficient than the algorithm for
the reducible graphs, it is more efficient than any existing
strategies.
The paper contains five sections. In Section 2, we review
DTDs, XPath expressions, and schema-based mapping from
XML to relations. In Section 3, we concentrate on the
recursion in XPath expressions. Section 4 is devoted to the
general process for transforming XPath queries to relational
algebra expressions. Finally, the paper concludes in Section
5.
II.

BASIC CONCEPTS

In this section, we review DTDs and XPath expressions,
as well as the XML data storage in relational databases to
provide a discussion background.
- DTD
Abstractly, an XML DTD can be considered as a triple
<H, S, r>, where H is a set of element types (corresponding
to element tag names); r is the root type; and S is a set of
rules defining the types in H. That is, for any type A in H,
S(A) (the definition of A) is an expression:
β ::= ε | B | β, β | (β | β) | β*,
where ε is the empty word, B represents a type in H
(referred to as a subelement or child type of A), and ‘|’, ‘,’
and ‘*’ denote disjunction, concatenation, and the Kleene
star, respectively. We refer to A → S(A) as the production of
A.
We will represent a DTD D as a graph, called the DTD
graph of D and denoted by GD, as done in [24]. In GD, each
node stands for a distinct element type and each edge for a
parent/child relationship. In addition, an edge (A, B) is
marked with ‘*’ if B is enclosed in a definition of A with the
form: β*.
As an example, see the DTD graph shown in Fig. 2,
representing a DTD: <H, S, dept> with
H = {dept, course, cno, title, time, prereq, takenBy,
taughtBy, professor, pno, pname, teaching, student,
sno, sname, qualified}, and

S defined as follows:
dept → course*
course → cno, title, time, prereq, takenBy, taughtBy
prereq → course*
takenBy → course*
taughtBy → professor*
student → sno, sname, qualified
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qualified → course*
professor → pno, pname, teaching
teaching → course*
dept
*

*

student

course
sno sname qualified
cno

*

professor

*

title time prereq takenBy taughtBy
*

pno pname teaching
*

Fig. 2. A DTD graph

In the above DTD graph, we handle each attribute as a
primitive element type for simplicity. But it obviously does
not lose any generality.
A DTD is recursive if it has an element type that is
defined (directly or indirectly) in terms of itself. When
represented as a graph, it will contain a few nested and
overlapping cycles. So the DTD shown in Fig. 2 is recursive.
- XPath expressions
XPath [6] is a popular language for querying XML data.
It has been used in many XML applications and in some
other languages for querying and transforming XML data,
such as XQuery and XSLT. In this paper, we address a
practical fragment of XPath, in which each path in a
predicate can be compared with a constant, but not with
another path, given as below:
p ::= . | A | * | p/p | p//p | p[q] |
q ::= p | p δ c | ¬q | q ∨ q | q ∧ q
δ ::= ‘=’ | ‘!=’ | ‘>’ | ‘>=’ | ‘<’ | ‘<=’
where ‘.’, A, and * denote the self-axis, a type (element tag
name) and a wild card, respectively. ‘/’ and ‘//’ are childaxis and descendant-or-self-axis, respectively; and [q] is a
predicate (also referred to as a qualifier), in which c is a
constant and δ represents a comparison relation. For
example, the following XPath expression
/dept/course[title = ‘XML’ or
(¬(time = 2008) and prereq = ‘CS2201’)]//professor
selects the professor who taught a course either with title
‘XML’ or with the prerequisite ‘CS2201’ but not in 2008.
Such an XPath expression can be represented as a tree with
five kinds of nodes: axis-tag nodes (at-node), logical-AND
nodes (∧-node), logical-OR nodes (∨-node), logic-negation
node, and constant node:
• at-node: An axis-tag node in the tree stands for one
location step. It has the content /tag or //tag.
• ∧-node: A logical-AND node connects two or more child
subtrees with AND logic.
• ∨-node: A logical-OR node connects two or more child
subtrees with OR logic.
• ¬-node: A logical-negation node negates the result of its
unique subtree.
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• C-node: A constant node is a value of the form: = c, != c,
< c, > c, <= c, or >= c.
For example, the above XPath expression can be
represented as a tree shown in Fig. 3.

v2
/title

v3

=XML

v4

v6
v7

v0

/dept

v1

/course

∨

v11

v5

∧

¬

v9

/year v10

*

*
Rc

//professor

Rp

*

Rs

Rp

*

*

*
Rs

(a)

ID

P

d1

-

ID

P

p1
p2

c1
c5

ID

P

s1

c2

Rc

ID

P

c1
c2
c3
c4
c5

d1
d1
c1
s2
p1

(b)

Fig. 4. A tree representing an XPath expression
/prereq
= ‘CS2201’

v8 =2008
Fig. 3. A tree representing an XPath expression

For any at-node v, we use v.axis and v.tag to refer to the
axis (‘/’ or ‘//’) and the tag appearing in v, respectively. In
addition, we define some operations on query tree nodes:
children(v) – returns all child nodes of v;
parent(v) – returns the parent of v;
atChildren(v) – returns a set of at-nodes in the subtree
rooted at v, which are reachable without traversing through
other at-nodes.
atParent(v) – returns the nearest ancestor at-node of v.
For example, given the query tree in Fig. 3, we have
children(v1) = {v2, v11}, parent(v5) = v2, atChildren(v1) =
{v3, v7, v9, v11}, atParent(v9) = v1.
- Mapping a DTD into a relation schema
In order to store a set of XML documents (conforming
to a certain DTD D) in a relational database, we will first
establish a map f: D → R from D to a relational schema R.
To this end, we will first removed all the edges marked with
‘*’ in GD, dividing it into several node-disjoint components:
G1, …, Gk. Each Gj is then mapped to a relation schema Rj
in R, which has three attributes: ID (identifier of elements),
P (parent of the current element) and V (for the values of all
the other attributes). If Gj has more than one incoming edges,
we will use a parentCode attribute [24] to distinguish
among different parents.
From f, one can easily derive a data mapping fs: 2D → R,
representing the storage of a set of documents in DB(R).
Let d be a document conforming to D. Then, in fs({d}) (the
database storing d), a tuple (id, p, v) in a relation with a
certain schema RA represents an element in d with its
identifier equal to id, its parent element identifier to p, and
all its attribute values represented by v. For example, the
DTD shown in Fig. 1 can be mapped to four relation
schemas: Rd, Rc, Rp, and Rs, representing dept, course,
professor, and student, respectively. These four relation
schemas are connected as shown in Fig. 3(a). In Fig. 3(b),
we show a sample database, in which for each relation only
values for ID and P are displayed. (See [24] for a detailed
discussion.)
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III.

ON THE RECURSION IN XPATH

The most difficult issue in translation of XPath
expressions is the treatment of //-axis. In this section, we
mainly address this problem. The discussion of a general
process for the transformation is shifted to the next section.
A. Reducible subgraphs
Consider an XPath query A//B over a DTD D. This
query, when evaluated at an A-element in a document T
conforming to D, is to find all B-elements which are the
descendants of the A-element. To do this, Fan et al. [25]
proposed an algorithm to create a sequence of extended
XPath expressions to represent all the paths connecting A to
B. (An extended XPath is a regular XPath expression [18]
with variables being used.) As shown in the introduction, an
extended XPath expression generated by Fan et al. [25] can
be very large.
To mitigate this problem, we recognize a class of graphs,
for which not only the corresponding relational algebra
expressions can be efficiently created, but the use of LFP
operations is minimized.
First, we notice that what we want is to produce an
expression for a graph containing all the paths from a node
α to another nodeβ in a certain graph G. We call such a
graph an αβ-graph, denoted as G[α, β]. Obviously, every
node in G[α, β] is reachable from α.
Definition 1 An αβ-graph G[α,β] is reducible if it can be
reduced to a graph consisting of a single node by means of
the following transformations:
O1 (Remove a loop): If e is an edge such that head(e) =
tail(e), delete e. (Note that for an edge e = (a, b), head(e)
= a and tail(e) = b.)
O2 (Remove a node): If u ≠ α is a node such that all edges e
with tail(e) = u have head(e) being a same node v,
contract u into v by deleting u and all edges from v to u,
and converting any edge e with head(e) = w into an edge
e’ with head(e’) = v and tail(e’) = tail(e). (We remark
that v may be connected to u by multiple edges.)
As an example, consider the subgraph G[Rc, Rp] of the
graph shown in Fig. 4(a). It can be reduced as shown in Fig.
5.
From Fig. 5, we can see that in each step we remove
some loops and then contract a node u (≠ α) into another
node v if v is the unique parent of u. This process continues
until only one node is left.
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G0 = G(Rc, Rp):
Rc
e0

Rp

e1

G1:

remove loop e0
contract Rs into Rc

e2

e4

Rs

Rc

e3

loop(v)
e4
e1

Rp

Rp

e2

G2:
remove loop e2
contract Rp into Rc

Rc

Rc

e1

Rc

(a)

Rs

Rp (b)

Fig. 6. Data structures and contraction tree
remove loop e4

Rc

e4

Fig. 5. Illustration of graph reduction

If in a certain step we cannot find a node (≠ α) which
has only one parent, the process gets stuck. Then the
corresponding αβ-graph is non-reducible. Since for the αβgraph in the graph shown in Fig. 4(a) the reduction can
always be conducted, it is reducible.
To check whether an αβ-graph is reducible, we do the
following operation repeatedly.
1. Remove all the loops.
2. Check each u in the αβ-graph to see whether O2 can be
applied to it. If it is the case, contract it.
Obviously, this process requires O(n2 ) time, where n is
the numbers of the nodes of the αβ-graph.
From the above discussion, we can see that for a
reducible αβ-graph a reduction sequence of nodes: v1, v2, …,
vn = α can be found such that the αβ-graph can be reduced
to α by removing vi in the sequence. For convenience, we
call α the root of the αβ-graph. For example, for the G[Rc,
Rp] shown in Fig. 5, the reduction sequence of the nodes is:
Rs, Rp, Rc. Its root is Rc.
Accordingly, we also get a sequence of graphs: G0,
G1, …, Gn-1 such that G0 is the original αβ-graph and Gi =
Gi-1/{vi} for i > 0 (see Fig. 5 for illustration). For an edge e
∈ Gi, we use headi(e) and taili(e) to represent its head and
tail in Gi, respectively. We notice that for the same edge e
appearing in Gi and Gj with i ≠ j, it is possible that headi(e)
≠ headj(e). For instance, in G0 (see Fig. 5), head0(e2) = Rs.
But in G1, head1(e2) = Rc. However, for any e, if it appears
in G0, G1, …, Gi for some i, we must have tail0(e) = tail1(e)
= … = taili(e).
In the graph reduction process, we can associate each
node v with three data structures to facilitate the creation of
relational algebra expressions:
loop(v): a set of edges such that for each e in the set
there exists Gi for some i such that we have headi(v) =
taili(v).
non-loop(v): a set of edges, along which v is contracted
into another node. (Remember that we may have multiple
edges in a graph.)
contractor(v): a node, into which v is contracted.
Since each node has only one contractor, the contraction
process can be represented by a tree (called a contraction
spanning tree and denoted as CST), in which there is an
edge from v to u if u is contracted into v.
Example 1 In the graph reduction process shown in Fig. 5,
a set of data structures will be constructed, as shown in Fig.
6(a). Fig. 6(b) shows the corresponding CST tree.
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In order to generate an expression for a reducible αβgraph, we explore the correspnding CST tree bottom-up.
During the traversal of the CST, for each encountered node
v, the associated data structures are used to generate an
expression for it, which is then utilized to create an
expression representing all the paths from the root to v.
Algorithm gen-expression(T) (*T is a CST.*)
begin
1. search T bottom-up;
2. for each encountered node v do
3. { Ev ← φ; Qv ← φ;
4.
for each e ∈ non-loop(v) do
Rtail ( e ) ;}
5.
{Ev ← Ev ∪ Rhead (e)
0

6.
7.
8.

1

k

Qv ← Qv ∪ Q ⋈ Rhead (e) ⋈ Rtail (e) ;

9.
10.

0

for each e ∈ loop(v) do
{let v1 → … → vk be the path from v to head0(e) in T;
Q ← Ev ⋈ … ⋈ Ev ;
0

0

}

11.
Ev ← Ev ⋈ Qv*;
12. }
13. for each node v do
14. { let u1 → … → uj be the path from α to v in T;
15.
Eα-v ← Eu ⋈ … ⋈ Eu j ;
1

16. }
End
The algorithm works in two phases. The first phase
consists of lines 1 - 12. The second phase consists of lines
13 - 16. In the first phase, we create an expression for each
node v. In the second phase, for each node v, the expression
representing all paths from the root to it is generated by
using the expressions generated in the first phase.
Example 2 Applying the above algorithm to the CST tree
and the data structures shown in Fig. 6, we will generate the
following expressions step by step.
first phase:
Step 1: access Rs. loop(Rs) = φ. non-loop(Rs) = {e3}.
Es = Rc ⋈ Rs.
Step 2: access Rp. loop(Rp) = φ. non-loop(Rp) = {e1}.
Ep = Rc ⋈ Rp.
Step 3: access Rc. loop(Rp) = {e0, e2, e4}.
head0(e0) = Rc. head0(e2) = Rs. head0(e4) = Rp.
head0(e3) = Rpub.
Ec = (Rp ⋈ Rp ∪
(Rc ⋈ Rs) ⋈ (Rs ⋈ Rc) ∪
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(Rc ⋈ Rp) ⋈ (Rp ⋈ Rc))*
= (Rp ∪ Rc ⋈ Rs ∪ Rc ⋈ Rp)*
second phase:
Step 4: Ec-s = Ec ⋈ Es.
Step 5: Ec-p = Ec ⋈ Ep.
Step 6: Ec-c = Ec ⋈ Ec= Ec.
Proposition 1 Let v be a node in a reducible αβ-graph.
Then the expression Eα-v produced by gen-expression( )
exactly represents all paths from α to v.
Proof. We use χ(Eα-v) to represent a set containing all the
paths represented by Eα-v. We prove the proposition by
induction on the length of the path p from α to v in the
corresponding CST tree T.
Basis. When |p| = 1, α is the contractor of v. Eα-v = Eα ⋈ Ev.
The proposition holds.
Induction step. Assume that when |p| = k the proposition
holds. We consider the case that |p| = k + 1. Let v’ be the
contractor of v. Then the length of the path from α to v’ is k.
According to the induction assumption, Eα-v’ exactly
represents all paths from α to v’. Since the αβ-graph is
reducible, all paths reaching v must go through v’. So the
expression should be Ev’ ⋈ Ev. It is exactly done by the
algorithm.
B. Non-reducible subgraphs
If an αβ-graph G[α,β] is not reducible, then in the
reduction process we will reach a graph G’, in which we are
not able to find a node (≠ α) that has only one parent.
Let v1, v2, …, vj (j < n) be the node sequence removed
from G[α,β] in the incomplete reduction process. Let G0,
G1, …, Gj+1 be the corresponding graph sequence such that
G0 = G[α,β], Gi+1 = Gi/{vi} (i = 0, …, j), and Gj+1 cannot be
reduced any more. We call Gj+1 a remaining graph. Let
r1, …, rl be those nodes in Gj+1 such that into each of them
some vi (1 ≤ i ≤ j) is contracted. Then, we will construct l
CST trees: T1, …, Tl in the same way as discussed in the
previous subsection. Each Ti is rooted at ri (1 ≤ i ≤ l).
Assume that β is a node in some Tk (1 ≤ k ≤ l). Then, we can
construct an expression E r − β representing all paths from rk
k

to β, as discussed in 3.1.
As an example, consider an G[α,β] shown in Fig. 7(a)
with α = v2 and β = v7.
e1
e1
v1
e3
v3
e9
v6

e2
e7

e5

e4

v4 e8
e10
v7

e12

e6

e4

e3
v1

e11
v8

(a)

v2

e2

v1

v2

v5
v3
v6

e12
e5
v4

(b)
e8
v2
v5
v8

(c)

v7

Fig. 7. αβ-graph, remaining graph, and CST trees

For this graph, we can find a contraction sequence of
nodes: v7, v6, v3, v8, v5, and a series of contracted graphs: G0
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= G[α,β], G1 = G0/{v7}, G2 = G1/{v6}, G3 = G2/{v3}, G4 =
G3/{v8}, G5 = G4/{v5}. We show G5 in Fig. 7(b). It is a
remaining graph and cannot be reduced anymore. In G5,
special attention should be paid to v1 and v2. They are the
contractors of v3 and v5, respectively. So, two CST trees will
be constructed for the removed nodes as shown in Fig. 7(c).
The expression representing all the paths from v1 to v7 is
easy to compute: Ev −v = v7 ⋈ v6 ⋈ v3 ⋈ v1.
In a next step, we need to calculate Eα − r over the
1

7

k

remaining graph, and produce an expression Eα − rk ⋈

E rk − β

as

the final result.
However, Eα − rk cannot be calculated in the same way as
an expression over a reducible graph. A different algorithm
has to be devised. In the following, we discuss this
algorithm in detail. Its time complexity is the same as Fan’s
algorithm [25]. But much less computation will be
conducted.
Let G’ be a remaining graph. We number its nodes from
1 to n’, where n’ is the number of the nodes in G’. Our
purpose is to produce a set of expressions of the form Ei-j
with each representing all paths from i to j, from which Eα-r
can be created, where r is the root of some CST tree, in
which β appears.
So the algorithm works in two phases. In the first phase,
we create necessary Ei-j’s. In the second phase, we generate
Eα-r.
Procedure phase-1(G’)
begin
1. for i = 1 to n do
2. { for j = 1 to n do
3.
{ if e = (i, j) is an edge in E then Ei-j ← i ⋈ j;
4.
else Ei-j ← φ;
5.
}
6. }
7. for k = 1 to n do
8. { Ek-k ← Ek-k*;
9.
for i = k + 1 to n do
10.
{ if Ei-k ≠ φ then Ei-k ← Ei-k ⋈ Ek-k;
11.
for j = k + 1 to n do
12.
{ if Ei-j ≠ φ then Ei-j ← Ei-j ∪ Ei-k ⋈ Ek-j;
13.
}
14.
}
15. }
end
Example 3 In this example, we trace the computation when
the above algorithm is applied to the graph shown in Fig.
7(b). In the process, the three nodes v1, v2, and v4 in the
graph are numbered with 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Besides,
we use ‘⋅’ and ei to represent respectively ⋈ and head(ei) ⋈
tail(ei) for simplicity. We also use I to represent an identity
relation such that for any relation R we have I ⋈ R = R ⋈ I =
R. Finally, for a Kleene operation R*, if R is φ or I, R* is
defined to be I.
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Initialization (lines 1 – 5):
(0)

E

=

⎡φ
⎢
⎢e2
⎢e
⎣ 3

IV.

e4 ⎤
⎥
e5 ⎥
φ ⎥⎦

e1
e12
e8

First iteration (k = 1):
E(1) =

⎡I
⎢
⎢e 2
⎢e 3
⎣

e1
e12 ∪ e 2 ⋅ e1
e8 ∪ e3 ⋅ e1

e4
⎤
⎥
e5 ∪ e 2 ⋅ e 4 ⎥
e3 ⋅ e 4 ⎥⎦

Second iteration (k = 2):
⎡I

E(2) = ⎢⎢e2

⎢e
⎣3

e1

(e12 ∪ e2 ⋅ e1 )∗
(e8 ∪ e3 ⋅ e1 ) ⋅ (e12 ∪ e2 ⋅ e1 ) ∗

⎤
e4
⎥
e5 ∪ e2 ⋅ e4
⎥
e3 ⋅ e4 ∪ (e8 ∪ e3 ⋅ e1 ) ⋅ (e12 ∪ e2 ⋅ e1 ) ∗ e5 ∪ e2 ⋅ e4 ⎥⎦

Third iteration (k = 3):
⎡I

E(3)= ⎢⎢e2

⎢
⎣e3

e1

e4

⎤

⎥
e5 ∪ e2 ⋅ e4
(e12 ∪ e2 ⋅ e1 )∗
⎥
(e8 ∪ e3 ⋅ e1 ) ⋅ (e12 ∪ e2 ⋅ e1 ) ∗ (e3 ⋅ e4 ∪ (e8 ∪ e3 ⋅ e1 ) ⋅ (e12 ∪ e2 ⋅ e1 ) ∗ e5 ∪ e2 ⋅ e4 )*⎦⎥

Concerning the above algorithm, we have the following
proposition.
Proposition 2 After the execution of phase-1, the following
statements are true:
i) Ei-j for i ≥ j is an expression representing exactly the
paths from i to j which contain no intermediate node
larger than j.
ii) Ei-j for i < j is an expression representing exactly the
paths from i to j all of whose intermediate nodes are
smaller than i.
Proof. Straightforward by induction on k.
In terms of this proposition, we design the second phase
to generate Eα-r.
If α ≥ r, for all those joins of the form Eα-j ⋈ Ej-r, which
should be included in Eα-r, j should be larger than r. If α < r,
j should be larger than or equal to α.
According to the above analysis, we give the following
procedure.
Procedure phase-2(E) (*E contains all the expressions
produced in phase-1.*)
Begin
1. If α ≥ r then j ← r + 1;
2. else j ← α;
3. Eα-r ← Eα − r ∪ (Eα-j ⋈ Ej-r) ∪ … ∪ (Eα-n’ ⋈ En’-r);
k

end
For example, the expression representing all paths from
v2 to v1 in the graph shown in Fig. 7(b) is
E2-1 ∪ (E2-2 ⋈ E2-1) ∪ (E2-3 ⋈ E3-1)
= e2 ∪ (e12 ∪ e2⋅e1)* ⋈ e2 ∪ (e5 ∪ e2⋅e4) ⋈ e3.
Proposition 3 After the execution of phase-2, Eα-r is an
expression representing exactly the paths from α to r.
Proof. In terms of Proposition 2, Eα-r generated by phase-1
represents only those paths from α to r, which contain no
node larger than α or larger than r, depending on whether α
≥ r or α < r. By phase-2, the missing sub-expressions are
calculated and included in the final expression.
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GENERAL PROCESS

In this section, we describe a general process to
transform an XPath expression to a relational algebra
expression.
As shown in Section 2, an XPath expression Q, can
always be represented as a tree TQ. Then, given a query tree,
what we need to do is to construct an expression from TQ.
Our method works in three steps.
In the first step, we transform each node v of the //B
node to a node of the form /E such that E may contain
Kleene closures. It is done as follows.
• If B is an attribute name, we will first find the relation
name C, in which B appears. Then, find atParent(v).tag
and construct an αβ-graph G[atParent(v).tag, C].
Assume that the expression created for the graph is E.
We will replace v with an edge (u, u’) such that u = ‘/E’
and u’ = ‘/B’ and the children of v become the children
of u’.
• If B is a relation name, we will construct an expression E
for G[atParent(v).tag, B] and replace v with ‘/E.
In this way, we transform TQ to TQ’ which does not
contain any ‘//’.
In the second step, we mainly handle attributes. For any
at-node v of the form /tag with tag being an attribute in
some relation R, we will find its child u if it exists. We
distinguish two cases of u.
• u is a logic node ‘∧’ or ‘∨’. In this case, we will find all
children of u. Each of them must be a constant node of
the form δc, where c is a constant and δ is =, !=, >,
>=, < or <=. Let δ1c1, …, δkck be the children of u. If u =
‘∧’, construct a selection operation
σ tagδ1c1 ∧L∧ tagδ k c k ( R ) .
Otherwise, construct

σ tagδ1c1 ∨L∨ tagδ k c k ( R ) .

Substitute it for v.
• u is a constant node δc. Replace v with σ tagδc (R) .
In this way, we transform TQ’ to TQ’’ which does not
contain any attribute name.
Now we have only logic nodes and at-nodes with
relation names in TQ’’. (See Fig. 8 for illustration.)
In the third step, we will search TQ’’ bottom-up. Let v be
the node currently encountered. The following operations
will be performed.
1. If v is a leaf node, return v.
2. If v is a non-leaf node, it will be checked as follows.
v = ‘∨’: Let v1, …, vk be the children of v. Let Fi be the
relational algebra expression Fi for Q[vi] (subtree rooted at vi)
(i = 1, …, k). Return F1 ∪ … ∪ Fk.
v = ‘∧’: Let v1, …, vk be the children of v. Let Fi be the
relational algebra expression Fi for Q[vi] (i = 1, …, k).
Return F1 ∩ … ∩ Fk.
v = ‘¬’: Return R – F, where R is the relation name in its
atParent, and F is the expression created for its unique child.
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v = ‘/tag’: Let v1, …, vk be the children of v. Let Fi be the
relational algebra expression Fi for Q[vi] (i = 1, …, k). If
‘tag’ appears in at least one Fi , return F1 ⋈ … ⋈ Fk.
Otherwise, return tag ⋈ F1 ⋈ … ⋈ Fk.
Example 4 Applying the above process to the query tree
shown in Fig. 3, we will get a tree shown in Fig. 8 after the
first two steps.
After the third step, we will get the following
expression:
dept ⋈ (σtitle=XML(course) ∪ ((course σyear=2008(course)) ∩ σprereq=CS2001(course)) ⋈ E.
The above expression can be evaluated in any relational
database system which supports the LFP operation. But
such an expression should be optimized. This can be done
by using the standard techniques [26].
/course
/E

E = (e0 ∪ e4 ∪ e2)*

∧

σtitle=XML(course)
¬

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]
[12]
[13]

/dept

∨

[6]

σprereq=CS2001(course)

σyear=2008(course)

[14]

[15]
[16]
[17]

Fig. 8. Illustration for tree transformation
[18]

V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new method is proposed for transforming
unique parents. For this kind of graphs, not only the
expressions can be efficiently generated, but the use of the
LFP operators can be minimized. For a non-reducible graph
XPath expressions to relational algebra expressions. The
main idea behind it is to recognize a class of DTD graphs,
which can be reduced by contracting nodes into their
respective, we divide it into two parts: a reducible part and a
non-reducible part, and create expressions for them
separately. In this way, the use of the LFP operators can also
be dramatically decreased. In addition, a theoretical
comparison of our method with Fan’s algorithm is
conducted, showing that Fan’s algorithm is in essence a
brute-force algorithm, by which no attention is paid to the
structure of DTD graphs. So it cannot be efficient,
especially for the reducible graphs.

[19]
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APPENDIX

In the Appendix, we describe Fan’s algorithm [25] and
apply it to a simple graph to see how it works. Especially,
showing that even for a simple graph the created regular
expression can be very large.
In Fan’s algorithm, the nodes in a graph are numbered,
and a variable M[i, j, k] is used to store the expression
representing all paths from node i to node j via nodes whose
numbers are less than or equal to k.
Through a nested loop, the algorithm checks all possible
values for i, j, and k; and for each combination the value of
the corresponding M[i, j, k] is established. Therefore, it is a
brute-force algorithm.
Algorithm CycleE(G, A, B)
Input: a graph G with n nodes, and two nodes A and B in G.
Output: a regular expression representing all paths from A to
B in G.
begin
1. for i = 1 to n do {
2.
for j = 1 to n do {
3.
if i = j
4.
then M[i, j, 0] ← φ;
5.
else if i ≠ j and (i, j) is an edge e in G
6.
then M[i, j, 0] ← e;
7.
else M[i, j, 0] ← φ; }}
8. for k = 1 to n do {
9.
for = 1 to n do {
10.
for j = 1 to n do {
11.
if M[i, k, k - 1] ≠ φ and M[k, j, k -1] ≠ φ
12.
then M[i, j, k] ← M[i, j, k - 1] ∪
M[i, k, k - 1]⋅ M[k, k, k - 1]*⋅ M[k, j, k - 1];
13.
else M[i, j, k] ← M[i, j, k - 1]; }}}
14. return M[A, B, n];
end
In the algorithm, all M[i, j, 0]’s are first initialized (lines
1 – 7). Then M[i, j, k]’s with k ≥ 1 are calculated, by
inspecting M[i, j, k - 1], M[i, k, k - 1], and M[k, j, k -1],
including all possible cycles, i.e., M[k, k, k - 1]* (lines 8 13).
The following example helps for illustration.
Example 5 In this example, we apply the algorithm to the
graph shown in Fig. 9, and trace the computation process.
e4
1

e2
2

e1

e0

3

e3

Fig. 9. A directed graph

M[k, j, k-1] = M[1, 1, 0] = e0
M[i, j, k] = M[i, j, k-1] ∪ (M[i, k, k-1]⋅M[k, k, k-1]*⋅M[k, j, k-1])
M[1, 1, 1] = M[1, 1, 0] ∪ (M[1, 1, 0]⋅M[1, 1, 0]*⋅M[1, 1, 0])
= e0 ∪ (e0⋅e0*⋅e0 ) = e0 ∪ e0*.
k = 1, i = 1, j = 2.
M[i, k, k-1] = M[1, 1, 0] = e0
M[k, j, k-1] = M[1, 2, 0] = e1
M[i, j, k] = M[i, j, k-1] ∪ (M[i, k, k-1]⋅M[k, k, k-1]*⋅M[k, j, k-1])
M[1, 2, 1] = M[1, 2, 0] ∪ (M[1, 1, 0]⋅M[1, 1, 0]*⋅M[1, 2, 0])
= e1 ∪ (e0⋅e0*⋅e1) = e1 ∪ e0*⋅e1.
k = 1, i = 1, j = 3.
M[i, k, k-1] = M[1, 1, 0] = e0
M[k, j, k-1] = M[1, 3, 0] = e3
M[i, j, k] = M[i, j, k-1] ∪ (M[i, k, k-1]⋅M[k, k, k-1]*⋅M[k, j, k-1])
M[1, 3, 1] = M[1, 3, 0] ∪ (M[1, 1, 0]⋅M[1, 1, 0]*⋅M[1, 3, 0])
= e3 ∪ (e0⋅e0*⋅e3) = e3 ∪ e0*⋅e3.
k = 1, i = 2, j = 1.
M[i, k, k-1] = M[2, 1, 0] = e4
M[k, j, k-1] = M[1, 1, 0] = e0
M[i, j, k] = M[i, j, k-1] ∪ (M[i, k, k-1]⋅M[k, k, k-1]*⋅M[k, j, k-1])
M[2, 1, 1] = M[2, 1, 0] ∪ (M[2, 1, 0]⋅M[1, 1, 0]*⋅M[1, 1, 0])
= e4 ∪ (e4⋅e0*⋅e0) = e4 ∪ e4⋅e0*.
k = 1, i = 2, j = 2.
M[i, k, k-1] = M[2, 1, 0] = e4
M[k, j, k-1] = M[1, 2, 0] = e1
M[i, j, k] = M[i, j, k-1] ∪ (M[i, k, k-1]⋅M[k, k, k-1]*⋅M[k, j, k-1])
M[2, 2, 1] = M[2, 2, 0] ∪ (M[2, 1, 0]⋅M[1, 1, 0]*⋅M[1, 2, 0])
= φ ∪ (e4⋅e0*⋅e1) = e4⋅e0*⋅e1.
k = 1, i = 2, j = 3.
M[i, k, k-1] = M[2, 1, 0] = e4
M[k, j, k-1] = M[1, 3, 0] = e3
M[i, j, k] = M[i, j, k-1] ∪ (M[i, k, k-1]⋅M[k, k, k-1]*⋅M[k, j, k-1])
M[2, 3, 1] = M[2, 3, 0] ∪ (M[2, 1, 0]⋅M[1, 1, 0]*⋅M[1, 3, 0])
= φ ∪ (e4⋅e0*⋅e3) = e4⋅e0*⋅e3
k = 1, i = 3, j = 1.
M[i, k, k-1] = M[2, 1, 0] = e4
M[k, j, k-1] = M[1, 1, 0] = e0
M[i, j, k] = M[i, j, k-1] ∪ (M[i, k, k-1]⋅M[k, k, k-1]*⋅M[k, j, k-1])
M[3, 1, 1] = M[3, 1, 0] ∪ (M[3, 1, 0]⋅M[1, 1, 0]*⋅M[1, 1, 0])
= e4 ∪ (e4⋅e0*⋅e0) = e1 ∪ e4⋅e0*
k = 1, i = 3, j = 2.
M[i, k, k-1] = M[3, 1, 0] = e2
M[k, j, k-1] = M[1, 2, 0] = e1
M[i, j, k] = M[i, j, k-1] ∪ (M[i, k, k-1]⋅M[k, k, k-1]*⋅M[k, j, k-1])
M[3, 2, 1] = M[3, 2, 0] ∪ (M[3, 1, 0]⋅M[1, 1, 0]*⋅M[1, 2, 0])
= φ ∪ (e2⋅e0*⋅e1) = e2⋅e0*⋅e1
k = 1, i = 3, j = 3.
M[i, k, k-1] = M[3, 1, 0] = e2
M[k, j, k-1] = M[1, 3, 0] = e3
M[i, j, k] = M[i, j, k-1] ∪ (M[i, k, k-1]⋅M[k, k, k-1]*⋅M[k, j, k-1])
M[3, 3, 1] = M[3, 3, 0] ∪ (M[3, 1, 0]⋅M[1, 1, 0]*⋅M[1, 3, 0])
= φ ∪ (e2⋅e0*⋅e3) = e2⋅e0*⋅e3
k = 2, i = 1, j = 1.
M[i, k, k-1] = M[1, 2, 1] = e1 ∪ e0*⋅e1
M[k, j, k-1] = M[2, 1, 1] = e1 ∪ e4⋅e0*
M[i, j, k] = M[i, j, k-1] ∪ (M[i, k, k-1]⋅M[k, k, k-1]*⋅M[k, j, k-1])
M[1, 1, 2] = M[1, 1, 1] ∪ (M[1, 2, 1]⋅M[2, 2, 1]*⋅M[2, 1, 1])
= e0 ∪ e0* ∪ ((e1 ∪ e0*⋅e1) ⋅ (e4⋅e0*⋅e1)* ⋅ (e4 ∪ e4⋅e0*)).

From the sample trace, we can see that the expressions
produced by Fan’s algorithm tend to be large. For instance,
the expression representing all paths from node 1 to node 1
is
e0 ∪ e0* ∪ ((e1 ∪ e0*⋅e1) ⋅ (e4⋅e0*⋅e1)* ⋅ (e4 ∪ e4⋅e0*)).
But the minimized regular expression for this is (e0 ∪ e4
∪ e2)*, which can be obtained by doing a computation
similar to Example 1 since the graph is reducible.

k = 1, i = 1, j = 1.
M[i, k, k-1] = M[1, 1, 0] = e0
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Abstract—Software component repositories have adopted semistructured data models for representing syntactic and semantic
features of handled assets. Such models imply challenges to
search engines, which are related to the design of indexing
techniques that ought to be efficient in terms of storage space
requirements. In such a context, by applying clustering
techniques before indexing component repositories, this paper
proposes an approach for reducing the number of assets in the
repository, and consequently, the size of index files. Based on
an illustrative repository, outcomes indicate a significant
optimization in the number of assets to be indexed.
Keywords - Component repositories; indexing; clustering
techniques.

I.
INTRODUCTION
By enabling different software developers to share
software assets, software component repositories have the
potential to improve software reuse level. However, reuse of
software assets is in general a hard task, particularly when
search and selection must be conducted over large-scale asset
collections. Therefore, in repository systems, it is important
the development of search engines that can help searching,
selecting and retrieving required software assets.
According to Orso et al. [11], the aim of a repository
system is not to store software assets only, but also metadata
describing them. Such metadata provides information
employed by search engines for indexing stored assets. In
such a direction, as endorsed by Vitharana [13], component
description models can adopt high level concepts for
describing component metadata, making possible to express
syntactic and semantic features, and so, facilitating
developers to search, select and retrieve assets. In practice,
currently available component description models have
adopted approaches based on semi-structured data, more
specifically XML, allowing structural relationships among
elements to aggregate semantic to textual values. As
examples, it can be mentioned RAS [10] and X-ARM [3].
However, indexing techniques based on textual
restrictions are not efficient for semi-structured data. Such
techniques are unable of indexing structural relationships
among terms, compromising query precision with falsepositives. Thus, the adoption of semi-structured data implies
challenges related to the design of indexing techniques that
ought to be efficient in terms of storage space requirements,
processing time and precision level of queries, which can be
constrained by textual and structural restrictions.
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Several proposals can be found in the literature for
dealing with such problems. Despite their relevant
contributions, existing techniques do not meet storage space
and query processing time requirements [9], and also query
precision level [6]. In such a scenario, the proposal presented
by Brito et al. [1] represents a noticeable indexing technique
based on semi-structured data, which can be considered
precise and efficient in terms of query processing time, but
suffer from problems related to storage space requirements.
Such problems occur because generated index files are
bigger than the input database. Thus, in the context of largescale software component repositories, it is still a
challenging open issue to design indexing techniques that
minimize the storage space requirements without excessively
impacting on query processing time and precision.
In such a context, based on the adoption of clustering
techniques, this paper proposes an approach for reducing the
number of assets in the repository, and consequently,
optimizing the storage space requirements. Taking into
account a large-scale component repository, the proposed
approach identifies clusters (groups) of similar software
assets and generates new representative assets, which in turn
must be handled by the indexing technique supported by the
search engine of the repository. Each representative asset has
a simplified description, also based on semi-structured data,
which makes reference to all original assets that belong to its
cluster of similar assets. In order to do that, the paper also
proposes a similarity metric that has the aim of indicating the
set of assets that belongs to the same cluster. The bigger the
similarity among assets in the repository, the lesser is the
number of identified clusters, and as a result, the lesser is the
number of representative assets that must be indexed by the
search engine, enabling to save storage space.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section II describes related techniques, evincing the original
initiative of applying clustering techniques in the context of
indexing software component repositories. The adopted
component description model, called X-ARM, is briefly
presented in Section III, identifying the main types of assets
and their relationships. Then, Section IV presents the
proposed clustering approach for reducing the number of
assets to be indexed, and so, optimizing storage space
requirements. After that, some outcomes observed in a
preliminary evaluation performance are presented in Section
V. In conclusion, Section VI presents some final remarks and
delineates future work.
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II. RELATED TECHNIQUES
Taking into account that the problem of data clustering is
NP-hard, several heuristics have already been proposed. Xu
and Wunsch [15] present an interesting review of the
research field. In [4], Feng shows that clustering algorithms,
in particular, hierarchical algorithms and K-Means [7], are
equivalent to optimization algorithms of a fitness function.
In this paper, a two-stage, heuristic clustering approach is
proposed, based on the classical hierarchical algorithm and
K-Means. In order to validate the proposed approach, a
random database composed of 27.000 assets has been
generated and results indicate that there is a significant
optimization in terms of the number of assets to be indexed.
However, for the best knowledge of the authors,
clustering techniques have never been adopted in the context
of indexing software components repositories. Therefore, it
seems an original contribution to apply such techniques
when indexing component repositories. Despite the
mentioned originality, several other proposals have already
adopted clustering techniques in problems of the software
engineering. For instance, Wu et al. [14] compares several
clustering approaches proposed in the context of software
evolution. In [8], Li et al. proposes the adoption of clustering
techniques for encapsulating software requirements.
Chiricota et al. [2] investigates the application of clustering
techniques in the domain of reverse engineering, in
particular, adopting such techniques to recover the structure
of software systems.
III. X-ARM
In order to express syntactic and semantic features of
software components, Frakes [5] suggests the adoption of
component description models, which provide a set of
information that allows search systems to index and classify
all types of related assets. In such a direction, this paper
explores the X-ARM description model, which adopts a
XML-based semi-structured data model, expressing not only
syntactic information but also semantic properties [3].
Besides, X-ARM enables describing several types of
software assets, which can be produced in component-based
development processes, proving the required semantic for
representing their relationships.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, X-ARM allows describing
component and interface specifications, as well as
component implementations. The component and interface
specifications can be described in a way that is independent
or dependent of component model. On the one hand,
independent specifications do not take into account any
feature or property of component models, such as CCM,
JavaBeans, EJB and Web Services. On the other hand,
dependent specifications ought to consider features and
properties related to the adopted component models.
In X-ARM, both dependent and independent interface
specifications are described as a set of operations. Each
operation has a name, a set of input or output parameters and
a return value. In component-based development processes,
dependent interface specifications must be in conformance
with their independent counterparts. So, in Fig. 1, it can be
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observed that dependent interface specifications must
reference to their respective independent interface
specifications.
Component
Implementation
1

Independent 1
Component
Specification
required
*

Dependent
Component
Specification

provided

required

1 .. *

*

Independent 1
Interface
Specification

provided
1 .. *

Dependent
Interface
Specification
1 .. *

1 .. *

Operation
*

Parameter

1

Return

Figure 1. Relationships between artifacts.

Dependent and independent component specifications
can make reference to a set of provided and required
interface specifications. However, it must be noticed that
independent component specifications can refer to
independent interface specifications only. Similarly,
dependent component specifications can refer to dependent
interface specifications only. In component-based
development processes, dependent component specifications
must be in conformance with their respective independent
counterparts. Therefore, note that dependent component
specifications must make reference to their respective
independent component specifications.
In summary, dependent interface and component
specifications must be in conformance with their respective
independent specifications. Besides, for each independent
specification, several dependent specifications can be
described, each one in conformance with a given software
component model.
In a similar way, in component-based development
processes, component implementations must be in
conformance with their respective dependent component
specifications. So, in Fig. 1, note that component
implementations must refer to their correspondent dependent
component specifications. Besides, for each dependent
component
specification,
several
component
implementations can be realized.
As an example of the description of an asset in X-ARM,
Fig. 2 illustrates a fragment of a dependent component
specification. In Fig. 2, all lines are numbered and many
details have been suppressed for didactic purposes. Line 1
represents the assed header, in which can be found the asset
identifier (id). Lines 2 to 4 make reference to the
independent component specification, from which the
described asset must be in conformance with. Then, Lines 5
to 14 refer to all dependent interface specifications, which
are provided by the described dependent component
specification. Although note illustrated in Fig. 2, required
interfaces can also be specified in a similar way.
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01 <asset name=“dependentCompSpec-X”
id=“compose.dependentCompSpec-X-1.0-beta”>
02 <model-dependency>
03
<related-asset name=“independentCompSpec-Z”
id=“compose.independentCompSpec-Z-1.0-stable”
relationship-type=“independentComponentSpec”/>
04 </model-dependency>
05 <component-specification>
06
<interface>
07
<provided>
08
<related-asset name=“dependentInterface-A”
id=“compose.dependentIntSpec-A-2.0-stable”
relationship-type=“dependentInterfaceSpec”/>
09
</provided>
10
<provided>
11
<related-asset name=“dependentInterface-B”
id=“compose.dependentIntSpec-B-3.0-stable”
relationship-type=“dependentInterfaceSpec”/>
12
</provided>
13
</interface>
14 </component-specification>
15 </asset>

Figura 2. Component specification in X-ARM.

IV. A CLUSTERING BASED INDEXING APPROACH
As largely recognized in the literature, the task of
indexing repositories based on semi-structured data is a
relevant issue [1][6][9]. One of the major challenges is to
provide an indexing mechanism that reduces storage space
requirements, but without excessively impacting on query
processing time and precision level.
In such a context, this paper proposes a solution for
optimizing the storage space required by index files. To do
that, the proposed approach constructs a clustered repository,
which is composed of representative assets of the set of
software assets stored in the original repository. Therefore,
instead of indexing the original repository, the adopted
search service ought to index the reduced set of
representative assets, which make reference to the original
assets. In order to identify the groups of similar assets, and,
consequently, to construct the representative assets that
compose each group, the paper also proposes the adoption of
data clustering techniques.
Clustering techniques [7] consist of three basic phases:
(i) extraction of features that express the behavior of the
elements to be clustered; (ii) definition of the similarity
metric in order to compare evaluated elements; and (iii)
adoption of a clustering algorithm. The phase of extracting
features consists in defining what information is relevant to
express the evaluated element and how information is
quantified. Such information defines an attribute vector and
thus an element can be represented as a point in the
multidimensional space. The similarity metric expresses in
quantitative terms the similarity between elements. In
general, a function is defined for such a purpose, in which
the Euclidean distance [7] between two points (elements) is
one of the more common adopted metrics. Finally, the data
clustering algorithm is a heuristic that has the aim of
generating groups of elements, in which each group is
composed of similar elements, according to the adopted
similarity metric.
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A. Relevant Features
The approach proposed herein applies the clustering
technique taking into account the five types of assets that can
be stored in the repository, that is: dependent and
independent component specifications, dependent and
independent interface specifications and component
implementations. The clustering technique is applied
separately for each type of asset. Therefore, each type has a
distinct attribute vector for representing its features.
For each component implementation, the relevant feature
is its referenced dependent component specification. Hence,
different implementations of the same dependent component
specification are considered similar.
In turn, for each dependent component specification, the
relevant features are its referenced independent component
specification as well as its set of provided dependent
interface specifications. Therefore, different dependent
component specifications are considered similar when they
refer to the same independent component specification or
have in common a considerable subset of provided
dependent interface specifications.
In relation to independent component implementations,
the relevant feature of each one is its set of provided
independent interface specifications. So, different
independent component specifications are considered similar
when they have in common a considerable subset of
provided independent interface specifications.
Taking into account dependent interface specifications,
the relevant features of each one are its referenced
independent interface specification together with their
operations. Thus, different dependent interface specifications
are considered similar when they refer to the same
independent interface specification or have in common a
considerable subset of defined operations.
Finally, for each independent interface specification, the
relevant features are its defined operations, considering their
names, input and output parameters and the return value.
Consequently, different independent interface specifications
are considered similar when they have in common a
considerable subset of defined operations.
As an example, Table I presents the attribute vector of
the asset illustrated before in Fig. 2. As can be noticed, the
asset is a dependent component specification. Therefore, the
attribute vector is composed of its referenced independent
component specification (lines 2 to 4) and its set of provided
dependent interface specifications (lines 5 to 14).
TABLE I.

ID
Independent
Component
Specification
Dependent
Interface
Specification

ATTRIBUTE VECTOR OF THE ASSET X.

compose.dependentCompSpec-X-1.0-beta
compose.independentCompSpec-Z-1.0-stable
compose.dependentIntSpec.A-2.0-stable
compose.dependentIntSpec.B-3.0-stable
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B. Similarity Metric
The similarity metric is defined based on the attribute
vector of the asset. Since the attribute vector differs between
distinct types of assets, the similarity metric is also different
for each type of asset. Due to space limitation, the adopted
metrics are not completely described (see [12] for details). In
order to illustrate the composition of the metric, consider the
case of determining the similarity between two dependent
component specifications. In such a case, if two dependent
component specifications have the same reference to a given
independent component specification, then a certain value,
called distance, is assigned to the similarity among them.
Besides, the intersection and union sets of their provided
dependent interface specifications are calculated. A weight is
assigned to the ration among the size of the intersection and
union sets in such a way that dependent component
specifications are considered more similar when the ration is
closer to one, and considered more different when the ration
tends to zero.
As an example of calculating the similarity metric,
consider the dependent component specifications that have
the attribute vectors illustrated in Table I and II. The
similarity between them is established using their attribute
vectors. Such a similarity is expressed by a numeric value,
which can be calculated according the following equation:

algorithm loads the assets to be clustered in volatile memory,
until reaching its storage capacity. During such a stage, the
assets are randomly selected from the repository.
Fig. 3 illustrates the main steps of the first stage: (a)
assets are randomly selected from the repository; (b) clusters
composed of similar assets are constructed by applying the
hierarchical clustering algorithm; and (c) representative
assets are created for representing each cluster.

Asset
Randomly Selected Asset
Representative Asset
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figura 3. The first stage.

In the second stage, a K-Means based algorithm [7] is
adopted. In general terms, representative elements are
Df = Di – k – (intersection/union)*100.
(1) considered centroids. However, differently from K-Means,
such centroids are not recalculated in the proposed approach.
In Eq. (1), the terms have the following values. The term
Indeed, each asset, not yet clustered in the first stage, is
Di is a default initial distance (Di = 300). In turn, the term k
compared with each representative asset. The asset is
can be the value 200, if both specifications make reference to
candidate to be included in a cluster when the distance
the same dependent component specification, or otherwise
between the asset and the respective representative asset is
the value 0. The term intersection expresses the number of
lesser than the threshold. Fig. 4 shows the second stage.
provided dependent interfaces that both specifications have
in common. Finally, the term union represents the number of
Asset
Randomly Selected Asset
Representative Asset
provided dependent interfaces that both specifications have
together. In the example, Di = 300, k = 0; intersection = 1
and union = 3. Thus, Df = 300 – 0 – 33 = 267.
TABLE II.

ID
Independent
Component
Specification
Dependent
Interface
Specification

ATTRIBUTE VECTOR OF THE ASSET Y.

compose.dependentCompSpec-Y-1.0-beta
(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

compose.independentCompSpec-W-1.0-beta
compose.dependentIntSpec.A-2.0-stable
compose.dependentIntSpec.C-1.0-stable

C. Clustering Algorithm
The proposed clustering algorithm has two stages. In the
first stage, the classical hierarchical clustering algorithm [7]
is applied adopting the concept of threshold. Thus, the
clustering algorithm is performed until the distance between
the clusters is greater than the threshold, which is specified
by the user. For each identified cluster, a representative asset
is constructed and stored in nonvolatile memory. In order to
make the performance better, the implementation of the
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Figure 4. The second stage.
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As depicted in Figs. 4a, 4b, and 4c, considering all
candidate clusters, the asset is included in the cluster that has
the minor distance and then the representative element of the
cluster is reconstructed considering the features of the
included asset. Otherwise, as shown in Figs. 4d, 4e and 4f, if
the asset is not a candidate to any cluster, the own asset
becomes a new representative element and so a new cluster.
V. PERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In order to evaluate the proposed approach, it has been
developed a customizable script that automatically generates
a repository that stores the mentioned X-ARM assets. The
generated repository has 27.000 different types of assets.
After creating the repository, the proposed approach has
been applied for grouping the stored assets in clusters,
generating their respective representative assets. Fig. 5
presents the number of each type of asset in the original
repository and the clustered repositories after the application
of the proposed approach using the threshold of 175 and 150.
Original

Clustered (threshold 175)

Clustered (threshold 150)

30

Figure 6. The total gain

However, as depicted in Fig. 7, the gains are different for
each type of asset. For independent interface specifications,
the gains are around 25% and 13,9% for thresholds of 175
and 150, respectively. Such lower gains can be explained by
the difficulty of finding two or more interfaces that has a
reasonable set of common operations, which are evaluated in
terms of their names, the types of their input and output
attributes, and also the type of their return values.

25
20
15
10
5
0
Indep. Int.
Spec.

Dep. Int.
Spec.

Indep. Comp. Dep. Comp.
Spec.
Spec.

1.000

2.500

2.500

750

511

1.000

861

575

1.000

Comp. Imp.

Total

6.000

15.000

27.000

325

321

2.907

330

328

3.094

Figure 5. Number of Assets.

Figure 7. The gains for different types of assets

As can be noticed in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, the proposed
approach significantly reduces the original repository. For
example, when the threshold is 175, the number of stored
assets in the original repository is reduced around 89,2%,
dropping from 27.000 original assets to 2.907 representative
assets. In terms of storage space, the proposed approach
reduces the storage space requirements around 43%,
dropping from 18 MB in the original repository to 10 MB in
the clustered one.
When the threshold is reduced, as expected, more
representative elements can be constructed because more
clusters are created. Thus, when the threshold is reduced
from 175 to 150, the number of original assets is reduced
from 27.000 to 3.094 representative assets, which still
represents a significant reduction in the number of stored
assets around 88,5%.
Consequently, as illustrated in Fig. 6, in terms of the
number of assets, the gains of applying the proposed
approach are significantly relevant, varying between 89,2%
and 88,5% for the thresholds of 175 and 150, respectively.

Considering dependent interface specifications, the gains
become more expressive, increasing to 79,6% and 77% when
thresholds are 175 and 150, respectively. Part of the reason
for that is that, during the generation of the original
repository, the adopted script creates 2 or 3 dependent
interfaces that refer to the same independent interface,
representing that each independent interface is specified for
at least 2 or 3 different component models in practice. So, as
the similarity metric for dependent interfaces is based on
their referenced independent interface together with their
operations, it is already expected such expressive gains, as
demonstrated in the experiments.
In relation to independent component specifications, the
gains are around 60% for both thresholds. Such gains are
relatively high and indeed not expected. However, as
mentioned before, independent component specifications are
considered similar when they have in common a
considerable subset of provided independent interfaces.
Considering that independent interfaces have expressive
clustering rates, such gains make possible to group several
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interfaces in a unique representative interface, increasing the
likelihood of independent component specifications to refer
to the same provided interfaces, and consequently, justifying
the high gains for both thresholds.
In terms of dependent component specifications, the
gains become much more expressive, increasing to 94,6%
and 94,5% when thresholds are 175 and 150, respectively.
The rationale for that is that, during the generation of the
original repository, the adopted script creates 2 or 3
dependent components that refer to the same independent
component, representing that each independent component is
specified for at least 2 or 3 different component models in
practice. So, such better gains are understandable because the
similarity metric for dependent components is based on their
referenced independent components, which already have
expressive clustering rates.
Finally, for component implementations, the gains
become higher, around 97,9% and 97,8% when thresholds
are 175 and 150, respectively. Again, the rationale for that is
that, when generating the original repository, the adopted
script creates 2 or 3 component implementations for each
dependent component specification, representing that each
dependent component has at least 2 or 3 different
implementations in practice. So, such higher gains are
expected because the similarity metric for component
implementations is based on their referenced dependent
components, which already have expressive clustering rates.
As can be noticed, the clustering gains in independent
interfaces specifications impact on the gains in both
dependent interfaces specifications and independent
component specifications. Similarly, the clustering gains in
independent component specifications impact on the gains in
dependent component specifications, which in turn impact
on the gains in component implementations.
VI. CONCLUSION
Based on the preliminary results, it can be clearly
evinced as benefits the potential of the proposed approach in
significantly clustering an X-ARM repository and
consequently reducing storage space requirements. It must
be highlighted that, the bigger the original repository in
terms of the number of stored assets, the more expressive the
likelihood of clustering assets, and so the better the gain in
terms of storage space requirements.
Taking into account that the indexing technique proposed
by Brito et al. [1] will be adopted for indexing the clustered
repository, it is taken for granted that the reduction in the
size of the original repository implies in an expressive
reduction in the size of index files of the clustered repository.
Besides, considering that the technique proposed by Brito et
al. has an excellent performance in query processing time,
even in large-scale index files, it is expected a reasonable
gain in terms of query processing time due to the expressive
reduction in the size of index files. Therefore, the proposed
approach clearly makes possible to map large software
component repositories into small index files.
However, as often informally said, there is no free lunch.
That is, in formal words, such expressive gains in terms of
storage space requirements and query processing time,
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almost certainly have an impact on the query precision level,
since the process of clustering assets introduces some degree
of information loss in representative assets. It must be
stressed that the tradeoff between the best threshold and the
query precision level has not yet been investigated. In such a
sense, the evaluation of the impact of the proposed approach
in terms of query processing time and precision level
constitutes future work. Besides, it is also under investigation
a comparative analysis contrasting the proposed approach
and other ones available in the literature, but applied in
different research fields.
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Abstract— Database flexible querying is an alternative to the
classic one for users. The use of Formal Concepts Analysis
(FCA) makes it possible to make approximate answers that
those turned over by a classic DataBase Management System
(DBMS). Some applications do not need exact answers.
However, flexible querying can be expensive in response time.
This time is more significant when the flexible querying require
the calculation of aggregate functions (“Sum”, “Avg”, “Count”,
“Var”, etc.). In this paper, we propose an approach which tries
to solve this problem by using Approximate Query Processing
(AQP).
Keywords - Flexible Querying; Approximate Queries; Formal
Concept Analysis; Sampling.

I. INTRODUCTION
A flexible querying technique is used to enhance access
and human interaction with information systems and to make
it easier for users to find what they are looking for.
It tries to make the classic DB querying more flexible for
users. To this effect, several approaches have been proposed
in the literature such as additional criteria [1][2], preferences
[3], distance and similarity [4][5], models based on the fuzzysets theory [6][7], approaches based on Type Abstraction
Hierarchies (TAH) and Multi-Attributes Type Abstraction
Hierarchies (MTAH) [8], and recently approaches based on
the FCA [9] and those based on fuzzification of the FCA
[10]. These approaches have some limits. We can mention
the following:
1) No consideration of aggregate queries: they not
support the aggregation functions such as Average, Count,
Max, Min and Sum.
2) Accuracy of the answer: in many applications, the
accuracy of the answer to the last decimal is not required.
The user wants approached answers as soon as possible
instead of waiting more time for the exact response.
3) Response time: in the case of large DB, the time taken
to build the final response is enormous.
For aggregation queries, we propose a way to data route
using FCA to generate a hierarchy allowing the user to
personalize these responses into several levels.
For answer accuracy, we propose to use Approximate
Query Processing (AQP) which consists of techniques that
sacrifice accuracy to improve response time.
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To improve response time, we propose to adapt the online
aggregation [11] whose objective is to gradually approximate
answers when running the application. It consists of applying
a sample on the initial data of the DB to minimize disk access
and therefore improve response time.
This paper is organized as follows. After the introduction,
Section 2 presents a state of the art on flexible querying
systems recently proposed and techniques of AQP. In Section
3, we propose the architecture of our system. In Section 4, we
detail the various steps of the proposed approach. In Section
5, we present a general description of our approach by an
illustrative example. In Section 6, we make a comparative
study between the proposed approach and approaches similar
to ours. In Section 7, we evaluate our approach. Finally, we
summarize our work and propose future works in Section 8.
II.

STATE OF THE ART

In this section, we present flexible querying systems and
some AQP techniques.
A. Flexible Querying Systems
Flexible querying database try to extend the binary
querying by introducing preferences in query criteria. These
preferences allow for direct qualitative responses. Thus, data
returned by a query will be “more or less relevant”, according
to the preferences.
Research on flexible querying investigates the handling
of imperfectness of information (about queries), e.g., due to
imprecision, uncertainty and/or incompleteness. Using
traditional querying techniques, a record will only be part of
the query result if it completely satisfies all the constraints
imposed by the query. Due to imperfections, which often
occur in reality, such an approach is too stringent. Also, in
traditional querying a query is generally a complete
specification of what is wanted. Flexible querying helps to
relax this, making it possible that records that e.g., satisfy
most (but not all) of the constraints will also be present in
the query result –this is particularly useful when none of the
records satisfies all constraints– and allowing query
formulations to be invariably incomplete.
In this section, we limit ourselves to the approaches close
to our.
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Query relaxation approach proposed in [8] uses predicates
with relaxing attributes. In this context, we use attributes with
predicate for comparison with a linguistic term such as
“Average” in place to say “Price between 200 and 300”.
This approach present two main contributions compared
to others especially that of Chu et al. [12]. These
contributions are as follows:
- Taking into account the interdependence of the search
criteria query.
- Detection of inconsistencies between the search criteria
before executing the query.
- Cooperation with the user by offering data near the query
instead of empty answers.
However, problems of storage and indexing TAH and
MTAH structures constitute a handicap to their use in the
querying process.
In [10], fuzzification of the FCA in the process of flexible
querying was introduced. The general principle of this
approach is to organize data to optimize the query towards
his given. The notion of concept application is used to allow
verification of the query realisability. The returned answers
were classified by satisfaction degree measured compared to
the user query.
Some limits arise with this approach. We can mention: i)
the response time met for answers generation, and ii) the
complexity of the used structures.
A cooperative approach to flexible relational DB
querying proposed in [9] based on fuzzy set theory to model
the fuzzy predicates included in the query. It is based on the
lattice concept to evaluate flexible queries submitted by
users.
Moreover, the approach generates query causes with no
answers and offers sub-queries with approximate answers.
However, the approach has several limitations such as:
- Scheduling of sub-queries approximate taking into
account preferences expressed by the user in the original
complaint.
- The inclusion of some widely used language modifiers
like “most” and “approximately” in the query qualifiers.
All these approaches do not take into account agregate
queries and have a response time sufficiently high.
B. Approximate Queries Processing by sampling
The AQP is an effective solution which consists of
techniques that sacrifice accuracy to improve response time.
It is used in aggregate queries (including SUM, COUNT,
AVG, etc.), whose accuracy what the “last decimal” is not
required.
There are several techniques for the AQP, we can cite the
sampling techniques [13], the use of histograms and
Wavelets [14].
We are interested in sampling techniques. His principle
is to build tables or views by selecting certain rows from the
table to build an initial sample. It has a storage size smaller
than the initial table, instead of questioning all the comics,
the user asks a sample representing the DB and then gets an
approximate answer.
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The basic architecture of AQP based on sampling as
described in Figure 1. It consists of two phases:
- Offline Phase: before executing the query, the sample is
constructed from the DB tables.
- Online Phase: queries are rewritten to be run on the
sample. The result is then measured to give the
approximate response also with an error rate.
III. ARCHITECTURE OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
Figure 1 describes the querying flexible system
architecture called FLEXTRA. We have added several
components to relational DBMS such as KB (Knowledge
Base).

Rewriting
layer

Quercy

KB

User
interface

DBMS

Aggregation layer
Approximate
answers

DB

Figure 1. System Architecture

-

-

His system includes the following components:
Rewritable layer: it takes care of rewriting the aggregate
query in its final form by adding aggregate functions and
calculating the error rate depending on the confidence
degree defined by user. The query becomes an
approximate query.
Aggregation layer: it is responsible for transferring the
user with different responses gradually during the query
execution. It gives the error rate.
DB: it is a relational database where we store all
permanent information in a relational model.
KB: it is a Knowledge Base that is generated from the DB
and before the query execution. It contains information
on the relaxing attributes (an attribute that describes a
linguistic term). The schema is described in Table 1.
TABLE 1.KB SCHEMA
ID row
…

Relaxing-Attribute1

Relaxing-Attribute 2

….

….

…
….

Relaxing-Attribute n
…..

IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH
Our approach is described in Figure 2. It is divided into
two major phases:
- Pre-treatment phase: in this phase we will generate the
KB from the DB to contain the degrees of membership of
each tuple relaxing attributes.
- Post-treatment phase: when the user launches the
application, the system searches for approximate answers,
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and then calculates the aggregation and gradually sends to
the user.
𝑢𝐸

1 𝑠𝑖 𝑐 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑏
𝑥−𝑎
𝑠𝑖 𝑎 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑏
𝑏−𝑎
𝑥 = 𝑑−𝑥
𝑠𝑖 𝑐 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑑
𝑑−𝑐
0 𝑠𝑖 𝑥 < 𝑎 𝑜𝑢 𝑥 > 𝑑

Example: Table 2 presents the membership matrix on
“Age” attribute; it has two relievable attributes “young” and
“adult”.
TABLE 2. FUZZY CLUSTERING IN AGE ATTRIBUTE

Id row

Young Age

25

0.7

Adult Age
0.3

30

0.2

0.8

20

1

0

If Age_Young= 0.7 to 1 then the row has a membership
degree = 0.7 for the Young_Age cluster.

Figure 2. The approach phases

A. Building KB
Clustering allows partitioning the data into clusters, the
domain expert will assign linguistic terms (e.g., young age,
low salary, etc.) to use it in the query and this constitutes the
KB.
A KB contains the membership degree of each tuple to
relaxing attributes using the membership function. Zadeh
proposes a series of fuzzy membership functions [15]; we
include essentially the triangular function, the function
singleton, L Function, Gamma function, and trapezoidal
function.
We use a trapezoidal function, it is defined by a lower
limit a, an upper limit d. Moreover, it is characterized by a
lower limit b and an upper limit c to the core. This function
is defined as follows:
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B. Query Flexible Rewriting
The first step of query execution consists of construct the
approximate query through an interface in which it specifies
the confidence degree, the target table, the aggregate
function (SUM, AVG, COUNT, etc.), all attributes of the
SELECT clause and all attributes of the WHERE clause.
In this paper, we consider viewing a single table without
using Group By knowing that it contains thousands of
records. The approximate query as follows:
Select function(attribute), confiance_degree as confidenc ,
functionInterval(confiance_degree) from table where
attribuet1 IS flexible_ condition1 [and … attribute2 IS
flexible_ condition2]
Where function( ) and functionInterval( ) [11] are user
predefined functions and which can give online approximate
answers depending on the confidence degree for aggregate
AVG, SUM, COUNT, etc.
C. Sampling
The second step of our approach is to construct a sample
from the KB.
The sampling is made in online mode and the gain of
time is due of treatment of small KB (not all KB where
construction of context table in large KB takes a long time).
Instead of querying the entire KB, we interview a sample
of KB that is made up of hundreds of records which
improves response time.
Administrator (expert) sets the percentage of sampling
depending on the size of KB (if s: Percentage of sampling
and n = the size of KB then sample size p = (n * s)/100.
We use the method of [11] for sampling; we randomly
choose p lines from KB who have not been previously
extracted.
Our approach is to build the sample using the following
algorithm:
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Algorithm1 : Sampling

-

Inputs: Query :Q
Knowledge base :KB
KB size :n
Sample Percentage: s
Output :Sample :E
Begin
Step 1: KB1:= KB-E.
𝑛∗𝑠
Step 2: E contains the
lines extracted randomly from KB1.
100
Step 3: Repeat steps 1 and 2 Until all rows have been processed.
End

1

D. Building sample concepts table
The third step of our approach is to build the concepts
table associated with sample building in the previous phase.
The concepts table [16] is a tabular representation of a
concept lattice and its construction is easier than the lattice.
The context table is a table structure but not a tree
(concept lattice), and it is simple to use, modify, delete and
generate concepts in the implementation step.
The context table is simply the result of a clustering
operation giving membership degrees of each data to each
cluster.
This is described in Table 3, where the columns have the
following meanings:
- C# (context#): The name of the source context.
- Niv#, N#(Level#, Node#) :These two columns store the
identifier of the concept of context. The first is the level
of the concept in the lattice while the second represents
the sequence number of the concept at this level.
- Int#, Ext# (Intention, Extension): These columns store for
(respectively extension) of each concept.
- L_s#,L_p#(Successors List, predecessors list): These two
columns store the identifiers of successors (predecessors
respectively) of the concept.
- T_i,T_e (Size_Intension, Size_Extension): These two
columns store the cardinality of a concept (respectively
the number of attributes and the number of objects).
TABLE 3. SAMPLE CONCEPTS TABLE
C#

Niv#

N#

Int#

Ext#

L_s#

L_p#

T_i

T_e

…..

….

…

…

…

….

….

..

….

E. Coursing the sample concepts table and calculating
agregation
In this step, we course the sample concepts table to
extract approximate answers and to calculate the final result
of approximate aggregation.
We use algorithm proposed in [16] to build a sample
concepts table on the approximate query and then return the
approximate answers. In order to improve the response time,
we build the concepts table using only the query conditions.
This reduces the table size and minimizes the complexity
of the construction of the sample concepts table.
We calculate the aggregation function (AVG, SUM and
COUNT), using the algorithm 2 with the following
descriptions:
- value (t): represents the aggregate value of the tuple t.
- degree (t): represents the membership degree of t.
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AVG=
𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 ∗ 𝑛𝑖=1 𝑣 𝐿𝑖
(1)
𝑛
- For SUM( ) function:
SUM=degree * 𝑛𝑖=1 𝑣(𝐿𝑖)
(2)
- For COUNT( ) function:
COUNT= 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 ∗ 𝑛𝑖=1 1
(3)
Where degree = 𝑀𝑖𝑛( 𝑈 𝑖1 ^𝑉 𝑖1 ^ … . ^𝑍 𝑖1 ), and U, V, Z
are the membership degrees on the query Q and n is the
sample size, v(Li) is the value of the tuple index i (Li is a
random index).
We calculate the error rate (Interval) associated with the
aggregate function. We use the method of conservative
confidence intervals [11]:
1
2
1/2
(4)
Error Rate = 𝑏 − 𝑎
𝑙𝑛
2𝑛

1−𝑝

Where [a, b] is a predetermined interval, such that
a ≤ v (i) ≤ b for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m, n = sample size, m = size
of KB, p is the setting of confidence (example p = 0.95).
Algorithm 2 : Calculate_function
Inputs: concepts table: TCX
Maximum value of attribute :max
Minimum value of attribue : min
Sample size :n
Aggregate function: f
Outputs : result : res, Error rate :rate
Begin
D=1
som=0
card=0
For each element E of the concept table TCX
if extension ≠∅ then
for each objet t of the extension
som=som+value(t)
card=card+1
if degre(t)< D then
D=degre(t)
End if
End for
End if
End for
If f= avg then
res=(som/Card)*D
else if f=sum then
res=som*D
else if f=count then
res=card*D
end if
1,22∗(𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝑚𝑖𝑛 )
rate=
𝑛
End

V.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

Let a simple relational table “employee” (id, name, age,
salary), which contains the following rows (see Table 4).
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TABLE 4: EXAMPLE OF THE RELATIONNAL TABLE EMPLOYEE
ID
1
2
3
……
10000

Name

Age
23
30
45
…….
40

MOHAMED
ALI
WALID

……
WAJDI

Salary
400
550
700
……..
800

The relaxing attributes Age-Young, Age-Adult, ageLow, Salary-Middle, Salary-High, and KB which contains
rows as shown in Table 5:

Then we generate a concepts table associated with the
query as shown in Table 8.
With each given extension contains two attributes: The
first is the degree and the second is the aggregated value.
Example: 20 (1, 380) the row 20, a degree is 1and its
value is 380.
We repeat these steps until all the KB is treated either we
get an error rate is very low to say the exact result is very
close to either the user is satisfied with the outcome and
conclusion the query execution.
TABLE 8 : SAMPLE CONCEPTS TABLE

TABLE 5 : CLUSTERING DATA OF THE RELATION EMPLOYEE
ID
tuple
1
2
3
…
10000

AgeYoung
0.7
0.5
0
….
0.1

AgeAdult
0.3
0.5
1
….
0.9

SalaryLow
0.6
0
0.1
…..
0

SalaryMiddle
0.4
1
0.6
….
0.3

SalaryHigh
0
0
0.3
….
0.7

int#

Ext#

L_#

1

C#

1

1

Young_A
low_S

∅

(1,2,1)

1

2

1

low_S

N#

L_p#
0

(1,2,2)
(1,3,1)

(1,1,1)

10(0,6 ;780)

(1,3,1)

(1,1,1)

20(0,8;900)
1(1 ;400),

0

1(1 ;400)
32(0,8 ;460)
520(0,9;430)
130(0,5;550)

1

Then, we eliminate data with low membership degree by
setting a user defined threshold, KB becomes as shown in
Table 6:

Niv #

1

2
3

2
1

Young_A
∅

32(0,8;460),

(1,2,1)
(1,2,2)

520(0,9;430)

TABLE 6 : CLUSTERING DATA OF THE RELATION EMPLOYÉE WITH A

,130(0,5;550)

THRESHOLD

10(0,6 ;780),

ID
tuple
1
2
3
…
10000

AgeYoung
0.7
0.5
….
-

AgeAdult
0.5
1
….
0.9

SalaryLow
0.6
…..
-

SalaryMiddle
0.4
1
0.6
….
-

SalaryHigh
….
0.7

Consider the following query for finding the average
salary for young employees and low salary with a
confidence level = 95%.
“Average Salary of Young employees and Low Salary with a degree of
confidence= 95% “
“Select Avg(Salary) from employees where age IS Young and Salary
IS Low”

The approximate query becomes:
“Select AVG (Salary), 0.95 as confidence, ConsAvgInterval( 0.95) from
employee where age IS Young and Salary IS Low”

We construct the sample (Table 7) according to the KB
at the time of query execution.
TABLE 7. SAMPLE OF DATA
ID row
1
20
520
32
10
……
130

Age-Young
0.8
0.6
……
-

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2011

Salary-Low
1
0.9
0.8
……
0.5

Salary
400
900
430
460
780
……
550

ISBN:978-1-61208-115-1

20(0,8;900)

In Table 9, we present an example of results returned
after the calculation AVG and error rate functions.
TABLE 9: RESULTS OF APPROXIMATE ANSWERS
AVG
400
402
405
….
410

Confidence
95 %
95%
95%
…
95%

Error rate
0.06503
0.06500
0.06470
……
0.0090

VI. COMPARATIVE STUDY
In this section, we present the essential idea of the main
approaches to flexible querying the closest to ours. We
specify each time different art studies conducted on these
approaches. They differ mainly by the way used to find the
values closest to those requested by the user and the
formalism used to model uncertainty and imperfection of the
real world.
The contributions of the approach Ounelli et al. [8] are
important, including the TAH and MTAH concepts for
modeling generalization and specialization hierarchies of
concepts. In this approach, no modification of SQL is
required, what constitutes an asset for the implementation of
this approach. The user does not apply during the relaxation
to make choices that can be hazardous.
In this approach, the relaxing attributes are set by the
administrator of the DB. This is especially important that the
proposed approach is aimed at end users with no specific and
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7980

X
X

7182

X
X

Qurying
with
AQAQ
Querying
with

0
6384

-

Classic querying

50000

5586

X

100000

4788

-

150000

3990

-

200000

3192

X

Accuracy
-

250000

2394

Flexibility

A. Testing the response time
We started with the table employee (id, name, salary,
age) and we increased the number of records from 789 to
9498 records and calculate for each case the response time
of FLEXTRA system and compare it with the case of AQ
(approximate query) and classic querying(without AQ), as
shown in Figure 4.
For the employee table, it contains two relaxing
attributes “age” and “salary”.
The query is: “the average low salary of young
employees”.
“SELECT AVG (salary) FROM employee WHERE salary IS
low AND age IS young”.

798

Sampling
-

Figure 3. Display approximate answers

1596

Query
Relaxation
Fuzzification of
concepts
lattice
Online AQP
Flexible
interrogation
by AQP

Agregation
-

EVALUATION

Figure 3 shows the main interface of the FLEXTRA
system.
The responses appear in the table when executing the
query. In this case, the user does not have to wait until
runtime to have the final result. Indeed, after a while, the
initial response and the error rate is displayed, until the user
stops the calculation or that KB has been completely treated.

500

TABLE9. COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT APPROACHES

VII.

Response time in ms

detailed knowledge on the organization and the data they
consult. It is easier for an expert to specify a price attribute of
the DB table is relaxing and can be used with the terms
“low”, “comfortable” or “high”.
However, this approach has limitations in the structures it
uses. We mainly include: i) incremental maintenance of the
KB relaxing attributes, ii) clustering of relaxing attributes
without fixing a priori the number of clusters, iii) the problem
of storage ,clustering and indexing MTAH, and iv) not
taking into account aggregate queries.
In the approach of Sassi et al. [10], generated clusters for
each relaxing attribute are not stored in the DBMS catalog.
Thus, the maintainability of this meta-base is no longer a
problem. Indeed, in order to draw the concept lattice, core of
FCA, they must simply load an XML file that can retrieve all
the information necessary to trace these lattices.
However, this approach has limitations in the structures
they use. We mainly include i) the number of concepts
generated, ii) the response time used to generate approximate
answers, and iii) not taking into account aggregate queries.
The approach of Chettaoui et al. [9] allows the treatment
of empty response to a flexible query. Thus, it detects the
causes of failure and allows the generation of sub-queries and
approximate answers.
Another advantage of this approach is that not changing
the structure of SQL and thus benefit from the features of the
DBMS.
However, this approach does not allow the use of
linguistic modifiers in the query. This test is interesting since
users typically use such linguistic terms and it does not take
into account the aggregate queries.
The approach of Hass et al. [11] allows classical querying
(Boolean) on broad comic returning relevant answers in the
shortest time for aggregate queries. It aims to gradually give
approximate results when the query execution until all data
has been processed. Thus, the user observes the degree of
progress of the response and controls the query execution.
We are not obliged to wait several minutes for the query
result.
The approach proposed in this paper combines the
advantages of those mentioned above while overcoming the
limitations they present.
Indeed, we can perform an aggregate query on large
flexible DB while returning relevant answers in the short
time and the error rate.
Table 9 presents a comparative study between the
approaches mentioned above and ours.

Number of tuples
Figure 4. Comparison between the two approaches
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From Figure 4, we find that the response time is lower
using the AQ than classing querying.
For the classical query, the curve is exponential, while for
interrogation with AQ, the curve is linear.
If the size of the database exceeds 7000 records, the
response time for classic querying, is about 2 minutes, so it is
with the AQ, the order of 5 seconds.
B. Testing the accuracy response
We will run the application in the table employee in both
cases: with and without AQ, then check the quality of
answers returned with AQ.
For the table employee, the exact answer is 34.9 years to
have when we execute the following query:
“SELECT avg(age) FROM employee WHERE age IS adulte
AND salary IS middle ”.
Figure 5 shows the development of approximate answers
to reach the exact answer:

Figure 5. Evolution of approximate answers

We note that approximate answers are near to the exact
answer, the first approximate answer is 35.1 years + / - 1.2
with 95% confidence level, whereas the correct answer
(classic querying) is 34.9 years.
VIII.

CONCLUSION

We proposed in this work a flexible querying approach
of large DB while using AQ.
It is about a field in strong expansion. On the one hand,
the DB are increasingly bulky. In addition, the construction
of querying systems able to satisfy flexible queries is more
complex and expensive.
We integrated the AQ techniques in a system using FCA
in order to overcome limits of the existing approaches when
we use aggregate queries (“Sum”, “Avg”, “Count”, “Var”,
etc.) such as the response time and confidence rate of result
answers.
The type of query is “give the average of the low salary”.
This system makes it possible to turn over quickly
approximate answers while holding trying to improve the
exactitude of the provided answers.
Our approach comprises two steps:
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-

Pre processing step in which the KB is generated starting
from the DB so that it contains membership degrees of
each tuple to the relievable attributes.
- Post processing step during which the flexible query is
rewritten so that it becomes an AQ. The sampling of the
KB consists in extracting some data (tuples). The
construction of a sample concepts table is made to release
the approximate answer and the Error Rate.
For the exactitude of the answer, we used AQ which
support the response time to the detriment of the result
exactitude.
In order to improve the response time, we propose in this
article to adapt online aggregation technique proposed in
[11], whose objective is to gradually give approximate
answers while executing the query.
It consists to apply a sampling to the initial data of the
DB in order to minimize the disc access and consequently to
improve the response time.
Our approach contributes several shares in particular:
- The calculation of aggregation for flexible queries.
- The improvement of response time by guaranteeing the
exactitude of the answer.
- The processing of the case of empty answers for a
flexible query.
- No modification of the structure of the DBMS and SQL
language.
- The use query execution control.
To implement this approach, layers will be added to a
conventional DBMS such as:
- Rewritable layer: it takes care of rewriting the query
aggregation for which an application becomes rough.
- Aggregation layer: it is responsible for calculating the
responses gradually during the query execution.
As futures works, we propose:
- The integration of complex and nested queries involving
join operation.
- The calculation of the aggregation functions on several
attributes.
- The inclusion of some widely used language modifiers
like “very” and “approximately” in the query
qualification.
- The use of other sampling procedures in order to improve
the confidence rate.
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Abstract—In this paper, we describe a novel application of data
mining techniques which can be used to identify multiauthorship contained within student submissions. We show
that by regarding the pages of the submission as a set of
Cascading Style Sheets, CSS type files, which we call author
signature styles (ASSs), and accompanying information, it is
possible to identify the number of author signature styles
contained within the page, or document, irrespective of the
number of pages concerned. We also describe how, as a byproduct of this work, a set of author signature styles (ASSs)
can be created during investigation of each submission and
hence be used as a library, containing increasing membership,
for comparison with future submissions by the same student.
The implications of the use of ASSs for identification of future
suspect submissions, and for comparison with future
submissions by the same student, are discussed.
Keywords-plagiarism; data mining.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Government cuts in Higher Education funding have
provided the driver for larger university class sizes, both
face-to-face and online [19]. For class sizes greater than 50
this can mean that those marking essay style submissions
may be unaware of the written style of the students and, in
many cases, unable to put a name to a face [20-21]. For
online students, the lecturer, or marker, may not ever meet
the student [9, 13].
This lack of knowledge on the student puts the marker at
a great disadvantage and provides a window of opportunity
for those who are aware of the situation and who are keen to
reuse material which may have been created by others i.e.,
those who are willing to plagiarize existing material. Such
activity is readily facilitated by the virtual society which now
makes it possible for students to access material from all
over the world and with which the marker may not
reasonably be expected to be aware [21].
Approaches to ameliorate this problem include continual
assignment subject changes but it is not possible to ensure
that they do not overlap with others set somewhere else in
the world [20]. However, identification of whether the
student’s submission contains a duplication of information
which may be found elsewhere on the superhighway is an
approach to solving the plagiarism problem, which may be
ideally suited to a software tool [2].
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Although identical duplicate documents to those of
student submission, or paragraphs, which may be readily
found by making use of a simple search engine [24],
submissions which contain modification of documents from
various sources are harder to detect by this approach and a
more sophisticated approach must be used to identify these.
This has resulted in a 100 fold growth, over the last ten
years, in published papers which outline approaches, and
software tools, which may be used to provide aid in the
detection of student plagiarism by universities [23].
However, the results from the use of plagiarism tools are
often hard to follow using formal university procedure
because of their determination of degree of commonality
between the student submissions and other documents which
are available [24-27]. In addition, the tools do not necessarily
provide the user/investigator with an indication of whether,
or not, the submission is individual original work. An
approach which has not been used to identify ‘suspect’
student submissions, which may emanate from more than
one author, is document signature style. This approach has
an added advantage in that it is easier to follow up the results
obtained using formal university procedures if required.
This paper describes a novel data mining approach,
which enables documents to be identified which contain
more than one document signature style. The first section
describes current approaches which are used to identify
‘suspect’ student submissions.. This is followed by a
discussion of two possible solutions which would enable
document signature styles to be determined and a description
of techniques which may be employed in order to achieve
each of the potential solutions. Algorithms which may be
gainfully employed in achieving the chosen solution are then
outlined. The remaining sections discuss the investigations
which were carried out in order to determine the
effectiveness of the approach and the results of the
investigations for the CSS type solutions – the ASS based
solution. Conclusions regarding the results of the
investigations are then drawn with future profitable avenues
for investigation being discussed.
II.

EXISITING APPROACHES AND TOOLS

The vast majority of tools, in common use in a
university environment, which enable the investigation of
submission of non-original work such as TurnitinUK and
Viper [23, 27] appear to make the simplest assumption that
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the submission of non original work by a student falls into
the category of potential plagiarism. With this prior
assumption that determination of plagiarism may achieved
by comparing the student’s submission with all other
submissions, and documents, which are available throughout
the world.
The process is readily suited to current pattern matching
algorithms, and methods, especially if paragraphs similarity
between documents is to be considered. It is a type of pattern
matching engine which underpins plagiarism tools which are
commonly used in a university environment to identify
potential plagiarized submission [23, 27].
Despite their speed of document comparison most tools
of this type present the user(investigator) with a problem.
Namely, that unless the submission is a ‘simple’ combination
of existing work many of the current plagiarism tools do not
provide sufficiently large a percentage match between the
student’s submission and documents which may be available
on the web in order to pursue further the investigation of the
lack of originality in the submission using formal university
approaches [29]. However, another approach to detection of
non-original work in the student submission could prove
profitable when the pattern matching approach fails, that of
the author signature style [6, 12, 14, 23] (ASS) since all
student submissions should emanate from one student so
should contain only one ASS or a variant on the same ASS.
III.

DOCUMENT SIGNATURE STYLE

Document signature style makes the assumption that each
individual has a unique writing style which is characterized
by their individual use, and combination, of nouns, verbs and
a other features which include referencing [7, 12, 14, 23]. If
the document signature style were to vary throughout a
document’s paragraphs, pages and chapters this could
provide an indication that the submitted document originated
from more than one author and was not the submission from
one individual.
Such variation in style could be used as a basis for a
formal university approach as the student submissions
profess that the word is their individual work, in other words
from only once source. This approach could, if sufficiently
accurate, prove to enable the task to be achieved faster, and
hence enable more student submissions to be checked,
because all the information in cyberspace is not be trawled
for each submission. The following section outlines how
such a solution can be achieved.
A. Extraction of Signature Style
In order to determine the unique author signature(s)
present in the electronic submissions it necessary to
determine which key elements of written documents will be
used to determine the unique documents signature created by
each author. Initial analysis of over 300 submissions from
this university [29] suggested that the key elements of the
signature required in order to determine whether, or not, a
document emanates from one author, may be reduced to
number of words in a sentence, number of lines in a
paragraph,
paragraph formatting, degree and use of
grammar, type of language used, word spelling and
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referencing style. These key signature features are
concomitant with those proposed at ICADPR for instance
those in [7] and [10].
The first two elements of the signature are self
explanatory but the others may require some clarification.
Degree and use of grammar is taken to include the manner
in which infinitives are used; use of, and types, of
punctuation; use of plurality. Type of language is taken to
mean language style which includes different types of
English for instance UK and US. However, word spelling
includes not only language spelling differences such as those
found between UK & US, for example as in counsellor and
counselor, but also frequency of typographical errors and
spelling mistakes.
The referencing style required by
different bodies, and institutions, vary and can provide an
indication of material which originates from more than one
source.
A solution to this problem will be an approach which will
enable extraction of the key signature elements, and their
values, from paragraphs, and pages, and compare them with
others in the same document and with those extracted from
other documents. It would also be useful if the approach
taken could show how the document would have appeared if
written by a sole author if additional proof of multiauthorship was required for use in a formal university
process.. The following section describes two possible
solutions.
IV.

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

Both of the solutions suggested in this section make use
of approaches which we used in our web site maintainability
tool [1]. The approaches make use of Cascading Style Sheets
(CSS) or a combination of the eXtensible Markup Language
(XML) in combination with the eXtensible Style Language
(XSL) [17]. The approaches which we suggest make use of
information
extraction
and
representation.
Some
commonality can be observed between the first steps of the
approaches, which are described in the next section, and that
of Ghani [8] and Simpson [15].
A. CSS
If a CSS –based approach were used, a named author
signature style (ASS) could be defined which would describe
the values assigned to the key signature features. Once the
ASS files were created, the signature of style of the author
could not only be compared with others within the same
document but it could also be applied to any document
section and the output compared with that contained within
the current, or other, submitted document. By using this
approach the speed of investigation of submitted documents
could be minimized by the reduction in the size of file which
is required in order achieve comparison [16].
In practice, each section of the document being
investigated could be converted directly to a section of ASS
containing the feature values. Such an approach would
require the use of a measure of uncertainty when mapping
the samples of document and related ASS code to named
signature styles. Figure 1 provides an example of how a
page of text may be converted using such an approach.
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ASS

Data mining would appear to provide a solution to this
problem using clustering techniques.
The only drawback to this approach is that a library of
assignable values for each key signature feature will need to
be defined initially. However, this library may be updated as
each submission is investigated.

ASS4
ASS1

ASS2

ASS

Text

Figure 1. Clustering.

B. XML
For an XML approach all content information would be
contained in an XSL file with its companion XML file
containing the ASS feature information which would be
recursively applied to the XSL document.
Using the example from Figure 1 this approach would
result in the production of a XML file containing a section of
text that would be marked up as a reference name, and the
XSL file would contain a template which could be applied
reference names in that document. Such an approach would
readily facilitate comparison of documents because it would
be relatively easy to target comparison of documents by
investigation of specific signatures, ASSs.
Rigid definitions do not exist for XML tags which means
that any appropriately defined names will have to be used in
the XML file as well as a library of attributable values of the
signature features, as in the CSS approach. However, a
major drawback of this approach would be the need of
consistency for XML tags and the possibility of ongoing
modification to a centrally accessed XML tag dictionary.
Both requirements for the XML/XSL approach suggest
that the CSS based solution may be more accurate to carry
out comparison of signature styles in documents because
even a alight variation is XML tags could result in a large
discrepancy in ASSs and hence identify a document as
containing information from more than one author when it
does not.
The following section provides an introduction to data
mining, the basis of the CSS , or ASS, approach.
V.

DATA MINING

Data mining finds novel, potentially useful and
ultimately understandable patterns from mountains of data
[3] and has been used to mine data from diverse domains
including the medical domain [5], pharamaceutical [4] and,
as such, appears to be the ideal solution for finding the
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patterns of information contained within the files extracted
from (and contained within) the student submissions. This is
an approach which we used in our web maintainability tool
[1].
Data mining determines the patterns by clustering the
data according to variable values contained in the data [11].
Figure 1 shows how clustering could be carried out using
pre-determined CSS, or ASS, files and unclassified student
submissions. In this example – each sample in the classifier
is marked with a cross indicating the document page giving
rise to the sample, and the CSS section (ASS section) that
was generated from the document. Samples that have similar
values, appear to have been produced by the same author,
are given the same classification.
In clustering, each CSS section would be classified in
turn. If it is sufficiently similar to other previously classified
sections, ASS, it is added to the same classification (class)
as these other sections. If it is not sufficiently similar to
another section, a new classification, a new ASS, is created.
There are many different classes of Data mining
algorithm which can perform clustering with each class
possessing different properties. It is these different properties
which make each class suitable for analyzing different types
of data [11]. The class of algorithms which appear to be
particularly appropriate for mining the type of data of which
CSS files are composed belong to the statistical & machine
learning classes of algorithms. More information regarding
this may be found from the results of the STALOG project
[23]. These classes of algorithms are described, briefly, in
the following section.
A. Suitable data mining Algorithms
The suitability of algorithms chosen from the statistical
& machine learning classes, namely: - k nearest neighbours,
linear (k-NN), quadratic & logistic discriminants, k means,
rule based, decision trees and Bayesian classifiers are
described and their appropriateness for the task in hand.
These are the same algorithms which were discussed for the
task of web site maintainability [1].
The most appropriate algorithm for the conversion from
student document to CSS, ASS, from those listed above, is
the k-NN algorithm. The other algorithms are not appropriate
because they either require too many samples with which to
build an effective model from which to work effectively in
this application (decision trees, Bayesian classifiers), require
numerical data (Fisher’s linear discriminants), or require
prior knowledge of the classes (K Means). However, k-NN
can work effectively with a small number of samples, can
work with categorical data given an appropriate function to
compare two samples, and does not require any prior
knowledge of the number of classes, or authors.
The following sections describe the implementation of
the CSS solution which has been described in this section.
VI.

CSS SOLUTION

In order to implement the k-NN algorithm some means
of finding a numeric difference between two samples of
student document and ASS is required. This can be achieved
by determining the percentage of elements of the code in one
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ASS

sample which is not present in the other sample. In order to
determine the difference between the two samples of ASS
signature features, and their values, present in each sample
signature needs to be investigated. A visual representation of
this process may be seen in Figure 2.

ASS4
ASS1

ASS2

ASS

Figure 2. Clustering using K-NN.

In order to achieve this each section of student document,
submission need to be represented by equivalent signature
features and their values. In the same manner as presentation
tags in HTML code these can be represented as signature
tags. It is these adjacent signature tags which form clusters
of tags and can be represented by a single ASS.
The first stage of the implementation of the k-NN
algorithm is to create the signature tags from the original
document and then each cluster of signature tags is
converted to a ASS sample using a set of rules that are
defined in a data file. This can be changed by the user as the
ASS evolves, but a standard set of rules.

ASS-equivalent

value

After each cluster is converted to an ASS the algorithm
iterates through each sample and compares it to any that have
already been classified. At the start of the loop, none will
have been classified. Otherwise, a list of the other classified
samples is created and ordered by difference to the new
sample. If no sample is within a threshold distance, it is
assumed that the new sample is not sufficiently similar to
any previous classification, and so the user is prompted for a
new classification for this sample. Otherwise, the closest k
samples are taken from this list and the new sample is
assigned the same classification as the majority of these k
samples. An appropriate value of k can be found through
trial and error during the implementation.
For the final conversion of the classifications to a style
sheet, an arbitrary sample from each classification is used to
supply the definition of the style, and the name assigned to
the classification is used as the name of the style. As each
sample in the class should be very similar, it should not
matter which sample is used for the style definition.
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where x is distribution of table tags in Section 1
y is distribution of table tags in Section 2.

Each line is in the format:
Tag-name

A slight modification was made to the k-NN class so that
it could be used to create an example document from an
existing signature style. This modification was that a new
author signature is not created if no close match among the
previously classified samples is found. The contents of the
style sheet are read in and set as the classified samples to
provide the classification. The same approach is used for
finding groups of pages with the same style. The major
differences in this case is that the methods used to represent
each page, and the differences between them – as well as the
automatic naming procedure of a process which is to all
intents and purposes completely unsupervised.
Each page, or paragraph, is represented by a set of
feature information, including a list of the number of times
each one is used, and the distribution of the feature tags
throughout the page or paragraph. The combination of this
set of information gives a good overall impression of the
written signature style of the author.
The difference between two sets of information is found
by the number of features, and values, that are not present
in one set of information and is present in another, or those
where the font or style is used more than twice as many
times in one than in the other. The table distributions are
compared using the chi-squared test. Each distribution is
composed of 100 values, indicating the number of signature
tags in that 100th of the section. The chi-squared value is
calculated as the sum of the squares of the differences of
each of these values, as given by the formula:
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The set of this information provides an overall value for
the difference between the two pages. This can then be
directly compared to the value for any other two pages.
Again, if the page being classified is not sufficiently similar
to any previously classified section, a new classification, or
ASS, is created for it.
The following section describes investigations which
were carried out in order to determine the effectiveness of
the CSS methods to facilitate comparison of author signature
styles (ASS) in the paragraphs comprising the students
VII. INVESTIGATIONS
In order to determine the effectiveness of the solution, a
set of metrics were defined which enabled the effectives of
the solution to be determined on a wide range of submitted
documents.. This section describes the metrics used and the
wide range of documents used.
A. Measures of Effectiveness: Metrics Used
The effectiveness of the solution was determined by the
ease, and effectiveness, of extraction of file information from
the source page into a separate author signature style sheet
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and the degree to which the content of the original pages
remained unaltered once it has been re-produced by use of
the style sheet.
Two metrics were also used to determine the
effectiveness of the solution. Firstly, relative time for
comparison of author signature styles in paragraphs
contained within student submission by tool with that taken
by a human carrying out the same task. Secondly, the
number of author signature styles produced and number of
differences between the signature style features in the
original page, or paragraph, in the submission and that
created using the ASS Documents Investigated
These submissions were chosen as examples of their
wide range of document pages to which the algorithms,
which represent the algorithm of the tool, can be applied
because they represent a cross section of the variation in
author styles contained with documents submitted at this
university.
Student
Origin

First Language

Number

Authorship

UK

English

20

Known Single

2

UK

English

20

Assumed Single

3

EU & UK
(50:50)

50 English: 50
2nd English

20

Assumed Single

4

Not EU

Not English

20

Assumed Single

5

UK

English

20

Known Multi

Sample

1

Figure 3 provides examples of the wide range of student
submissions which were investigated.
Sample 1 containing documents known to have been
written by one author. Sample 2 contains UK students whose
first language is English whilst Sample 3 contains an equal
mix of EU and UK students. Sample 4 contains non EU
students who are required to take TOEFL and who have all
passed the level required to be admitted to the university.
Sample 5 contains documents which are known to contain
multiple authorship.
This range of documents should enable the performances
of the algorithm, and hence tool, on different written styles
of pages to be determined.
The following section describes the results from applying
the metrics to the wide range of test documents.

Figure 4. Relative time for paragraph authorship comparisons.

A. Relative time for paragraph authorship comparisons
The results of these investigations are shown in Figure 4.
The figure shows that the tool was able to perform
comparison up to 1000 times faster than the person carrying
out the same task. The figure also shows that the time taken
for the non-tool based comparison of the signature style in
each paragraph varied from person to person and also from
sample type to sample type. There was no difference in the
comparison time for the tool because of the short time in
which this was achieved, all within 1 second.
Half of the of people carrying out the task were unable
to complete the comparison for any of sample size 4 because
of the fluency in the written style of the student submissions.
B.

A count of the author signature styles produced
The number of signature styles produced is dependent of
the written content of each page. Figure 5 shows that, on
average, two styles are produced from a page known to have
been written by one author. The figure also shows that, on
average, three styles are produced from a page of unknown
authorship with the distribution of the number of styles
produced being skewed towards the lower end. The tool
accurately determined the number of the authors from the
documents known to be multi-author. However, the figure
shows that human determination was less accurate –
especially for samples 3 and 4, those for which English was
not a first language.

Figure 3. Examples of submission types.

VIII. RESULTS
Simple plots are used to visualize the results. Figures 4
to 6 show the results of investigation of the three metrics.

Figure 5. A count of the author signature styles.

C. Information Differences
These results shown in Figure 6 are consistent with that
results of the ASS investigations in that information
differences observed between the original, and key features
of the, document are strongly correlated with the error in
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determining authorship number. Thus suggesting that if the
ASSs contained in the document can be determined then it
is it possible to reform key features of the original document
for comparison with other student submissions and with
future by the same student.
IX.

[6]
[7]

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have described an approach for carrying out
investigation of the plurality of the authorship of documents
submitted by students, which is dependent upon Data
mining-based clustering methods.
The results presented in section VIII show that this
approach facilitates accurate investigation of the authorship
of student document submission. Such results have the
potential to be used in formal university procedures.
Is intended that further work will be carried out
investigating the three key metrics in submission from other
Faculties and universities. Work will also be carried out to
modify the Data mining algorithm to maintain accuracy of
Multi Author Determine across this new range of
submissions.

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]
[12]

[13]
[14]

[15]

Figure 6. Information Differences between Original and

[16]

Reformed Text produced.
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Abstract—The paper is about databases content processing,
namely query processing. Certain answers are very important in
the study of the data complexity of the problem of answering
queries using materialized views and constitute a semantics of
query answers in mediated integration systems. The computing of
these answers depends on database and view models, and the case
when the negation occurs was not studied. In this paper, we give
a representation of certain answer sets where both the query and
the views are expressed in conjunctive form with negation. Using
this representation, a method to compute the certain answers for
the open-world and close-world assumptions is given.
Keywords–views; queries; negation; certain answers.

discuss the main papers concerning to the computing of certain
answer sets, in Section III, we specify the basic definitions
and notations used in the paper. In Section IV, we give a
representation of certain answer sets in case of open-world
assumption. A method to compute certain answer sets in
cases of open-world and close-world assumptions is given
in Sections V and VI, respectively. The problem of time
complexity to compute certain answers is analyzed in Section
VII. Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In the relational model, a query Q1 is said to be contained
in the query Q2 if Q1 produces a subset of the answers of
Q2 , for any database. In the context of data integration, we
say that Q1 is contained in Q2 relative to a set of views V if,
for any set I of instances of V, the certain answers of Q1 are a
subset of the certain answers of Q2 . In [2], the authors study
the complexity of computing certain answers in case when
views and queries are in conjunctive form, conjunctive form
with inequality, non-recursive datalog, datalog or first order
formula. In case when the query is expressed in datalog, and
does not contain comparison predicate, and the views are in
conjunctive form, the set of certain answers can be obtained
by so called a query plan, which is a datalog program whose
extensional relations are the source relations. More precisely,
the maximally contained query plans defined in [9] compute
the certain answers of the query [2]. In [10], using certain
answers, the authors define relative containment, which
formalizes the notion of query containment relative to the
sources that occur to the data-integration system. In [11], the
containment of two queries is studied. In [5], the authors
study the problem of answering queries using materialized
views in the presence of negative atoms in views. By our
best knowledge, the problem to compute the certain answer
set in case when the negation occurs in views or query was
not considered yet in literature.
Let us give a motivated example.
Example 1 Let us consider the relational schema S consisting
of {COM P, CON, P ROD, IT EM },where
COM P represents the companies and has comp-id as an
identification code of a company, and comp-name is the name
of the company,
CON represents the contracts between companies, and has

In many data-management applications such as dataintegration from different sources, data warehousing, query
optimization, the problem of view-based query processing
is central. The study of this problem implies the consideration of several main notions as answering and rewriting.
Answering means the computing the tuples satisfying the
query in all databases consistent with the views. Rewriting
is a reformulating of the query in terms of the views, and then
evaluating the rewriting over the views extensions. In general
terms, the problem of rewriting is as follows: given a query
Q on a database schema S, expressed in a language L, and a
set V of views on S, can we answer Q using only V?
A lot of results have been reported in the last years and
many methods have been studied(see a survey in [1]). One
of the approach of view-based query processing problem is
the query-answering approach, where so-called certain tuples
([2]) are computed. Certain tuples are the tuples that satisfy
the query in all databases consistent with the views, on the
basis of the view definitions and the view extensions.
In [2],[3], some aspects and applications of the problem of
answering queries using views, and algorithms are presented.
Some authors study the problem of view-based query processing in a context where databases are semistructured, and both
the queries and the views are expressed as regular path queries
in [4],[5]. A tableau technique is used for computing query answers in [6]. In [7], the authors study the complexity of query
answering considering key and inclusion dependencies. The
problem of answering queries using views, when queries and
views are in conjunctive form with arithmetic comparisons,
are analyzed in [8].
The structure of the paper is following: in Section II, we
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as attributes con-id the identification code of the contract, bcomp, the beneficiary of the contract con-id, and f -comp is
the supplier of the contract con-id (the values of b-comp and
f -comp are company codes),
P ROD represents the products, and has prod-id as the
identification code of a product, and prod-name the product
name,
IT EM represents items specified by the contracts, and has
as attributes: con-id1 , the code of a contract, prod-id1 , the
code of a product. We consider the following view: find
contracts x1 , companies x2 , and products x3 such that x2 is
the beneficiary company of x1 and the product x3 occurs as
item of the contract x1 , and there exists a contract y2 such
that the product x3 does not occur in the contract y2 .
Using the schema S, we can expressed this view definition
as:
V (x1 , x2 , x3 ) : −CON (x1 , x2 , y1 ), CON (y2 , y3 , x2 ),
P ROD(x3 , y4 ), IT EM (x1 , x3 ), ¬IT EM (y2 , x3 ),
where the character ’,’ between two literals means logical
conjunction. Let us consider the query: find all companies z
such that there exist two contracts t1 and t3 , where one of
them contains z as the beneficiary and another as supplier
and there exists a products t5 such that one or another from
contracts t1 and t3 does not contain the product t5 . We
expressed this query as follows:
Q : q(z) : −CON (t1 , z, t2 ), CON (t3 , t4 , z),
P ROD(t5 , t6 ), (¬IT EM (t1 , t5 ) ∨ ¬IT EM (t3 , t5 ))
It is clear that the query Q is equivalent with a union
of queries in conjunctive form. Let I be an extension of
V , where I = {w1 , w2 }, and w1 = (1,0 S20 ,0 P 20 ), and
w2 = (2,0 S30 ,0 P 30 ). We are interested to compute the certain
answers corresponding to I, V and Q.
In this paper, we compute the certain answer sets in two
cases: under the open-world assumption (OW A) and under
the closed-world assumption (CW A) in case when views are
in conjunctive form, and query is a union of conjunctive form,
and both can contain negative literals.
III. BASIC D EFINITIONS AND N OTATIONS
Let Dom be a countable infinite domain for databases. A
view definition has the following form:
V (x) : −R1 (u1 ), . . . , Rk (uk ), ¬Rk+1 (uk+1 ), . . . ,
¬Rk+p (uk+p ),

(1)

where x is a vector of variables. These variables are called
free in the view V , The vectors ui consists of variables or
constants, 1 ≤ i ≤ k + p. All constants are considered in
Dom. There are two restrictions about variables or constants
that occur in the view. The first one is: each variable that
occurs in x, it must appear also in at least a vector ui ,
1 ≤ i ≤ k, that means it also appears in the positive part
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of the view definition. This is called the safe property of
the view. The second one is: each variable or constant that
occurs in the negated part of the view definition, must
occur in its positive part. This property is called as safeness
property of negation. The symbols Ri are relational symbols,
1 ≤ i ≤ k + p. All variables from ui , 1 ≤ i ≤ k + p, that
are different from variables from x, are called existentially
quantified variables. Let us denote by fV (x, y) the right part
of the view definition V . A query Q in conjunction form with
negation has a similar form as view definition. Let us denote
by q(z) the head of the query, and fq (z, t), the right hand
part of the query, where t denote all existentially quantified
variables from the query. In an integration system the views
are called sources. If sources have non-relational data models,
we can use wrappers [12] to create relational view of data.
In the following definition we present the notion of certain
answer in two cases: (OW A) and (CW A).
Definition 1: Let Q be a query and V = {V1 , . . . , Vm }
be a set of view definitions over the database schema S =
{R1 , . . . , Rs } (all relational symbols from S are used in at
least Vi ). Let wi be an extension of the view definition Vi ,
for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Let I = {w1 , . . . , wm }. The tuple t is
a certain answer for I, V, and Q under OW A if t ∈ Q(D),
for all databases D defined on Dom such that I ⊆ V(D).
The tuple t is a certain answer for I, V and Q under CW A
if t ∈ Q(D) for all databases D defined on Dom such that
I = V(D).
In an intuitive sense, a tuple is a certain answer of the query
Q, if it is an answer for any of the possible database instances,
which are consistent with the given extensions of the views.
Concerning the number of view definitions, and the number
of extensions of the views from V we distinguish three cases:
(I)V consists of a single view definition denoted V , and I
consists of m extensions of V , denoted w1 , . . . , wm .
(II)V consists of multiple definitions of a view V , denoted
V (x) : −fVi (x, y), 1 ≤ i ≤ h, and I consists of m extensions
of the view definitions of V .
(III) V consists of multiple view definitions of the views
V1 , . . . , Vq and I consists of m extensions, an extension
corresponds to a view definition of any view Vi , 1 ≤ i ≤ q.
For the sake of the presentation, let us consider the case
(I), the approaches of the cases differ only in notation.
In the case of the open-world assumption, we express the
relation I ⊆ V(D) that it is equivalent to: wi ∈ V (D), for each
i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, where D is a database defined on Dom. Then
there exists a mapping ν from the set of all variables from x
and y into Dom such that the following relations yield:
νpos(fV (x, y)) ⊆ D, νneg(fV (x, y))∩D = ∅, νx = wi , (2)
where ν(c) = c, for a constant c,
pos(fV (x, y))= {R1 (u1 ), . . . , Rk (uk )} and
neg(fV (x, y))= {Rk+1 (uk+1 ), . . . , Rk+p (uk+p )}
We denote by Rel(fV (x, y)), the set of all relational symbols
that occur in the conjunction fV (x, y)). For a mapping ν
having the property from (2), we denote by fV (wi , y) the
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result of replacing all free variables x0 from x with ν(x0 ). For
two different vectors wi and wj ,the existentially quantified
variables of type y are independent, hence we take the sets
of variables for y disjoint. So, we denote by fV (wi , y i ) orfi ,
the expression fV (x, y), where y is replaced by y i and the
set of all variables from y i is disjoint from the set from y j ,
that means y i ∩ y j = ∅ for all i, j, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ m. Let us
denote by C the set of all elements from Dom, that appear
in the vectors wi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m and in fV (x, y). Let Y be the
set of all variables from y 1 , . . . , y m . Let π be a partition of
the set C ∪ Y , and Classπ the set of the classes defined by
the partition π. We denote by ≡π the congruence relation
defined by the partition π, namely: we have t ≡π t0 if there
exists a set M from Classπ such that t, t0 ∈ M . In the paper
we only need partitions with the property: for two different
constants c and c0 ,we have c 6≡π c0 . These partitions are called
C-partitions. It is clear that for a C-partition a class contains
at most a constant. For a partition π on C ∪ Y , we consider
a mapping from C ∪ Y into Classπ denoted ϕπ called the
canonical onto mapping and defined by ϕπ (t) = [t]π , where
[t]π means the class that contains t. The mapping ϕπ is
extended naturally to a vector w0 = (t1 , . . . , tr ) on C ∪ Y
by ϕπ (w0 )=(ϕπ (t1 ), . . . , ϕπ (tr )). For an atom R(w0 ), we
consider ϕπ (R(w0 ))=R(ϕπ (w0 )). For a set of atoms S having
the form R(w0 ), we define ϕπ (S)={ϕπ (R(w0 ))|R(w0 ) ∈ S}.
Associated to a C-partition π, we define two databases having
elements from Classπ , and denoted Tπmin , Tπmax , in the
following manner:
i=m
Tπmin = ∪i=1
ϕπ pos(fV (wi , y i ))

Tπmax

(3)

= {ϕπ R(w)|R ∈ Rel(fV (x, y)), w on C ∪ Y }−
∪i=m
i=1 ϕπ neg(fV (w i , y i ))

(4)

We denote by Mπ the set of all databases between Tπmin and
Tπmax ,i.e.,:
Mπ = {T |Tπmin ⊆ T ⊆ Tπmax }
For a conjunction of literals fi , we need to consider a formula
denoted φ(fi ), whose basic elements have the form (ti 6= tj ),
where ti and tj are elements from C ∪ Y . Let fi having the form: fi = R1 (z 1 ), . . . , Rk (z k ), ¬Rk+1 (z k+1 ), . . . ,
¬Rk+p (z k+p ). Let Rk+j (z k+j ) be an atom that occurs in the
negated part of fi . Let us consider the case when Rk+j occurs
in the positive part of fi , with the indexes α1 , . . . , αq , that
means we have: Rk+j =Rα1 =. . .=Rαq , and Rk+j 6= Rβ for
each β ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} − {α1 , . . . , αq }.
Associated to the atom Rk+j (z k+j ), we consider the formula
denoted φji and defined as follows:

for 1 ≤ j ≤ p, that means φ(fi ) = φ1i ∧ . . . ∧ φpi . Now, let us
consider the conjunction of all formulas φ(fi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
denoted φ(fV ), that means: φ(fV ) = φ(f1 ) ∧ . . . ∧ φ(fm ).
Let us consider an example concerning these formulas.
Example 2 Let V and I be defined in Example 1. To be
short, let us rewrite the predicates CON , P ROD, IT EM
by R1 , R2 , R3 , respectively. We have: V (x1 , x2 , x3 ) :
− R1 (x1 , x2 , y1 ), R1 (y2 , y3 , x2 ), R2 (x3 , x4 ), R3 (x1 , x3 ),
¬R3 (y2 , x3 ). f1 =fV (w1 , y)=R1 (1,0 S20 , y1 ), R1 (y2 , y3 ,0 S20 ),
R2 (0 P 20 , y4 ), R3 (1,0 P 20 ), ¬R3 (y2 ,0 P 20 ). The formula φ(f1 )
corresponds to the atom R3 (y2 ,0 P 20 ) and φ(f1 ) = (y2 6= 1).
For the formula f2 we take y-variables as: y5 , y6 , y7 .y8 . We obtain φ(f2 ) = (y6 6= 2). Finally, φ(fV ) = (y2 6= 1) ∧ (y6 6= 2).
We remark that the formula φ(fV ) express the satisfiability
property of the formula fV . In the following we define
formally the logic value of a formula for a C-partition.
Definition 2: Let π be a C-partition defined on C ∪ Y and
φ(fV ) the formula constructed for fV , as we have mentioned
above. We define the logic value of φ(fV ) for π, denoted
π(φ(fV )), as follows:
(i) If φ = (t 6= t0 ), where t and t0 ∈ C ∪ Y , then
π(φ) = T RU E if there is no class E from Classπ such that
t, t0 ∈ E, i.e., [t]π 6= [t0 ]π .
(ii) π(φ1 ∧φ2 ) = π(φ1 )∧π(φ2 ), π(φ1 ∨φ2 ) = π(φ1 )∨π(φ2 ).
We remark that for a C-partition π , we have π(φ(fV )) =
T RU E if and only if ϕπ (fi (wi , y i )) is satisfiable ([12]) for
each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, where ϕπ is the canonical onto mapping
corresponding to π. For a database D defined on Dom, we
consider val(D) the set of all values that occur in the atoms
of D. Formally,
val(D) = {v|∃R(w) ∈ D, v is a component of w}.
Let us denote by f1 · f2 the composition of the mappings
f1 and f2 , where (f1 · f2 )(x) = f1 (f2 (x)).
IV. A R EPRESENTATION OF C ERTAIN A NSWER S ETS
UNDER OW A
Firstly, we point out a proposition about two databases that
are in a particular relation.
Proposition 1: Let D0 and D be two databases over the
schema S such that D0 ⊆ D and for each atom R(w) ∈
D − D0 , there exists a component v belonging to w such
that v 6∈ val(D0 ). Then for each query Q having Rel(Q) ⊆
Rel(V), we have Q(D0 ) ⊆ Q(D).
Proof: Let u be from Q(D0 ). This implies there exists a
substitution θ from the variables of Q into Dom such that:

φji = (z k+j 6= z α1 ) ∧ . . . ∧ (z k+j 6= z αq )

θpos(Q) ⊆ D0 , θneg(Q) ∩ D0 = ∅ and θz = u,

where the expression (z l 6= z s ) denotes the following
disjunction: (t1l 6= t1s ) ∨ . . . ∨ (trl 6= trs ), with z l = (t1l , . . . , trl ),
z s = (t1s , . . . , trs ). In case when Rk+j does not occur in
the positive part of fi , then we consider φji = T RU E. The
formula φ(fi )is defined as the conjunction of all formulas φji ,

where the head of the query Q is q(z). The hypothesis,
the second statement from (5), and the safeness property of
negation imply θneg(Q) ∩ D = ∅, hence u ∈ Q(D).
The following theorem points out some properties concerning
the C-partitions from P art(C ∪ Y ) and some sous-databases
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of a database D.

θ(z) = w

Theorem 1: Let V be a set of view definitions on the
schema S, I an extension of V, and D a database on Dom
such that I ⊆ V(D), and Rel(D) ⊆ Rel(V). Let φ(fV ) be the
formula constructed for I and V. There exist a C-partition π
from P art(C ∪ Y ) such that π(φ(fV )) = T RU E, a database
D0 such that D0 ⊆ D, and a bijective mapping ψπ from
Classπ into val(D0 ) having the following properties:
(i) For each atom R(w) from D − D0 , the vector w has at
least a component t such that t 6∈ val(D0 ).
(ii) For any query Q such that Rel(Q) ⊆ Rel(V), we have:
Q(D0 ) ⊆ Q(D) and ψπ−1 Q(D0 ) = Q(ψπ−1 (D0 )).
(iii) Let T = ψπ−1 (D0 ). We have T ∈ Mπ .
(iv) I ⊆ V(D0 ).
Proof: Let V, I, D as in the hypothesis of the Theorem
such that I ⊆ V(D). This inequality is equivalent to the
statement: V (wi ) ∈ V(D) for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m. This means:
(∃τi )(τi : C ∪ y i − > Dom)[D |= τi f (wi , y i )], 1 ≤ i ≤ m
(6)
Moreover, we assumed that τi (c) = c for each element c from
C. Let us emphasize the atoms from fi :
f (wi , y i ) = A1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ah ∧ ¬Ah+1 ∧ . . . ¬Ah+p

(7)

τi Aj ∈ D, 1 ≤ j ≤ h and τi Ah+l 6∈ D, 1 ≤ l ≤ p

(8)

Since for i 6= j we have y i ∩ y j = ∅, there exists a mapping
τ from C ∪ Y into Dom such that τ (c) = c for each c from
C, and τ (yα ) = τi (yα ), where yα ∈ y i . Associated to the
mapping τ , we define a partition denoted π, and defined as
follows: t ≡π t0 if τ (t) = τ (t0 ),where t, t0 ∈ C ∪ Y . Since
the statements from (6) are true, it follows that π(φ(fV )) =
T RU E. Let V 0 be the set of all values from τ (C ∪ Y ). Let
D0 be the database defined as follows:
D0 = {R(w)|R(w) ∈ D, R ∈ Rel(V ) and
w contains only values from V 0 }

(9)

It is clear that val(D0 ) = V 0 , and the databases D, D0 satisfy
the statement (i) from the Theorem. Using this statement and
Proposition 1, we obtain Q(D0 ) ⊆ Q(D) for each query Q.
Now, let us define a bijective mapping denoted ψπ from
Classπ into val(D0 ), as follows; ψπ ([t]π ) = τ (t). Let us
denote by ψπ−1 the inverse mapping of ψπ . Let us show the
second part of the condition (ii). Let Q be a query defined on
S and, having the form:

(10)

Let q(w) be from Q(D0 ). There exists a substitution θ from
the set of all variables from Q into V 0 such that the following
statements yield:
θSi (w
ei ) ∈ D0 , 1 ≤ i ≤ l, θSl+i (w
el+i ) 6∈ D0 , 1 ≤ i ≤ r,
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ψπ−1 (θSi (w
ei )) ∈ ψπ−1 (D0 ), 1 ≤ i ≤ l, ψπ−1 (θSl+i (w
el+i ))
6∈ ψπ−1 (D0 ), 1 ≤ i ≤ r, ψπ−1 (θ(z)) = ψπ−1 (w)

(12)

From the relations (12), we infer the substitution θ0 =
θ · ψπ−1 satisfies the relations (11) with θ0 instead of θ and
ψπ−1 (D0 ) instead of D0 . This means the following statement
is true:
0
ψπ−1 (q(w)) ∈ Q(ϕ−1
(13)
π (D ))
The relation(13)implies ψπ−1 (Q(D0 )) ⊆ Q(ψπ−1 (D0 )) (14)
The inclusion Q(ψπ−1 (D0 )) ⊆ ψπ−1 (Q(D0 )) follows in a
similar manner, because ψπ−1 is bijective. Now, let us consider
the statement (iii). Let T = ψπ−1 (D0 ). Since the mapping τ
0
satisfies the relation τ (∪i=m
i=1 pos(f (w i , y i ))) ⊆ D , we obtain
the following inclusion:
−1
0
(τ · ψπ−1 )(∪i=m
i=1 pos(f (w i , y i ))) ⊆ ψπ (D )

(15)

On the other hand, we get τ · ψπ−1 = ϕπ .
Therefore, from (15), we obtain: Tπmin ⊆ T
i=m
τ (∪i=1
neg(f (wi , y i ))) ∩ D0

(16)

= ∅ holds, we

i=m
ϕπ (∪i=1
neg(f (wi , y i ))) ∩ ψπ−1 (D0 ) = ∅

(17)

Moreover, we have:
ψπ−1 (D0 ) ⊆ {ϕπ R(w)|R ∈ Rel(V ), w is on C ∪ Y }

(18)

The relations (17) and (18) imply ψπ−1 (D0 ) ⊆ Tπmax

(19)

From the statements (16) and (19), we obtain T ∈ Mπ . The
statement (iv) results because the relation (6) is satisfied for
the database D0 .
The following theorem specifies the properties of C-partitions.
Theorem 2: Let π be a C-partition from P art(C ∪ Y ) such
that π(φ(fV )) = T RU E. Let T be an element from Mπ . For
each injective C − mapping ψ from Classπ into Dom, we
have:
(i) I ⊆ V(D0 ), where D0 = ψ(T ).
Proof: We consider the substitution τ from C ∪ Y into
Dom, defined as: τ = ϕπ · ψ. Let τi be the substitution
obtained from τ by projection on C ∪ y i , 1 ≤ i ≤ m. We
must show that:
D0 |= τi f (wi , y i ), for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m

e1 ), . . . , Sl (w
el ), ¬Sl+1 (w
el+1 ), . . . ,
Q : q(z) : −S1 (w
¬Sl+r (w
el+r )

Since the mapping ψπ−1 is injective, from the relation (11),
we get:

Since the relation
obtain:

The relation D |= τi f (wi , y i ) is equivalent to:

(11)

(20)

Since T is a database from Mπ , we get for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m:
ϕπ pos(f (wi , y i )) ⊆ T and ϕπ neg(f (wi , y i )) ∩ T = ∅ (21)
Applying the mapping ψ to the first relation from (21), we
obtain:
τ pos(f (wi , y i )) ⊆ D0 , hence τi pos(f (wi , y i )) ⊆ D0 (22)
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Since the mapping ψ is injective, from the second relation
from (21), we get:
τ neg(f (wi , y i )) ∩ D0 = ∅, hence we have:
τi neg(f (wi , y i )) ∩ D0 = ∅

(23)

The statements (22) and (23) imply (20), therefore we have
I ⊆ V(D0 ).
In the following we emphasize other property of C-partitions
and injective mappings.
Proposition 2: Let π be a C-partition on C ∪ Y such that
π(φ(fV )) = T RU E. Let D1 be a database defined on Classπ ,
and ψ an injective mapping from Classπ into Dom. We have
ψ(Q(D1 )) = Q(ψ(D1 )), for each query Q expressed as a
union of conjunctive form, and having Rel(Q) ⊆ Rel(V ).
Proof: Let Q be a query having the form like as in (10),
and ψ an injective mapping from Classπ into Dom. The
answer of Q for T is as follows:
Q(T ) = {θq(z)|θpos(Q) ⊆ T and θneg(Q) ∩ T = ∅} (24)

w ∈ ψi (Sπi ), for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ p, and for each B. (26)
Using Proposition 2, we get: w ∈ ψi (Q(T )), for each
T ∈ Mπi . Using Theorem 1, we have: there exist a
partition πi , a mapping ψπi , and a database D0 such
that D0 ⊆ D, I ⊆ V(D0 ), where ψπi is a mapping
from Classπi into val(D0 ). In the relation (26) we take
ψπi , instead of ψi . Thus, using Proposition 2, we have:
(D0 )))=Q(D0 ).
w ∈ ψπi (Q(T ))=Q(ψπi (T ))=Q(ψπi (ψπ−1
i
0
Since Q(D ) ⊆ Q(D), we obtain w ∈ Q(D).
V. C ERTAIN A NSWERS UNDER OW A

From this relation, we get:
ψ(Q(T )) = {(θ · ψ)q(z)|θpos(Q) ⊆ T and
θneg(Q) ∩ T = ∅}

(25)

Let u
e be from ψ(Q(T )). There exists θ a mapping from the
variables of Q into Classπ such that u
e = (θ · ψ)q(z), and θ
satisfies the statements from (25). Since ψ is injective, from
these relations, we obtain (θ · ψ)pos(Q) ⊆ ψ(T ) and (θ ·
ψ)neg(Q) ∩ ψ(T ) = ∅. These imply: u
e = (θ · ψ)q(z) ∈
Q(ψ(T )). Therefore, we have obtained ψ(Q(T )) ⊆ Q(ψ(T )).
The inverse inclusion is inferred similarly.
Before we give the theorem about a representation of
certain answers, we need to give some further notations.
Let P = {π1 , . . . , πp } be the set of all C-partitions from
P art(C ∪ Y ) such that πi (φ(fV )) = T RU E. For a partition
πi , we denote by Sπi the intersection of all answers of
the query Q for databases T from Mπi , that means:
Sπi = ∩{Q(T )|T ∈ Mπi }. Let A = (Sπ1 , . . . , Sπp ). Let ψi
be an injective mapping from Classπi into Dom, 1 ≤ i ≤ p.
i=p
Let B be the vector (ψ1 , . . . , ψp ) and Ans(B) = ∩i=1
ψi (Sπi ).
Let V M app be the set of all vectors having the form B, and
RCertAnsO the intersection of all Ans(B) for all B from
V M app, i.e., RCertAnsO = ∩{Ans(B)|B ∈ V M app}.
Let us denote by CertAnsO(V, I, Q), the set of all certain
answers for V, I, Q. In the following theorem, we give a
characterization of this certain answer set.
Theorem 3: Let V, I, Q be a set of view definitions,
an instance of V and a query, respectively. We have
CertAnsO(V, I, Q)=RCertAnsO.
Proof: Firstly, let w be a vector from
CertAnsO(V, I, Q). To show that w ∈ RCertAnsO.
Let B be a vector of injective mappings, B= (ψ1 , . . . , ψp ),
where ψi is a mapping from Classπi into Dom. Let T be an
0
element from Mπi . Let us denote the database ψi (T ) by Di .
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By Theorem 2, we have I ⊆ V(Di ). Using the hypothesis,
0
we obtain w ∈ Q(Di ) = Q(ψi (T )) = ψi (Q(T )). We get
w ∈ ψi (Sπi ), for each πi from P and mapping vector B,
therefore w ∈ RCertAnsO.
Inversely, assume that w ∈ RCertAnsO. To show that w
∈ CertAnsO(V, I, Q). Let D be a database on Dom such
that I ⊆ V(D). We must show that w ∈ Q(D). By the
hypothesis, we have w ∈ Ans(B), for each B from V M app,
hence we obtain:
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Based on the results of the precedence section, we give
in this section a method to construct the set of all certain
answers for V, I, Q. Since we considered each constant
from C belongs to the domain Dom, we have C ⊆ Dom.
Moreover, for each π a C-partition on C ∪ Y , we have
|C| ≤ |Classπ |, where |C| denote the cardinality of C.
Regarding to the vectors having components from Classπ ,
we need to introduce a condition denoted Cond and defined
in the following.
Definition 3: Let w
e = (w1 , . . . , wp ), where wj ∈ Sπj , and
wj = (tj1 , . . . , tjr ), 1 ≤ j ≤ p. We say that the vector w
e
satisfies the condition Cond if the following statements yield:
(i) The class tji contains a constant denoted cαji for all j, 1 ≤
j ≤ p, and i, 1 ≤ i ≤ r,
(ii) Let tjl = [cαjl ]πl , 1 ≤ l ≤ r, 1 ≤ j ≤ p. Then we have:
cα1l = . . . = cαpl , for each l, 1 ≤ l ≤ r.
In the following, we point out some properties of the vector
w
e that satisfy the condition Cond from Definition 3.
Proposition 3: Let w
e = (w1 , . . . , wp ), where wj ∈ Sπj ,
1 ≤ j ≤ p. We have: the vector w
e satisfies the condition Cond
if and only if there exists a unique injective C −mapping from
Classπj into Dom, denoted ψj , for each j, 1 ≤ j ≤ p such
that ψ1 (w1 ) = . . . = ψp (wp ).
Remark 1: Let w
e = (w1 , . . . , wp ), where wj ∈ Sπj ,
1 ≤ j ≤ p. The vector w
e produces a certain answer,
denoted P ROD(w),
e under OW A if and only if w
e satisfies
the condition Cond. In this case, we have from Proposition 3,
P ROD(w)=ψ
e
1 (w 1 ).
We can easy construct a procedure that computes the set of
all certain answers for V, I, Q.
Example 3 Let us consider I, V and Q as in Example 1.
Using the results of Sections IV and V, we obtain that w = (1)
and w = (2) are certain answers under OW A.
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VI. C ERTAIN A NSWERS UNDER CW A
In this section, we point out some theorems necessary to
represent sets of certain answers under CW A. The proofs
of these theorems are similar to that of Theorems 1, 2, 3,
therefore they are omitted. Firstly, we need to consider a new
notion regarding to a database T defined on Classπ , where
π is a C-partition.
Definition 4: Let I = {w1 , . . . , wm }, π a C-partition such
that π(φ(fV )) = T RU E and T an element from Mπ . We
say that T is closed with respect to I, if for each substitution
θ from the variable set of Q into Classπ such that T |=
θfV (x, z), there exists a tuple wj from I such that η(θ(x)) =
wj , where η is the mapping from Classπ into C ∪ Y defined
by: η([t]π ) = c if c ∈ [t]π and η([t]π ) = y otherwise, where
y is a variable from the class [t]π .
Remark 2: Let I, π and T as in Definition 4. We have:
(i) For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, there exists a substitution θi from
the variable set of Q into Classπ such that T |= θi fV (x, z)
and η(θi (x)) = wi , where the mapping θi is specified in
Definition 4.
Proof: We specify the substitution θi . If x = x1 . . . xh ,
z = z1 . . . zp , wi = t1 . . . th , where tj ∈ Dom, y i =
yγ1 . . . yγp (the vector y i consists of the y-variables from the
expression fV (wi , y i )). The mapping θi is defined as follows:
θi (xj ) = [tj ]π , 1 ≤ j ≤ h and θi (zj ) = [yγj ]π , 1 ≤ j ≤ p.
Now, we give the results regarding the representation of
certain answer sets under CW A.
Theorem 4: Let V be a set of view definitions, I an extension of V, and D a database on Dom such that I = V(D). Let
φ(fV ) be the formula constructed for I and V. There exist a Cpartition π from P art(C ∪ Y ) such that π(φ(fV )) = T RU E,
a database D0 ⊆ D, and an injective mapping ψπ from Classπ
into val(D0 ) having the following properties:
(i) and (ii) as in Theorem 1,
(iii)0 Let T = ψπ−1 (D0 ). We have T ∈ Mπ , and T is closed
with respect to I (Definition 4).
(iv)0 I = V(D0 ).

Theorem 5: Let π be a C-partition from P art(C ∪ Y ) such
that π(φ(fV )) = T RU E. Let T be a database from Mπ that
is closed with respect to I. Then for each injective C-mapping
ψ from Classπ into Dom, we have:
(i) I = V(D0 ), where D0 = ψ(T ).
Now, we use the notations specified for the case OW A, with
except the following: S πi instead of Sπi , CertAnsC(V, I, Q)
instead of CertAnsO(V, I, Q), and RCertAnsC instead of
RCertAnsO, where
S πi = ∩{Q(T )|T ∈ Mπi and T is closed w.r.t. I}.
Theorem 6: Using the notations specified above, we have
CertAnsC(V, I, Q)=RCertAnsC.
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VII. T IME C OMPLEXITY TO C OMPUTE C ERTAIN A NSWERS
It is known that the total number of partitions of an
n−element set is the Bell number Bn , such that the following
recursion equation yields ([13]): Bn+1 = Σk=n
k=0 Bk . Using the
induction, we get the following inequalities: Bn > 2n for each
n ≥ 5 and Bn < nn for each n > 1. The second inequality
2
implies Bn < 2n , for each n > 1. On the other hand, the
number of C-partitions defined on C ∪ Y is greater than the
number of the partitions on Y . It results that the number
of C-partitions defined on C ∪ Y is of the type O(2p(|Y |) ),
where p is a polynomial. Let us discuss the number of all
elements from Mπ , where π is a fixed C-partition on C ∪ Y .
Let yπ = |Classπ |, and r the maximum of the arities of
the relational symbols from V . Then the cardinality of the
set Tπmax (in relation (4))has the form: O(yπr ). Therefore, the
r
number of the elements from Mπ has the form O(2yπ ). It is
clear that yπ ≤ |C ∪ Y |. For a query Q having l variables,
and T an element from Mπ , the number of the substitutions
from V ar(Q) into Classπ is yπl . Using these relations, and
the constructions for certain answers under OW A and CW A,
specified in Sections V and VI, we obtain that the time
complexity to compute these certain answers is EXP T IM E.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
We have presented a representation of certain answers corresponding to a set of view definitions, a set of extensions of the
view definitions, and a query. Two situations were considered:
open-world assumption and close-world assumption. Using
this representation, a method to compute the certain answers
under the two assumptions was given.
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Abstract— In the present competitive telecom scenario, an
intention of any operator is to increase the size of the network
and establish more connectivity between its users. This can be
achieved either by adding new customers to the network or by
increasing number of links in the network. In this paper, we
present a method called triad formation for increasing the
connectivity in the network. Community detection has been
done on the network before to set up the triads for efficient
results. The communities formed are based on the modularity
factor. The proposed method will resolve possible new
combination of edges between nodes which are not connected
earlier and it has a strong connection with a common node.
The effectiveness of the triad formation is demonstrated on a
huge telecom data and its importance is highlighted.

algorithm is one of its kind which helps in finding
communities using a hierarchical agglomeration algorithm
for detecting community structure which is faster than many
competing algorithms [4]. CNM algorithm works on
undirected edges in a network. Hence, whenever it runs
through a cycle in the network, the algorithm runs into an
infinite loop and leads to a memory constraint and stops
working. The algorithm has been slightly modified to solve
this problem.
We propose a novel idea on new group formation called
triads, which finds nodes which were not connected earlier
and where there is a high probability of forming new edges
between them because they have a strong common node. By
doing this, the number of edges (number of calls) increase
which in turn leads to increase in revenue for the operator.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to
generate new edges in a telecom network at a community
level. The main contribution of our research is based on the
telecom data obtained from the Call Data Records (CDRs)
which are used for community detection and formation of
triads. The communities which are formed with higher
modularity help the operator to understand its customers as
a group and it is easy to analyse the behaviour of potential
customers.
The first and foremost step is to clean the data to avoid
the redundant and unnecessary attributes. The attributes of
CDRs which are taken into consideration are Calling
Number, Called Number and Duration of the call. This
cleansed data will be used as input for the modified CNM
algorithm which will detect communities. Once the
communities with high modularity are detected, the task of
finding nodes which have high probability in making new
edges is easy which will lead to the formation of triadic
closure [5] in mobile networks. A brief stepwise description
of our research work is as follows

Keywords: Call Detail Record (CDR); Modularity; Isolated
Community; Triads; Mobile Social Network Analysis(MSNA).

I.

INTRODUCTION

A social network is a compact structure which explores
connected groups and it is used to predict the actions of
individuals. These individuals in a network are called nodes
and their communications are measured in the form of
dependent edges. Dependency varies from friendship,
common interests, beliefs and knowledge. One of the utmost
interests of telecom operators is to increase the connectivity
between customers to generate more profit. For this, they
need to identify the existence of strong connections and
influential members based on the mobile usage services.
Mobile Social Network Analysis (MSNA) is an upcoming
research area which indicates the importance of identifying
the social groups in mobile networks [1]. It helps the
operators in understanding and analysing the subscribers
and increases the focus on their business. MSNA has proved
to give extensive results in the areas like churn prediction,
customer retention and campaign management [2].
The behaviour of highly connected customers and their
relationship mainly depends on the social structure of the
communities. With the help of social network analysis it is
possible to find the potential users, influential members and
weak users of a community [3]. The real challenge in
telecom networks is it dimension. Processing millions of
nodes and billions of edges is not only a tough task, but also
a time taking process. One of the solutions to this challenge
would be detecting communities and then performing
analysis on individual communities which will derive
efficient results. Community detection can be done based on
common interests of the subscribers and their calling
patterns. There are several interesting algorithms for
community detection available which can segment the
network based on modularity [3, 4, 5]. Modularity is a prime
factor which defines the strength of a community. CNM
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A. Data Pre-processing
First and foremost step is to clean data or in other terms
filter out those set of attributes from CDRs which are not
used in the next step of our research. In a telecom scenario
for every call made, a CDR is generated. Records related to
the calls made to toll free numbers and call centres should
be filtered out. Records indicating voice calls are collected.
Our study on triadic formation is based only on voice calls.
B. Classification of users
To enrich the results and to achieve a better accuracy, it
is suggested to classify users into weak and potential users.
It is a challenging task for an operator to find out its active
or potential users who add weight to their network. Such
classification rules would solve the problem and does make
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it easy to identify related users and in order helps to
understand their behaviour and also the behaviour of the
community the user is related to. It is at the ease of operator
to customize the rules and classify the users based on his
need.
C. Community Detection
Communities are formed based on the increase or gain in
the modularity when nodes merge [6]. This is a recursive
step and stops when there is no more gain in the modularity.
Unlike other greedy algorithms, data structures have been
used to handle sparse adjacency matrices.
D. Identifying Isolated Communities
Communities of a network which do not have any edge
or connection to other communities are called isolated
communities. The users of these communities do not have
any edges or connections to other community members. The
total number of inter-community calls is zero. Communities
which have more than one edge or connection to other
communities are called non-isolated communities. The need
for identifying isolated communities drills down the
problem of understanding the customers, as the behaviour of
an isolated community depends on the behaviour of the
alpha user of that community. This is the major advantage
of isolated communities. An alpha user is a highly potential
node who influences the community [1] and the community
behaviour can be concluded based on the alpha user’s
behaviour and the time taken to spread the information to
the network from this point is minimal. Another major
advantage of an isolated community is that the community
does not get disturbed by external factors.
E. Generation of New Edges
This is the final step of our research work. Generating
new edges between nodes which are not connected and
which have a strong common node.

AC denote the newly generated edge. The edge weight w3
of edge AC is generated.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we review the related literatures and in Section III, we
describe the procedure of experiment at different stages.
Section IV gives our experiment results followed by
discussion in Section V and concluding remarks and future
work in Section VI.
II.

RELATED WORK

Understanding the customers and making them feel
comfortable without creating any disruption in the network
is considered to be the top most priority of any network
provider. Mobile Social Network Analysis (MSNA) is an
evolving research area where many challenges like finding
influential members in network or community, detecting
community of high modularity, understanding the behavior
of a community, churn prediction are yet to find perfect
solutions. In this section we describe some important studies
which laid roots to community detection and triadic
formation in mobile networks.
A. Stanley six degree experiment
Stanley Milgram is famously known for his ―Small
World Phenomenon‖ [7]. He routed messages in a network
based on the familiarity of the first name and deduced to an
interesting result which states that any person can be
reached by any other person by not more than six hops. In
simple terms, distant people can be connected by short paths
in which every edge connects two people who know each
other quite well. The data considered in this experiment was
not as complex as the telecom data. This experiment has
provoked us to experiment with mobile networks to explore
the existence of knitted communities. Recent work has
suggested that this phenomenon has effect in networks
arising from nature and technology, and is a fundamental
ingredient in the structural evolution of the World Wide
Web. Such experiments on telecom network would give us
an idea about the structure of the network. The number of
hops or the time taken for information or message to
exchange between any two random nodes can be deduced.
B. Pareto’s 80/20 rule
It states that 20% of landowners own 80% of the land,
20% of the workers do 80% of the work, 20% of criminals
carry out 80% of the crime and 20% of websites get 80% of
the traffic. This rule when tuned to the telecom network it
will give us an idea that 20% of our customers make 80% of
our business [8]. Identifying these set of customers is one of
the challenges as mentioned previously and these customers
are called alpha users in many studies.

Figure 1

Triad formation

This step is called triad formation which is represented
in Fig. 1. It shows three users A, B and C where User B is
the common node. The edge AB whose edge weight is
represented by w1 and edge BC whose edge weight is
represented by w2 are the existing edges and the dotted edge
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C. Community Detection
There have been many community detection algorithms
seen in recent times. CNM algorithm [4] is one of the best
of its kind. It is a hierarchical agglomerative algorithm
which iteratively merges nodes into communities based on
the gain in modularity. Its running time on a network with n
vertices and m edges is O(m d log n) where d is the height
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of the dendogram. Fast unfolding [9] is another community
detection algorithm based on modularity. It is divided into
two phases where in the first phase every node has its
community number. Then the modularity is calculated with
respect to all its neighbors. If there is positive gain in the
modularity then the nodes are merged.
The CNM algorithm at this point has to be modified
accordingly in order to meet few exceptions. The algorithm
is purely based on graph theory where it considers every
user as a node. It does not work under the condition where a
loop exists between two nodes. A loop in telecom network
can be understood as a bi-directional edge between two
users. In order to solve this problem the algorithm has been
slightly modified to consider the directional edges.
Whenever such situations are raised the source and
destination are swapped in order to overcome the loop as the
bidirectional edge is made into two unidirectional edges.
D. Triadic closure
Triadic closure is a concept in social network theory,
first suggested by German sociologist Georg Simmel in the
early 1990s. It is a property between 3 nodes A, B and C.
Suppose there exists a strong tie between A-B and B-C, then
there will be a weak or strong tie between A-C. In [5], Mark
Granvotter has synthesized the theory called ―Cognitive
Balance‖ which refers to the tendency of two individuals
who feel the same way about an object. If the triad between
three nodes is not closed, then the node connected to both
the nodes has the ability to close this triad in order to
complete the closure in the relationship network.
III.

PROCEDURE

A stepwise presentation of our research work has been
presented in this section. The unnecessary records from
CDRs are filtered out and for better results the users are
classified into active and potential users. After the users are
classified into the mentioned categories, they are used as
input data for the community detection algorithm which
results to isolated and non-isolated communities. The last
step which is the major part of our research is the generation
of new edges between nodes which are not connected and
have a strong common node. The new edges which are
generated complete the triad formation.
A. Data processing
The telecom data used here had 1.2 million CDRs from
African Telecom operator. This data includes the CDRs
related to voice, SMS, GRPS. The data used here was over
duration of week. Our research is carried only on voice calls
and hence the first step is to filter out all the call records
related only to voice calls. The next step of data cleaning is
to identify the called numbers which have an outdegree 0 or
indegree 0. Outdegree 0 can be defined as the caller ID
which in all cases is the destination of call and not a source.
Indegree 0 can be defined as the caller ID which in all cases
is the source of call and never a destination.
 Example of Outdegree 0: Toll Free numbers and
call centers
 Example of Indegree 0: IVRS generated
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advertisement.
As the caller ID’s are nearly 10 digits in length,
processing them at every step is yet another time consuming
process. Unique ID’s were given to the users to overcome
this problem.
B. Classification of users
The filtered data from the processing step is used for this
step. The attributes used are Calling Number, Called
Number and Time Duration. The data has 1,82,000 distinct
users.
Users have been classified into weak and potential users
based on their calling patterns and their behavior in the
network. Thresholds have been set on Indegree (number of
calls received) and Outdegree (number of calls made).
Certain rules have been followed in order to classify the
users accordingly. These rules are user specific and depend
on the data used. The rules designed by us are on the basis
of the 7 days data on which we carried our experiments. The
following are the rules laid down by us which classify a user
as a potential user:
1) User has to be active on any 4 days of the week ,
2) Indegree of the user should be greater than or equal to
10,
3) Outdegree of the user should be greater than or equal
to 10,
4) Sum of indegree and outdegree should be greater than
or equal to 20.
The basis for the rules is as follows:
Rule 1) User has to be active on any 4 days of the week:
We found an interesting pattern on observing the data
over the duration of the data. Some of the users were active
only on the first day of the week, some are active on the last
day of the week and most of the users were active for an
average of 4 days of the week. This has been calculated by
noting down the availability (A) and non-availability (NA)
of the user over a week. The presence of a user j on a day i
is defined as Pij . The value of Pij is 1 if the user is present
on day i else it is assigned 0. The Average Active Period
(AAP) is defined as
𝐴𝐴𝑃 =

𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠
𝑗

𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠
𝑃 𝑖𝑗
𝑖

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑠

(1)

Rule 2) Indegree of the user should be greater than or
equal to 10:
Fig. 2 plots the net indegree or number of calls received
by every user over a week and average indegree of a user
over a week turned out to be 10. The horizontal axis is
indicated by the users of the network by their distinct ID’s
and the vertical axis has the Indegree of every user.
Rule 3) Outdegree of the user should be greater than or
equal to 10:
Fig. 3 plots the net outdegree or number of calls made by
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every user over a week and average outdegree of a user over
a week turned out to be 10. The horizontal axis is indicated
by the users of the network by their distinct ID’s and the
vertical axis has the Outdegree of every user.

Figure 2 Indegree Vs User Id

the call are the only attributes which are being used. At the
beginning of this step we had 1,82,000 distinct users, and
after classification only 68,000 users are classified as active.
C. Community Detection
Community detection has been the toughest challenge in
research area in present days. CNM performs the same
greedy optimization as the algorithm [10] . What makes this
perform better than the existing one is the way it handles the
sparse matrices. Sparse matrices are faced in the early stages
of formation of adjacency matrices and this operation is
efficiently carried out in CNM using data structures for
sparse matrices.
The calling number and the called number are taken as
inputs for the community detection algorithm. CNM
algorithm [4] is used for community detection. It is a
hierarchical agglomeration algorithm which detects the
com-munity structure and is faster than many competing
algorithms. Initially every node is considered as a
community and adjacency matrix Avw is generated for that
network. 𝛿(cv, cw) denotes the connectivity. 𝛿 equals 1 if
there exist an edge, else it is 0. The number of edges m in
the graph and vertex x belonging to community c v is given
by

𝑚=

1
2

𝑣𝑤

𝐴𝑣𝑤 𝛿(𝑐𝑣 , 𝑐𝑤 )

(2)

The fraction of edges making one community is given
by
Figure 3 Outdegree Vs User Id

Rule 4) Sum of indegree and outdegree should be
greater than or equal to 20:
This rule has the roots from rule 2 and 3. The sum of
average indegree and average outdegree leads to 20. This
rule has been made to ensure that we do not have users who
just receive calls or make calls.
User who satisfies all the four rules is classified as
potential users and the rest are called weak users. The latter
are not considered as input set for further steps in the study.
These users might increase the revenue of the network but
the network or community does not shatter once they churn
out and these set of users cannot be exactly put into a
particular community. Addition of these users in the
collection might lead into biased results. Following are the
examples for weak users
1) Call-Center: The indegree of every call center is high
when compared to its outdegree. It is impossible to
categorize them into a particular community
2) Business scheme promoters: The indegree in this case
is negligibly small when compare to its outdegree. These set
of users are also considered as weak users.
At the end of this stage our data set consists of only
active users. Calling number, called number and duration of
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𝑣,𝑤

𝐴𝑣𝑤 𝛿(𝑐𝑣 ,𝑐𝑤 )
𝑣,𝑤 𝐴𝑣𝑤

=

1
2𝑚

𝑣𝑤

𝐴𝑣𝑤 𝛿(𝑐𝑣 , 𝑐𝑤 )

(3)

Modularity is the main parameter which is taken into
consideration when the communities are made. The fraction
is directly proportional to the probability of the two edges
merging into one community. Degree k v of vertex v is
defined as the number of edges leading to it, then the
modularity (Q) is defined as

𝑄=

1
2𝑚

𝑣𝑤

𝐴𝑣𝑤 −

𝑘𝑣𝑘𝑤
2𝑚

𝛿 𝑐𝑤 , 𝑖

(4)

The input handling has been changed to avoid the
algorithm from running into an infinite loop. Eqn. 5 shows
that CNM algorithm [4] works only for undirected edges.
Every edge in telecom network is directed. In other terms
every edge in telecom network has a source (calling
number) and destination (called number). CNM does not
identify such edges and considers them as undirected edge
which leads the algorithm into an infinite loop. The
modification which is made into it was at the input stage for
algorithm. The input file format is a list of called and calling
numbers.

𝛿 𝑐𝑣 , 𝑐𝑤 =

𝑖 𝛿(𝑐𝑣 , 𝑖)𝛿(𝑐𝑤 , 𝑖)

(5)
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The condition checkpoint which was introduced here is:
If there exists an edge as A to B and B to A then swap B and
A in the second case or else there would be an infinite loop
between A to B and algorithm stops working. Once the
nodes are swapped in the second case there will only be 2
copies of edges between A and B which resulted in
dissection of loop which solves the problem. Upon every
merge, the rows and columns of the corresponding
communities are blended. Alternate way is to store the
difference in the values of the modularity which result from
the conglomeration of communities. Choose the largest
among them and perform amalgamation. This would result
in lesser memory storage and computational cost as these
are the main hurdles when we are dealing with huge data.
The strongest user of a community is the alpha user of
the community [1]. Definition of alpha user varies from
research and its usage. In our research it is defined as the
user of a community on whose removal there is a high
probability of the network getting shattered off. The user is
highly connected to most of the users in that community.
The user has the capability to spread the information in less
time.
D. Isolated and Non-Isolated Communities
Every community formed is given a unique ID. Every
community is now considered as a node and the degree of
the community is calculated. No of edges from a particular
community to other community is defined as the degree. If
the degree is equal to 0 then it is called an isolated community else a non-isolated community. Higher the number
of isolated communities, higher is the modularity of the
community as modularity is defined as the ratio of number
of isolated communities to the total number of communities
formed. Isolated communities are those whose members
make calls only to their community members and make no
calls to any other community members.
E. Generation of New edges
All the communities and the community members along
with their respective CDRs which contain the calls made by
them or call received by them along with the duration are
taken as input. We have presented the algorithm related to
the generation of new edges in mobile telecom networks.

7) Add edge(x, y) and assign a weight equivalent to
average of w1 and w2
8) Add element x, y to set E
9) Go to step 1.
The implementation of the algorithm is as follows:
Formation of new edges between nodes which are not
connected and have a strong common node in between is the
motto of the algorithm. To enhance our results, we will
concentrate on every community individually and try to
form new edges in between users of the community. These
nodes can be easily joined because they belong to the same
community. Certain rules have been laid down in computing
such edges. Let’s say there are three nodes A, B, and C as
shown in Fig. 1, where AB and BC are connected and B is
the common node. Weight of the edge AB is w1 and weight
of the edge BC is w2. A new edge AC will be formed if and
only if w1 and w2 are more than the threshold weight. This
threshold weight is user specific. This is used to define
whether the edges w1 and w2 (already existing edges) are
strong or weak. Once this new edge is formed its weight is
defined as the average of w1 and w2. Formation of new
edges not only increase the weight of the structure but also
increase the closeness, clustering co-efficient, average talk
time and average revenue of the community. The
betweenness values of the community decreases which
actually indicates that the probability of the network getting
disturbed when a node or user moves to other network is
less.
IV.

RESULTS

The section describes the results achieved. The result
consists of communities deduced with high modularity over
duration of seven days. Another experiment which was
carried on was to find out the behavior of communities over
two time periods, namely weekends and weekdays. The
alpha members of every community have been highlighted
using Pajek software [11] which is a tool used for network
analysis and visualization. In the last section we have
presented the results on triads using a community of size
339 nodes as network.

Algorithm A graph G = (V, E) with V>0 and E>0
TABLE I. ATTRIBUTES OF COMMUNITY

1) Look for two nodes x, y that are non-adjacent and share
a common neighbor
2) If no such pair of nodes x, y exists, go to step 8, else
goto step 3
3) The edge weight between x and the common neighbor is
labeled as w1
4) The edge weight between y and the common neighbor is
labeled as w2
5) Check if w1 and w2 are more than the threshold weight
set by the user
6) If not go to step 8, else goto step 7
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Period

No. of
Modularity Communities

Min
Size

Max
Size

Mean
size

Week
(7 days)

0.9970

8533

2

281

3.52

Weekdays

0.9506

9613

2

624

5.48

Weekends

0.9704

9703

2

1086

6.87
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Table I shows the behavior of communities that are
formed over three time periods namely weekdays, weekends
and over a week. It is shown that the communities that are
formed on weekends have better modularity, mean size and
max than when compared to the communities formed on
weekdays. This is because the users in the network are
active over the weekends. The above table shows attributes
of communities that are formed over two time periods
namely weekdays and weekends. Communities that are
formed on weekends have a better modularity, mean size
and max size than the communities formed on weekdays.
This is because the number of calls and the duration of calls
are high over the weekends.
Table II shows the number of communities and their
respective degrees. As mentioned earlier a community with
degree 0 is called an isolated community where the users
belonging to that community only make intra-community
calls.

Table III describes the distribution of isolated
communities over a week. Size of a community indicates the
number of users in that particular community. 8374
communities are of size less than 10, which indicates that
there are more number of smaller communities when
compared to communities of size 100.
Fig. 4 represents the hierarchical representation of a
community of users based on their net degree in ascending
order from the top. This is a sample representation of one of
the community whose size is 339. The node at the bottom of
the diagram is the alpha member. It can be clearly seen that
the number of connections between the alpha user to the
other users in the community. The users at a particular level
have equal degree.

Interesting results which were deduced by the formation
of community over a week
1.
2.
3.

8510 out of 8533 communities are isolated
Every community has an alpha member. Hence
there are 8533 alpha members in the network
Number of communities which have only one edge
to other communities: 8
TABLE II. COMMUNITIES AND THEIR DEGREE FORMED OVER A
WEEK

Degree
0
1
2
3
4
5

No. of
Communities
8510
8
4
4
5
2

TABLE III. DISTRIBUTION OF ISOLATED COMMUNITIES FORMED
OVER A WEEK

Community
Size(size)
1 < size <10
10 < size < 20
20 < size < 30
30 < size < 40
40 < size < 50
50 < size < 60
60 < size < 100
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No. of
Communities
8374
86
22
14
9
5
2
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Figure 4 Hierarchical representation of nodes based on degree

TABLE IV. BEFORE AND AFTER GENERATING NEW EDGES

Measure

Before

After

Closeness

0.0741

0.11

Average Talk time 152.3 units 198.6 units

%
change
48.4
30.4

Average Revenue

228.45

300.7

31.6

Betweenness

0.443

0.441

(0.45)

Modularity

0.992

0.9910

0.08

Fig. 5 shows the triads formed on a community of size
339 nodes with weight threshold 100. Red colored edges
(353) are the existing set of edges and yellow colored edges
(311) are new edges on addition of which triads are formed.
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VI.

CONCLUSION

Based on the results we can conclude that all the steps
followed in our experiment have enriched the results starting
from the initial step of filtering out users who’s either
indegree or outdegree is 0. Then our assumption of
concentrating on active users would lead to better results has
also been proven by achieving communities of higher
modularity. Generation of new edges have been proved to
be an advantage for the operator as it bonds its users much
higher than the earlier stage which would in turn increase
his revenue. Considering other parameters of CDR like
SMS, GPRS, would lead us to find much more potential
nodes which later can be used as data for our experiments.
Moreover the Customer ranking can be considered at
community level. The usage of location-based information
can strengthen our claim of triad formation in mobile
networks.
Figure 5

Triads formed on a community
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Abstract—This paper develops a typed object-oriented
paradigm equipped with message-based orthogonal persistence.
Messages in this paradigm are viewed as typed objects. This
view leads to a hierarchy of types of messages that belong to
the core of typed reflective capabilities. Unlike most persistent
object-oriented models, this model is equipped with general
integrity constraints that also appear as a hierarchy of types
in the reflective core. A transaction is naturally viewed as a
sequence of messages and it is equipped with a precondition
and a postcondition. The presented framework is motivated by
ambients of persistent concurrent and mobile objects. The most
important practical results supporting the developed model are
verification techniques and a virtual platform for constraint
management.
Keywords-Object databases; constraints; reflection; transactions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The current object technology has nontrivial problems
in specifying classical database integrity constraints, such
as keys and referential integrity [10][13][14]. No industrial database technology allows object-oriented schemas
equipped with general integrity constraints. In addition
to keys and referential integrity, such constraints include
ranges of values or number of occurrences, ordering, and
the integrity requirements for complex objects obtained by
aggregation [1]. More general constraints that are not necessarily classical database constraints come from complex
application environments and they are often critical for
correct functioning of those applications [2].
Object-oriented schemas are generally missing database
integrity constraints because those are not expressible in
type systems of mainstream object-oriented programming
languages. Since the integrity constraints cannot be specified
in a declarative fashion, the only option is to enforce them
procedurally with nontrivial implications on efficiency and
reliability. The constraints must fit into type systems of
object-oriented languages and they should be integrated
with reflective capabilities of those languages [15]. Most
importantly, all of the above is not sufficient if there is no
technology to enforce the constraints, preferably statically,
so that expensive recovery procedure will not be required
when a transaction violates the constraints at run-time [1][2].
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The object-oriented database model presented in this paper integrates message-based orthogonal persistence, objectoriented schemas equipped with general integrity constraints
accessible by reflection, and transactions that are required to
satisfy the schema integrity constraints. The model is based
on a type system and it offers a significantly different view of
messages in comparison with the mainstream object-oriented
languages. The model applies to ambients of persistent and
concurrent objects.
A message in mainstream object-oriented languages such
as Java or C# is specified in a functional notation. This
functional view fits messages that cause no side-effects and
report the properties of the hidden object state. The functional view also fits queries. Other categories of messages
do not fit the functional notation. An update message is a
message that changes the state of the receiver and possibly
other objects as well. An update message does not have a
result and its semantics does not fit the functional notation.
An asynchronous message [18] in general does not have
a result either and hence the functional notation is not
appropriate. A particular type of an asynchronous message
(a two-way message) has a result, but this result is not
necessarily immediately available at the point of the message
send. Asynchronous (remote) queries would fit this pattern.
A transient message has a limited lifetime and a sustained
message does not have this limitation. A message may
be one-to-one with a single receiver or a message may
be a broadcast message sent to a set of receiver objects.
Many messages naturally combine the features of the above
mentioned message types. For example, a two-way transient
message, a one-to-one query message, a one-to-many sustained update message etc. [9].
Further development of this approach leads to an orthogonal model of persistence [5] that is based on a special message type that promotes the receiver object to persistence. A
transaction is defined as a sequence of messages of different
types. Concurrency control and recovery protocols can now
be implemented in the object-oriented style. Indeed, serialization protocols require knowledge of types of messages
(queries versus updates) and impose an appropriate ordering
of conflicting messages. Similar comments apply to recovery
protocols that are in our view sequences of do, undo and redo
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messages.
Object-oriented constraints are a key feature of the presented model. Specifying the behavior of objects of a message type is naturally done using an object-oriented assertion
language. Object-oriented assertion languages allow specification of database integrity constraints as class invariants,
declarative specification of transactions with pre and post
conditions, and queries whose filtering (qualification expression) is specified as an assertion predicate. The assertion
languages used to express constraint-related features of the
model presented in this paper are JML (Java Modeling
Language) [11] and Spec# [12].
Two critical pieces of the technology that supports this
model are extended virtual platform for constraint management and verification techniques that apply to constraints.
The extended virtual machine integrates constraints into
the run-time type system, allows their introspection and
enforcement [15]. Verification techniques apply to objectoriented transactions written in Java or C#. The verification
technologies are based on PVS [2] and automatic static
techniques of Spec# [1].
We first present in Section II a motivating application
based on ambients of concurrent and service objects. The
fundamentals of the view of messages as typed objects is
developed further in Section III, along with the hierarchy
of message types. The model of persistence is described in
Section IV. Queries and transactions are discussed in Section
V. Type safe reflection which includes run-time representation of types (including message types) and assertions is the
subject of Section VI.
II. M OTIVATING APPLICATION : A MBIENTS OF
CONCURRENT OBJECTS

In this introductory section, we describe the environments
that lead to the view of messages as typed objects. An
ambient [9] is a dynamic collection of service objects. The
types of service objects are assumed to be derived from the
type ServiceObject. This is why the class Ambient is
parametric and its type parameter has ServiceObject as
its bound type as follows:
abstract class Ambient
<T extends ServiceObject> {. . .}

When a message is sent to an ambient object, one or
more service objects is selected depending upon the type
of the message, and the message is sent to those service
objects. Messages sent to an ambient are in general asynchronous, hence they are of the type Message. When such
a message object is created, it has its identity, a lifetime, and
behaves according to one of the specific subtypes of the type
Message. For example, a transient message has a limited
discovery time and a sustained message does not. Moreover,
messages can be sent to message objects. For example, if a
message is a two-way message, a message that refers to the
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future method may be sent to the two-way message object
to obtain the result when it becomes available [18].
An ambient has a filter which selects the relevant service
objects that belong to the ambient. This predicate is defined
for a specific Ambient class, i.e, a class that is obtained
from the class Ambient by instantiating it with a specific
type of service objects. An ambient has a communication
range which determines a collection of service objects that
are in the ambient’s range. The reach of an ambient object is
then the collection of all service objects of the given type that
satisfy the filter predicate and are within the communication
range of the ambient object.
The class Ambient is equipped with a scheduler which
selects the next message for execution according to some
strategy. So the Ambient class looks like this:
abstract class Ambient
<T extends ServiceObject> {
abstract boolean filter(T x);
Set<Message> messages();
Set<T> communicationRange();
Set<T> reach();
invariant (forAll T x)
(x in this.reach() <=>
this.filter(x) and x in
this.communicationRange());
}

An example of a specific ambient class is
class StockBroker extends ServiceObject {
int quote(String stock);
int responseTime();
. . .
}
class StockBrokerAmbient
extends Ambient<StockBroker> {
String[] displayStocks(){. . .};
requestQuote(String stock){. . .};
boolean filter(StockBroker x)
{return x.responseTime() <=10;}
};
StockBrokerAmbient stockbrokers =
new StockBrokerAmbient();

In a more general concurrent setting [18], a concurrent
object is equipped with its own virtual machine. A virtual
machine is equipped with a stack, a heap, a queue of
messages, and a program counter (PC) as shown in Figure
1.
interface ConcurrentObject {. . .}
class ConcurrentObjectClass
implements ConcurrentObject {
private VirtualMachine VM();
}

In a concurrent paradigm of [18], a concurrent object
executes messages that it receives by invoking the corresponding methods. In order to be able to do that, the heap
of the object’s virtual machine must contain reflective classes
such as Class, Method, Message etc. These classes are
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VM

VM
CO
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Concurrent object

PC

VM
CO
Concurrent object

VM

Figure 1.

A concurrent object

SO
Service object
VM

stored on the heap of the object’s virtual machine. The heap
also holds the object state. Execution of a method is based
on the object’s stack according to the standard stack-oriented
evaluation model.
A concurrent object gets activated by receiving a message.
If a concurrent object is busy executing a method, the
incoming message is queued in the message queue of the
object’s virtual machine. Messages in the queue will be
subsequently picked for execution when an object is not
busy executing a method. So at any point in time an object
is either executing a single message or else it is inactive
(i.e., its queue of messages is empty).
In the extreme case, all objects are concurrent objects, i.e.,
the class ConcurrentObjectClass is identified with
the class Object. A service object is now defined as a
concurrent object:
interface ServiceObject
extends ConcurrentObject {. . . }

We can now redefine an ambient in this new setting as a
concurrent object which represents a dynamic collection of
concurrent service objects:
class

Ambient <T extends ServiceObject>
extends ConcurrentObject {
. . . }

Since an ambient is a concurrent object, it has its own
virtual machine with a queue of messages sent to the ambient
object and not serviced yet.
A mobile object is a concurrent object that is equipped
with a location:
interface MobileObject
extends ConcurrentObject{
Location loc();
}

A region is an ambient that captures the notion of locality.
It consists of all concurrent objects within the region as well
as the service objects in that region, as illustrated in Figure
2.
class Region <T> extends Ambient<T> {
Set<ConcurrentObject> objects();
boolean withinRegion(MobileObject x);
invariant (ForAll MobileObject x)
(this.withinRegion(x) =>
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Region

Figure 2.

Regions of concurrent and service objects

x in this.objects());
}

For

example,

if

class Server extends

ServiceObject {. . .}

then
Region<Server>
would be an example of a region type. Since a region is
a concurrent object, it is equipped with its own virtual
machine. Also, since a region is an ambient, it receives
messages that are queued in the message queue of the
region’s virtual machine to be serviced. Servicing a message
sent to a region amounts to selecting a server object and
sending the message to that server.
III. T YPES OF MESSAGES
Non-functional messages in this paradigm are objects.
A message is created dynamically and it has a unique
identifier like any other object. In the concurrent architecture
described in Section II object identifiers must be global. The
attributes of a message are the receiver object and the array
of arguments along with a reference to a method. Messages
of specific subtypes will have other attributes. This produces
a hierarchy of message types that are subtypes of the type
Message:
interface Message {
Method m();
Object receiver();
Object[] arguments();
int timeStamp();
}

When a message object is created its time stamp is
recorded. The implementing class would have a constructor:
class MessageObject implements Message {
MessageObject(Method m, Object receiver,
Object[] arguments);
int timeStamp();
Method m();
Object receiver();
Object[] arguments(); }
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Creating a message could be done just like for all other
objects:

Message

Message msg =
new MessageObject(Method m, Object receiver,
Object[] arguments)

CreateMessage

U
UpdateMessage

TwoWayMessage

BroadcastMessage

PersistMessage

TransientMessage
TransientMessage

This implies message send in the underlying implementation. However, Message and MessageObject belong
to the reflective core along with Class, Method, and
Constructor. These types should be final in order to
guarantee type safety at run-time. So an alternative is to
have a special notation to create an asynchronous message.
A functional (and hence synchronous) message is denoted
using the usual dot notation:
x.m(a1,a2,. . .,an).
A non-functional (asynchronous etc.) message would be
created as follows:
Message msg = x<=m(a1,a2,. . .,an).
In general, an asynchronous message does not have a result.
The basic type of a message is point-to-point, one-way,
and immediately executed. This type of a message could
be expressed in a traditional notation

QueryMessage

SustainedMessage

SustainedUpdateBroadcastMessage

Figure 3.

TwoWayTransientQueryMessage

Message type hierarchy

implements TwoWayMessage {
TwoWayMessageObject(Method m,
Object receiver, Object[] arguments,
int replyInterval);
boolean futureResolved();
boolean setFuture();
Object future()
requires this.futureResolved();
}

receiver.m(arguments)

In the new paradigm, the result of an asynchronous
message send is a reference to the created message object.
An example is:
Method requestQuote =
getClass(‘‘StockBrokerAmbient’’).getMethod(
‘‘requestQuote’’,getClass(‘‘String’’));
Message requestQuoteMsg =
new MessageObject(requestQuote,
stockBrokers,stock);

An alternative notation looks like this:
Message requestQuoteMsg =
stockbrokers <= requestQuote(stock);

An update message is a message that mutates the state of
the receiver object and possibly other objects as well. An
update message does not have a result, hence we have:

An example of a two way message is:
TwoWayMessage requestQuoteMsg =
new TwoWayMessageObject(requestQuote,
stockBrokers,stock,20);

A suggestive notation for a two way message is:
TwoWayMessage requestQuoteMsg =
stockbrokers <=> requestQuote(stock,20);

A
one-to-many
message
is
of
the
type
BroadcastMessage and it is sent to multiple objects.
Using a suggestive notation for a one-to-many message, we
would have:
Message requestQuoteMsg =
stockbrokers <<=> requestQuote(stock);

A transient message has a discovery time specified as
a
finite
time interval. If a message is not discovered and
interface UpdateMessage extends Message {. . .}
scheduled for execution before its discovery time has exA special notation for an update message is
pired, the message will be regarded as expired and will
x<:=m(a1,a2,. . .,an)
never be scheduled for execution. The discovery time will
The type of this expression is UpdateMessage.
be specified in the constructor of the implementing class.
A two-way message requires a response which commuA suggestive notation for a transient message is <=|. A
nicates the result of a message. The result is produced by
sustained message (i.e. a message whose discovery time
invoking the method future on a two-way message [18].
is not limited) denoted as <=∼ is specified by a special
This method has a precondition which is that the future is
message type SustainedMessage.
resolved, i.e., that it contains the response to the message.
IV. P ERSISTENT OBJECTS
interface TwoWayMessage extends Message{...}

The implementing class would contain a constructor
which takes the reply interval as one of its parameters.
class TwoWayMessageObject
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An object is promoted to persistence by executing a
message persist which specifies a user name and a name
space. This message binds the object to the given user name
in the given name space. The root class Object is equipped
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with a method persist which means that the model of
persistence is orthogonal, i.e., objects of any type may be
promoted to persistence.
class Object { . . .
void persist(NameSpace scope,String userID);
}

A name space consists of bindings of user names to
objects. Name spaces can be nested. A name space is
equipped with methods for establishing such a binding and
for looking up an object in a name space bound to a given
user id. Typically, name spaces are persistent.
interface NameSpace extends ConcurrentObject{
boolean bind(Object x, String name);
Object lookup(String name);
}

The type PersistMessage is now defined as follows:
interface PersistMessage extends Message {
NameSpace scope();
Object userID(String name);
}

Creation of a persist message is denoted by a special
notation using the symbols <=!persist.
A schema extends a name space with additional methods.
One of them is the method select that returns a set of
objects in the schema that satisfy a given assertion.
interface Schema extends NameSpace { . . .
Set<Object> select(Assertion a);
}

The integrity constraints of a schema are specified in its
invariant as illustrated in the example below. The schema
StockMarket is equipped with a key constraint and a
referential integrity constraint.
interface Stock {
String code();
float price();
}
interface Broker {
String name();
Set<Stock> stocks();
}
interface StockMarket extends Schema {
Set<Stock> stocks();
Set<Broker> brokers();
invariant:
(forAll s1,s2 in this.stocks():
s1.code()==s2.code() => s1.equals(s2));
(forAll b in this.brokers():
(forAll sb in b.stocks():
(exists s in stocks():
(sb.code() == s.code()))));
}

As for a specific assertion language, our previous results
such as [2][4] are based on JML and more recent experiments are based on Spec# [1][6]. In fact, our extended
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virtual platform [15] accommodates a variety of assertion
languages.
V. Q UERIES AND TRANSACTIONS
A query message is specified below as an asynchronous
message. Its type is a subtype of TwoWayMessage. So the
result of a query may not be immediately available. When
it is, it will be available by sending a functional message
future to the query message object.
interface QueryMessage
extends TwoWayMessage {
Schema scope();
Assertion query();
}

Creation of a particular query object is illustrated below
using a special notation with the symbol <=?select:
StockMarket sch; QueryMessage q;
q <=?select(
forAll b in sch.brokers():
(exists s in b.stocks():
s.code()==‘‘SNP500’’));

A database server is a specific subtype of a service (and
hence concurrent) object. It implements a schema:
interface DbServer
extends ServiceObject, Schema {
Sequence<Message> log();
}

Since a database server is a concurrent object, it is
equipped with its own virtual machine. Typically, a database
server is a persistent concurrent object. Hence by reachability, its schema (which includes persistent objects and
integrity constraints) and its virtual machine will also be
persistent.
A database server is equipped with a log of received messages. Here the view of messages as typed objects is critical.
Committing a transaction requires extraction of the update
and persist messages to reflect those changes in database
collections. Implementing serializability protocols requires
distinguishing update and query messages and controlling
the order of their execution. All of this is possible because
these messages are objects belonging to different types so
that their properties can be inspected by sending functional
messages to those objects.
Unlike the ODMG model, a transaction type is parametric.
Its bound type specifies that the actual type parameter must
be derived from the interface Schema.
interface Transaction<T extends Schema> {
boolean commit();
boolean abort();
}

Another distinctive feature of the notion of a transaction
with respect to ODMG and other persistent object models is
that a transaction is naturally equipped with a precondition
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and a postcondition and it is defined as a sequence of
messages of different types (such as query, update and persist
messages). An illustrative example is:
interface StockUpdate
extends Transaction<StockMarket> {
StockMarket schema();
void update(String stockCode, float value)
requires (exists s in this.schema().stocks():
s.code()==stockCode);
ensures (forAll s in this.schema().stocks():
s.code()==stockCode =>
s.price()==value);
}

The implementing class of the interface Transaction
would have the following form:
class TransactionObject<T>
implements Transaction<T extends Schema>{
TransactionObject(T dbSchema);
Sequence<Message> body();
boolean commit();
boolean abort();
}

Assertion postCondition();
Class[] arguments();
Class result();
Expression body();
Object eval(Object receiver,
Object[] args);
}

The body of a method is an expression evaluated
by the function eval. Just like Assertion, the type
Expression belongs to the reflective core. The method
eval evaluates the method body after binding of variables
occurring in the expression representing the method body
is performed. The variables to be supplied to eval are the
receiver and the arguments.
Availability of assertions in the classes Method and
Class is a major distinction with respect to the current
virtual machines such as JVM or CLR. This is at the
same time a major difference with respect to the assertion
languages such as JML or Spec#. Full implementation of
this distinction is given in our previous work [15].
VII. R ELATED RESEARCH

Taking this approach one step further, a transaction is a
concurrent object defined as follows:
class ConcurrentTransactionObject<T>
implements ConcurrentObject
implements Transaction<T extends Schema>
{. . . }

VI. R EFLECTION
Just like in Java Core Reflection (JCR), reflection in a
language that supports messages as typed objects includes
classes Class, Method, and Constructor. The main
differences in comparison with JCR are:
• Reflection includes the interface Message with its
various subtypes.
• Reflection includes the interfaces Assertion and
Expression with their various subtypes.
The core reflective class Class has the following abbreviated signature. A distinctive feature is an assertion
representing a class invariant.
class Class { . . .
String name();
Method[] methods();
Method getMethod(String name,
Class[] arguments);
Assertion invariant();
}

The reflective class Method is defined as follows. Its
distinctive features are a pre condition and a post condition
expressed as assertions. Their type is Assertion.
Class Method { . . .
String name();
Class declaringClass();
Assertion preCondition();
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The orthogonal model of persistence implemented in [5]
and the ODMG model of persistence [8] are based on
promoting an object to persistence by either binding it to a
name in a persistent name space or making it a component of
an object that is already persistent. Message-based model of
persistence presented in this paper is a further significantly
different development after these initial approaches.
In the ODMG model queries and transactions are objects,
and so are in our model, with additional subtleties. In our
approach messages are objects, and queries and updates are
particular types of messages. A transaction is a concurrent
object which consists of a sequence of messages. The fact
that messages are objects makes it possible to construct a
transaction log as a sequence of messages of different types
(queries and updates, checkpoints, commits etc.).
General integrity constraints are missing from most persistent and database object models with rare exceptions such
as [1][4][7]. This specifically applies to the ODMG model,
PJama, Java Data Objects, and just as well to the current
generation of systems such as Db4 Objects [10], Objectivity
[14] or LINQ [13]. Of course, a major reason is that
mainstream object-oriented languages are not equipped with
constraints. Those capabilities are only under development
for Java and C# [6][11].
Constraints in the form of object-oriented assertions are
a key component of our approach. Database integrity constraints are specified as class invariants, transactions are
specified via pre and post conditions, and queries come with
general filtering (qualification) predicates. In comparison
with object-oriented assertion languages, such as JML [11]
and Spec# [6][12], a major difference is that in our approach
assertions are integrated in the run-time type system and
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visible by reflection. This makes database integrity constraints accessible and enforceable at run-time. Reflective
constraint management, static and dynamic techniques for
enforcing constraints, and transaction verification technology
are presented in [2][4][15].
Our sources of motivation for the view of concurrent,
distributed and mobile objects were the languages ABCL
[17][18] and AmbientTalk [9]. The core difference is that
both of the above languages are untyped, whereas our approach here is based on a type system. A further distinction
is that ABCL and AmbientTalk are object-based and our
approach is class based. Other related work is given in [16].
Unlike ABCL reflective capabilities, reflection in this paper
is type-safe. A major distinction is the assertion language as
a core feature of the approach presented in this paper.
Verification techniques of object-oriented transactions
with schemas and transactions specified in either JML or
Spec# are presented in [1][2].

VIII. C ONCLUSION
Object-oriented assertions allow specification of objectoriented schemas equipped with database integrity constraints, transactions and their consistency requirements, and
queries. The view of messages as typed objects leads to a
typed reflective paradigm equipped with a message-based
orthogonal persistence.
Integrating the above features into the reflective capabilities of the virtual platform leads to static and dynamic techniques for enforcing database integrity constraints. Reflection in this paradigm is much more general than reflection in
main-stream typed object-oriented languages as it includes
message and assertion types that are integrated into the runtime type system.
The presented approach requires more sophisticated users
that can handle object-oriented assertion languages such
as JML or Spec#. Those languages and their underlying
technologies come with nontrivial subtleties as they are
still in the prototype phase. Integrating these technologies
into existing object database systems presents a significant
challenge yet to be addressed in our future research.
One the other hand, the benefits of the availability of
general constraints and static verification of transactions
with respect to those constraints are very significant. Data
integrity as specified by the constraints could be guaranteed,
runtime efficiency and reliability of transactions is significantly improved, and expensive recovery procedures will not
be required for constraints that were statically verified. In
addition, more general application constraints that are not
necessarily database constraints could be guaranteed. All
of this produces a much more sophisticated technology in
comparison with the existing ones.
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Abstract— Applications requiring a full and efficient
management of data feel the need to consider, beside the
current facts, historical and future facts, and to keep the track
of the manipulation of facts by the DBMS. In this paper, we
define concepts and modeling tools to express constraints,
taking into account the temporal dimension. The expression of
these constraints is achieved through an independent platform
modeling, in the UML-TF profile. Next, we propose extensions
to the SQL3 to be able to convert enhanced UML-TF
representations in a specific object-relational platform.

PIM (Platform Independent Model) and PSM (Platform
Specific Model).
We must therefore define a CIM and a PIM before
proceeding within a development considering a specific
platform in order to simplify the adoption of temporal DB.
But this principle of abstraction has not been adopted by
most of the works on temporal DB.
In this paper, we start by enriching the UML-TF profile
[19] to be able to model different classes of constraints
related to time, in the CIM and PIM levels. We then study
how to transform an UML-TF representation into a specific
object-relational
representation,
including
temporal
constraints.
The remainder of this paper is organized into six sections
as follows. Section two provides a brief overview of the state
of the art. The third Section describes UML-TF and reviews
on how to model specifications incorporating the temporal
dimension in this profile, with an illustration based on a real
application. In the fourth Section, we present different
classes of constraints on these specifications and how to
express them using examples from the same application. In
the fifth Section we propose a transformation of a UML-TF
representation into a specific object-relational representation.

Keywords-Modeling Temporal Databases; Temporal
Constraints; UML profile; SQL3 extension

I.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past twenty five years there have been many
studies concerning the integration of different temporal
specifications in databases (DB), and of new languages and
temporal features in the DBMS [11][14][15][25].
Nevertheless, there is not yet a general implementation of
Temporal DBMS and DB by manufacturers and designers.
We attribute this fact to two main reasons: the importance of
legacy DB and the complexity of the temporal environment.
Indeed, the importance of legacy DB, and of applications
that exploit them, makes any translation from a modeling
and/or development environment to another difficult and
expensive. That explains the slow transition from
navigational (network) DB to relational DB, and why,
despite the dominance of object-oriented programming,
OODB have yet to find dominance. It is the same for the
temporal dimension; there is now a gentle introduction to
some temporal features in the current DBMS [16][20][21],
which are still limited.
Investigations concerning works dealing with temporal
environment are not yet sufficient to develop temporal
DBMS. Other investigations remain indispensable to master
temporal data management and schema evolution [2],
concurrency control in temporal DB [17], development of
temporal applications [18], etc.
Such development requires appropriate formalisms and
tools, as well as a solid training for developers to this new
environment. It also requires rigorous use of the principles of
abstraction, provided by systemic methods and adopted by
object-oriented approaches, especially with the advent of the
MDA (Model Driven Architecture) introducing three levels
of abstraction: CIM (Computational Independent Model),
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II.

STATE OF THE ART AND RELATED WORK

Time can be taken into account in accordance with what
is happening in the real world and/or in DB, whose updates
can be done with some phase shifts. So, two standards time
types, valid time and transaction time [13], and several kinds
of temporal facts which are mainly, Valid-time facts,
Transaction-time facts and bitemporal facts, are defined.
Valid-time facts may relate to the past, to the present or
to the future. Each such fact is represented by a timestamp
with their valid-times in reality. Thus, it becomes possible to
maintain the history of all valid facts, which can be updated
in real time with retroactive effect or postactive effect, but
not to keep track of deletions and corrections of errors.
Transaction-time facts can keep track of the manipulation
of facts by the DBMS, which timestamps them by the
execution time of the transaction that manipulates each fact.
This track covers insert operations, update operations —
whether evolution updates or error correction— and delete
operations. Transaction-time facts timestamps are defined
according to the schedule adopted by the operating system
and a granularity generally equal to the second, but could be
thinner if necessary. Thus, it becomes possible to maintain
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the history of all the facts, valid or erroneous, past or current,
but not future. But only the current facts may be updated;
updates can not be made here either with retroactive effect,
or with postactive effect.
These valid or transaction histories have then
insufficiencies. A complete history can be assured only if
facts are timestamped by both valid and transaction-times,
thus we obtain bitemporal facts. It then becomes possible to
update the facts with retroactive or postactive effects, keep
track of valid facts and erroneous ones, and distinguish
between valid facts and erroneous ones. However, the
management of these facts becomes increasingly
complicated [2]. Then, the use of temporal dimensions must
be justified by the needs of users. A temporal DB must
contain conventional facts (non-temporal), when we do not
need historical, valid-time facts, when we need a valid
history of facts in reality, transaction-time facts, when we
need a history that keeps track of the manipulation of facts
by the DBMS, and bitemporal facts, when we want to have a
complete history. In addition, the DBMS must include
effective techniques to handle these kinds of facts
[2][17][23], on the one hand, and design methods must fully
adopt the principle of abstraction and include means for
expressing temporal specifications [19], on the other hand.
We want to expand in this paper the enhancement of the
UML-TF to be able to model temporal constraints in the
CIM and PIM levels. We then propose to classify the
constraints into several classes and sub-classes (cf.
Section 4) and suggests ways of expression for each of these
classes and subclasses. To our knowledge, this aspect has not
been sufficiently addressed, either by the temporal DB
models, or by the works dealing with constraint classification
and checking [3][7][9].
To the works concerning PSM, we note here that the
expression of temporal constraints under SQL [6][24].
Snodgrass [24] were limited to examining primary keys and
foreign keys, without detailing the other constraints that we
may declare at the CIM and PIM. Authors of reference [6]
proposed to represent all the constraints, even simple
constraints of not null fields or of columns domain’s, by
means of assertions without using standard SQL statements,
which do not promote their adoption. We want to enrich
SQL3 to allow the expression of temporal constraints,
affecting different levels of abstraction, in a declarative and
the simplest possible manner.
III.

MODELING TEMPORAL DB WITH UML-TF

We first review the main notation allowing the modeling
of temporal specifications with UML-TF [19] and then
illustrate such modeling with a case study.
A. Temporal notation
With UML-TF, modeling is made through the various
levels of abstraction proposed by MDA, while expressing the
temporal dimensions of any facts by stereotypes that we
classify into three categories: valid-time stereotypes,
transaction-time stereotypes and bitemporal stereotypes. To
these three categories we associate the following icons:
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‘ ’ which symbolizes the real world clock, and is
intended to the first category of stereotypes. This
icon is used at the CIM level of the MDA approach.
 ‘ ’ which represents the clock of the machine, and
is intended to the second category of stereotypes.
This icon is used at the PIM level of MDA.
 ‘
’ which symbolizes both clocks, and is intended
to bitemporal stereotypes. Such icon results from any
two declarations, first by a valid-time icon, then by a
transaction-time icon.
To realize the UML-TF profile, we defined an abstract
stereotype for each of the three categories of stereotypes.
Each abstract stereotype is a realization of the Evolutionary
Stereotype [8] that allows to aggregate new semantic
definitions. An abstract stereotype is then characterized by
appropriate meta-properties [19]. Some of these metaproperties (Calendar, Type, Granule) concern timestamps
and are initialized by default values. These values, which can
be modified depending on the context, are to be exploited by
the temporal features that the DBMS should ensure to allow
the attribution of timestamps. Other meta-properties allow
expressing constraints on timestamps or on temporal
instances. These constraints, which we will detail in
Section 4, are to be included in the schema of the DB and
must be supported by the DBMS.
Each of the valid-time stereotypes, transaction-time
stereotypes and bitemporal stereotypes represents both a
realization of the concerned abstract stereotype, with
appropriate values of its meta-properties, and an extension of
the concerned meta-class of the UML metamodel. Due to
space limitations, we limit ourselves here to mention these
stereotypes and explain their effect. Further details
concerning their definition can be found in [19].
1) Valid-time stereotypes: Any need of a history
according to the valid-time dimension is expressed in the
CIM level, by one of the following valid-time stereotypes:
 <<VTA>> (Valid-Time Attribute): associated with
an attribute, this stereotype models the need to keep
all the valid values that have taken or will take effect
in reality. Each value is stamped with its valid-time.
 <<VTAs>> (Valid-Time Association): associated
with an association, with or without associativeclass, this stereotype models the need to preserve all
valid links that have taken or will take effect in
reality. If such a need is limited to one direction of
the association, we use the stereotype <<VTR>>
(Valid-Time Role).
 <<VTC>> (Valid-Time Class): This stereotype can
associate valid timestamps to each object of the
class.
 <<VTGS>>
(Valid-Time
GeneralizationSpecialization): This stereotype can associate valid
timestamps to each object of the concerned subclasses.
2) Transaction-time stereotypes: Such stereotypes can
be used, at the PIM level, for any element to model the need
to keep track of their instances by the DBMS. We define
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here, as in the previous case, a stereotype for each type of
element:
<<TTA>>
(Transaction-Time
Attribute),
<<TTAs>> (Transaction-Time Association), <<TTR>>
(Transaction-Time Role), <<TTC>> (Transaction-Time
Class) and <<TTGS>> (Transaction-Time GeneralizationSpecialization).
3) Bitemporal stereotypes: Any element for which is
associated first a valid-time stereotype and second a
transaction-time stereotype is considred bitemporal; the two
sterotypes are systematically replaced by a bitemporal
sterotype which contains the meta-properties of the two
others and represented by the bitemporal icon. We define
the following bitemporal stereotypes: <<BTA>>
(BiTemporal
Attribute)
<<BTAs>>
(BiTemporal
Association) <<BTR>> (BiTemporal Role) <<BTC>>
TEACHER

Baccalaureate
Diseases [0..*]

{Overlapping}

UpdateStudient()
Teacher

*

0..9 Responsible
d

MODULE {C5 }

Affectation
Responsible
0..1

Group 1

GROUP

NotificationNum
TestMark
PExMark
SExMark

Provides

Students

0..1

Notification {C2s}

ResponsibilityModule

10..28

ResponsibilityGroup

1

0..1 Responsibility

GroupCod
/NbrOfStudent
UpdateGroup()
{Frozen} 0..1

UpdateNotification()

2..7

*
0..12

UpdateModule()
7..15 Modules

STUDENT

Situation

UpdateTeacher()

(BiTemporal

B. Case study
As an example, let us consider the UML-TF class
diagram of Figure 1. At this level, we briefly describe the
application in general, and we further detail, in the following
sections, how to declare constraints related to time. This
diagram, concerns a higher education institution system. A
person can be a student, a teacher or both. A teacher may be
responsible at most than nine modules. Between seven and
fifteen modules are taught for any given audience. Any
training session concerns a teacher, a module, a group of an
audience or an audience. It is described by a day, an hour and
a classroom number. Each student should have, for each
module that he studies, two or three marks.

PERSON

Status
Grade {C4d}
Salary {C3d}

ModuleNum
Designation

(BiTemporal Class) and <<BTGS>>
Generalization-Specialization).

1 {Frozen}
*

*

SESSION {C1s}

1

SessionNum
Day
Hour
ClassroomNum

AUDIENCE
AudenceCod
LibSection
0..1

UpdateSession()

*

UpdateAudience()
*

Figure 1. UML-TF class diagram modeling the DB of an application for a higher education institution.
In this diagram:
 ‘Grade’, ‘Salary’ and ‘Diseases’ are bitemporal
attributes stereotyped by <<VTA>>;
 The association “ResponsabilityModule” and the
associative-classes “Notification” are stereotyped by
<<VTAs>>;
 AUDIENCE, GROUP and SESSION are three
valid-time classes stereotyped by <<VTC>>;
 ‘Responsible’ is a transaction-time role stereotyped
by <<TTR>>;
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‘TestMark’, ‘PExMark’, ‘SExMark’, ‘Day’ and
‘Hour’ are transaction-time attributes stereotyped by
<<TTA>>;
‘Status’ is a bitemporal attribute stereotyped by
<<BTA>>;
“Affectation” is a bitemporal association;
‘Teacher’ is a bitemporal role stereotyped by
<<BTR>>;
TEACHER and STUDENT are bitemporal classes
stereotyped by <<BTGS>>.
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IV.

NEW MEANS FOR EXPRESSING TEMPORAL
CONSTRAINTS

Commonly, the constraints are classified into static and
dynamic [10]. A static constraint controlling values or links
that can take an attribute or a relationship, respectively,
while a dynamic constraint control the evolution of these
values or these links (the employee’s salary can not decrease,
for example).
For static constraints, we distinguish in UML simple
constraints, called predefined, which usually focus on one
element of the diagram and for which the notation defines
“means” to express them in the diagram in a light manner.
There are also complex static constraints, which are usually
focused on more than one element of the diagram, and that
we call here not-predefined constraints; using OCL [22], it is
possible to formulate these constraints in different ways,
depending on the context. To avoid overloading the
diagrams, we propose to represent non-predefined
constraints, and also dynamic constraints, not by their
explicit expressions, but by codes assigned to them. These
codes are to be placed between two brackets beside the name
of the chosen context, as the five examples of the diagram in
Figure 1 ({C1s}, {C2s}, {C3d}, {C4d} and {C5d}; it is possible
to define many others temporal constraints in this diagram).
To distinguish a static complex constraint from a dynamic
constraint in the diagram, we use the exhibitors ‘s’ and ‘d’
next to the code of the constraint. The explicit expression in
OCL of these constraints is then attached to the considered
diagram.
To allow the expression of constraints on temporal
instances, especially dynamic constraints, in OCL, it is
required to extend this constraint language. Indeed, a
temporal instance is characterized by elements from the
following: Value, Start Valid-Time, End Valid-Time, Start
Transaction-Time, End Transaction-Time and Index. The
extension that we propose allows identifying these elements,
by using the following keywords: Value, SVT, EVT, STT, ETT
and Index. These keywords are to be used for any temporal
instance using dot notation; the default is Value.
Following our analysis of the impact of the temporal
dimension on the expression of constraints, we have
proposed three categories of constraints related to time. We
study these categories in the three following sub-sections.
A. Static constraints involving a temporal dimension
When a static constraint is declared on an element which
is associated with a valid-time or a transaction-time
stereotype, it often changes meaning; the DBMS is not
sufficient to that verification at the current time, but extends
this verification at any time of the maintained history to also
cover past and, possibly, future facts.
The new meanings of these constraints do not affect the
means of their expression, but rather affect their verification.
However, we propose to express them by means of temporal
invariants, denoted by ‘Temporal inv:’; we therefore
propose to enrich our extension of OCL with this keyword.
Consider first the new meaning of an example of a
predefined constraint of the diagram in Figure 1: “The
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multiplicity of roles of the association “Affectation” means
that at a given instant, a group of education is associated with
at least 10 students and at most 28 students, and a student is
assigned to one and a single group. However, a group may
be associated with more than 28 students and a student may
be assigned to multiple groups if we consider a history that
stretches over a long period”.
The constraint {overlapping}, which is not in fact, does
not change meaning. Applied to the GeneralizationSpecialization Situation, it continues to mean that a person
can be both a student and a teacher, either for the current
time or at any past or future time.
We now detail the two non-predefined constraints {C1s}
and {C2s}.
 {C1s} : A teacher can not teach the same group more
than twice at the same period.
Context SESSION Temporal inv: C1
Session.allinstances-›forAll( s1, s2, s3 | s1 <> s2
and s2 <> s3 and s1.Audience = s2.Audience =
s3.Audience implies s1.Teacher <> s2.Teacher
or s2.Teacher <> s3.Teacher and s1.Group <>
s2.Group or s2.Group <> s3.Group)
 {C2s} : A mark is to attribute to a student for a given
module only if this student is already enrolled in an
audience for which the module is taught.
Context Notification Temporal inv: C2
(self.Module) includes
self.Student.Group.Audience.Modules
When these constraints are applied to bitemporal
elements, only valid instances are taken into account.
Incorrect or deleted (in a non-destructive manner) instances
are not affected since they have already been verified.
B. Dynamic constraints
A formal expression of these constraints requires the use
of a constraint language incorporating temporal operators, as
already studied by several other works, especially those who
have proposed temporal extensions to OCL [5][26]. This
expression also requires the enrichment of OCL by the
proposed keywords to be able to access to the various
elements of a temporal instance. Nevertheless, for some
constraints in this category, mainly those that focus on a
single element, it is possible to find ‘semi-graphic’ means to
their expression; this expression is easier to use in modeling.
Constraints {C3d}, {C4d} and {C5d} are examples of
dynamic constraints. In what follows, we detail their
meaning and their expression in OCL extended by the above
mentioned keywords and by operators of temporal logic. For
the two constraints {C3d} and {C4d}, we also propose ‘semigraphic’ means to use as patterns for these types.
 {C3d} : The salary of a teacher can not decrease.
Context TEACHER inv : C3
self.Salary-›forAll(s1 : Salary, s2 : Salary |
s1.SVT < s2.SVT implies s1.value  s2.value)
/*or s1 precedes s2 implies s1.value  s2.value) */
The ‘semi-graphic’ pattern that we propose to this
type of constraint is the following: { }
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{C4d} : The qualification of a teacher in his career
follows the following order: ‘Assistant Professor’
(A), ‘Associate Professor’ (AP) and ‘Professor’ (Pr);
but a teacher can begin as ‘AP’.
Context TEACHER inv : C4
self.Grade-›forAll(g1 : grade, g2 : grade |
g1.SVT < g2.SVT implies g1.value = ‘A’ and g2
= ‘AP’ or g1 = ‘AP’ and g2 = ‘Pr’)
and self.Grad-›forAll (g : grad | g.index =1
implies g = ‘A’ or g = ‘AP’)
The ‘semi-graphic’ pattern that we propose to this
type of constraint is the following:
{Order : ‘A’, ‘AP’, ‘Pr’}
{C5d} : The responsibility of a module is assigned to
a teacher only if this teacher involved in teaching
this module since 5 years.
Context MODULE inv : C5
self.Responsability implies since 5 years
self.Responsability.Session-›notEmpty()

C. Constraints on timestamps and on temporal instances
Compared to the two first categories of constraints, the
constraints in this category may cover one or two temporal
dimensions. These constraints concern stereotyped elements,
as was announced in Section 2, and for which we have
defined meta-properties in the abstract stereotypes. This
allows expressing them in a simple manner, simply by
valorizing the concerned meta-properties. We define two
classes for this category: constraints on timestamps, and
constraints on timestamped values of temporal instances.
1) Constraints on timestamps: In this class of
constraints we distinguish three sub-classes as follows:
The constraints of the first sub-class concern the
definition of default values or restrictions for a valid or
transaction stamp. These constraints may relate to the
timestamps of all instances of a stereotyped element, or for
some instances of this element. Some restrictions depend on
the properties of the timestamp, for example, it is not
possible to restrict the duration of a timestamp of type
instant.
As examples of such constraints, we can define for the
considered application the following ones: “A teaching
period starts on 15/9 of each year and ends on 31/7 of that
year.”; “A teacher can not remain in the grade of ‘Associate
Professor’ less then 3 years.”.
The second sub-class concerns all constraints defined
between a valid timestamp and a transaction timestamp of a
bitemporal element. These constraints have been widely
studied in [12]. As examples, we define the following
constraints: “The transaction-time of a status can not exceed
its valid-time more than one month.”.
The constraints of the third sub-class are systematically
imposed by the association of valid-time stereotypes in the
diagram. These constraints depend on the type of the
timestamp. In particular, it ensures data integrity when the
timestamp type is ‘temporal interval’ or ‘temporal element’.
Indeed, in this case:
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The timestamp of a link should be included (or
equal) in (to) the timestamp of each concerned
object; this is the case for example of links defined
between STUDENT and GROUP.
 The timestamp of an object of an aggregate class
must be included (or equal) in (to) the timestamp of
the concerned object in the component class; this is
the case of objects of the GROUP class vis-à-vis to
objects of the AUDIENCE class.
2) Constraints on temporal instances: We retain at this
level the following four main types:
 The extent of the maintenance of past valid values,
in number of values or in duration relative to the
current time; this concerns the vacuuming
parameters [23] which is a way to destructively
delete data becoming obsolete. The default values
assigned to the two concerned meta-properties
(V_Nbr and V_Duration) are equal to infinity. In the
example, we can impose that: “The number of
groups for each audience is not to historize beyond
three periods.”; “The label of a section is to historize
only for the last three values.”.
 The number of corrections or changes. By default,
this number is unlimited. In the example, we can
impose that it is not possible to correct the
assignment of a training session to a teacher more
than twice for the same period.
 How to keep the instances of a temporal collection
vis-à-vis the coalescing operator [4]. By default,
these instances are to keep coalesced, that is two
instances that follow in time must have different
values. In the example, links that concern
affectations of students to groups, and notifications
of students are to keep not coalesced.
 The management strategy for future data; this type
of constraints is specific to bitemporal elements; by
default, this management is to perform in a
destructive manner.


V.

SPECIFIC REPRESENTATION TO THE OBJECTRELATIONAL PLATFORM

We present in this section how to extend the SQL3
standard by new keywords to allow the representation of
timestamped tables and columns, as well as constraints
related to time.
Our objective is to raise the issue and propose some
solutions. More adequate solutions, especially as regards the
expression of complex static constraints and dynamic ones,
require substantial investment and resources that are beyond
us.
A. Expression of timestamps
About the declaration of timestamps in SQL3 orders, we
propose to put the letter ‘V’, the letter ‘T’ or the two letters,
after the name of the concerned table or column. Each letter,
representing a timestamp, is followed by the values of the
meta-properties defined to the timestamp, when the defaults
values have to be changed.
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B. Static constraints involving temporal dimension
As in UML-TF, we propose that the expression of static
constraints is to done in the same way, whether with or
without a time dimension, apart from the fact that the syntax
is enriched by the word ‘Temporal’, to indicate that the
constraint must be checked at any instant and not only at the
current time. Indeed, the constraints checking module of the
DBMS must ensure the checks within temporal DB.
To simplify the expression of different non-predefined
constraints, i.e., complex static ones, we propose not to use
assertions, instead we use CHECK constraints. Also, we
propose extending the use of such constraints by the
possibility of the employment of many free variables (Self)
that can or not be connected to the same table. For example,
we propose to declare the constraint {C1s} as follows:
ALTER TABLE SESSION
ADD Temporal CONSTRAINT Ck_C1
CHECK Self1-TEACHER.TeacherNum = Self2TEACHER.TeacherNum AND Self1-AUDIENCE.AudienceCod
= Self2-AUDIENCE.AudienceCod AND Self1GROUP.GroupCod = Self2-GROUP.GroupCod
AND NOT EXISTS
(Self1-TEACHER.TeacherNum = Self3TEACHER.TeacherNum AND Self1AUDIENCE.AudienceCod = Self3AUDIENCE.AudienceCod AND Self1-GROUP.GroupCod =
Self3-GROUP.GroupCod));
In this constraint, we used three free variables ‘Self1’,
‘Self2’ and ‘Self3’ for each of the three tables: TEACHER,
AUDIENCE and GROUP.
C. Dynamic constraints
For the constraints of this class for which we found
‘semi-graphic’ expressions, it is also possible to find patterns
to represent them in a simple manner. For examples:
 for the example of the constraint {C3d}, we propose
the pattern: NOT DECREASE.
 for the constraint {C4d}, we propose the following
pattern: IN THIS ORDER {‘Val1’, ‘Val2’, …}
[START WITH ‘Val1’ [OR ‘Val2’]* ];
For the other dynamic constraints, which are currently
represented by relational DBMS with triggers, we also
propose to express them by CHECK constraints. The
expression of these constraints requires the use of temporal
logic operators. For example, we propose to declare the
constraint {C5d} as follows:
ALTER TABLE MODULE
ADD CONSTRAINT Ck_5
CHECK Self.NumTeacherResponsible
AND EXISTS
(Self-TEACHER.NumTeacher =
Self.NumTeacherResponsible
AND Self-TEACHER Since 5 Year Self);
D. Constraints on timestamps and on temporal instances
To express the constraints on timestamps, we use the
arithmetic operators of comparison as well as Allen operators
[1], i.e., BEFORE, AFTER, OVERLAPS, EQUAL, MEETS,
DURING, CONTAINS, STARTS, FINISH, etc.
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In addition, to be able to express a restriction on the
duration of a temporal interval, we propose the following
pattern: {MAXPERIOD | MINPERIOD} Value SCALE [ON
‘Val 1’, ‘Val 2’, ...]. SCALE can be YEAR, MONTH, DAY etc.;
it specifies the used temporal granule. Without the option
[ON ‘Val 1’, ‘Val 2’, ...], the constraint is applied to all
instances of the concerned element, with this option, the
constraint is applied only to instances defined by the
indicated values; for example, MAXPERIOD 7 YEAR ON
‘Assistant Professor’ is applied only to Assistant Professors.
For the four types of constraints on temporal instances
proposed in Section 4.C.2, we propose to represent them
using the following patterns:
 VACCUMING AFTER Value {SCALE | VALUES}
[CASCADE]. The CASCADE option can progress the
vacuuming for data related to the concerned data.
 ONLY
Value
{CORRECTIONS | EVOLUTIONS}
ALLOWED.
 [COALESED | NOT COALESED [WITH Value MAX
VALUEQUIVALENT]}. By default, the instances are to
keep coalesced. The option WITH Value MAX
VALUEQUIVALENT precise the maximum number of
non-coalesced equivalent values.
 [FUTURE UPDATES DESTRUCTIVE | FUTURE
UPDATES NOT DESTRUCTIVE].
E. Recapitulative example
We briefly illustrate here how we plan to use our
proposals to enrich SQL3, through an excerpt of the
command concerning the creation of the TEACHER table:
CREATE TABLE TEACHER
V (DEFAULT, TEMPORAL
ELEMENT, DEFAULT) T
(TeacherNum NUMBER(3)
CONSTRAINT Pk_Teacher
PRIMARY KEY,
LName
VARCHAR2(20) NOT NULL,
Status V (DEFAULT, DEFAULT, YEAR) T VARCHAR2(2),
...
CONSTRAINT Dur_TeacherStatus Status.VT DURING
OR EQUAL TEACHER.VT,
CONSTRAINT SVT_STT_Status
Status.STT <=
Status.SVT + 1 MONTH,
CONSTRAINT Vacc_TeacherStatus Status VACCUMING
AFTER 3 VALUES,
CONSTRAINT Ito_TeacherGrade
Grade IN THIS ORDER
{‘A’, ‘AP’, ‘Pr’} START WITH ‘A’ Or ‘AP’,
CONSTRAINT MinEs_TeacherGrade Grade MINPERIOD 3
YEARS ON ‘AP’,
CONSTRAINT O2E_TeacherGrade Grade ONLY 2
EVOLUTIONS ALLOWED,
CONSTRAINT Nd_TeacherSal
Salary NOT
DECREASE,
CONSTRAINT Fund_TeacherSalary Salary FUTURE
UPDATES NOT DESTRUCTIVE,
CONSTRAINT Vacc_TEACHER
TEACHER
VACUUMING AFTER 80 YEAR CASCADE );
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VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented in this paper new concepts to improve the
modeling of four different kinds of facts: conventional facts
(non-temporal), valid-time facts, transaction-time facts, and
bitemporal facts.
Our proposals concern, first, the expression of constraints
in the UML-TF profile [19], dedicated to the modeling of
temporal DB. This profile allows such modeling in a simple,
customizable and progressive manner, using expressive
decorations. With the enrichment provided by these
proposals, it is possible to take into account temporal
constraints, classified into three categories: static constraints
invoking a temporal dimension, dynamic constraints, and
constraints on the timestamps or on temporal instances. This
classification into three categories, refined if necessary on
classes and sub-classes, helped us to identify appropriate
ways for expressing each type of constraint. In particular, the
formal expression of these constraints required the extension
of OCL with new keywords.
Secondly, we have proposed enhancements to SQL3 to
enable the mapping of UML-TF class diagrams in an objectrelational model, attempting to take advantage of the
“declarative” approach of constraints adopted by DB
languages. Thus, the designer can focus his attention on the
expression without worrying about the modules to be
integrated into the DBMS providing their checking.
Our future work focuses on the development of new tools
and the enrichment of platforms that support them in order to
implement our proposals. We also plan to study how
checking temporal constraints according to our proposals.
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Abstract—Recent research shows that main memory
database system provide many different advantages over traditional disk based systems. Furthermore it is shown that the
way how data is persisted in such a system is very important.
Modern systems provide a hybrid row- and column-oriented
storage layer that proves to be optimal for certain workloads.
To further optimize the query execution it becomes to crucial
to select the best possible query operators. However, not
only the implementation of the operator is very important
but as well the way how intermediate results are handled.
In HYRISE, we implemented different possibilities of query
operator materialization and show in this paper when to chose
which kind of output. The results of our experiments can
be directly used during plan creation by a cost-based query
executor.

The authors of [2] identify different materialization strategies for column-oriented DBMS and explore the trade-offs
that exist between them. This paper builds on these ideas and
enhances their model for hybrid main memory databases and
furthermore empirically evaluates variations of them using
HYRISE, a hybrid main memory based DBMS research
prototype. Section V gives a brief summary of related
work, Section II summarizes the materialization strategies
presented in [2], Section III describes their adaption within
HYRISE, and Section IV evaluates the performance of the
implementation, followed by a conclusion in Section VI.

Keywords-Hybrid Main Memory Database; Query Execution;
Column Store; Materialization.

This section gives a brief summary of the materialization
strategies for column-based DBMS that are identified in [2].
Compared to our extensions, their work primarily covers
column-stores, while it is important for HYRISE to support different kinds of materialization strategies for hybrid
databases. The authors recognize two different aspects of
materialization strategies, time of materialization, i. e., late
vs. early materialization, and parallel vs. pipelined materialization, whose influence on execution plans in explained
using the following example SQL query:

I. I NTRODUCTION
Main memory database systems have proven to be
advantageous for various scenarios ranging from highperformance analytical data warehouse accelerators to classical Online Transactional Processing (OLTP) databases. Due
to the available size of main memory on a single rack server
of currently 1TB almost all enterprise like applications with
a mixed transactional / analytical focus can be run on
such systems. Another great advantage of in-memory data
processing is that data access operations are more predictable
compared to disk access based operations.
Since data is no longer stored in secondary structures
like the buffer pool of traditional disk based databases
but operations are directly executed on the primary data
it becomes important to deal with the question on how to
efficiently handle intermediate results and execute any given
query in the best possible way.
For our research the main focus is query execution in a
hybrid main memory database system such as HYRISE [1].
In HYRISE, relational tables are partitioned into disjoint
vertical partitions. Data is stored dictionary compressed
and single columns can be furthermore bit-compressed to
achieve higher compression ratios. In such an environment it
becomes crucial to choose the right materialization strategy
to lower the amount of copied data but on the other hand
improve the cache miss patterns of different queries during
the query plan execution.
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II. E XISTING M ATERIALIZATION S TRATEGIES

SELECT c o l 1 , c o l 2 FROM table
WHERE c o l 1 < CONST1 AND c o l 2 < CONST2

Abadi et al. [2] make use of specialized plan operators
that are explained briefly in the following plan descriptions.
The query plans are illustrated using diagrams, as the one
shown in Figure 1, where type of output is either mat, pos, or
mat+pos, indicating output of materialized data, positions,
or materialized data and positions. Inputs that are filtered by
a predicate are underlined.
(type of output)
Name of operator
input1
Figure 1.

input2

Example Query Plan Diagram

Table I gives a detailed list of the basic operators used
during the query plans. In the following paragraphs we
will present the different materialization strategies that are
implemented in HYRISE.
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Table I
D IFFERENT M ATERIALIZING Q UERY P LAN O PERATORS
DS1

Reads all data for a given column, applying a given
selectivity. The output is a list of positions.
Reads all data for a given column, applying a given
selectivity. The output is a list of position value pairs.
The data of a column is read and filtered with a
list of positions. The output is a column of values
corresponding to those positions.
A column is read and a list of positions is applied
as a filter, tuples satisfying a predicate are selected,
producing a list of positions.

DS2
DS3

DS4

Early Materialization / Pipelined: As illustrated in
Figure 2, DS2 scans col1, filtering by predicate, outputting
positions and data. DS4 index-scans col2 using the positions
of the first scan, filtering by predicate, outputting the merged
data.
Output
(mat)
DS4
col2

(mat+pos)
DS2
col1

Figure 2.

Plan for Early Materialization / Pipelined

Early Materialization / Parallel: As illustrated in Figure 3, SPC scans both columns in parallel, filtering by both
predicates simultaneously.
Output
(mat)
SPC
col1
Figure 3.

col2

Plan for Early Materialization / Parallel

Late Materialization / Pipelined: As illustrated in Figure 4, DS1 scans col1, filtering by predicate, outputting
positions only. DS3 and DS1 index-scan col2 using these
positions, filtering by predicate, outputting positions only.
Both columns are index-scanned using these positions and
the results are merged.
Positions

Output

(pos)
DS1

(mat)
MERGE

(data)
DS3
(pos)
DS1

(mat)
DS3

col2
col1

Positions

Positions

col1
Figure 4.

Plan for Late Materialization / Pipelined

Late Materialization / Parallel: As illustrated in Figure 5, each column is scanned with DS1 outputting positions.
The positions are combined with an AND. These merged
positions are processed as in the previous plan, i. e., both
columns are index-scanned and the results are merged.
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Output

AND

(mat)
MERGE

(pos)
DS1

(pos)
DS1

col1

col2

(mat)
DS3
col1

Figure 5.

Positions

(mat)
DS3
col2

Positions

Plan for Late Materialization / Parallel

III. A DOPTION IN HYRISE
This section describes how the example query plans were
adapted in HYRISE.
A. Plan Operators
The implementation makes use of new plan operators that
are extensions of existing HYRISE plan operators. They do
not directly correspond to the plan operators introduced in
Section II but are an adaption of them to HYRISE.
TableScan: The TableScan provided by HYRISE
scans all columns of a table in parallel, applies predicates,
and outputs materialized data. Input can be either a list of
positions or materialized data.
PositionTableScan:
The PositionTableScan
scans all columns of a table in parallel, applies predicates,
and outputs positions. It corresponds to the DS1 operator.
MaterializingScan: This new plan operator is based
on the DS2-operator of [2]. It accepts a raw table or a
table with associated positions as input. In addition, it
accepts predicates. As DS2, it produces materialized data
and positions. Being a projection scan, it produces a new
table that contains a configurable subset of the columns of
the original table. It additionally outputs a list of positions
that indexes the original table.
T1
col1
17
23
42
10

col2
P1T1
“a”
→
1
“a”
4
“b”
“b”

T2
col1
17
10

Figure 6. MaterializingScan on an example table T1 with predicate col1 <
20 produces positions P1T1 and materialized result T2

(mat)
DS3
col2

Positions

ISBN:978-1-61208-115-1

Figure 6 shows an example application of this plan
operator. A MaterializingScan is applied to table T1.
No extra positions are given as input. The predicate supplied
is col1 < 20 and col1 is the only column to be projected.
The result is a new position list as well as a new table with
the filtered column col1.
TableScanUsingExistingData: This new plan operator
is based on the DS4-operator of [2]. It is designed to work
on the output of a MaterializingScan. As input it
takes a table, a list of positions into this table as well
as a materialized version of some columns of the table at
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these positions. It also accepts predicates. It index-scans the
input table and outputs a materialized table. The materialized
columns that are input into this operator are not directly used
as output. Instead only the rows where the predicates match
are copied into the output. Thus, the operator produces a
table with the same layout as the first input table.
T1
col1
17
23
42
10

col2
“a”
“a”
“b”
“b”

P1T1
1
4

T2
T3
col1
→ col1 col2
17
10
“b”
10

Plan 2 - No Data: This plan has no direct correspondence to the original execution plans, but it is an
optimized version of the late materialization / parallel plan.
As illustrated in Figure 9, it consists of two plan operators.
A PositionTableScan on column 1, which produces
only positions for the rows where the predicate on column
1 matches. This operator is followed by a TableScan,
which filters column 2 by its predicate at these positions
and materializes both columns.
Output
(mat)
TableScan

Figure 7. TableScanUsingExistingData on the results of the last
example, with the predicate col2 = ”b”

Figure
7
shows
the
application
of
an
TableScanUsingExistingData to the results of
the example shown in Figure 6, using the predicate
col2 = ”b”. T1 is scanned using the position of P1T1 . For
all rows where col2 matches the predicate, the data from
col2 of T1 and col1 of T2 is added to the result.
B. Query Plans
The query plans introduced in [2] have been adapted for
HYRISE. As they are not exactly the same plans, they are
given different names to avoid confusion.
Plan 1 - One Scan: This plan corresponds to the early
materialization / parallel scan. As illustrated in Figure 8, it
consists of only one plan operator that accesses both input
columns simultaneously, i. e., for each row both columns are
read and written to the output if both predicates match.
Output
(mat)
TableScan
column 1
Figure 8.

column 2
Plan 1 - One Scan

Given a column layout, this plan is expected to be efficient
if the number of values that have to be accessed is high for
both columns. It is expected to be relatively inefficient if the
selectivity is low on column 1 as in that case both columns
will still always be read. That is not the case for the other
plans.
Given a row layout, this plan is expected to be efficient
for low to high selectivities as long as the columns are
adjacent or not too wide, as then reading both columns
simultaneously causes less cache misses than reading them
sequentially. For very low selectivities, the position based
scans might still be more efficient, as then the number of
total cache accesses is expected to be much lower for them
than for the One Scan plan, even if the number of cache
misses is expected to be slightly higher.
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(pos)
PositionTableScan

column 1

column 2

column 1
Figure 9.

Plan 2 - No Data

Given a column layout, this plan is expected to be efficient
when selectivity is low on column 1. Then, unlike in the One
Scan plan, not many of the second column’s rows have to
be accessed. The plan is expected to be less efficient than
the One Scan plan if the selectivity is high on column 1
and low on column 2, as then both columns have to be read
nearly completely in both plans, but this plan generates a
large amount of unused temporary position data.
Given a row layout, this plan is expected to be worse than
the One Scan plan for most of the selectivities, especially
if the columns are adjacent or are not too wide, so that one
row of both columns fits into one cache line. For very low
column 1 selectivities though, this plan is expected to require
roughly half of One Scan’s cache accesses with only slightly
higher cache misses, and might thus be faster.
Plan 3 - Data: This plan is closest to the Early
materialization / pipelined plan. As illustrated in Figure 10,
the MaterializingScan produces positions as well as
values for column 1 where the predicate matches. Unlike the DS2 operator it produces these as two separate columns, not one column containing (position, data)
pairs, the reason being a HYRISE implementation detail.
The TableScanUsingExistingData scans column 2
at these positions. The rows where the second predicate
matches are output materialized.
Given a column layout, this plan is expected to be more
efficient than the No Data plan for very low selectivities on
column 1. Then, the materialization of the final result, i. e.,
the SimpleTableScan in the No Data or the SimpleTableScanUsingExistingData in this plan, has to access very few
rows of column 1. Doing so by accessing the original column
by index is more expensive than sequentially accessing prematerialized data. It is expected to be inefficient if selectivity
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Output
(mat)
TableScanUsingExistingData
(mat+pos)
MaterializingScan

column 2

column 1
Figure 10.

Plan 3 - Data

is high on column 1 and low on column 2, as a large part of
column 1 will be materialized that will later on not be used.
Given a row layout, the expectations are similar to those
of the No Data plan, with the Data plan again performing
better for lower selectivities than the No Data plan.
IV. E VALUATION
As already pointed out in Section III-B, each of the plans
is expected to work best at a certain configuration of selectivities. In order to empirically evaluate these assumptions,
the algorithms were run on an IBM Series Blade, Xeon 5450,
64 GB RAM using different table layouts. First, a 2-column
table stored in column-layout. Second, a 2-column table
stored in row-layout. Third, a 60-column table stored in rowlayout. Each table contains 1.000.000 rows; each column is
4 byte wide. The data was generated using the HYRISE data
generation tool.
A. Column Layout
In order to measure the general performance, each plan
was run for selectivities varying for both columns, each
selectivity ranging from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.01. For each
pair of selectivities, each plan was run and the total CPU
cycle count was measured and averaged over three runs.
Figure 11a shows the algorithm with the lowest total CPU
cycle count for each combination of selectivities. As can be
clearly seen, the influence of the first column’s selectivity is
considerably larger than that of the second. As expected,
the One Scan plan outperforms the other plans for high
selectivities on both columns whereas the position based
scans are better at lower selectivities on column 1.
Figure 11b shows the ratio of CPU cycles of the algorithm
with the highest count to that with the lowest count at the
given selectivities. This ratio ranges from values between
approximately 1 and 2.4. Two areas can be identified where
high ratios appear. First, for a low selectivity on column
1 independent of the second column’s selectivity. Second,
for a high selectivity on column 1 and a low selectivity on
column 2.
The relative performance at these extremes can be seen
in more detail in Figure 12a, which shows the CPU cycles
of all three plans for two fixed selectivities for column 2 of
1.25e-3 = (25 rows / 2.000.000 rows) and 1.0 in dependence
of the first column’s selectivity. Figure 12b depicts the same
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using a logarithmic scale on the x-axis, allowing differences
for low selectivities on column 1 to be discerned more easily.
For low selectivities on column 1 the ratio from One Scan
to Data, i. e., the highest to the lowest CPU count, is close to
2. This is expected behavior, as the position based algorithms
do not have to read much of column 2 whereas the One Scan
algorithm always must read both columns.
As can be seen in Figure 12a, the ratio of One Scan to
Data is largest for a high selectivity on column 1 and a low
selectivity on column 2. As can be seen in Figure 12c, Data
also accesses twice as much memory as One Scan. This is
expected. For this configuration, One Scan reads both input
columns once and writes nothing, whereas Data reads the
first column, writes positions and materialized data and reads
the second column, thus performing roughly twice as many
memory accesses as the One Scan algorithm.
Given a high selectivity on both columns, One Scan
is only 1.25 times faster than Data, as can be seen in
Figure 12b, and requires 1.4 times the number of L1
cache accesses. We measured, that for this configuration of
selectivities about a third of Data’s CPU cycles is used by
the MaterializingScan while the remaining cycles are
used by the TableScanUsingExistingData, making
the TableScanUsingExistingData 1.2 times faster
than the complete One Scan. This is interesting, as the scan
using existing data has to perform more work than the One
Scan plan. While the One Scan plan reads and writes both
columns, the TableScanUsingExistingData does
the same but additionally reads positions.
For this configuration of selectivities, further investigation
is required to identify the reasons for the unexpectedly good
performance of the Data plan. Nevertheless, for the most
configurations of selectivities the plans perform as expected.
B. Row Layout
The queries were executed on a 2-column and a 60column table. Figue 13 shows the CPU cycles for fixed
column 2 selectivities for the 2-column layout. As can be
seen, the performance is very close to the column-layout
performance. The One Scan plan is, as expected, faster than
the others for high selectivities, as it only has to read one
continuous block of data once whereas the position based
scans have to process this block twice, thus causing more
cache misses. As can be seen in Figure 13a, One Scan is
still slower than the position based scans for low column 1
selectivities. There, the number of cache accesses that were
measured for the One Scan plan, which evaluates predicates
on both columns in parallel, were, as expected, higher than
for the other plans, with the cache misses measured only
slightly higher.
In order to analyze the algorithms’ performance for larger
containers, they were executed on a 60-column / 1 container
table. All queries still output only the first two columns.
The MaterializingScan of the Data plan still only
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Figure 11. Figure (a) and (b) for 2 columns / 2 containers and (c) and (d) for 60 columns / 1 container. Comparing CPU cycles of all three algorithm
across selectivities; x-axis = Column 1; y-axis = Column 2
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Figure 12. 2 columns / 2 containers. 12a and 12b Total CPU cycles. x-axis = selectivity on first column; Figure 12c and 12d are L1 data cache accesses
for the same experiment. Selectivity on second column is fixed for all graphs.

materializes the first column. Figures 11c and Figure 11d
give a general overview of the algorithms’ performance.
Unlike in previous benchmarks, the performance is strongly
influenced by the selectivity of both columns. The One Scan
plan performs best if the combined selectivity is not low
and it is roughly 2.8 times faster than the Data scan for
a selectivity of 1 on both columns. If selectivity is low on
column 1 or very low on column 2, the position based plans
are best, the Data plan performing roughly 1.6 times faster
than the One Scan plan for very low selectivities on both
columns.
Figure 13d provides a snapshot at fixed column 2 selectivities. Given a high column 1 selectivity, the One Scan plan
surprisingly is slower for low column 2 selectivities than it is
for high column 2 selectivities. This is the case even though
the number of cache misses and cache accesses is lower for
low column 2 selectivities than it is for high ones. Other
counters, such as the number of branch mispredictions have
not yet been measured and so a clear assessment can not be
made, yet.

of late materialization in column stores. In [2], [4] Abadi
et al. provide an evaluation and comparison of different
materialization strategies in column-based DBMS. Different
materialization strategies are identified and their performance for different kinds of queries is evaluated.
Ivanova et al. [5] analyze how materialized query plan
results can be cached and reused for future queries to reduce
execution times. This aspect of materialization strategies is
complementary to the ones analyzed in this paper.
The materialization strategies that are analyzed in this
paper are implemented in a operator at a time query execution engine. Zukowski et al. [6] follow a different approach
by materializing vertical data fragments at a time, trying to
restrict the data to the CPU cache.
In addition, the implementation of compression for such
main memory databases becomes more and more important
as shown in [7], [8]. Krueger et al. show in [9] that it is possible to further optimize read optimized column databases
with compression to possibly satisfy OLTP workloads.
VI. C ONCLUSION

V. R ELATED W ORK
The topic of materialization strategies has already been
researched in the context of column-based as well as rowbased DMBS. Abadi et al. [3] provide a general overview
of column- and row stores and identifies the importance
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As has been seen in IV, the materialization strategies that
were introduced in III mostly exhibit the expected relative
performance for the simple selection query, especially if data
is stored in column-layout. Table II summarizes the best and
worst performance of each algorithm in dependence of the
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Figure 13. 2 columns / 1 container for Figure 13a and 13b and 60 columns / 1 container for Figure 13c and 13d. Total CPU cycles. x-axis = selectivity
on first column. Selectivity on second column is fixed

columns selectivity. As can be seen, the best plan depends
mainly on the first column’s selectivity.
Table II
S ELECTIVITY CONFIGURATIONS THAT DELIVER THE BEST / WORST
RESULTS FOR A COLUMN - LAYOUT
Plan
One scan
No Data
Data

Best
Col 1
Col 2
high
high
low
very low
-

Worst
Col 1
Col 2
low
high
low
high
low

The performance for multi-column containers did not
completely match our expectations, with the One Scan plan
performing unexpectedly slow for a high selectivity on
column 1 and a low selectivity on column 1. As expected
though, the One Scan plan performs best for most of the
configurations, with the position based plans providing better
performance when selectivity is low on column 1 or very low
on column 1.
All together, the choice of materialization strategy greatly
influences the query execution time. For the simple selection
query analyzed, choosing the wrong materialization strategy
resulted in up to 2.8-fold increased CPU cycles. For the
simple example, the optimal materialization strategy can
be predetermined if the table layout is known and the
selectivities of the predicates can be estimated in advance.
This can be achieved by applying established techniques that
rely on collecting statistical data, such as histograms [10].
An actual implementation that chooses materialization
strategies automatically for container-based DBMS, such as
HYRISE, requires further research. The analysis performed
on multi-column containers has shown that the layout of tables has a strong influence on materialization strategies. Yet,
aspects such as the positions of columns within containers
have not been analyzed, so that further research is required
to turn these observations into knowledge that can be applied
at query plan construction time.
Apart from that, many other areas have been left untouched, such as analyzing different kinds of queries or tak-
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ing different types of data storage, e. g., compressed position
lists, into account. Still, this paper and the accompanying
implementation provide the required knowledge to leverage
different materialization strategies in a hybrid main memory
database system such as HYRISE.
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Abstract—Very large corpora of properly processed textual
materials are uncommon but they can provide important
resources for language modeling in natural language
processing, ranging from speech processing and text input to
automatic IR and patent translation. However, when properly
cultivated in spatial-temporal terms, they can foster innovative
knowledge discovery in database applications by functioning as
monitoring corpus and enhance the human centered
communication environment by allowing more substantive
introspection and comparison of linguistic and social-cultural
developments of the relevant speech communities.
This paper discusses how the gigantic synchronous and
homothematic corpus of Chinese, LIVAC, can contribute to
the monitoring the linguistic homogeneity and heterogeneity
diachronically and synchronically. After processing media
texts of more than 400 million Chinese characters over 16
years, LIVAC has yielded a lexical corpus of 1.5 million words.
This paper examines some aspects of the nature and extent of
lexical and morphological divergence and convergence in the
Chinese language of Hong Kong, Taipei and Beijing.
Additional discussions cover creation and relexification of
neologisms, categorial fluidity and the associated challenges to
terminology standardization, such as renditions of non-Chinese
personal names. This paper also explores how the associated
socio-cultural developments can be fruitfully monitored by
means of this unique spatial-temporal corpus.
Keywords- monitoring corpus; synchronous
homothematic coprus; LIVAC; the Chinese language

I.

corpus;

INTRODUCTION

Although Chinese is the native or official language in
many communities such as Mainland China, Taipei, and
Hong Kong, its homogeneity cannot be simplistically
assumed. In fact, there are readily noticeable and significant
linguistic differences among these Chinese speech
communities as any casual newspaper reader from a
community other than his or hers will readily testify. This
phenomenon can be well illustrated by the lexical items. As a
consequence of recent history and localized cultural
developments, the differences are arguably much greater
than those among British English, American English and
Australian English if Chinese-English bilinguals have an
opportunity to reflect on the two situations. These linguistic
differences are not only significant for NLP and linguistic
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analysis but for monitoring the speech communities in which
these linguistic variations are embedded.
USING A SYNCHRONOUS & HOMOTHEMATIC CORPUS
FOR MONITORING CHINESE LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

II.

In order to explore the significance of the nonhomogeneity of the Chinese language in different Chinese
speech communities, this paper attempts to exploit a viable
and rigorous methodology which can provide, among other
things, a useful foundation for research into terminology and
standardization of the language.
The use of corpus has been a major means for studying
natural language in authentic use rather than in abstraction [1]
[2] [3]. There is now an over-abundance of natural language
data for constructing linguistic corpora. However, it is
important to control the nature, size and time frame of these
sources when building corpora, especially when we need to
conduct synchronic and/or diachronic comparisons.
Internet has become a major source for obtaining
linguistic data because it is easily and readily accessible.
However, we have to be cautious when drawing data from
the Internet. One commonly seen phenomenon is data
duplication where the same data with exact wordings and
layout appear more than once on the Internet. Moreover, the
timeframes of the data obtained from Internet are neither
specified nor easily controlled. Overlooking these problems
will lead to serious faults in drawing conclusion, especially
when qualitative conclusions are based on the quantitative
analysis of these data. Thus it is important to control the data
rigorously in terms of both dimensions of time and content.
One major approach in corpus linguistic research is using
balanced corpus in which data of a language are drawn from
a wide range of sources/registers. Examples in the English
language include the British National Corpus (BNC) and
American National Corpus (ANC). This type of corpus
provides a comprehensive overview of the language of a
particular community, such as British English and American
English. It cannot however compare the same type of
language in both spatial and temporal dimensions.
In this paper, we argue that heterogeneity rather than
homogeneity should be assumed in the Chinese language,
both lexically and syntactically, across some major Chinese
communities, such as Beijing, Hong Kong, and Taipei. The
LIVAC corpus [4] initially developed at the Language
Information Sciences Research Center at the City University
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of Hong Kong since 1995 is particularly suited for this kind
of study. LIVAC is synchronous and homothematic in
nature, which rigorously and regularly draws comparable
amount of data from similar sections such as front page,
financial page, Cross-Strait news page, editorial page,
entertainment page, sports page, and local news page, of
printed Chinese media of major Chinese communities (see
Table I) [5] [6]. In other words, the data are analyzed within
the same framework in terms of size, time, domain as well as
content across communities and this provides a common
platform for meaningful synchronic and/or diachronic
comparisons [7]. This “Windows” approach thus ensures that
comparable data are extracted according to the same set of
criteria [8].
The use of massive news media materials for such a
study is very much justified because the popular media
should reflect the language and the readership of society and
be responsive to their language preference [9] [10] [11] [12].
Moreover, such a database facilitates higher order
knowledge discovery and the analysis of associated linguistic
characteristics with the larger context of its human users.
Currently LIVAC has obtained 1.5 million word types by
accumulatively analyzing over 400 million Chinese
characters of newspaper texts in major Chinese communities.
1
Background details of LIVAC are summarized in Table I.
TABLE I.
Communities
covered:
Source of data:
Time span:
Coverage:
Size of corpus:

SUMMARY HIGHLIGHTS OF LIVAC CORPUS
Beijing, Hong Kong, Macau, Shanghai, Singapore,
Taiwan, Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Guangzhou
Representative newspapers from each community
Since 1995 (i.e., 16 years)
News sections: International, editorials, Cross-Strait,
local, financial, entertainment, sports, etc.
1.5 million word types culled from 400+ million
Chinese character of texts

With the Windows approach described above, the data of
Hong Kong, Taipei and Beijing are rigorously processed and
are normalized in terms of size and timeframes which can
allow us to observe the differential trends of Chinese
language and related linguistic developments.
III.

The corresponding percentages between any two
communities are not necessarily identical because the total
numbers of words in each community are different. Consider
Hong Kong and Taipei, 39% of the 215k words from Hong
Kong can be found in Taipei while 41.1% of the 205k words
in Taipei appear in Hong Kong. These figures show that the
number of lexical items actively shared by any two of these
three communities over the 9-year period is not very high.
Generally speaking, less than half of the lexical items used in
any one community can be found in the other two
communities. The extent of overlap between Taipei and
Beijing is the least. Only 33.6% of such overlapping items
are found in the Taipei corpus. This demonstrates that
between Taipei and Hong Kong, as well as between Hong
Kong and Beijing, there are more extensive overlaps than
between Beijing and Taipei. This situation might reflect the
social, cultural situation associated with real politics.
In this 9-year period, over 56,000 lexical items were
found in common in the three communities (see Table III).
TABLE III.

OVERLAPPING LEXICAL ITEMS AMONG HONG KONG,
TAIPEI AND BEIJING (1995-2004)

No. of
overlapping items
56693

Hong Kong

Taipei

Beijing

26.3%

27.7%

31.8%

The extent of pairwise overlap between the communities
is given in Figure 1. One may find it surprising that the
extent of overlap is exceptionally low even though the three
communities share the same language. Table III shows that
such a core vocabulary only accounts for from 26% to 31%
of the total items used in each community. It should also be
noted that the same concept is not necessarily rendered by
the same lexical item in the three communities. This is a
partial reason leading to the low degree of lexical overlap.
Therefore, lexical variation cannot be simply studied on a
quantitative basis and a systematic qualitative investigation
has to be carried out in order to compare lexical divergence
across communities. This will be discussed in Section IV.

LEXICAL CONVERGENCE AND ACTIVE-CORE
VOCABULARY

Even though Hong Kong, Taipei and Beijing share the
Chinese language, there are significant differences among
their large lexical databases. Table II indicates the extent of
lexical items shared by the three communities between 1995
and 2004, based on the above Windows approach.
TABLE II.
%
Hong Kong
Taipei
Beijing

OVERLAPPING LEXICAL ITEMS IN HONG KONG, TAIPEI
AND BEIJING BETWEEN 1995 AND 2004
Hong Kong
41.1
41.1

Taipei
39

Beijing
34
33.6

38.6

1

All the texts have been automatically segmented with semi-automatic
verification, and large sections have been POS-tagged and verified. Some
details on the relevant information mining efforts have been reported in [5]
and [6].
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Figure 1. Extent of Lexical Overlap in Hong Kong, Taipei and Beijing in
LIVAC (1995 – 2004)

These overlapping words can be considered the activecore vocabulary that is in current use in the language. Those
non-overlap words can be considered ambient vocabulary,
which can be divided into two sub-types:
(a) Transparent and readily decodable: Even though
the three communities use Chinese characters to coin words,
mutual intelligibility cannot be always assumed. For
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example, 計程車 (ji-cheng-che, count-distance-car) and 出
租車 (chu-zu-che, hired-car) are used to refer to “taxi” in
Taipei and Beijing respectively, members of each
community should be able to understand the other word by
adding up the meaning of each morpheme (i.e., 計(count), 程
(distance), 出租(hire) and 車(car)). These two words can
thus be considered mutually intelligible between the two
communities, as well as in other Chinese communities such
as Hong Kong and Singapore where 的士 (di-shi) and 德士
(de-shi) are used respectively. Another pair of example is 軟
盤 (ruan-pan, soft-platter) and 軟碟 (ruan-die, soft plate) for
floppy disc: The former is used in Mainland China and
Taipei, while the latter in Hong Kong. 盤 and 碟 are similar
in meanings and people should not find problems in
understanding the alternate term.
(b) Opaque and non-readily decodable: Some words
are less mutually intelligible across communities. For
example, 的士 (di-shi) and 德士 (de-shi) meaning “taxi”
used in Hong Kong and Singapore respectively cannot be
simply derived from the meanings of their components (i.e.,
的 (di), 士(shi) and 德 (de)) because these two words are
created by means of phonetic adaptation. They are thus less
mutually intelligible to members of Beijing and Taipei.
It is notable that beyond the Chinese context, there is also
a considerable degree of mutual intelligibility between words
used in Chinese and Japanese (i.e., those written with
Japanese kanji) on vehicle-related words. Chinese readers are
found to be able to understand more vehicle-related words
written with Japanese kanji than vice versa [13]. It is also
noted that the extent of overall mutual intelligibility for
understanding Chinese items by Japanese has decreased from
51% to 25% when the same window is taken 10 years later
[14] and this deserves fuller investigation. One possible
reason for the decrease is that many VEHICLE words in
Chinese are phonetically adapted (mostly from English),
such as ji-pu-che 吉普車 (jeep), mo-tuo 摩托 (motorbike).
The meanings of these words are not transparent from the
Chinese characters, i.e., the meaning of 摩托 is not simply a
combination of the meanings of 摩 and 托.
Although 的 士 (di-shi), 計程 車 (ji-cheng-che, countdistance-car) and 出租車 (chu-zu-che, hired-car) appear in
all three communities, their frequency distributions are
significantly different across the three communities: 的士,
計程車 and 出租車 are predominantly used in Hong Kong,
Taipei and Beijing respectively. It is thus more appropriate to
consider the other two items ambient vocabulary in each
community. In this regard, we re-define ambient vocabulary
as those items whose frequency in a particular community
accounts for 80% or above of the total frequencies from all
the three communities. Table IV provides the quantitative
data of this type of vocabulary in the three communities.
TABLE IV.
%
Type
Token

WORDS WITH OVER 80% LOCAL USAGE FREQUENCY
Hong Kong
55.8
12.8
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Beijing
51.8
9.9

Taipei
59.5
11.7
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The data show that about half of the lexical items of each
community have high local usage frequency. In terms of
tokens, these local high frequency items only account for
around 10% of the overall token usage. This again
demonstrates that there is a high degree of lexical
heterogeneity across these three Chinese communities.
The above discussion draws attention to the considerable
heterogeneity of the Chinese language among Hong Kong,
Taipei and Beijing. Furthermore, we should also point out
that non-reciprocal items found in one single community will
subsequently spread to other communities upon frequent
cross-communal contact and will gradually become the
active-core vocabulary. This dynamic nature of lexical
development will be explored in the next section.
IV.

RENDITIONS OF FOREIGN PERSONAL NAMES

The tremendous growth and attrition of proper names in
the Chinese language has become a challenge in NLP,
especially for named-entity recognition [15] [16]. Chinese,
unlike English, does not have any means, such as capital
letters to identify proper names. Thus, in LIVAC, three types
of proper names (personal names, geographical names and
organization names) are separately tagged in multiple ways.
While phonetic adaptation is commonly used to render
foreign personal names in Chinese, the three communities
show considerable variations which are critical to NLP in a
cross-linguistic context. Such differences can be attributed to
the use of different dialects for the transliteration template.
For example, Cantonese is the local dialect providing the
usual base for phoneticization in Hong Kong while Mandarin
is the base for Beijing and Taipei. Furthermore, even for
those popular figures whose names appear frequently in
news media, discrepancies across communities also exist so
that members from one community may not recognize
readily that two different Chinese renditions in fact could
refer to the same individual [17] [18]. Table V lists some
well-known non-Chinese names rendered differently in the
three communities, according to LIVAC.
TABLE V.
Names
George W. Bush
Tony Blair
Saddam Hussein
Zinedine Zidane
Whoopi Goldberg
Brad Pitt

NON-CHINESE PERSONAL NAMES WITH DIFFERENT
RENDITIONS IN LIVAC

Hong Kong
布殊
貝理雅
薩達姆
施丹
胡比高拔
畢彼特

Taipei
布希
布萊爾
哈珊
席丹
琥碧戈柏
布萊德彼特

Beijing
布什
布萊爾
薩達姆
齊達內
烏比·戈德堡
布拉德皮特

Besides the dialects involved in the recipient language,
there are other communal differences, such as the number of
syllables in the transliteration, as shown by the renditions of
Brad Pitt and Whoopi Goldberg. Furthermore, even within
the same community, different domains might have different
principles for transliteration. For example, in the domain of
entertainment, both first name and last name are always
included in the transliteration, while in the political and
sports domains, only the last names are transliterated.
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V.

RELEXIFICATION

The lexical divergence across Chinese communities can
be reduced through relexification [8]. In the initial stage,
there can be alternate lexical items referring to the same
concept in different communities. Subsequently, these lexical
variants compete among each other and some are retained
and become core items. Internet and mobile phone are good
examples to illustrate the relexification process.
A. Internet
The rapid developments in computer technology have led
to the coinage of new words. The lexical variation in the IT
domain can be best illustrated by those words designating
Internet. In LIVAC, there have been at least 13 lexical items
referring to this technology since it was first introduced, as
shown in Table VI below.
TABLE VI.

ALTERNATE RENDITIONS OF “INTERNET” IN LIVAC

1. 互聯網 mutual-link-net
2. 互聯網絡 mutual-link-network
3. 交互網 cross-mutual-net
4. 信息網 information-net
5. 訊息網 information-net
6. 國際網 international-net
7. 國際聯網 international-link-net

8. 網際網絡 inter-net-network
9. 網際網路 inter-net-network
10. 遞訊網 transmit-information-net
11. 英特網 INTER-net
12. 因特網 INTER-net
13. 萬維網 10K-dimension-net

The data show that when Internet was first introduced,
there were diverse renditions for this technology in the
Chinese communities. Items 1 – 10 are created by means of
semantic adaptation with the functions and characteristics of
Internet being described. Items 11 - 13 are created by means
of phonetic adaptation or hybrid (a combination of both
semantic and phonetic adaptations) by which the
pronunciation of “internet” in English is modeled. It is
interesting to observe that after subsequent relexification and
merger, 互聯網 (mutual-link-net) became the most popular
term with 因特網 (INTER-net) as the next frequently used
item by year 2000 (for more details on Chinese neologistic
development, see [7], [19] and [20]).
B. Mobile phone
The LIVAC data point to at least 10 items referring to
mobile phone in Chinese, as shown in Table VII below:
TABLE VII.

ALTERNATE RENDITIONS OF “MOBILE PHONE” IN LIVAC

手持電話 hand-hold-phone
手提電話 hand-carry-phone
行動電話 action-phone
流動電話 transient-phone
移動電話 mobile-phone

無線電話 no-wire-phone
隨身電話 follow-body-phone
攜帶電話 carry-phone
大哥大 Big-Boss-Brother
手機 Hand-phone

We find significant convergent developments in
Hong Kong, Taipei and Beijing, and discrete changes in
the choice among alternate forms when comparison is
made on with three consecutive annual windows (from
1998 to 2001), as shown in Table VIII below:
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TABLE VIII.
Years
98-99

99-00

00-01

DEVELOPMENT OF LEXICAL ITEMS RELATED TO “MOBILE
PHONE” FROM 1998 TO 2001

Hong Kong
手提電話
hand-carry-phone

Taipei
行動電話
action-phone

Beijing
移動電話
mobile-phone

流動電話
transit-phone

大哥大
Big-Boss-Brother

大哥大
Big-Boss-Brother

流動電話
transit-phone

行動電話
action-phone

手機
hand-phone

手機
hand-phone

手機
hand-phone

移動電話
mobile-phone

流動電話 transit-phone
手機 hand-phone

手機
hand-phone

手機
hand-phone

--

行動電話
action-phone

移動電話
mobile-phone

The three communities initially had different neologistic
renditions for mobile phone. 手提電話 (shou-ti-dian-hua,
hand-carry-phone), 行動電話 (xing-dong-dian-hua, actionphone) and 移 動 電 話 (yi-dong-dian-hua, mobile-phone)
were used most frequently in Hong Kong, Taipei and Beijing
respectively. In 1999-2000, the disyllabic item 手機 (shou-ji,
hand-phone) was the most frequently used in Beijing while it
was the next frequently used item in Hong Kong and Taipei.
In 2000-2001, it completely took over other items and
became the core item for mobile phone in all three
communities. There can be a number of reasons for one item
winning over the others and disyllabification could be one of
such reasons since it is the major trend of lexical
development in the Chinese language.
According to
Masini’s study, the ratio between monosyllabic and polysyllabic words is approximately 1:6. Among these
polysyllabic words, over 70% are disyllabic [21]. In her
sociolinguistic study on the nature of “Chinese word” [22],
Wang found that over 90% of the words segmented by her
informants
are
disyllabic.
The
propensity
for
disyllabification has often been noted [23] [24] [25] [26].
VI.

CATEGORIAL FLUIDITY IN CHINESE

Chinese is an isolating language which lacks
morphological markings to distinguish different parts-ofspeech (POS). For example, the word 懷疑 (huai-yi), with a
verb sense (“to suspect”) to start with, should only appear as
a verb in a dictionary, despite its variable usages found in
real contexts, as in (a) – (c) below.
(a) 我 懷 疑 他 是 賊
wo huai-yi ta shi zei
‘I suspect he is a thief’
(b) 他 滿 臉 懷 疑 表 情
ta man-lian huai-yi biao-qing
‘He wears a suspicious look’
(c) 這 只 是 我 的 懷 疑
zhe zhi shi wo de huai-yi
‘This is only my suspicion’
In (a), 懷疑 (huai-yi) is a verb. In (b), it is an adjective
and in (c), it is a noun.
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We call this relative flexibility of a word being used for
different grammatical functions and possibly different POSs
categorial fluidity [27]. In the following, we only focus on
the fluidity between verbs and nouns. We consider categorial
fluidity a continuum. We will show, by means of the LIVAC
data, how categorial shift takes places across Chinese
communities and over time.
A. Methodology
First, all verbs (excluding copula verbs and auxiliary
verbs) with their frequencies were extracted. Then out of
these verbs, those which also exhibited noun or nominalized
usages were extracted together with the corresponding
frequencies. We call this set of verbs “VN words”.
Next, a simple ratio (1) was computed for all VN words.
The log ratio was used to give a linear scale. If verb usage
outnumbers noun usage to a certain extent, i.e., when r >> 0,
it suggests that the word is originally a verb and has just
started to shift. If verb usage and noun usage are more or less
equal, i.e., when r ≈ 0, then either the shift is mature enough
or there is genuine ambiguity. If noun usage outnumbers
verb usage by a lot, i.e., when r << 0, it would mean that
either the verb has over shifted or the word is originally a
noun and is occasionally denominalized.
r = log 2

verb uses
noun uses

(1)

B. Results
The results from Hong Kong, Beijing and Taipei are
shown in Table IX. The column “No. in VN Shift” indicates
the amount of VN words out of all verbs. Out of these we
analyzed those with total frequency (including. both verb and
noun usages) 5 or more for their r values, and the results are
shown in the last three columns. Each place has about 60%
of the words reaching this threshold. With r ≥ 1, verb usage
at least doubles noun usage. With 1 > r > -1, verb and noun
usages are quite balanced. With r ≤ -1, noun usage at least
doubles verb usage. The results thus suggest that in real use,
there are about 3-4% more nominalized uses of verbs found
in Beijing than in Hong Kong and Taipei, which indicate
quite a different, if not innovative, style of writing in Beijing.
The figures also reflect the asymmetry between
deverbalization of verbs and denominalization of nouns.
TABLE IX.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS (HONG KONG, BEIJING & TAIPEI)

Source

No. of VN

Hong Kong
Beijing
Taipei

14.4%
18.5%
15.5%

r≥1
1 > r > -1
r ≤ -1
(Only for word types with freq≥5)
51.6%
26.0%
22.4%
45.5%
29.7%
24.8%
49.1%
27.1%
23.8%

The general observation is that Beijing demonstrates
more nominalized usages of verbs than the other two
communities. In addition, for Hong Kong and Taipei, on
average about 50% of the VN words are just beginning to
shift (with r ≥ 1) and their verb usages are still dominant. On
the contrary, only about 35% on average of the VN words
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have r ≥ 1 for Beijing. In other words, many words which are
verbs originally do not actually play the role of verbs in
Beijing. This might suggest that Chinese grammar is more
seriously Europeanized in the Mainland.
We also found that 105 VN words are shared by all three
communities and their usages are quite different among the
three communities. Some examples and the corresponding r
values are shown in Table X.
TABLE X.

EXAMPLES OF VN WORDS COMMON TO THREE PLACES

VN Word
發揮 (to express)
經營 (to run a business)
宣傳 (to promote)
合作 (to co-operate)
衝擊 (to attack)
感受 (to experience)

Hong Kong
0.8074
1.5850
-1.3785
1.3785
-0.3219
2.8074

Beijing
2.7004
-0.1375
1.5850
-1.1635
1.3219
-1.4150

Taipei
3.3219
1.8074
0.4854
0.4594
-3.3219
-1.3219

Table X shows that 發揮 (fa-hui, to express) maintains
most of its verb usage in Beijing and Taipei, but is
considerably balanced with its noun usage in Hong Kong.
On the other hand, 感受 (gan-shou, to experience) is mostly
used as a verb in Hong Kong, but its noun usage
predominates in Beijing and Taipei.
The above comparison indicates that the categorial
fluidity phenomenon is relatively most common in Beijing –
up to more than 18% of verbs undergo the verb-noun
transitional process to various extents. These findings not
only improve our understanding of this perennial problem in
contemporary Chinese, but also have important implications
for meaningful natural language applications.
VII. SYNTACTIC CHANGE
Besides lexical development, LIVAC also allows us to
monitor syntactic change of the Chinese language. With its
synchronic nature, we can trace how the new syntactic
feature originates. In the following, we discuss the transitive
verb 打造 (da-zao, to fabricate).
In the Dictionary on Modern Chinese published in 2003,
the verb 打造 has the following definition:
“to fabricate (mostly metallic objects such as tools and
ships)”
In a later edition published in 2005, one more definition
has been added: “to create or to accomplish something such
as brand names or company image”.
These two definitions show that the objects of 打 造
change from concrete to less concrete or even abstract. It is
thus meaningful to trace how this property of the syntactic
argument changed. To be more specific, can we trace which
Chinese community instigates this change first?
In LIVAC, the objects of 打造 are classified into 3 types:
(a) Concrete objects, such as ships, furniture
(b) Semi-concrete objects such as the aircraft carrier of
the automotive business.
(c) Abstract objects, such as New Taiwan, Peking operas,
new brand names, new vista, new life, etc.
When we compare the change of the syntactic object in
terms of abstractness for 打造 across the three communities,
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we find that Taipei was the first to take on abstract objects
for this verb, followed by Hong Kong and Singapore, then
Shanghai and Beijing (non-government publications). The
chronological order is summarized in Figure 2.
Taipei (May 1997)
Hong Kong (July 1998), Singapore (Sept 1998)

[7]

[8]

[9]

Shanghai (Sept 1999)

[10]

Beijing A (non-government publications)

[11]

Beijing B (People’s Daily, Aug 2000)
Figure 2. Chronological development of the abstractness of the syntactic
object for 打造 (to fabricate) across Chinese communities2

[12]
[13]

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have drawn attention to the innovative
use of a gigantic corpus of Chinese which has been
cultivated synchronously and homothematically and with the
introduction of a Windows approach. Such a linguistic
corpus provides much more value than for traditional
language modeling efforts in NLP applications such as IR
and named-entity recognition. It can function usefully for
data mining as well as monitoring linguistic variations in
spatial and temporal dimensions which is uncommon for
traditionally morphology rich languages, as well as to
monitor the deeper concomitant developments in the larger
relevant social and cultural contexts with the associated
language users. It is hoped that with the addition of more
mature applications of data mining techniques, much more
findings can be reported in future.
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Abstract—This article describes how a search tree can be
extended in order to allow efficient access to predefined subsets
of the stored elements. This is achieved by marking some of the
elements of the search tree with marker bits. We show that our
approach does not affect the asymptotic logarithmic complexity
for existing operations. At the same time, it is beneficial because
the modified search tree can now efficiently support requests
on predefined subsets of the search elements that it previously
could not.
Keywords-marker bits; search trees; data structures

I. I NTRODUCTION
A balanced search trees, such as an AVL tree ([1]), an AA
tree (see [2]), or a B + tree ([3]), allows efficient retrieval of
elements that are consecutive relative to an in-order traversal
of the tree. However, there is no obvious way to efficiently
retrieve the elements that belong to a predefined subset
of the stored elements if they are not sequential in the
search tree. For example, consider a database that stores
information about company employees. A search tree may
store information about the employees ordered by age. This
search tree can be used to retrieve all the employees sorted
by age, but the search tree does not efficiently support the
request of retrieving all rich employees (e.g., making more
than 100,000 per year) sorted by age. In this paper, we will
show how the example search tree can be extended with
marker bits so that both requests can be efficiently supported.
The technique that is proposed in this paper will increase
the set of requests that can be efficiently supported by a
search tree. This means that fewer search trees will need to
be built. This approach will not only save space, but will
also improve update performance.
Naı̈ve solutions to the problem fail. For example, it is not
enough to mark all the nodes of the search tree that contain
data elements that belong to subsets of the data that we are
interested in. This approach will not allow us to prune out
any subtrees because it can be the case that the parent node
does not belong to an interesting subset, but the child nodes
do.
To the best of our knowledge, detailed explanation of how
marker bits work have not been previously published. Our
previous work [5] briefly introduces the concept of marker
bits, but it does explain how marker bits can be maintained after insertion, deletion and update. Other existing
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approaches handle requests on different subsets of the search
tree elements by exhaustive search or by creating additional
search trees. However, the second approach leads to not only
unnecessary duplication of data, but also slower updates to
multiple copies of the same data.
Given a subset of the search elements S, our approach
marks every node in the tree that contains an element of
S or that has a descendant that contains an element of S.
These additional marker bits will only slightly increase the
size of the search tree (with one bit per tree node), but will
allow efficient logarithmic execution of requests that ask for
the elements of S in the tree order.
In what follows, Section II presents core definitions,
Section III describes how to perform different operations
on a search tree with marker bits, and Section IV contains
the conclusion.
II. D EFINITIONS
Definition 1 (MB-tree): An MB-tree has the following
syntax: hhS1 , . . . , Ss i, S, Oi, where S and {Si }si=1 are sets
over the same domain ∆, Si ⊆ S for i ∈ [1..s], and O
is a total order over ∆. This represents a balanced search
tree of the elements of S (every node of the tree stores a
single element of S), where the in-order traversal of the
tree produces the elements according to the order O. In
addition, every node of the tree contains s marker bits and
the ith marker bit is set exactly when the node or one of its
descendants stores an element that belongs to Si - we will
refer to this property as the marker bit property.
The above definition can be trivially extended to allow
an MB-tree to have multiple data values in a node, as is the
case for a B Tree, but this is beyond the scope of this paper.
Going back to our motivating example, consider the
MB-tree hhRICH EMPS i, EMPS , hageii. This represents
a search tree of the employees, where the ordering is relative
to the attribute age in ascending order. The RICH EMPS set
consists of the employees that make more than $100,000 per
year. Figure 1 shows an example instance of this MB-tree.
Each node of the tree contains the name of the employee
followed by their age and salary.
Each node in the MB-tree contains the name of the
employee, their age, and their salary. Above each node the
value of the marker bit is denoted, where the bit is set
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1
John, 25, $35,000
1

0

Peter, 22, $20,000

Dave, 30, $20,000

1

0

Mike, 20, $105,000

Ann, 23, $40,000

Figure 1.
(operation)
left()
right()
parent()
data()
m[i]

0
Kate, 27, $35,000

Example of an MB-tree
(return value)
left child
right child
parent node
stored data
the i marker bit (1 ≤ i ≤ s)

Table I
I NTERFACE OF A N ODE

exactly when the node or one of its descendants contains
a rich employee. As the figure suggests, the subtree with
root node that contains the name Dave can be pruned out
when searching for rich employees because the marker bit
of the root node is not set. We will show that this MB-tree
can be used to efficiently find not only all employees sorted
by age, but also all rich employees sorted by age.
III. O PERATIONS ON AN MB- TREE
Although an MB-tree does not need to be binary, in the
following discussion we will consider only binary trees for
simplicity. In particular, we will assume that every node of
the search tree supports the methods of the interface shown
in Table I in constant time, where {Si }si=1 are the marker
bit sets.
Next, we describe how the algorithms for tree search and
update can be extended in the presence of marker bits.
A. Element Insertion
After an algorithm has inserted a leaf node n, it should
call the insert_fix method from Algorithm 1 to update
the marker bits in the tree.

Algorithm 1 insert_fix(Node n)
1: for i ← 1 to s do
2:
if n.data() ∈ Si then
3:
n.m[i] ← 1
4:
else
5:
n.m[i] ← 0
6:
end if
7: end for
8: insert_parent_fix(n.parent(), n.m)
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Lines 1-7 of the code set the marker bits for the new node.
The call to the recursive function insert_parent_fix
fixes the marker bits of the ancestors of the inserted node,
where the later is presented in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 insert_parent_fix(Node n, Bit[]
m)
1: if n = null then
2:
return
3: end if
4: changed ← false
5: for i ← 1 to s do
6:
if m[i] = 1 and n.m[i] = 0 then
7:
n.m[i] ← 1
8:
changed ← true
9:
end if
10: end for
11: if changed then
12:
insert_parent_fix(n.parent(), n.m)
13: end if
We claim that the resulting tree satisfies the marker bit
property. In particular, note that only the marker bits of the
inserted node and its ancestors can be potentially affected
by the insertion. Lines 1-7 of the insert_fix method
update the marker bits of the node that is inserted. If the ith
marker bit of the node is set, then we check the ith marker bit
of its parent node (Lines 6 of the insert_parent_fix
method). If the ith marker bit of the parent is set, then the ith
marker bit of all ancestors will be set because of the marker
bit property and nothing more needs to be done for the ith
marker bit. Conversely, if the ith marker bit of the parent is
not set, then we need to set it and then check the ith marker
bit of the parent of the parent node. This is done by Line 7
and the recursive call at Line 12, respectively. The variable
changed is used to record whether any of the marker bits
of the current node have been changed. If the variable is not
changed, then the marker bits of the ancestor nodes will not
need to be updated. Therefore, the marker bits of the inserted
node and its ancestors are updated correctly and the marker
bit property holds for the updated search tree.
B. Deleting a Node with Less than Two Children
Deleting a node with two children from a binary tree
cannot be performed by just connecting the parent of the
deleted node to the children of the deleted node because the
parent node may end up with three children. Therefore, we
will consider two cases: when the deleted node has less than
two non-null children and when the deleted node has two
non-null children. The first case is explained next, while the
second case is explained in Section III-D.
An implementation of Algorithm 3 should be called
before a node n with less than two non-null children is
deleted. In the algorithm, n.child() is used to denote the
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non-null child of n and m[i] is set when the ith marker bit
of the ancestor nodes need to be checked. The algorithm
for the method delete_parent_fix that updates the
marker bits of n’s ancestors in the search tree is shown in
Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 3 delete_fix_simple(Node n)
1: for i ← 1 to s do
2:
if n.data() ∈ Si and (n is leaf node or
n.child().m[i] = 0) then
3:
m[i] ← 1
4:
else
5:
m[i] ← 0
6:
end if
7: end for
8: delete_parent_fix(n.parent(), m)

Algorithm 4 delete_parent_fix(Node n, Bit[]
m)
1: if n = null then
2:
return
3: end if
4: changed←false
5: for i ← 1 to s do
6:
if m[i] = 1 and n.data()6∈ Si and (n has no other
child or n.other_child().m[i] = 0) then
7:
n.m[i] ← 0
8:
changed ← true;
9:
end if
10: end for
11: if changed then
12:
delete_parent_fix(n.parent(), m)
13: end if
Note that we have used n.other_child to denote the
child node of n that is not on the path to the deleted node.
We claim that the deletion algorithm preserves the marker
bit property. In particular, note that only the ancestors of
the deleted node can be affected. If m[i] = 1 (Line 6 of the
delete_parent_fix method), then we check whether
the data in the node belongs to Si and whether the ith marker
bit of the other child node is set. If both conditions are false,
then the only reason the ith marker bit of n is set is because
the data in the deleted node belonged to Si and now this
marker bit needs to be unset (Line 7) and the ancestors of
n needs to be recursively checked (Line 12). Conversely,
if one of the conditions is true or m[i] = 0, then the ith
marker bit of n and its ancestors will not be affected by the
node deletion. Therefore, the marker bits of the ancestors of
the deleted node are updated correctly and the marker bit
property holds for the updated search tree.
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C. Element Update
Algorithm 5 should be executed after the data in a node
n is modified, where v is the old data value of n.
Algorithm 5 update_fix(Node n, Value v)
1: old ← n
2: for i = 1 to s do
3:
if n.data() ∈ Si or (n.left()6= null and
n.left().m[i] = 1) or (n.right()6= null and
n.right().m[i] = 1) then
4:
n.m[i] ← 1
5:
else
6:
n.m[i] = 0
7:
end if
8:
if n.m[i] = 1 and old .m[i] = 0 then
9:
m[i] ← “insert”
10:
else if n.m[i] = 0 and old.m[i] = 1 then
11:
m[i] ← “delete”
12:
else
13:
m[i] ← “no change”
14:
end if
15: end for
16: update_parent_fix(n.parent(), m)
The pseudo-code updates the marker bits of the node n
and then calls the update_parent_fix method, which
is presented in Algorithm 6.
Algorithm
6
update_parent_fix(Node n,
Value[] m)
1: if n = null then
2:
return
3: end if
4: changed ← false
5: for i = 1 to s do
6:
if m[i] = “insert” and n.m[i] = 0 then
7:
n.m[i] ← 1
8:
changed ← true
9:
end if
10:
if m[i] = “delete” and n.data() 6∈ Si
and
(n.other_child()
=
null
or
n.other_child().m[i] = 0)) then
11:
n.m[i] ← 0
12:
changed ← true
13:
end if
14: end for
15: if changed then
16:
update_parent_fix(n.parent(), m)
17: end if
Note that we have used n.other_child() to denote
the child node of n that is not on the path to the updated
node. The method update_fix preserves the marker bit
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property because it is a combination of the insert_fix
and delete_fix_simple methods. In particular, m[i] in
the method update_fix is set to insert when the ith
marker bit of the updated node was changed from 0 to 1 and
to delete when this marker bit was updated from 1 to 0.
The first case is equivalent to a node with the ith marker bit
set being inserted, while the second case is equivalent to a
node with the ith marker bit set being deleted.
D. Deleting a Node with Two Children
As it is usually the case ([4]), we assume that the deletion
of a node n1 with two non-null children is handled by first
deleting the node after n1 relative to the tree order, which
we will denote as n2 , followed by changing the data value
of n1 to that of n2 . The pseudo-code in Algorithm 7, which
implementation should be called after a node is deleted from
the tree, shows how the marking bits can be updated, where
initially n = n1 , p is the parent of n2 , v is the value of
the data that was stored in n2 , and m[i] = 1 exactly when
n2 .m[i] = 1 and for all descendants of n2 , m[i] = 0.
Algorithm 7 delete_fix_two_children(n,p,v,m)
1: if p = n then
2:
update_fix(n, v)
3: end if
4: changed ← false
5: for i=1 to s do
6:
if m[i] = 1 and p.data() 6∈ Si and (p has no other
child or p.other_child().m[i] = 0) then
7:
p.m[i] ← 0
8:
changed ← true
9:
end if
10: end for
11: if changed then
12:
delete_fix_two_children(n, p.parent(),
v, m)
13: else
14:
update_fix(n, v)
15: end if
In the above code “p has no other child” refers to the condition that p has no other child than the child that it is on the
path to the deleted node n2 . Similarly, p.other_child()
is used to denote the child of p that is not on the path to
the deleted node n2 . Note that the above algorithm changes
the nodes on the path from n2 to n1 using the deletion
algorithm from method delete_parent_fix and the
nodes on the path from n1 to the root of the tree using
the update algorithm from the method update_fix and is
therefore correct.
E. Tree Rotation
Most balancing algorithms (e.g., the ones for AVL, redblack, or AA trees) perform a sequence of left and/or right
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rotations whenever the tree is not balanced as the result of
some operation. Here, we will describe how a right rotation
can be performed, where the code for a left rotation is
symmetric. The pseudo-code in Algorithm 8 should be called
with a parent node n2 and right child node n1 after the
rotation around the two nodes was performed.
Algorithm 8 rotate_right_fix(n1 , n2 )
1: for i ← 1 to s do
2:
if n1 .data() ∈ Si or (n1 has left child and
n1 .left().m[i] = 1) then
3:
n1.m[i] ← 1
4:
end if
5:
if n2 .data() ∈ Si or (n2 has left child and
n2 .left().m[i] = 1) or (n2 has right child and
n2 .right().m[i] = 1) then
6:
n2.m[i] ← 1
7:
end if
8: end for
The above pseudo-code only fixes the marker bits of n1
and n2 . The descendants of all other nodes will not change
and therefore their marker bits do not need to be updated.
F. Time Analysis for the Modification Methods
Obviously, the pseudo-code for the rotation takes constant
time. The other methods for updating marker bits visit
the node and possibly some of its ancestors and perform
constant number of work on each node and therefore take
order logarithmic time relative to the number of nodes in
the tree. Therefore, the extra overhead of maintaining the
marker bits will not change the asymptotic complexity of
the modification operations.
G. Search
Let us go back to our motivating example from Figure 1.
Our desire is to efficiently retrieve all rich employees in
the tree order. This can be done by repeatedly calling the
implementation of the next method from Algorithm 9. The
terminating condition is when the method returns null. The
algorithm finds the first node that is n or that is after n,
relative to the tree order, and that has data that belongs to
the set Si , where d is initially set to false.
The algorithm first checks if the data in the current node
is in Si . If it is, then we have found the resulting node
and we just need to return it. Next, we check the left child
node. If we did not just visit it and its ith bit is marked
and it is after the start node relative to the in-order tree
traversal order, then the subtree with root this node will
contain a node with data in Si that will be the resulting node.
Next, we check if the right child has its ith bit marked. This
condition and the condition that we have not visited it before
guarantees that this subtree will contain the resulting node.
Finally, if nighter of the child subtrees contain the node we
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Algorithm 9 next(n,i,d)
1: if (n.data() ∈ Si ) then
2:
return n
3: end if
4: if n.left() is not the last node visited and
n.left()6= null and n.left().m[i] = 1 and d
then
5:
return next(n.left(), i, true)
6: end if
7: if n.right() is not the last node visited and
n.right()6= null and n.right().m[i] = 1 then
8:
return next(n.right(), i, true)
9: end if
10: if n.parent() = null then
11:
return null
12: end if
13: return next(n.parent(), i, d)

[5] L. Stanchev and G. Weddell, “Saving Space and Time Using
Index Merging,” Elsevier Data & Knowledge Engineering,
vol. 69, no. 10, pp. 1062–1080, 2010.

are looking for, we start checking the ancestor nodes in order
until we find an ancestor that has a right child node that we
have not visited and its ith marker bit for this child is set.
We then visit this subtree because we are guaranteed that
it will contain the resulting node. Therefore, the algorithm
finds the first node starting with n that has data is in Si .
Since, in the worst case, we go up a path in the search
tree and then down a path in the search tree, our worst-case
asymptotic complexity for finding the next node with data
in Si is logarithmic relative to the size of the tree, which
is the same as the asymptotic complexity of the traditional
method for finding a next element in a search tree.
IV. C ONCLUSION
We introduced MB-trees and showed how they are beneficial for accessing predefine subsets of the tree elements.
MB-trees use marker bits, which add only light overhead
to the different operations and do not change the asymptotic
complexity of the operations. An obvious application of MBtrees is merging search trees by removing redundant data,
which can result in faster updates because fewer copies of
the redundant data need to be updated.
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Abstract—This work presents a disconnected transaction
model able to cope with the increased complexity of longliving, hierarchically structured, and disconnected transactions.
We combine an Open and Closed Nested Transaction Model with
Optimistic Concurrency Control and interrelate flat transactions
with the aforementioned complex nature. Despite temporary inconsistencies during a transaction’s execution our model ensures
consistency.
Index Terms—Disconnected Transaction Management; Optimistic Concurrency Control; Advanced Transaction Models

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays, Transaction Management (TM) must not only
deal with short lived and flat transactions, TM must provide
a transactional execution of long running and hierarchically
structured business processes, so called complex transactions,
involving many distributed loosely coupled, heterogeneous,
and autonomous systems, represented as services as in Service
Oriented Computing (SOC) for instance. To facilitate the loose
coupling and increase the autonomy data should be modified
in a disconnected and not in an online manner. By this we
mean that the set of proposed modifications to data is prepared
offline that requires a transacted sequence of operations on
separate database connections. Further, message exchange,
which takes place in such an architecture, is asynchronous
and so is the data access, too. From a transactional view, the
execution of a business process is a tree of interdependent and
interleaved transactions, and during its execution the ACID
(Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability) [1] properties
are often weakened, and they allow for temporary inconsistencies to increase the performance. A locking isolation protocol,
for instance, where other concurrent transactions read only
committed results, leads to long blocking time caused by the
process’s duration and the asynchronous message exchange
typical for disconnected architectures.
A disconnected nature overcomes this challenge for the
price of a weakened isolation. The drawback of a weakened
isolation is that other transactions can read pending results,
which increases the danger for data to become inconsistent,
and a widely used solution is compensation to semantically
undo effects, also cascading effects, even after the transaction
technically commits. Compensation can be interpreted as a
necessity to conform to reality.
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There are a couple of scenarios where a transaction becomes complex. The booking of a journey, for example,
involves several heterogeneous web applications. Also cloud
computing, where flat transactions access a highly replicated
and distributed data storage, is confronted with a complex
transaction structure.
Before the paper introduces the Transaction Model in section III, the problem is described by the next section, as well
as the contribution of the paper. Related work is discussed in
section IV and the Conclusion section completes this paper.
II. P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION & C ONTRIBUTION
One challenge is to provide a consistent transactional integration of heterogeneous systems, applications and databases
across database (DB), middleware (MW) and application layer.
A lot of work has been carried out regarding (i) the transactional integration of heterogeneous systems (applications
or databases) by the research community and industry (see
[2][3][4]). In the relatively new domain of SOC many Web
Service specifications cover a plurality of aspects and they
all have in common that they provide a transactional interaction to a certain degree between services, or more generally
components. These models have been motivated by the need
for Business (BT) or User Transactions (UT). Moreover, (ii)
transaction processing in DBMS has been addressed by a
vast amount of research which focuses on the correctness,
hence the serializability, of concurrent data processing in a
transparent way by considering write and read operations only.
However, we believe the problem is that a common formal
model integrating both aspects (i,ii) is missing, especially a
model that considers the flat transactions as implemented by
components and the overlying complex structure of transactions which guarantees consistency even if isolation or
atomicity is weakened.
The contribution of this paper is a formal transaction
model that interrelates the flat transactions as implemented by
components with their composition and the resulting complex
transaction structure. We impose an Optimistic Concurrency
Control (OCC) structure within a component and require an
OCC at the MW layer. The approach allows the detection
of inconsistencies and furthermore decouples the concurrency
control (CC) mechanism of the DB layer and thereby provides
a solution for the “Impedance Mismatch” between (i) and
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(ii). We also believe that such a more integrated model helps
to determine a trade-off between consistency, availability,
and failure tolerance –user expectations– of a transactional
integration system.
III. T RANSACTION M ODEL
We define a transaction t as a composition of several flat
and short living transactions t1 , t2 , . . . , tn where components
COM P = comp1 , . . . , compj implement these transactions
tn . As in some MW specifications like the Java Enterprise
Edition (JEE), components become part of the transactions,
and they are in a transaction scope and bound to the life
cycle of the component itself. In a disconnected architecture,
however, these components lose their context in terms of
the transaction as soon as the data is delivered. Components
communicate with a data access layer asynchronously and no
locks are kept because of the long-living and disconnected
nature.
The overview in figure 2 shows the dependencies between
the different concepts defined in this section.
A. Disconnected Transaction
A disconnected transaction has a read sphere sphr and
a write sphere sphw . A sphere sph ∈ SP H is defined as
a set sph = {t1 , . . . , tn } of transactions which logically
groups transactions that belong together. Here, sph is a set
of flat, short living, ACID transactions, and let transaction
t be a sequence of operations t = (op1 , . . . , opm ) with
OP = {op1 , . . . , opm } as the set of data operations where
each opm is either of type read(DOm ) or write(DOm ), and
let DO be the set of all data objects DO = ∪k∈K DOk , K =
{1, 2, . . . , m}. If there are versions of DOk we denote a
version DOkv , with superscript.
The disconnected behaviour is defined by sphr ∩ sphw = ∅
and some transaction t is either in sphr or sphw .
Regarding the definitions introduced so far from an implementation point of view an implementation of dt, hence
the several flat transactions in dt’s write and read sphere, is
required to initiate read and write transactions. Therefore, we
define comp as a component that implements dt. Additionally,
we define a component to be in one of the following phases:
reading (p1), disconnected and working (p2), validating (p3),
and writing (p4). Hence we define a component to be in the
phases similar to the phases of OCC. The difference, however,
is the explicit disconnected and working phase. Notice, we
impose this structure on a comp which may be seen as a design
guideline for the implementation of a single component.
Reading can be described as loading all the data required.
After the modifications take place validation starts. Validation
must be interpreted as a pre-phase of writing and only transactions T w ⊆ sphw are allowed to enter p3 and p4 (transactions
T r ⊆ sphr can only enter the read phase). By following this
structure a comp can be seen as a component that follows the
OCC paradigm introduced by [5].
Within an implementation of comp, write transactions may
depend on each other and an explicit execution order like t1 →
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t2 → t4 can be given. We define read transactions to not
depend on each other because they can be parallelised without
conflicting with each other.
Therefore, we define an explicit ordering over all writing
transactions T w and let Gdt be a directed, acyclic graph
Gdt = (V dt, Edt) as defined in definition 1. The graph
defines an execution order between two transactions tn → to
and Gdt is a partial order over the set of transactions T 0w ⊆
(T w ∈ sphw ). The set of transactions T 00w represents free
transactions of a component comp, i.e., T 00w ∈
/ V dt. Hence,
T w = T 0w ∪ T 00w .
The SAGA [6] model introduced the notion of compensation
to semantically undo the effects of transactions. Compensation
has been introduced to cope with the requirement for a weak
isolation that arises if several sub-transactions form a long
living process but each of the sub-transactions is allowed
to commit and other transactions may read pending results.
In case the transaction aborts its sub-transactions, whether
committed or not, need to be undone, which is only possible
by executing a compensation, e.g., to cancel a flight is the
compensation of booking a flight. Our model also foresees
compensation transactions to semantically undo the effects of
a component, i.e., dt see III-C.
In our model a comp either provides its own sequence of
compensation transactions comp−1
= (t1 , . . . , tn ) or points
i
to another component comp−1
= compj representing the
i
compensation.
Finally, we define a disconnected transaction as:
Definition 1: Disconnected transaction dt
(1) A Disconnected transaction is defined as dt :=
(sphr , sphw , Gdt, comp, comp−1 ) with read sphere sphr =
(t1 , . . . , tn ), write sphere sphw = (t1 , . . . , tm ), a partial order
Gdt = (V dt, Edt) with V dt ≡ T 0w ⊆ T w and the set of edges
Edt is defined as ∀tn , to ∈ V : tn → to ⇔ edt ∈ Edt with
edt = (tn , to ). Let comp be the component that implements
dt, and let comp−1 be the compensation handler of dt. And,
∀comp ∈ COM P : comp is in exactly one phase p1,p2,p3 or
p4.
(2) ∀dt ∈ DT : sphr ∩ sphw = ∅
(3) dt only commits successfully if all T r and T w commit
successfully.
(4) In the case of failure the comp− 1 must be executed to
semantically undo the changes of dt.
B. Consistency of dt
Due to the long-living and disconnected nature it would
be not favorable to lock data for as long as dt lasts because
locking hinders global progress of the transaction. However,
we must restrict this statement. No locking refers to the
entire life-cycle (p1-p4) of dt, and locking for the short living
transactions T is allowed, because they release their locks with
their commit and so, the blocking time is reduced to the time
validation and writing takes place (p3,p4). An exclusive access
during the validation and writing phase is necessary because
a consistent snapshot of a data object that has to be validated
is required and modifications must be written back eventually.
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We aim for a more decoupled transaction management. This
in turn requires validation to prevent from read and write
anomalies, like lost update. Our model foresees validation to
take place at the MW layer. By applying validation at the
MW layer we can basically decouple the DBMS in a sense
that consistency is already provided by the MW. To ensure
consistency at the MW the validation mechanism must perform
a validation as introduced by Kung and Robinson[5].
Definition 2: Validation
(1) Let RS(ti ) be the set of DOi that is read by ti of comp
and let W S(tn ) be the set of DOm eventually modified by tn
of comp. Also, let ts(RS(tn )) be the timestamp of the read set
of tn . Only if ts(RS(tn )) < ts(RS(to ))∧RS(tn )∩RS(to ) =
∅ ∧ W S(tn ) ∩ W S(to ) = ∅ ∧ W S(tn ) ⊆ RS(tn ) holds,
validation val(DOkv ) → DOkv+1 is conflict free. Let val be
an algorithm that detects conflicts between two versions DOkv
and DOkv+1 of a data object by applying these aforementioned
rules.
(2) Further we require the validation to be “escrow serializable” [7] and to obey the order defined by Gdt.
By applying this validation schema outdated data, i.e.,
data that has been modified by other transactions during
the execution of dt, can be detected and anomalies can be
prevented. In our previous work [7] about optimistic validation in disconnected and mobile computing we introduced
“escrow serializability” ec and a “reconciliation mechanism”
that allows the number of validation conflicts to be reduced
by automatically replaying a certain class of operations. We
require the validation to be ec, and the execution of each t is
correct, if it is ec serializable.
Another issue which has to be considered is the possible
existence of so called atomic units within sphw . Atomic units
exist if some transactions T w are commit or abort dependent
to each other, i.e., transaction tn is only allowed to commit if
transaction tm does. To depict such dependencies we have to
extend our model.
1) Atomic Units: An atomic unit groups several flat transactions where an atomic outcome of the group is required. The
members of an atomic unit become sub-transactions. Considering the concept of atomicity the concept of an atomic unit
is ambiguous because something that is atomic now consists
of other atomic units, namely each sub-transaction itself. The
point is that atomic refers to the expected outcome and the
execution of several sub-transactions must be atomic. In other
words, atomicity is relative to the level of the transaction tree.
We introduce the notion of an atomic unit au =
(t1 , . . . , tn ) as a sequence of flat transactions, and let AUi =
{aui,1 , . . . , aui,h } be the set of all atomic units of dti which
w
form an imposed structure on sphw
i ; thus sphi := AUi .
Definition 3: Atomic unit au of dt
(1) Let AUi = {aui,1 , . . . , aui,h } be the set of all atomic
units of dti which is an imposed structure on sphw
i ; thus
sphw
:=
AU
.
Further,
let
au
=
(t
,
.
.
.
,
t
)
group
i
i,h
1
n
i
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where either all T w ∈ aui,h commit or abort. And, let AU be
the set of all AUi
Now, let csDOi be the change set –modifications– of data
objects modified by dti and csDOi (aui,h ) the change set
of aui,h . The validation must now ensure that only if each
csDOi (aui,h ) passes validation the modifications are written
back to the database. To achieve an atomic outcome for sphw
i
we need a Closed Nested Transaction CN T [8], [9] structure
that is able to guarantee an atomic outcome of sphw
i . We need
a CN T because of the imposed order and the atomic units
which may encompass several t.
Definition 4: Closed Nested Transaction CN T
(1) Let CN T (sphw
i ) be a closed nested transaction over
sphw
which
is
defined
as a tree CN T (sphw
i
i ) = (V cnt, Ecnt)
w
with sphi as root node r which only commits if all its children
commit, the set of vertexes V cnt ≡ AUi and the set of edges
Ecnt is defined as ∀aui,h , aui,j ∈ V cnt : aui,h → aui,j ⇔
ecnt ∈ Ecnt with ecnt = (aui,h , aui,j ).
(2) If there exists an order (edge) ∃edt ∈ Edt = tm → tn
with tm ∈ aui,h and tn ∈ aui,j for h 6= j then there must be
a dependency between aui,h and aui,j so that tm → tf irst ∈
aui,j , and tlast ∈ aui,j → tm+1 ∈ aui,h , with tf irst as the
first and tlast as last element in aui,j , and let tm+1 be the
successor of tm so that tm → tm+1 . Thus aui,j becomes part
of aui,h . If ¬∃(tm → tm+1 ) then aui,j runs concurrent to
aui,h .
(3) Further, the order of atomic units must terminate.
Example 1: CN T
Given sphw = (au1 , au2 , au3 , au4 , au5 ) with au1 = (t1 ,
t2 ,t3 ,t4 ), with au2 = (t5 ,t6 ), au3 = (t7 ,t8 ), au4 = (t9 ),
au5 = (t10 ), and
Gdt = (V dt = {t1 ,t3 ,t4 ,t5 ,t6 ,t7 ,t8 ,t9 }, Edt =
{(t1 ,t3 )(t3 ,t6 )(t3 ,t4 )(t5 ,t6 )(t7 ,t8 )(t7 ,t9 )})
The resulting CN T , i.e., the execution model, is shown in
Fig. 1.Notice, au’s are shown as dashed lines. As shown, au2
becomes part of au1 because of the edges (t3 , t6 ) and (t3 , t4 )
defined in Gdt. Since there is no order defined between t1 , t2
it is possible to parallelise t2 .
Regarding au3 = (t7 , t8 ) and au4 = (t9 ) the situation
differs. Due to the order relations (t7 , t8 ) and (t7 , t9 ) au3 and
au4 must be executed serial.
To achieve an atomic outcome of CN T a Two-PhaseCommit (2PC) is required between t2 and the transactions
t3 , t5 , t6 , t4 with t1 as coordinator. One possibility to achieve
an atomic outcome of t3 , t5 , t6 , t4 is to introduce a new
atomic unit au01 . We regard this issue as implementation detail
and leave an answer open for future research. However, a
coordination between each chain in a branch is required. For
example, the coordinator initiates t3 , awaits the result, in case
the result is a pre-commit, it initiates t5 , then t6 and finally t4
if all of them sent their pre-commit au2 is committed and the
result is sent back as a pre-commit to t1 . Between au1 , au3 ,
and au5 a 2PC is required.
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Fig. 1. Exemplary CN T (straight lines show possible parallelisation, curved
lines show an order)

According to the example some further specification for
CN T is required to ensure an atomic outcome:
Definition 5: Commitment rules of CN T
(1) A parent is only allowed to commit if all its children
commit.
(2) Between all siblings of CN T a Two-Phase-Commit (2PC)
is required.
(3) Between a chain of au in a branch an external coordinator
must ensure:
(a) A successor of aui,h is only allowed to start if its
predecessor aui,h−1 pre-commits.
(b) If one aui,h in the chain aborts all other au have to abort,
too.
(c) If all au sent their pre-commit to the coordinator the
coordinator sends a commit message to all au and each au
has to commit, i.e., a commit is a promise by the au
(d) A DO can be passed from a au only to its predecessor.
Notice the difference between a parallel execution which
requires a 2PC and a chained one which requires coordination
for an ordered execution. Both have in common that a commit
is a promise that requires the pre-commit state and if only one
of the involved parties aborts, the entire au must be aborted.
Following the rules defined in Definition 5 compensation is not
required, and recovery is possible because locks are released
after a commit of all involved transactions (compensation will
play an important role later in section III-C). Also, since a DO
is only passed between already pre-committed, au isolation is
maintained too. For further details in the domain of nested
transactions we refer to the seminal work [8], [9], [10], [1],
[11].
Now, we consider the concurrent execution of several dt.
Usually a correct, i.e., consistent, concurrent, execution is
given if the conflict graph between all transactions, dt in our
case, is acyclic. Our model, however, does not require such a
conflict graph and we rely on the optimistic validation instead.
The concurrent execution of several au of different dt is
correct if OCC is able to detect conflicts between au that are
either a sequence of transactions or single transactions, and if
the order within and between atomic units is obeyed. Hence, an
arbitrarily ordering of concurrent au is limited to the imposed
order defined, but free transactions, i.e., atomic units, which
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are not part of the order relation can interleave with ordered
atomic units in any way. Further, bear in mind that OCC is a
first wins strategy.
A concurrent execution of several AU = (AUi =
(aui,1 , . . . , aui,j ), AUk = (auk,1 , . . . , auk,l ), . . .) must be
consistent because the OCC validation detects read-write or
write-write conflicts for some data object DO (see Definition
2) and an arbitrary interleaving of free transactions with
ordered au. In case of a conflict the transaction will be aborted.
Further, the CN T ensures an atomic and non-isolated outcome. Hence, without providing a proof (see section V) OCC
and CN T should ensure a consistent and atomic outcome of
a concurrent execution of atomic units.
C. User Transaction ut
As already mentioned, a transactional integration has to deal
with a complex hierarchically structured transaction, referred
to as user transaction ut. An ut is a composition of several
components that interact with each other in a defined order.
Definition 6: User transaction ut
Let U T = ut1 , ut2 , . . . , utm be the set of all user transactions. We define an utm := (DTm , Gutm , AU Tm ) with DTm
as the set of disconnected transactions composed by ut. Gutm
is a directed, acyclic graph with Gutm = (V utm , Eutm ) with
V utm ≡ DTm = dt1,m , . . . , dti,m and the set of edges Eutm
is defined as ∀dtm,i , dtm,n ∈ V utm : dtm,i → dtm,n ⇔
eut ∈ Eutm with eut = (dtm,i , dtm,n ). The dependency
dtm,i → dtm,n expresses an execution order, hence Gutm
represents a partial order over the set of disconnected transactions DTm for utm . AU T is defined in the following section.
In the following we consider the existence of atomic units
within an ut and how we can achieve an atomic outcome of
ut.
D. Consistency of ut
As already investigated by the research community a complex transaction, like ut, must cope with sub-transactions defined by transactional boundaries within the execution model.
A transactional boundary demarcates parts of the complete
transaction and defines thereby sub- transactions, or in other
words atomic units (atomic refers to the outcome). These units
can now be interleaved in a concurrent execution which leads
to an increased performance because not an entire ut must be
scheduled.
Further, atomic units can be exploited to allow for a partial
rollback of ut if the sequence of corresponding compensation
steps is defined. This is also known as the “Spheres of Joint
Compensation” model introduced by [12]. More details about
the settings and the technological realisation of transactional
boundaries can be found in [13], [14], [15].
We provide a more general notion of atomic units and focus
on the interrelation between these more high level units and
above defined disconnected transactions.
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1) Atomic Units of ut: The following definitions are analog
to the ones in section III-A above.
Definition 7: Atomic unit aut of ut
Let AU Tm = {autm,1 , . . . , autm,j } be the set of all
atomic units of utm with autm,j = (dt1 , . . . , dti ), and
with (dt1 , . . . , dti ) ∈ Eutm . Atomic unit autm,j groups the
spheres of disconnected transactions into an indivisible group
where either all dti ∈ autm,j commit or abort. Hence, AU Tm
is an imposed structure on an ut. And, let AU T be the set of
all AU Ti .
In contrast to CN T which ensures an atomic outcome
after the validation takes place, a similar structure is required
that coordinates the validation for several dt, i.e., their write
spheres, grouped in an aut. Also, amongst all aut. Thus, a
transaction structure for the validation is required. Further,
the commitment rules and the coordination amongst the dt
is different to CN T . This is caused by the time between the
termination of two dt. Within one dt it is possible to bring in
the modifications of one atomic unit of dt in one step (there
is only one write phase), at this stage, one dti may enter its
termination (p3,p4) a long time before another dtk of the same
atomic unit enters its termination.
Eventually, this means that isolation is weakened and compensation is required to semantically undo the effects because
a dt has to commit to release its locks and isolation is no
longer possible. This requires, as defined in definition 1, each
dt to define its compensation, which may lead to a less
favourable cascading compensation. We refer to [6], [12], [16]
for a thorough discussion about compensation. Isolation is no
longer given, but since each t and, so each dt, must pass
the validation, our approach is able to detect and prevent
inconsistencies albeit after they arise, which we nevertheless
consider as a clear improvement because inconsistencies at the
DB level can be avoided despite a weak isolation.
Now, the coordination mechanism on top of the validation
is introduced. Similar to CN T we introduce an Open Nested
Transaction ON T which is considered open because of the
weak isolation.
Definition 8: Open Nested Transaction ON T
(1) Let ON T (dti ) be an open nested transaction over uti
which is defined as a tree ON T (uti ) = (V ont, Eont) with
uti as root node r which only commits if all its children
commit, the set of vertexes V ont ≡ AU T and the set of edges
Eont is defined as ∀autm,j , autm,k ∈ V ont : autm,j →
autm,k ⇔ eont ∈ Eont with eont = (autm,j , autm,k ).
(2) If there exists an order (edge) ∃eut ∈ Eutm = dti → dtl
with dti ∈ autm,j and dtl ∈ autm,k for j 6= k then there must
be a dependency between autm,j and autm,k so that dti →
dtf irst ∈ autm,k , and dtlast ∈ autm,k → dti+1 ∈ autm,j ,
with dtf irst as the first and dtlast as last element in autm,k ,
and let dti+1 be the successor of dti so that dti → dti+1 .
Thus autm,k becomes part of autm,j . If ¬∃(dti → dti+1 )
then autm,j runs concurrent to autm,k .
(3) Further, the construction of an order of atomic units must
terminate.
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Please bear in mind that a single dt is also encapsulated by
an aut and that a dt commits if its wspw does. So, actually
ON T is a structure over all wspw which are themselves
structured by CN T . Whereas ON T coordinates above the
validation, CN T coordinates below. To ensure an atomic
outcome for a dt some further specification for ON T is
required:
Definition 9: Commitment rules of ON T
(1) A parent is only allowed to commit if all its children
commit. If one of its children abort compensation is required.
(2) Between a chain of aut the following holds:
(a) A successor of autm,j is only allowed to start if its
predecessor autm,j−1 commits.
(b) If one aut in the chain aborts all other aut have to abort
too, and the compensation handler of each dt of the same aut
must be called in reverse order as defined by Gut
The commitment rules of ON T are different from the ones
defined for CN T due to the open nature. As a concrete realisation we propose to lodge an execution plan by a coordinator
(CO) for each ut, hence the model of the ON T itself. Each
dt which enters its write sphere has to register and must (i)
await the CO’s acknowledgement to enter the validation and
(ii) it has to send the final outcome, commit or abort, to the
CO. If CO receives a commit message from a dt it marks the
corresponding node in the graph as committed, and in case of
an abort CO does not only mark the node as aborted, it must
initialise the compensation too. To control the compensation
a compensation model comp−1 (ut) must be derived. We omit
a definition and the interested reader is referred to [12].
A dt is only allowed to enter the validation if all its
predecessors have already committed. A parent of several
siblings is only allowed to commit if all its children have
committed. To release locks only if all siblings commit is not
required because of the compensation, hence a 2PC [1] in
its classic definition is not required. Following this approach
the CO can obey the order and the status of each dt. The
suggested approach can be interpreted as reducing a graph to
its root node.
To complete the model we must show that the concurrent
execution of atomic units aut is also consistent. The argumentation follows the same way as at the end of section III-B.
IV. R ELATED W ORK
The Nested Transaction Model has been introduced by
Moss [8] and can be seen as the seminal work concerning
Advanced, Workflow, or Business Transaction Models (see [2],
[4]). Spheres have been introduced by Davies [17] and can be
seen as the generalisation of the Nested Transaction Model
which itself can be seen as a generalisation of the chained
transaction model [1].
Compensation was already foreseen by Moss, but especially
the SAGA [6] model heavily applied compensation transactions. The work by Leymann [12] especially focused on the
existence of atomic and compensation spheres. One influential
workflow transaction model is Reuters Contract model [18]
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which is a conceptual framework for the reliable execution of
long-lived computations in a distributed environment. OCC
was introduced by Kung and Robinson [5] and even if it
never gained a lot of attention as a CC mechanism in a
DBMS, its validation concept has been applied in synchronisation concepts in Mobile Computing, for example, but rarely
adopted into the MW itself. The PyrrhoDB [19] is the only
database we are aware of that implements OCC as CC mechanism. Laiho and Laux [20] thoroughly analysed Row Version
Verification (RVV) as an implementation of OCC within a
disconnected architecture and their work provides, beside a
detailed discussion, patterns to implement RVV for a couple
of common databases and data access technologies at the MW
layer. Fekete et al. [21] also pointed out that an integration
of underlying short transactions and complex transactions is
important, and mechanisms to ensure consistency without the
need to lock data are required. Their work, however, introduces
research directions and not a formal model describing the
interdependence between flat and complex transactions.
V. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The defined transaction model decouples the DB from
the MW layer by applying an OCC at the MW layer and
imposes an OCC phase model within a component. This
enables to detect overall inconsistencies despite temporal subtransactional inconsistencies. We also interrelated flat transactions with the complex transaction structure by applying
a CN T after the validation to ensure an atomic outcome,
and ON T coordinates the atomic outcome of ut above the
validation. This interrelation closes the gap between flat and
complex transactions, and the application of OCC at the MW
can also help to establish a loose transaction coupling between
DB and MW.
Our future work will include a theoretical underpinning,
especially proofs, and focus on an implementation combining
our previous work [7] with this work. Our specific focus
is thereby on the semantics of transactions, as well as how
their transactional requirements can be expressed. On that
account we are working on the quantification of consistency
requirements. This abstract model will form the basis for our
future work.
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Abstract—In this paper, we present an extension of the WAH
algorithm, which is currently considered one of the fastest and
most CPU-efﬁcient bitmap compression algorithm available.
The algorithm is based on run length encoding (RLE) and its
encoding/decoding units are chuncs of the processor’s word
size. The fact that the algorithm works on a blocking factor,
which is a multiple of the CPU word size, makes the algorithm
extremely fast, but also leads to a bad compression ratio in
the case of medium-sparse bitmaps (1% - 10%), which is
what we are mainly interested in. A recent extension of the
WAH algorithm is the PLWAH algorithm, which has a better
compression ratio by piggybacking trailing words, which look
“similar” to the previous ﬁll-block. The interesting point here
is that the algorithm also is described to be faster than the
original WAH version under most circumstances, even though
the compression algorithm is more complex. Therefore, the
concept of the PLWAH algorithm was extended to allow socalled “polluted blocks” to appear not only at the end of a ﬁllblock, but also multiple times inside, leading to much longer ﬁll
lengths and, as a consequence, to a smaller memory footprint,
which again is expected to reduce the overall processing time
of the algorithm when performing operations on compressed
bitmaps.
Keywords-Compressed bitmaps, WAH algorithm, RLE, CPUmemory-gap

I. I NTRODUCTION
Compressed bitmaps play an increasingly important role
in efﬁciently answering multi-dimensional queries in large
data sets. Another application is the representation of positionlists inside column-stores [1]. We are presently developing a framework with basic components to build columnstore applications. Besides ColumnFile and ColumnArray as
basic components, we also identiﬁed the positionlist as a key
component of our framework. A positionlist for example is
responsible for buffering the data sets that satisfy a condition
on a column. This is done by storing a list of tuple-ids.
The tuple-ids are sorted and have no duplicates. If the
lists are short, tuple-ids can be stored as INT(4) values,
but in the case of millions of entries in a positionlist, the
(compressed) bitmap is the more appropriate representation
form. After analysing the relevant scientiﬁc papers about
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bitmaps, we identiﬁed the well-known WAH algorithm [2] as
one of the candidates for implementing our positionlist. One
drawback of the algorithm was that an efﬁcient compression
is only possible when the selectivity is about 0.1% and
below. In our operational area, however, also selectivities
between 1% and 10% should be handled efﬁciently. A
recent extension of the WAH algorithm is the PLWAH
algorithm [3], which has a better compression ratio (up to
a factor of 2) by piggybacking trailing words, which look
“similar” to the previous ﬁll block. The interesting point
here is that the algorithm also is described as faster than
the original WAH version under most circumstances even
though the compression algorithm is more complex. This
leads to the assumption that the CPU memory gap [4] has
shifted the algorithm from CPU bound to IO bound in the
past years and that the bottleneck of the algorithm is no
longer the CPU, but the access to the main memory. In this
case, processing time may be reduced by ﬁnding a better
compression for selectivities between 1% and 10%.
The paper is organised as follows. In the next section,
we introduce the main concepts of the WAH algorithm.
Afterwards, we present our extension of the WAH algorithm,
which introduces a new ﬁll type that cannot only handle
identical bits in a ﬁll, but also allows for the existence of a
number of pollutions inside. Subsequently, we explain our
concept using an example and after that, a number of possible variants will be discussed. Our paper will be completed
with a short summary and a longer list of activities once the
implementation of our algorithm will be available.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The WAH algorithm is a compression algorithm for
bitmaps. It is based on run length encoding and allows for efﬁcient operations on the compressed versions of the bitmaps.
It is very CPU-efﬁcient, because it uses the CPU word size
as basic packing unit, which allows very efﬁcient operations
on the data. Two types of blocks are distinguished. Literal
blocks contain uncompressed bits and ﬁll blocks contain a
number of subsequent identical bit values. In the remaining
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of the paper, we will focus, without loss of generality, on
the 32-bit version of the algorithm. In this case, each literal
block contains 31 uncompressed arbitrary bits and each ﬁll
block holds a multiple of 31 bits with the same value. The
ﬁrst bit of a block is used to distinguish a ﬁll block from a
literal block. To separate a 0-ﬁll from a 1-ﬁll, the second bit
is used. 30 bits are left to indicate the length of a ﬁll. The
length is given in multiple of 31 bits, not in individual bits.
A value of 2 means a ﬁll with 62 identical bits. Figure 1
shows the compression of a bitmap of 194 bits length (ﬁrst
line). First, the bitmap is divided into equidistant parts of
31 bits (second line) and these parts are further classiﬁed as
ﬁll or literal. After that, consecutive ﬁlls with the same bit
value are combined.
194 bit

0..010..010..010..0
50 x 0

80 x 0

40 x 0

21 x 0

0..0 0..0 1 0..0 0..0 0..00..0 10..0 0..0 0..0 1 0..0
31 x 0 19 x 0
0-fill

11 x 0

literal

31 x 0

31 x 0

0-fill 0-fill

7 x 0

23 x 0 31 x 0

literal

9 x 0

0-fill

21 x 0

literal

0-fill(1): 1 0000000 00000000 00000000 00000001
literal

: 0 0000000 00000000 00001000 00000000

0-fill(2): 1 0000000 00000000 00000000 00000010
literal

: 0 0000000 10000000 00000000 00000000

0-fill(1): 1 0000000 00000000 00000000 00000001
literal

: 0 0000000 00100000 00000000 00000000

allows for slightly polluted literals to appear at each position
in the ﬁll without reducing the overall length of a ﬁll.
A. Draggled Fill
Our concept requires the introduction of a new block type
called draggled ﬁll, which can handle the polluted literals
inside a ﬁll. In contrast to the other two block types literal
and ﬁll, a draggled ﬁll has a variable length depending
on the number of pollutions inside. Hence, three different
types of blocks (literal, ﬁll, and draggled ﬁll) must be
distinguished. We distinguish a ﬁll from a draggled ﬁll with
the third signiﬁcant bit, so that a 1-ﬁll is identiﬁed by the
bit combination of 111, while a draggled-1-ﬁll is identiﬁed
by 110 (0-ﬁll: 101, draggled-0-ﬁll: 100). The indicator of a
literal remains identical to the WAH algorithm (a 0-bit at the
most signiﬁcant bit), which still allows us to store 31 bits
in each literal. For every word in a draggled ﬁll, we ﬁrst
have to deﬁne how polluted it could be to be part of such
a ﬁll. For a 32-bit version of the WAH algorithm, different
degrees of pollution can be deﬁned, which vary from one
wrong bit inside 32, 16, 8, and 4 bit, leading to 1, 2, 4,
or 8 wrong bits (called pollution factor) in a complete 32bit word1 . Figure 2 presents examples of different pollution
factors, each with the maximum number of skipped bits.
pollution factor: 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

pollution factor: 2

Figure 1.

Bitmap compression with WAH

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

pollution factor:

The drawback of this algorithm is that in the case of
medium-spare bitmaps, the ﬁlls are very short and every
single “pollution”, leads to a full literal block. The switch
between a ﬁll and a literal (and back to a ﬁll) block is an
expensive job in terms of memory.
III. C ONCEPT
The main difference between WAH and our concept is
that we support the concept of draggled ﬁlls, which allows
a small number of false bits inside each word of a ﬁll.
The intention here is to obtain longer ﬁlls, because the
switch from a ﬁll to a literal block and back to a ﬁll is an
expensive act in terms of memory. The PLWAH (position
list word aligned hybrid) method uses a related concept by
piggybacking a trailing literal block after a ﬁll, if it differs
from the words in the preceding ﬁll by one bit only. For this
purpose, the length ﬁeld in the ﬁll is reduced by some bits,
while ﬁve of these bits indicate the position of the wrong
bit in the trailing literal. With this trick, you can achieve
a reduction by a factor of two for certain distributions of
data. Otherwise, the maximum length of a ﬁll is reduced by
a factor of 26 , may reach a maximum of 224 instead of 230 .
In contrast to this, our concept does not only allow for
one slightly polluted literal at the end of a ﬁll, but it also
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4

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

pollution factor:

8

0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

Figure 2.

Possible pollution factors for a block

Each polluted 32-bit word needs a ﬁxed number of bits
for description. The value of needed bits is dependent on the
pollution factor and the maximum length of a ﬁll. In case of
a pollution factor of 1, we only need to specify the position
of the wrong bit, which could be done with 5 bits (25 = 32).
With a pollution factor of 2, we need 4 bits to specify the
position of the wrong bit in the ﬁrst 16 bits and another 4
bits to specify the wrong bit in the second half of the word.
As only one of the two 16-bit words may contain a wrong
bit, we need a mask of another 2 bits to specify in which
part the skipped bits occur. Table I gives an overview of the
memory consumption also for the other pollution factors.
Additional memory is needed to specify the position of
the polluted words. The size is dependent on the maximum
1 Strictly speaking, we do not have 32 bits, but only 31 bits as packing
unit. But for the sake of straightforwardness in explaining the concept we
talk in this paper about 32 bits. Keep in mind that, without loss of generality,
one bit can be ignored, i.e. the leftmost one.
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Table I
M EMORY CONSUMPTION OF DIFFERENT POLLUTION FACTORS
Pollution factor
1
2
4
8

Memory consumption
(in bit)
5
10 (2 ∗ 4 + 2)
16 (4 ∗ 3 + 4)
24 (8 ∗ 2 + 8)

length of a ﬁll. If for example the maximum value is 1024
(210 ), 10 additional bits are required to specify the position
for each pollutted 32-bit word in the most simple implementation, where the position is speciﬁed by its index inside
the run. Later in section III-C, we will discuss different
possibilities to identify the wrong words.
B. Example
After the introduction of the concept, the effect will now
be demonstrated using the example given in Figure 3.
In the middle part of the Figure, seven 32-bit blocks can
be seen. Except for the fourth and the sixth block, which
contain two and one polluted bit(s) (indicated in grey) all
blocks contain 0-bits only. The two polluted blocks are
shown in detail in the upper and lower part of the Figure.
The pollution factor is set to 2, meaning that we can accept
one wrong bit in every 16-bit of the block at the most. So
both polluted words can be accepted to be inside a draggled
ﬁll and the overall length of the ﬁll is 7 words. Besides the
overall length, we have to provide additional information for
a draggled ﬁll. This information includes:
• The number of polluted blocks
• The positions of the polluted blocks inside the ﬁll
• Position of the wrong bits inside a polluted block
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0...0 0...0 0...0 0x.x0 0...0 x...0 0...0

}
32 bit

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Figure 3.

Draggled ﬁll with two polluted blocks

The maximum number of polluted blocks depends on the
maximum length of a dragged ﬁll and the number of bits
to specify the number. The same holds for the speciﬁcation
of the position of the polluted blocks. In our example, we
choose a maximum length of a draggled ﬁll of 64 and a
pollution factor of 2. This means that we need 6 bits to
specify the size of the ﬁll and another 6 bits to specify
the number of polluted blocks inside the ﬁll. For each
polluted block, we also have to provide the information on
the position of the block inside the ﬁll and the wrong bits
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inside. Figure 4 shows a possible memory layout for the
above example in the upper part. The ﬁrst three bits are
reserved for the block type, then 6 bits for the ﬁll length
ﬁeld, and another 6 bits for the ﬁeld indicating the number
of polluted blocks.
In the lower 16 bits of the ﬁrst word, the information about
the individual polluted words inside a ﬁll is contained. In the
deﬁned layout (maximum length: 64, pollution factor: 2), we
need exactly 16 bits to specify one pollution word. The ﬁrst
two bits, labeled as “mask”, identify in which of the two
16-bit words a pollution occurs. Possible values are 01, 10,
and 11. The next 6 bits specify the position of the polluted
word inside the ﬁll. As a maximum of 1 wrong bit can occur
inside one 16-bit word, we need 4 more bits to specify the
position (0..15) of the wrong bit inside a 16-bit word. As
we have two 16-bit words in our polluted block, we need
another 4 bits for the second word. In each following 32bit word, we can now store the information of two more
polluted words.
In the lower part of Figure 4, the true values for the
example in Figure 3 are presented. First, the block type for
a draggled-0-ﬁll is speciﬁed, followed by the information of
a ﬁll length of seven with two polluted words. Then, the
’11’ mask indicates, that there are two skipped bits in the
polluted block at position 4 in the ﬁll. The two skipped bits
can be found at bit-position 9 (ﬁrst 16-bit word) and bitposition 4 (second 16-bit word), respectively. In contrast of
this the second polluted block only contains one wrong bit
in the ﬁrst 16-bit word (mask ’10’), which can be found at
position 15.
The total memory footprint is 64 bits, compared to 160
bits in the original WAH implementation2 and 128 bits in
the PLWAH implementation. Especially in cases of lower
selectivity, the proposed concept is superior with regard to
memory footprint. The high memory cost of switching from
a ﬁll to a literal block and back can be avoided in many
cases. And even in the case where no ﬁlls can be found,
there is no drawback due to the fact that a literal block
can handle 31 bits as in the original WAH-algorithm. One
little drawback exists in the case of a very high selectivity
leading to extremely long ﬁlls: Because of the new block
type, the proposed concept needs one bit more to indicate
a ﬁll block, and so a block can contain a maximum of
229 ∗ 31 bits instead of 230 ∗ 31. As our concept has not
been yet implemented, we cannot make any statements about
the runtime behaviour. However, we plan to run a bunch
of experiments with different data distributions concerning
runtime and memory behaviour.
C. Variants
In the above concept we divided each 32-bit block into
equidistant parts, which can contain 1 wrong bit at the most.
2 160 bits = 32 bits (0-ﬁll, length: 3 ) + 32 bits (literal word) + 32 bits
(0-ﬁll. length: 1) + 32 bits (literal) + 32 bits (0-ﬁll, length: 1)
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Mask

type fill-length

polluted

t: 31

WordPos 1 Bitpos1 Bitpos2

16 15
7

1 0 0

0

1 1

2

9

4

Figure 4.

4

Wordpos 2 Bitpos1 Bitpos2
31
1 0

WordPos 3 Bitpos1 Bitpos2

16 15
6

0

15

Memory layout of a draggled-0-ﬁll

This solution was chosen, because it is easy to implement
and also CPU-efﬁcient.
Another, more general solution may be not to divide the
block into equidistant parts, but to allow a maximum of nskipped bits to appear inside a 32-bit block. In this case, the
memory consumption is a little bit higher, but it is a more
general model, which can lead to longer ﬁlls.
Instead of specifying the index position of a polluted
block, it is also possible to specify the gaps between polluted
blocks (incremental encoding [5]). This leads to a smaller
memory footprint for each polluted block, because a lower
number of bits can be used to specify the increments. In case
the next polluted block is too far away to code the distance
with the chosen number of bits, the ﬁll has to terminate.
Figure 5 gives an example of this encoding. Each gray square
represents a 32-bit block (with unique values, polluted and
mixed). The full length of the ﬁll is 21 blocks. As you can
see, the values of the increments remain small in contrast
to the index encoding in the last line, thus allowing for a
lower number of bits to encode the ﬁll.

minimum of 31 bits. Even a single skipped bit leads to a
literal block, which holds 31 uncompressed bits.
Our contribution handles this problem by allowing socalled polluted blocks to be part of a ﬁll. A polluted block
is a block, which has a limited number of wrong bits. The
idea is to describe the position of the polluted block and
the wrong bits inside it, which takes much less memory
than ending a ﬁll, starting a new literal block, and after that
starting a new ﬁll.
V. F UTURE W ORK
Currently, we don’t have an implementation of our concept, but we are working on it. At the time we have a our
implementation ﬁnished, we plan a number of tests with
different selectivity, both synthetical and real world data,
comparing both the compression ratio and the execution
time of the different operations. Depending on the results
we eventually implement different variants of our algorithm,
discussed in III-C. Another interesting point would be to
look for dependencies between the pollution factor and the
maximum ﬁll-length for different data sets.

fill length = 21
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Abstract—To meet the performance requirements of enterprise
application for both, transactional application as well as analytical scenarios, data storage of in-memory databases are split
into two parts: One optimized for reading and a write-optimized
differential buffer. The read-optimized main storage together
with the differential buffer for inserts provide the current state of
the database. In regular intervals the differential buffer is merged
with the main database to maintain compression and query
performance. This merge process runs asynchronous to minimize
the impact on query performance. However, simple duplication
of the data structures prior to the merge process lead to a main
memory consumption of at least twice the size of the database. In
this paper we propose a differential merge update based on single
columns. In typical enterprise application data environments this
leads to a significant reduction of memory consumption as this
type of applications tend to store transactional data in very large
single tables. The Single Column Merge has been implemented in
HYRISE and proved in a test scenario based on real enterprise
data.
Index Terms—In-Memory Database; Column Store; Merge
Process;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Enterprise data management systems currently in use are
typically being optimized either for transactional data processing (OLTP) or analytical data processing (OLAP). In order to
combine both requirements for mixed workload scenarios the
introduction of a write optimized differential buffer together
with a read-optimized main storage has been proposed in [4],
[8], [14]. The main advantage of this design is that the compression of the read storage does not need to be re-compressed
every time a data modification operation is executed as all
changes are stored in a differential buffer. However, the main
storage and the differential buffer have to be merged at some
point of time to maintain the performance in read intensive
scenarios, mainly for two reasons:
•

•

•

Merging the differential buffer into the main relation
decreases the memory consumption since better compression techniques can be applied.
Additionally, merging the buffer allows better read query
performance due to an order-preserving value dictionary
of the main store.
Furthermore, the bit compression of valueID’s allows
better bandwidth utilization which leads to improved read
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performance since in-memory databases suffer from the
bandwidth limitations of todays hardware.
The key requirement for the merge process is to have as
little impact as possible on the performance of the database.
Therefore it has to run asynchronously to other operations
such as query execution. The cost of this process is mainly
determined by the performance impact on the other operations
and main memory consumption. This paper focuses on the
optimization of the memory consumption.
A. Enterprise Application characteristics
We applied the concept of a differential buffer to columnoriented, in-memory databases, as we could show that these
databases perform especially well in Enterprise Application
scenarios. By analyzing customer applications and customer
data we derived typical enterprise application characteristics as
shown in [9], [10]. The most important findings based on the
customer system analysis and their implications on database
design are:
• Enterprise applications typically present data by building
a context for a view, modification to the data only happen
rarely. Hence column-oriented, in-memory databases that
are optimized for reading as proposed in [8], [12] perform
especially well in enterprise application scenarios. In fact,
over 80% of the workload in an OLTP environment are
read operations.
• Tables for transactional data typically consist of 100-300
columns and only a narrow set of attributes is accessed
in typical queries. Column-oriented databases benefit
significantly from this characteristic as entire columns,
rather than entire rows, can be read in sequence.
• Enterprise data is sparse data with a well known value
domain and a relatively low number of distinct values.
Therefore data of enterprise applications qualifies very
well for data compression as these techniques exploit
redundancy within data and knowledge about the data
domain for optimal results. Abadi et al. have shown in
[1] that compression applies particularly well to columnar
storages. Since all data within a column a) has the same
data type and b) typically has similar semantics and thus
low information entropy, i.e. there are few distinct values
in many cases.
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Fig. 1.

Column-oriented storage paradigm

Enterprise applications typically reveal a mix of OLAP
and OLTP characteristics [10]. To support both, the data
storage of in-memory databases are split into two parts,
one optimized for reading and one for writing.
• Data growth in enterprise systems has not shown the same
growth rate as for example social networks. Despite the
fact of a growing number of captured events in enterprise
environments all events are based on actual events related
to the business which have an inherent processing limit
by the size of the company.
Given that findings on enterprise application our approach
to build an application-specific data management is focused
on in-memory data processing with data compression and
column-wise data representation in order to utilize todays
hardware as best as possible.
•

B. Structure of the paper
The remainder of the paper is structured as the following:
First we introduce HYRISE, our prototypical column-oriented,
in-memory database prototype used to empirically validate our
findings. The next section gives an overview of the traditional
merge process of main storage and differential buffer. In
Section IV, we propose a modified merge algorithm, the Single
Column Merge, that reduces additional memory consumption
during the merge process. Section V gives an overview of
related work while Section VI concludes this work.
II. OVERVIEW OF HYRISE
A. HYRISE architecture
The following section describes the architecture of the
HYRISE prototype, including the storage manager and query
executor.
The storage manager maintains the physically stored data in
main memory and provides access methods for accessing data
while organizing data along columns with applied dictionary
compression. Consequently, all relations are fully decomposed
while a surrogate identifier allows the reconstruction of tuples
of the column partitions. Figure 1 shows the vertical fragmentation of a table as used in HYRISE and depicts that
attribute focused read operation can exploit sequential memory
access while tuple reconstruction requires random access to
each column. By choosing to optimize this database prototype
for an online mixed workload (OLXP) as described in [10]
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the reconstruction of complete relation in a timely manner
gets equally important as data modifications and scans over
large sets of data.
In case of HYRISE the row or surrogate identifier is implicit
and can be extracted from the position of a value in a column.
Therefore, fast access due to offsetting is made possible which
can also be leveraged in positional joins algorithms. Unlike
other lightweight compression techniques the implemented
dictionary encoding enables this positional access since it
facilitates the change of variable-length fields into fixed-length
data types on each column.
In order to speed up read access by as late as possible decompression of the actual value the dictionary of the
encoding in HYRISE is sorted leading to order-preserving
values in the actual column. Considering this, predicates can
be applied on the attribute vector and ranges can be looked
up without decompressing every single value. Besides, the
sortation enables fast binary search on the dictionary.
Furthermore, the storage bit-compresses the values pointing
from the dictionary to the attribute vector by using only the
amount of bits necessary to represent the cardinality of distinct
values of each column. Especially in enterprise applications
the attributes are characterized by a limited domain. Hence,
bit compressing value identifiers is very effective and improves
the compression factor even more. Besides the additional
compression bit compressed value identifiers support better
bandwidth utilization in late materialized query executions.
While this extended dictionary compression technique offers both good compression ratio and optimized read access
modifications of data are almost impossible due to fact that the
data would have to be re-compressed every time modification
operation would be executed. For example, if a new value
would change the sort order of the existing dictionary or the
cardinality of distinct values changes in a way that the already
used bits are not sufficient the complete attribute vector has
to be modified. Consequently, all modifications are handled
by a dedicated differential buffer for each table to postpone
re-compression cost to later point of time to distribute the
re-compression cost over all data modifications stored in the
buffer. This re-compression is done by merging differential
buffer and main storage. The buffer implements a vertical
partitioning as well but leaves out both the order-preserving
and value bit-compressing optimizations in order to allow fast
appends to the table. This architecture is based on the fact that
decomposition of relations in main memory with the lookup or
extension of the dictionary is way faster than writing the log
to disk that has to happen in in-memory databases to assure
durability.
Given the fact of a dedicated buffer to handle all data
changes, updates have to be implemented as an insert followed
by an invalidation of the to be updated record. The invalidation
is maintained by a two bit vectors, which keep track of updates
and deletes in the compressed storage and the corresponding
differential buffer. The storage manager is in charge of keeping
data consistent what in this case means the main storage and
delta storage have to be kept in sync and corresponding merge
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III. T HE MERGE PROCESS
A. Description of the merge process

processes have to run asynchronously to avoid conflicts with
running queries during the merge process.
The query executor is responsible for executing a given
query plan, including loading the necessary meta data and
materializing results with regards of late materialization strategies that are a result of the column-wise data representation
with applied dictionary encoding. The current state of the
system provides no direct access using a query language like
SQL but focuses on the implementation of the plan operators.
It implements the necessary relational algebra operators and
leaves the query plan design up to the user of the prototype.
Hence the query plans used are written by hand and than
executed by the execution engine while assuming that this
written query plans are optimal and no further optimization
takes place.
For the purpose of this study, some features of a conventional
database such as multi-threading, transactions, or recovery are
not implemented to avoid the related overhead. We omit these
features because we believe they are orthogonal to the question
of how to compact data using a merge process in an in-memory
column store. For the same reason the process of loading data
from a storage system at startup time is not taken into account.
B. HYRISE data structures
In the following we illustrate the data structures for main
storage and differential buffer. Figure 2 shows an illustration
of a main storage. The data structures for one column are
illustrated in detail. The table AttributeVector shows the vector
holding the values for each record of a particular attribute. The
values are dictionary compressed; therefore the stored ValueIds
are references to the table Dictionary containing the actual
values. The Valid?BitVector indicates whether this record is
still valid or has been invalidated by an update or delete in
the differential buffer.
New entries are stored in a write optimized differential
storage as shown in Figure 3. The example shows 4 newly
added entries in the AttributeVector. Similar to the main
storage, the differential buffer has a Dictionary. The main
difference between both storages is the implementation of the
dictionary as discussed in the section above. All dictionaries
used by the main storage need to be sorted in order to
allow binary search and are bit-compressed. In contrast, the
dictionaries in the differential buffer are unsorted and not bitcompressed to allow fast appends.
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The merge process and its complexity is described in detail
in [8]; we give a brief overview here. The process can be
separated into three phases - prepare merge, attribute merge
and commit merge.
The prepare merge phase locks the differential buffer and
main storage and creates a new empty differential buffer
storage for all new inserts, updates, and deletes which occur
during the merge process. Additionally the current valid vector
of the old buffer and main storage at merge time are copied
to be used throughout the merge process, as these may be
changed by concurrent updates or deletes applied during the
merge while affecting records involved in this process. In the
attribute merge phase the following steps are executed for
each attribute: the first step is merging the dictionaries of
the differential buffer and main storage. Next, the value ids
of main storage and write buffer are copied to a new main
storage - thereby changes in the dictionary have to be applied
to the new value ids; invalidated values of the original main
storage are not copied and can be transferred to a history log.
To ensure persistency, the merge result is written to secondary
storage.
The commit merge phase starts by acquiring a write lock
of the table. This ensures that all running queries are finished
prior to the switch to the new main storage including the
updated value IDs. Then, the valid vector copied in the first
phase is compared to the actual vector to mark potentially
invalidated rows - they are eventually deleted in the next merge
process. As last step the new main storage replaces the original
differential buffer and main storage and the latter ones are
unloaded from memory.
Figure 4 shows the result of the merge process based on
the differential buffer and main storage shown in figures 2
and 3. New AttributeVector now holds all value records of
the original main storage, as well as the differential buffer.
Note that the new dictionary includes all values from the main
and differential buffer and is resorted to allow binary search
and late materializing range queries. Therefore the ValueId
of single value records has changed compared to the original
entry in the main storage and differential buffer.
B. Memory consumption of the merge process
As discussed in [8] prior to the commit merge phase the
complete new main storage is kept inside main memory.
Hence, at this point double the size of the original main storage
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plus differential buffer is required in main memory to execute
the proposed merge process. In the subsequent section we
propose a modification of the algorithm to decrease the overall
additional memory consumption.

Get values
for value IDs

In this section we describe a modified merge process called
Single Column Merge with the objective of reducing the size
of memory consumption throughout the merge process. By
merging single columns independently from the delta into the
main storage the algorithm reduces the additional memory
consumption to the size in memory of the largest column. In
order to use this technique the insert only strategy has to be
used otherwise records would be physically deleted what could
lead to inconsistent surrogate identifiers if merged columns
are applied independently. So far deleted records are kept
as invalid in the storage system but could be removed by a
dedicated garbage collection run.

In the merge process described in section III-A the merge
result for single columns is calculated independently in the
respective attribute merge phases. The merge result is kept
in main memory until all attributes are merged to ensure an
instant switch to the new main storage in the commit merge
phase. The basic idea of Single Column Merge is to switch to
an updated main storage after every attribute has been merged
while maintaining a consistent view on the data.
Partial hiding of merge results: Switching already merged
columns leads to a problem: Some attributes are already
merged while others are not. Those finished attributes typically
have a longer attribute vector since new rows could have
been inserted into the differential buffer. And as this buffer
is not updated throughout the merge process value entries
for newly created rows are duplicated in the update main
storage and original differential buffer. To resolve this issue
all newly created rows are marked as invalid until all columns
are merged as shown in Figure 5.
Remapping old value IDs: After one attribute is merged,
its state differs from the rest of the index that has yet to be
merged. Some values potentially have new value IDs if the
merge process has changed the value IDs. Incoming queries
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might still rely on old value IDs, e.g. in case they have been
cached by queries started prior to the merge process. To avoid
locking of the table for each attribute a mapping table from the
old value IDs to the new ones is provided throughout the merge
process until all attributes are merged into the main store. This
mapping table from old to new values is created in the attribute
merge phase of the merge process described in section III-A
when merging the dictionaries of differential buffer and main
store. Figure 6 shows an example for a remapped lookup of
the cached old value IDs 1 and 4.
Modifications of the traditional merge process: To implement the Single Column Merge as described we have to make
the following changes to the merge process as described in
section III-A:
•

•

prepare merge
– The valid vector of the main store has to be enlarged
by the number of rows that are currently in the
differential buffer. This is required to hide the newly
created merge results in the main storage until all
attributes are merged.
– The newly created valid record entries are initialized
with false to deactivate those rows.
attribute merge: For each attribute the following changes
have to be made:
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•

– Keep the mapping tables from old to new value
IDs in memory. These tables have to be provided to
functions in the query executor that might be called
while a merge is running to have a consistent view
on the data.
– Switch the attribute data structure of the old main
storage to the merge result right after merging the
attribute.
commit merge
– activate the newly merged rows by setting the valid
vector entries to true.
– Unload mapping tables from old to new value IDs
after the lock on the table is acquired.

B. Evaluation of memory consumption
Applying Single Column Merge eliminates the need to additionally hold the newly created main storage of the size of the
original main storage and differential buffer in main memory.
As only one attribute is merged at a time the additional amount
of main memory needed for the merge process is the size
of the attribute data structure currently merged plus the size
of the mapping tables from old value IDs to new value IDs
for the dictionaries as described in section IV-A. Assuming
that the main storage is significantly larger in size than the
differential buffer, the overall additional memory consumption
for the merge process is driven by the size of the largest data
structure of all attributes.
To test how large the savings in additional memory consumption are, we compared the traditional merge process
described in section III-A and the Single Column Merge using
live customer data. The two major tables in the database
consist of 28 million rows with 310 columns and 11 million
rows with 111 columns. The main memory usage during the
test is shown in Figure 7. The graph shows the additional
memory consumption during a merge process for both merge
strategies. The column that consumes the most memory can
be seen in both test series. The main memory usage during the
Single Column Merge clearly peaks at around the size of the
largest column, as opposed to the steadily increasing memory
usage during the traditional merge.
V. R ELATED W ORK
Vertical partitioned databases as HYRISE have been researched from the very first conferences on database systems
[2], [11], [11], [15] while focusing on read-intensive environments. Pure vertical partitioning into a “column-store” has
been a recent topic of interest in the literature. Copeland and
Khoshafian [5] introduced the concept of a Decomposition
Storage Model (DSM) as a complete vertical, attribute-wise
partitioned schema, which has been the foundation for multiple
commercial and non-commercial column store implementations such as MonetDB/X100 [4], C-Store [14] or Sybase
IQ [7]. All of those examples has shown ability to outperform
conventional databases in read-mostly analytic-style scenarios
with low selectivity. However, unlike HYRISE, most of the
column-store implementations are pure disk based approaches
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Fig. 7. Main memory usage during traditional merge process and single
column merge

and focus to improve the overall performance by reducing the
number of disk seeks by decomposing relations. Consequently,
data modifications must be propagated to multiple files on
disk, which leads to the fact that this implementation variant
is inappropriate for workloads combining transactional- and
analytical-style queries, because updates and inserts are spread
across different disk locations.
As in HYRISE, data compression can limit the applicability
to scenarios with frequent updates leading to dedicated delta
structures to improve the performance of inserts, updates and
deletes. The authors of [4] and [13] describe a concept
of treating vertical fragments as immutable objects, using
a separate list for deleted tuples and uncompressed delta
columns for appended data while using a combination of
both for updates. In contrast, HYRISE maintains all data
modification of a table in one differential buffer and keeps
track of invalidation with a valid bit-vector. However, none
of before mentioned work describes in detail how the merge
process works.
In contrast to this disk based research, HYRISE builds up on
in-memory data processing, which has been influenced in the
last decade by the work around MonetDB [3]. The widening
gap between the growth rate of CPU speed and memory access
speed leads to the usage of compression techniques requiring
higher effort for de-compression. Besides the direct effect
of storage savings, less physical data has to be transferred
from main memory traded for higher CPU costs at the decompression of the data as described for instance in [16] or
[6]. All works on compression on databases systems focus on
the data amount reductions and at the same time on query
optimizations.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Optimized for main memory consumption, the Single Column Merge removes the need to keep a complete copy of
the table during the merge process. Instead the main memory
consumption can be reduced to a copy of each attribute. The
maximum table size increases from half of the total available
main memory to the total available main memory minus the
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largest columns size. As the merge process is a background
task for an operational system queries can still process the
data, and lookup information in both the attribute vector and
the value dictionary. This concurrency is a requirement for
reengineering the merge process in an online mixed workload
environment. The Single Column Merge solves concurrency
issues by storing an additional mapping table for each column.
Every value dictionary lookup during the merge has to access
the mapping table first, before it can access the value dictionary. Consequently, this remapping results in one additional
random memory access for every value ID lookup but only in
case the merge process has not been finished.
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